"The Hammer and the Feather" (48" x 371//', acrylic on masonite)
Copyright © 1986 by Alan Bean. Used by permission.
Apollo 15 commander David R. Scott confirms Calileo's hypothesis that in the absence ofair
resistance all objects fall with the same velocity. A geologic hammer in Scott's right hand and
a falcon feather in his left hand reached the surface of the moon at the same time (see chapter
13). The demonstration was performed before the television camera on the lunar roving
vehicle, and no photographs were made.
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PREFACE

The purpose of this book is only partly to record the engineering and scientific
accomplishments of the men and women who made it possible for a human
to step away from his home planet for the first time. It is primarily an attempt
to show how scientists interested in the moon and engineers interested in
landing people on the moon worked out their differences and conducted a pro
gram that was a major contribution to science as well as a stunning engineering
accomplishment.
When scientific requirements began to be imposed on manned space flight
operations, hardly any aspect was unaffected. The choice of landing sites, the
amount of scientific equipment that could be carried, and the weight of lunar
material that could be brought back all depended on the capabilities of the space
craft and mission operations. These considerations limited the earliest missions
and constituted the challenge of the later ones.
President John F. Kennedy's decision to build the United States' space pro
gram around a manned lunar landing owed nothing to any scientific interest in
the moon. The primary dividend was to be national prestige, which had suffered
from the Soviet Union's early accomplishments in space. A second, equally impor
tant result of a manned lunar landing would be the creation of a national capabil
ity to operate in space for purposes that might not be foreseeable. Finally, Kennedy
felt the need for the country to set aside "business as usual" and commit itself
with dedication and discipline to a goal that was both difficult and worthwhile.
Kennedy had the assurance of those in the best position to know that it was
technologically possible to put a human on the moon within the decade. His polit
ical advisers, while stressing the many benefits (including science) that would
accrue from a strong space program, recognized at once that humans were the
key. If the Soviets sent men and women to the moon, no American robot, how
ever sophisticated or important, would produce an equal impact on the world's
consciousness. Hence America's leadership in space would be asserted by land
ing humans on the moon.
This line of reasoning was convincing enough for most congressional leaders,
who would have to provide the money, and was accepted by a majority of Ameri
cans. But Apollo was conceived and developed in an era when the scientific com
munity was emerging as a political force in the country. Scientific research was
becoming a big business in the late 1950s and early 1960s, sustained by
unprecedented financial support from the federal government. Science had con
stituted the major portion of NASA's early space program and was the rationale
for the space program in the first place; hence scientists considered space to be
their province. The investigations of the pioneer space scientists did not require
a human's presence; hence man had, in their view, no important role in space.
Since Apollo was not a scientific project, it was unnecessary; because it would
be expensive, it probably would be detrimental to the legitimate space program
already under way.
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In one respect the critics were right: Apollo was not primarily a scientific pro
ject. The engineers charged with accomplishing the lunar landing within the decade
had far too many problems to solve to give much thought to secondary matters-a
category to which they relegated scientific experiments. Some may have felt that
the landing itself was enough; the President had called for nothing more. Most
probably reasoned that someone else would specify what the astronauts would
do on the moon. For the engineers responsible for carrying it out, Apollo required
a strict ordering of priorities: be sure we can get the crew there and back; then
provide for other objectives. Risks abounded, and the glare of publicity surround
ing Apollo made it certain that the loss of a single astronaut's life could imperil
the project's very existence.
Objections by'the scientists had no effect on the nation's determination to carry
out the manned lunar landing. Science would, however, considerably affect the
conduct of the lunar missions that followed the first landing. By the time the pro
ject ended in December 1972, engineers and scientists had developed a mutual
respect and a commonality of aims. No one lamented more strongly than the
scientists-not, for the most part, the same ones who had objected so vigorously
to the program in the early days-the cancellation in 1970 of three planned lunar
exploration missions.
Apollo might have been considered complete when the crew of the spacecraft
Columbia came aboard the U.S.S. Hornet in the Pacific Ocean on July 24, 1969.
Indeed, for some years after President Kennedy proposed it, the first lunar land
ing was regarded as the objective of Apollo. Planning for manned space flights
to follow the lunar landing began in 1963 with studies on how the Apollo space
craft could be modified to extend the duration of the missions and increase the
payload that could be carried to the moon. In 1965 a program called"Apollo Appli
cations" emerged, which included long-duration earth-orbital flights as well as
lunar exploration. It would build and launch a few Apollo spacecraft and Saturn
rockets each year, sustaining the nation's manned space capability and produc
ing useful information while the nation decided what the next major step in
manned space exploration would be.
By late 1967, however, it was clear that that decision would not come early,
and that post-Apollo programs other than lunar exploration required more
thought. An Office of Lunar Exploration Programs was opened in NASA Head
quarters to direct the continued exploration of the moon under the Apollo ban
ner, and the earth-orbital portion of Apollo Applications, which would evolve
into Skylab, was split off. *
The development of the spacecraft, rockets, and launch facilities necessary to
accomplish the primary goal of Apollo has been described in three prior volumes
in the NASA history series ..... The story of the lunar spacecraft and the flight pro
gram up to the return of Apollo 11 is detailed in Chariots for Apollo. The present
*See W. David Compton and Charles D. Benson, Living and Working in Space: A History of Sky/ab,
NASA SP-4208 (Washington, 1983).
··Courtney G. Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo: A His
tory of Manned Lunar Spacecraft, NASA SP-420S (Washington, 1979); Roger E. Bilstein, Stages to Saturn:
A Technological History of the Apollo/Saturn Launch Vehicles, NASA SP-4206 (Washington, 1980); Charles
D. Benson and William Barnaby Faherty, Moonport: A History of Apollo Launch Facilities and Operations,
NASA SP-4204 (Washington, 1978).
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volume is both a parallel and a sequel to Chariots; it traces the development of
the Apollo science program from the earliest days and continues the history of
the Apollo program, laying major emphasis on the scientific exploration of the
moon conducted on the later flights, Apollo 12 through Apollo 17.
One issue of great concern to scientists and engineers alike was whether a
trained scientist should be included in the crew of the lunar module. If the point
of man in space was to make best use of the unique capabilities of humans, would
not manned space science require a professional scientist? Or were the intrica
cies and potential hazards of flying the spacecraft so great that only test pilots
could be trusted to lead the missions? Could one professional be sufficiently
trained in the other's skills to be an adequate surrogate? The qualifications of can
didates for selection and training as astronauts, and the choice of crews for each
mission were points that were never really settled during Apollo and remained
a point of contention throughout the project.
Another issue concerned the scientific study of the samples returned from the
missions, which was complicated by the U.S. Public Health Service's insistence
on quarantining everything returned from the moon until it could be shown that
no exotic microorganisms had been accidentally imported. The Lunar Receiving
Laboratory and its role in the storage, dissemination, and preservation of the lunar
samples are important to the scientific story of Apollo.
Finally, this history must make a first cut at answering the following questions:
what have scientists made of the data produced by Apollo? Do we understand
more about the origin and history of the moon and the solar system as a result
of Apollo's six voyages? Any answers to these questions can only be provisional
since, like all scientific questions, they are subject to revision as new investiga
tors apply new techniques to the samples. By the time this history was written,
scientists had reached consensus on very few answers to the questions that lunar
exploration hoped to clarify, but I have tried to summarize their tentative con
clusions.
A program as complex as Apollo is not easily handled by a simple chronologi
cal account. In the early stages, from 1961 to roughly the end of 1966, the several
phases of the program had to be hammered out more or less independently and
many complex relationships had to be built. For those reasons I have organized
the early chapters of the book topically, the better to deal in some detail with
these early developments.
By early 1967 most of the separate elements were in place; then on January
27, 1967, the program was shaken to its foundations by the command module
fire that killed three astronauts in training for the first manned Apollo mission.
The fire was a watershed for Apollo, setting back operations by a year or more
while NASA and its contractors examined every detail of spacecraft design,
manufacture, and management. It had almost no negative effect on the science
program; in fact, lunar exploration probably benefited by the delay, which gave
some much-needed time to the development of the lunar surface instruments
and the lunar receiving laboratory. From the fire to the first lunar landing in July
1969, a basically chronological account of development is somewhat more
manageable.
The other accident in the Apollo program, the aborted Apollo 13 mission, was
deliberately mentioned only briefly in the main text. To have covered that flight
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in detail, dramatic as it was, would have lengthened the story unacceptably; and
since other authors have dealt with it in detail (see n. 78, chapter 11), I decided
to treat the essentials of the accident, the management of the flight, and the results
of the investigation in appendix 8. The safe return of the crippled spacecraft and
its three crewmen is a monument to the skill and determination of hundreds of
dedicated individuals; the subsequent investigation was a masterly piece of
engineering detec·tive work, lacking a "body"-the failed spacecraft itself-to pro
vide clues; but space did not permit full treatment of the flight in all its aspects.
As for its impact on lunar science, Apollo 13 created a delay of a few months,
giving scientists a little breathing space, which they welcomed, to refine plans
for later missions. The loss of one load of lunar samples and the data from one
more set of surface experiments was of small importance in the end. More than
that was lost a few months later when two of the remaining six missions were
canceled.
In writing this history I was granted unrestricted access to the extensive
Historian's Source Files at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston, to
the files in the History Office at NASA Headquarters, and to documents stored
at the various Federal Archives and Records Centers. To the extent possible within
the time constraints of my contract, participants reviewed my drafts and offered
comments. They also corrected factual errors where they found them. Their com
ments were given thoughtful consideration and incorporated into the history
whenever the documentation seemed to support them or when an insider's view
point yielded insights the historian cannot glean from the documents alone. The
interpretations of events here recorded, as well as any errors that remain, are
my responsibility.
I have tried to define fairly and accurately the arguments on both sides of the
scientific and technological issues that bore on the conduct of the Apollo explo
ration missions. I found it somewhat difficult to treat the opposition to the Apollo
program voiced by many prominent scientists. Of course the scientists who spoke
against Apollo and later criticized NASA's management of it were merely exer
cising their right to political expression. One reviewer who took exception to my
treatment noted that this was the only avenue open to the scientists, who were
put off by the engineers and had no choice but to "go public" with their objec
tions, in the hope that political pressure would gain what their efforts within the
system had not. Nevertheless, their objections, usually based on the unspoken
assumption that purely scientific projects were entitled to privileged treatment,
often smacked of intellectual arrogance. More irritating still-even to an outsider
few of those who criticized the project wanted to assume any responsibility for
managing it. On the whole the objectors preferred to remain outside, where they
could pursue their rewarding scientific careers while freely criticizing NASA
often in ignorance of the political, operational, and cost restrictions within which
the space agency had to operate. Those scientists who made a commitment to
the program and stayed with it to the end, establishing close relationships with
mission planners and scaling their objectives to the capability of the system,
deserve more credit than they usually get for the ultimate scientific productivity
of Apollo.
The reader who suspects that I have a lingering bias in favor of Apollo's
engineers is probably correct. I would not dispute the scientists' assertion that
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the engineers in charge of Apollo often seemed to be throwing roadblocks in the
way of science. I suggest, however, that the engineers' reluctance to stretch the
missions as far and as soon as the scientists wanted grew out of a healthy respect
for the limitations of their equipment and procedures. However easy it may have
come to seem, landing on the moon and returning to earth was not a bit less
hazardous on the last mission than on the first. When lives are at risk, the line
between boldness and recklessness can seem narrow to those who carry the
responsibility. NASA and the nation paid the price of haste on January 28, 1986,
when the space shuttle Challenger and its crew of seven were lost 73 seconds after
launch.
One word about terminology. Throughout the text I have used generic terms
like "scientific community" as convenient shorthand, which may be misunder
stood . Obviously no single, homogeneous "scientific community" exists now,
or ever did, and I use the term only to indicate the source of comments or criti
cisms. Terms like "manned space flight enthusiasts," "Headquarters officials,"
or "MSC engineers" only categorize the source of a comment and do not imply
that all persons in that category agreed with the statement or point of view thus
attributed.

w.o.c.
Houston, 1987
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AMERICA STARTS FOR THE MOON:
1957-1963

When the crew of Apollo 11 splashed down in the Pacific Ocean on July 24,
1%9, Americans hailed the successful completion of the most audacious and com
plex technological undertaking of the 20th century: landing humans on the moon
and returning them safely to earth. Just over eight years before, when President
John F. Kennedy proposed the manned lunar landing as the focus of the United
States' space program, only one American-Lt. Comdr. Alan B. Shepard, Jr.
had been into space, on a suborbital lob shot lasting 15 minutes. At the end of
the first lunar landing mission, American astronauts had logged more than 5,000
man-hours in space . To the extent that any single event could, the first success
fullunar landing mission marked the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration's development of the capability to explore space by whatever means were
appropriate for whatever purposes seemed to serve the national interest.
To many, Apollo 11 demonstrated that the United States had clearly won the
"space race" with the Soviet Union, which had been one of the space program's
major purposes. By the time that was done, other issues dominated the scene.
National interests were not the same in mid-1969 as they had been in 1961. Of
the public reaction after Apollo 11, a congressional historian has written,
The high drama of the first landing on the Moon was over. The players and
stagehands stood around waiting for more curtain cails, but the audience drifted
away.... The bloody carnage in Vietnam, the plight of the cities, the revolt
on the campuses, the monetary woes of budget deficits and inflation, plus a
widespread determination to reorder priorities pushed the manned space effort
lower in national support. 1

Project Apollo encompassed more than simply sending men to the moon and
back. It reflected a determination to show that humans had an important role
to play in exploring space, as they had in exploring the unknown comers of the
earth in earlier centuries. That proposition was not universally accepted. From
the time the space agency determined to put humans into space, many Ameri
cans argued vigorously against manned space flight on the grounds that it was
unnecessary and inordinately expensive. Space scientists had already shown how
much could be done with instruments, and planners were designing spacecraft
that would revolutionize communications, weather forecasting, and observation
of the earth, all without requiring the presence of people in space.
These arguments were difficult to refute. Only when it carne to exploring other
planets did humans seem superior. For all of their limitations, humans were far
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more flexible than the most sophisticated robot, capable-as preprogrammed
instruments were not-of responding creatively to the unexpected. If people had
a place in space exploration, surely it would be on the surface of the moon.
Man's place in space exploration was decided, however, on other grounds.
President Kennedy chose to send humans to the moon as a way of demonstrat
ing the nation's technological prowess; and Congress and the nation endorsed
his choice. That demonstration made and the tools for lunar exploration devel
oped, Americans would go back to the moon five times, to explore it for the ben
efit of science.

Organizing for Space Exploration
The Soviet Union's launch of the world's first man-made satellite (Sputnik) on
October 4, 1957, concentrated America's attention on its own fledgling space
efforts. Congress, alarmed by the perceived threat to American security and tech
nologicalleadership, urged immediate and strong action; the President and his
advisers counseled more deliberate measures. Several months of debate produced
agreement that a new federal agency was needed to conduct all nonmilitary activity
in space. On July 29, 1958, President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed the National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 establishing the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA).2
When it opened for business on October 1, 1958, NASA consisted mainly of
the four laboratories and some 8,000 employees of the government's 43-year-old
research agency in aeronautics, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronau
tics (NACA). * Within a few months NASA acquired the Vanguard satellite pro
ject, along with its 150 researchers from the Naval Research Laboratory; plans
and funding for several space and planetary probes from the Army and the Air
Force; and the services of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory aPL) outside Pasadena,
California, where scientists were planning an unmanned spacecraft (Ranger) that
would take close-up television pictures of the lunar surface before crashing into
the moon. 3
Vanguard and ]PL brought a strong scientific component into NASA's activi
ties. Many of the Vanguard scientists became administrative and technical leaders
at NASA Headquarters and at its new space science center (Goddard Space Flight
Center"'*) at Greenbelt, Maryland. JPL's contributions to the space program would
be strongest in instrumented spacecraft for the planetary programs. It also shared
with Goddard major responsibility for development and operation of the track
ing and telemetry network used in deep space operations, including Apollo.4
*NACA' s installations were Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley Field, Va., with
its subsidiary Pilotless Aircraft Research Station at Wallops Island, Va.; Ames Aeronautical Labora
tory, Moffett Field, Calif.; Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory, Oeveland, Ohio; and the High-Speed
Flight Station at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif. Langley, Ames, and Lewis became "Research Centers"
under NASA, and the High-Speed Flight Station was renamed the Flight Research Center, later the
Hugh L. Dryden Flight Research Facility (honoring NASA's first Deputy Administrator and long
time Director of NACA, who died in 1965).
"Named in honor of the American pioneer of liquid-fueled rockets, Dr. Robert H. Goddard
(1882-1945).
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These new acquisitions were grafted onto NACA, an organization that had
played a leading role in the development of aircraft technology since 1914. After
World War II, new aerodynamic and control problems had to be solved as the
demand for military aircraft to perform at greater speeds and higher altitudes
increased. By 1957 the X-IS, one of a series of rocket-propelled piloted aircraft,
was on the drawing boards. It was intended to be capable of exceeding Mach
6 (six times the speed of sound) and of climbing beyond 107,000 meters (67
miles)-above nearly all the sensible atmosphere. NACA was, in fact, approach
ing the conditions of space flight by extension of the operationallirnits of manned
aircraft.
Other NACA engineers were working on other space-related problems. At
Langley's Pilotless Aircraft Research Division, aerodynamicists were acquiring
important data on aerodynamic heating at speeds of Mach 10, unattainable in
the wind tunnels of the time, by flying models of aircraft and missiles mounted
on rockets. s When Sputnik went up, many of these engineers were already talk
ing about the problems of putting humans in an earth-orbiting spacecraft. 6
The necessity for thinking about humans in space was made apparent when,
less than a month after Sputnik, the Soviets orbited Sputnik II, a 500-kilogram
(l,l00-pound) satellite carrying a living passenger-a dog named Laika. With this
clear evidence that the Russians intended to send men into space, both the Army
and the Air Force resurrected dormant schemes to follow suit. Neither could pro
duce a credible mission for humans in space, and both lost out to the new space
agency in 1958, when President Eisenhower assigned all manned space flight
projects to NASA.7 Before NASA was a month old, Administrator T. Keith Glen
nan chartered a Space Task Group (STG) at Langley and charged it with manag
ing the United States' first project to put man in space: Project Mercury. In 1961
STG was redesignated the Manned Spacecraft Center, a connotation of its newly
expanded responsibility for all manned projects, and located on 1,660 acres (6.5
square kilometers) of flat Texas pasture land 22 miles (35 kilometers) southeast
of downtown Houston. s
Crucial to any ambitious program in space was the ability to launch large
payloads into earth orbit and to send instrument payloads to the planets. Rockets
far exceeding the capacity of existing launch vehicles were required, but only one
was being seriously pursued. At the Army's Redstone Arsenal just outside Hunts
ville, Alabama, the Free World's most experienced rocket engineers-Wernher
von Braun and the team built around the hundred-odd Germans who developed
the V-2 rocket during World War II-were about to undertake construction of a
vehicle called Saturn I, five times as powerful as the biggest then available. By
1959, however, the Army had lost its last tenuous foothold on space flight and
had no use for Saturn-nor could it provide any other pioneering work for the
ambitious von Braun. On July I, 1960, rocket development at Redstone Arsenal
followed some earlier Army space programs into NASA when von Braun and
4,600 employees, along with many of the facilities at Redstone, became the George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center. 9
Thus by the end of 1960 NASA had the elements of a comprehensive space
program in place . Marshall Space Flight Center would design, test, and launch*
'Marshall maintained a subsidiary Launch Operations Directorate at the Air Force's Eastern Test
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the rockets and oversee their production by industry. The Manned Spacecraft
Center would manage spacecraft design and testing, conduct flight operations,
and train the astronauts. Goddard and JPL would be responsible for tracking,
communication, and data management. At Headquarters, a triumvirate compris
ing the Administrator, Deputy Administrator, and Associate Administrator
managed the overall program, determining policy, preparing budget requests,
and defending the program and the budgets before congressional committees.
Agency programs-science, manned space flight, advanced research-were
managed by directors of Headquarters program offices. The field centers reported
to the Associate Administrator, who coordinated the program offices and allo
cated resources to the centers.
Project Apollo: The Decision
During NASA's first two years, manned space flight managers struggled with
the problems of organizing extremely complex and technologically demanding
projects. The established space science programs continued to produce new data
on the earth and its space environment. President Eisenhower, among others,
favored continuing the productive (and comparatively inexpensive) unmanned
science programs and withholding judgment on manned programs. In his depart
ing budget message to Congress, the retiring president noted that more work
would be needed "to establish whether there are any valid scientific [emphasis
added] reasons for extending manned spaceflight beyond the Mercury pro
gram."IO In early 1961, a committee of scientists appointed by newly elected Presi
dent John F. Kennedy recommended that "we should stop advertising Mercury as
our major objective in space activities [emphasis in the original]," and instead try
to "find effective means to make people appreciate the cultural, public service,
and military importance of space activities other than space travel."ll So problem
ridden did Mercury seem that Kennedy's advisers felt the new president should
not endorse it and thereby risk being blamed for possible future failures; better,
the scientists believed, to emphasize the successful science and applications pro
grams and the tangible benefits they could be expected to produce.
In spite of Mercury's early problems, manned space flight enthusiasts were
thinking far beyond manned earth-orbital flights. NASA's engineers were confi
dent that they could send people to the moon and back. A moon flight was an
obvious goal for the manned programs. It would be an end in itself, needing no
justification in terms of its contribution to some larger goal, and it would demon
strate the nation's superiority in space technology to all the world. Preliminary
work and discussion during 1959 turned up no insurmountable obstacles, and
in mid-1960 NASA announced its intention to award contracts to study the feasi
bility of a manned lunar mission. The project even had a name: Apollo. On
October 25, study contracts were let to three aerospace firms.12
NASA might conduct studies to show that man could go to the moon, and
scientists might argue that manned space flight was of doubtful value, but ConRange at Cape Canaveral, Fla ., which was made autonomous in 1962 as the Launch Operations Center
(renamed the John F. Kennedy Space Center in December 1963), responSible for final assembly,
checkout, and launching of manned space vehicles.
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gress and the president would have to make the commitment, and the decisive
stimulus was still lacking. Then on April 12, 1961, the Soviets once more spurred
a major advance in the American space program by sending Major Yuri A. Gaga
rin into space for one orbit of the earth. Congressional advocates of an all-out
effort to "beat the Russians" renewed their cries; influential media organs saw
a challenge to America's world leadership, as did many high government offi
cials. President Kennedy called on Vice-President Lyndon Johnson, chairman of
the National Space Council, to survey the national space program and determine
what project promised dramatic results that would show the United States'
supremacy in space. Johnson immediately began consultations with NASA and
Defense Department officials and with key members of Congress. 13
Kennedy's desire for "dramatic results" did not coincide with what others had
in mind for the space program-especially the scientists. Neither Eisenhower's
nor Kennedy's science advisers believed that any results from manned space flight
could compare with those expected from space science and applications programs.
During the debate on the creation of a space agency, the President's Science Advi
sory Committee (PSAC) issued an "Introduction to Outer Space," which asserted
that "scientific questions come first" and that "it is in these [i.e., scientific] terms
that we must measure the value of launching satellites and sending rockets into
space."l4 Eisenhower's chief scientific adviser, James R. Killian, former president
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and chairman of PSAC, said after leav
ing his White House position in 1960 that the Soviets' space exploits were attempts
"to present spectacular accomplishments in space as an index of national
strength." He deplored the tendency to design American programs to match the
Soviet Union's and urged that the United States define its own objectives and
pursue them on its own schedule, not indulge in costly competition for prestige
in space exploration-by which he apparently meant manned space flight. "Many
thoughtful citizens," Killian said, "are convinced that the really exciting discov
eries in space can be realized better by instruments than by man."lS His views
were shared by many scientists, including Jerome Wiesner, a member of PSAC
since its formation who became principal scientific adviser to John Kennedy. What
the scientists could not, or would not, recognize was that their excitement was
neither understood nor shared by any substantial majority of the people.
Some scientists, however, believed the space program should include elements
with strong public appeal. The Space Science Board of the National Academy
of Sciences, * NASA's officially designated source of scientific advice, discussed
the question of man in space early in 1961 and later that year adopted a position
paper on "Man's Role in the National Space Program." The board asserted that
the goal of the nation's space program should be the scientific exploration of the
moon and the planets but recognized that nontechnical factors were vital to pub
lic acceptance of a space program. Human exploration of the moon and planets
-The National Academy of Sciences is a private, nongovernmental body chartered in 1863 to promote
the advancement of science and to provide advice, when asked, to the government on scientific mat
ters. Membership in the Academy is regarded as recognition of eminence in research and is the highest
honor an American scientist can be awarded short of the Nobel prize. See DanielS. Greenberg, "The
National Academy of Sciences; Portrait of an Institution," Science 156 (1967); 222-29, 360-64, and 488--93.
In June 1958 the Academy created a Space Science Board to advise the government on the space science
program.
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"f believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of
landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to the earth . . . . " President John F. Kennedy
issues the challenge of Apollo, Mily 25, 1961. Behind him, Vice-president Lyndon B. Johnson (left)
and House Speaker Sam Rayburn.

would be "potentially the greatest inspirational venture of this century and one
in which the world can share; inherent here are great and fundamental philosophi
cal and spiritual values which find a response in man's questing spirit .... " Thus
the space exploration program must be developed" on the premise that man will
be included. Failure to adopt ... this premise will inevitably prevent man's inclu
sion," presumably because of the costs involved. "From a scientific standpoint,"
the paper went on, "there seems little room for dissent that man's participation
in the exploration of the Moon and planets will be essential, if and when it becomes
technologically feasible to include him. "16 This endorsement of man's participa
tion in space exploration was at variance with a substantial body of opinion in
the American scientific community, as events of the next two years would show;
and the board's adduction of nonscientific values to justify manned space flight
would later draw pontifical rebuke from an influential scientific organization. 17
On May 8, 1961, Lyndon Johnson's survey of the space program culminated
in a lengthy report drafted by NASA and Defense Department officials. The report
recommended strengthening the civilian space program in all areas. Particularly
pressing was the need for new and much more powerful launch vehicles. As for
the best way to put the nation ahead of the Soviets, the report chose a manned
lunar landing: "It is man, not mere machines, in space that captures the imagi
nation of the world." However small its value in military or scientific terms, such
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a project would not only recover the country's lost prestige, it would stimulate
advances in every phase of space technology and give the nation the means to
explore space in whatever way best suited the circumstances. IS
With this strong endorsement of a lunar landing project, and after Alan
Shepard's successful suborbital Mercury flight on May 5, Kennedy put together
a message to Congress on "Urgent National Needs," which he delivered in per
son on May 25, 1961. While the speech covered many issues, its major impact
was on the space program. In it Kermedy expressed his belief that a manned lunar
landing, "before this decade is out," should be the principal goal of the Ameri
can space effort. Stressing that this meant a long and costly development pro
gram to reestablish the nation's world leadership in technology, he cautioned
that "if we are to go only halfway, or reduce our sights in the face of diffi
culty ... it would be better not to go at all."19 It was a call for the country to
commit itself wholeheartedly to a long-term project that required sustained effort,
substantial cost, and determination to see it through to a successful conclusion.
If congressional reaction was less than enthusiastic, as Kennedy is reported to
have felt afterwards,20 events of the following summer proved that Congress was
solidly behind the venture. The supplemental budget request to get Apollo under
way-$675 million over Eisenhower's proposed $l.l billion-carried both houses
with large majorities after little debate and suffered only minor reduction by the
House Appropriations Committee. 21 Congress and the nation were eager to see
Apollo succeed; but NASA engineers, while confident that it could be done, bet
ter understood the magnitude of the task. Robert R. Gilruth, head of the Space
Task Group, recalled later that he was simply aghast at what NASA was being
asked to do. 22

Project Apollo: The Debate
Support for the Apollo commitment was not unanimous, either in Congress
or among the public. The public opposition most often questioned the wisdom
of spending so much money on space when so many domestic problems con
fronted the country. Those who spoke for science often shared this concern, but
their special objection was Apollo's distortion of priorities within the space pro
gram. One unidentified astronomer was reported to have complained to Senator
Paul Douglas of Illinois that the space program was becoming" an engineering
binge instead of a scientific project. "23 Petulant as that comment may sound, it
epitomized what many space scientists most feared about the lunar landing pro
ject. Space science was a rapidly expanding field, offering almost limitless possi
bilities for exploitation by ambitious investigators. It had been generously
supported by NASA for three years and had produced a rich harvest of scientific
knowledge, much of it unfamiliar to the public. Manned space flight, merely
because of man's participation, drew attention that gave it prominence far out
of proportion to its scientific value. The pioneers of space science were what one
historian has called" sky scientists" -mainly astronomers and physicists interested
in studying the sun and stars and particles, fields, and radiation in near-earth
space. 24 Sky scientists could well have believed that their projects would suffer
as lunar and planetary science gained support. Lunar science, which stood to
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gain the most from Apollo, counted only a few practitioners who did not yet have
the influence of the established space science programs.
American science generally was still riding a wave of public esteem and govern
ment subsidy that had begun in the early 1950s and had swelled again after Sput
nik. Basing their arguments on the indisputable contributions made by scientists
to the war effort during World War II, American scientists had worked long and
hard after the war to convince the public and the Congress that America's stan
dard of living and position in world affairs depended on a strong scientific base,
which in tum depended on generous funding of basic resE)aTch. By the mid-1950s
government support of basic research had risen to a level that prewar researchers
could not have dreamed of. This new status had not been easily achieved and
often had to be defended; many congressmen would have preferred to support
practical projects rather than pure research, which often seemed pointless.
(Indeed, congressmen and journalists frequently enjoyed making fun of research
projects that had absurd-sounding titles, such as the reproductive physiology of
the screwworm fly. 25) But scientists had grown increasingly influential in gov
ernmental affairs. Prominent scientists found their counsel being sought more
and more frequently by government at all levels, and science had enough influen
tial friends in and out of government to ensure the continuity of a substantial
level of support througho
he postwar years. 26
Nonetheless, the most prominent and influential spokesmen for science seemed
to feel uneasy about the viability of their favored status. Their behavior was charac
terized by one critical observer of the science-government interaction as "not
unlike [that of] a nouveau riche in a fluctuating market." Every threat, real or
imagined, to reduce the support of science-or even to reduce its rate of growth
was regarded as a potential catastrophe. 27 So the space scientists may have per
ceived Apollo as a threat. No one could accurately predict its ultimate cost
estimates ranged upward from $20 billion-but it would be expensive enough
that Congress might trim other programs to provide its funds.
Scientists' misgivings about Apollo were expressed intramurally in the summer
of 1962 at the Space Science Board's first summer study of NASA's science pro
grams. Convened at the request of NASA, the six-week summer study brought
together more than a hundred participants from universities and industry to evalu
ate NASA's past activities and recommend future policies and programs. The
final report of the study, noting that "there is considerable confusion about the
Apollo mission and its proper justifications," stated that Apollo was just what
Kennedy had said it was: a program to put America first in space, with no neces
sary commitment to science. Until the success of the lunar landing could be clearly
foreseen, Apollo was, and must be, an engineering effort, "and the engineers
must be protected in their ability to do their jobs." Scientific investigations would
be phased into the program later; still later, assuming intermediate success, "scien
tific investigations will become the primary goals." It was evident that these con
siderations were not well understood-and perhaps not accepted-by the scientific
community, for the report urged NASA to work harder to make them clear.28
This section of the report was addressed primarily to the scientific community
rather than to NASA, but whether it allayed any fears is debatable. If it did, events
of the following fall could well have raised stronger ones. In November, manned
space flight projects were severely cramped by lack of funds, and Brainerd Holmes,
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director of Headquarters's Office of Manned Space Flight, wanted to ask Con
gress for a $4OO-million supplemental appropriation to cover unanticipated costs.
NASA Administrator James Webb, unwilling to risk undermining congressional
support, did not agree . Holmes then proposed to transfer money to Apollo from
other NASA programs, including science, but again Webb refused. When the
question was taken to the White House, Webb told the President he would not
take responsibility for a program that subordinated all else to the lunar landing.
The extra funds could wait, he said, until NASA went to Congress with its fiscal
1964 budget. President Kennedy accepted this compromise. 29 Webb's stand for
a balanced program should have surprised no one, for both he and his Deputy
Administrator, Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, had repeatedly stated their view that the
lunar landing was not in itself the ultimate goal of the space program; it was a
project which, to be successful, required the advancement of space technology
and science on a broad front. 30
Webb went to Capitol Hill in March 1963 asking for $5.712 billion-$2.012 billion
more than the previous year's budget request. Nearly 80 percent of the increase
was for manned programs, but funding for space science was also substantially
raised, by 50 percent over the previous year's budget. 31 For the first time NASA
met significant resistance to its presentation. The sudden drastic increase in the
total budget (54 percent in one year), the growing awareness of the probable total
cost of Apollo (estimated at $20-$40 billion), and the increasing dissatisfaction
in the country with the administration's priorities all combined to raise opposi
tion to the manned space program to a peak during the spring and summer of
1963.
As hearings on the administration's budget proceeded, the space program drew
fire from many sources. Retired President Eisenhower reiterated his conviction
that Apollo was not worth the tax burden it would create.32 The Senate Republi
can Policy Committee published a report questioning the Democratic adminis
tration's expenditures on space rather than on other urgent national needs. 33 Two
years before, Kennedy had warned that the cost would be high and that careful
consideration by Congress and the public was essential. It was useless to agree
that the country should bid for leadership in space, he had said, unless " we are
prepared to do the work and bear the burdens to make it successful."34 Under
the pressure of Soviet achievements, the commitment had been endorsed. When
the bills began to come due, the country was not so sure.
In the debate that spring and summer, many scientists spoke from their peculiar
point of view concerning the space program. On Apri119 Philip H . Abelson, edi
tor of Science, * summarized the case against Apollo in an editorial . It did not
deserve the priority it had been given in the space program, Abelson believed.
Its scientific value, small at best, would be even less if (as seemed likely) a trained

*Science, the weekly journal of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS),
probably reaches more scientists in different disciplines than any other single scientific publication.
(In 1963, AAAS numbered about 76,000 members.) Besides publishing technical papers, Science pro
vides news and analysis of many subjects of interest to the scientific community. Acerbic and out
spoken, Abelson characterized himself as "a damned maverick" in testimony before the Senate space
committee later in the year.
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scientist was not sent on the first landing mission. More and better data could
be obtained by unmanned probes, at about one percent of the cost. In Abelson's
view, neither the military advantages nor the "technological fallout" cited by advo
cates could justify the cost of sending men to the moon. 35
After Abelson's editorial, many other scientists expressed their reservations
concerning the space program, and a general debate ensued in the press. 36 Criti
cism focused on several points: the lunar landing program had almost no scien
tific value and science would be advanced much more by spending the same
money on unmanned projects; the space program lured promising young talent
away from other worthwhile research, creating an imbalance in the nation's overall
scientific effort; and the money spent on Apollo could be better invested in educa
tional, social, and environmental programs. Some seemed to feel that Apollo had
been promoted as a scientific program and to resent the confusion in the public
mind. Hugh Dryden reminded the critics that "no one in NASA had ever said
[Apollo] was decided upon solely on the basis of its scientific content." 37 Other
scientists agreed with Dryden and expressed their acceptance of the lunar land
ing on its own terms.38
Senator Clinton P. Anderson, chairman of the Senate Committee on Aeronau
tical and Space Sciences, which was then considering NASA's authorization bill
for fiscal 1964, reacted to this debate by inviting several prominent scientists to
present their views to the committee. During two days of hearings, ten scientists
(including Philip Abelson, who was the first to be heard) ranged over most of
the ground covered in the public debate. If there was any general agreement,
it was that the time limit set for Apollo was probably conducive to waste, and
that many national problems deserved equal attention; but there was no agree
ment that American science was being skewed by so much attention to space.
The strongest protest against the program was a written statement provided by
Warren Weaver, vice-president of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, who listed
many good things that could be bought with $30 billion*-a price he said was
"undoubtedly an underestimate"** of Apollo's ultimate cost. 39
Senator Anderson got what he wanted from the scientists-a variety of views
that improved his perspective of the space program. 40 The disapproving witnesses'
doubts were echoed in Congress. NASA's budget did not go through unscathed,
but the cuts actually made were less than some in Congress would have liked.
When the House approved NASA's authorization bill on August I, support for
the space program was still strong: the majority was six to one. 41 After three more
months of debate and cuts totaling $612 million, NASA's appropriation ($5.1 bil
lion) passed both houses by large majorities. 42 Many opponents of expensive

<Thirty billion dollars, Weaver said, would give every teacher in the U.S. a 10 percent annual raise
for 10 years; give $10 million each to 20D small colleges; provide 7-year scholarships at $4,000 per
year to produce 50,OOD new Ph.D. scientists and engineers; give $2OD million each to 10 new medical
schools; buil.d and endow complete universities for 53 underdeveloped nations; create 3 more Rock
efeller Foundations; and leave $lOD million over "for a program of informing the public about science."
«The official estimate provided to Congress in 1973 was $25.4 billion. House, Subcommittee on
Manned Space Flight of the Committee on Science and Astronautics, 1974 NASA Authorization, Hear
ings on H.R. 4567, 93/2, Part 2, p. 1271.
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manned space flight programs would express their objections over the next
decade, but Apollo would go forward, carrying-as some thought-the rest of
the space program with it.43
What might have been, if there had been no lunar landing project, can be (and
was) long debated. Over and over, advocates of the manned programs pOinted
out the reality of the situation: the nation could afford whatever it valued enough
to pay for. Social welfare and other desirable programs had to win support on
their own merits and would not necessarily be given Apollo's $3 billion a year
if it were canceled. The politics of a technological project with a clear goal and
self-evident success or failure were much simpler than any plan to conquer pov
erty, rebuild the cities, or clean up the environment.
No proof is possible that space science (or science generally) would have been
better supported if Apollo had not been claiming such a large fraction of the space
budget. In fiscal 1964, when NASA's budget request first encountered serious
resistance in Congress, space science was authorized $617.5 million; its spend
ing authority grew to $621.6 million and then to $664.9 million in the next two
fiscal years. 44 (The entire Mercury project, from 1958 to 1966, cost about $400
million. (5) But manned space flight budgets were three to four times those
amounts, and Homer Newell, director of NASA's science programs for the first
nine years, would later recall that space scientists never hesitated "to complain
about not getting their fair share of the space budget." Newell, a space scientist
himself and as active an advocate as space science had, understood and accepted
the overall priorities of the space program, as the scientists apparently did not,
and they sometimes tried his patience. He would later remark that "whatever
complaint there might have been about either the absolute or relative level of the
space science budget ... , there can be little doubt that it represented a substan
tial program. "46

Project Apollo: Prospects, 1963
Apollo survived the debate of 1963, as it would survive worse troubles later,
but the cut in NASA'S budget request (more than 10 percent) left its mark. The
following spring Administrator James Webb would not assure Congress, as he
had in the past, that he was confident the lunar landing would be accomplished
within the decade-only that it was possible, if everything went wellY
And much could yet go wrong. Spacecraft design and the basic mission opera
tions plan had been settled and the major contracts had been let. Years of testing
and design refinement lay ahead. An entire project, Gemini, was still to be con
ducted, to establish the feasibility of rendezvous-bringing two spacecraft together
in orbit-on which the success of Apollo depended. In terms of technical mile
stones, the lunar landing was still a long way off. The science community had
registered its objections to Apollo, as had other concerned citizens, and the nation
had reaffirmed the commitment asked of it by its late president. Those same objec
tions would continue to be voiced, but the lunar landing would remain the major
driving force behind the national space program.
One thing that could be clearly seen at the end of 1963 was that manned space
flight had an important interest in reaching some kind of accommodation with
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science. Over the next four years NASA officials and members of the science com
munity worked to establish a program of scientific exploration that would become
the primary purpose of the later Apollo missions.
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LINKING SCIENCE TO
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT

Scientific exploration of the moon required close cooperation between two quite
different organizations within the space agency. Space science was an active field
of research when NASA was created, with a well-organized constituency and
established procedures for generating and developing experiments. The Office
of Space Sciences, which managed these projects, relied heavily on scientists out
side the agency for advice on policy and regarded itself as an operational arm
of the nation's scientific community, providing opportunities for that commu
nity to conduct the research it deemed important. The Office of Manned Space
Flight, on the other hand, had no interested constituency outside of the space
agency . Having been handed their primary assignment by the President in 1961,
engineers of the manned space flight organization reported to the NASA Adminis
trator and to Congress on the progress of their projects.
To get these two offices working together on exploration of the moon was not
simple. Starting in 1962, Homer Newell, director of the Office of Space Sciences,
began to lay the organizational foundations on which eventual collaboration would
be built. The Office of Manned Space Flight, feeling the pressure of the Apollo
deadline, was at first reluctant to spend much time preparing for science. By the
end of 1963, however, much of the preliminary work had been done and the broad
outlines of a lunar science program were taking shape.

The Moon and the Space Science Program
NASA's initial space science programs were largely defined by the projects
transferred from other agencies and were mainly concerned with the study of
phenomena in near-earth space. But shortly after taking over direction of space
sciences, Homer Newell established a Theoretical Division to support programs
in planetology and lunar science. 1 Unlike space physicists and astronomers, those
interested in the moon and planets had little hard data to work with . Lunar and
planetary science in 1960 was a field for theoreticians, and few scientists devoted
their entire attention to it. So when Robert Jastrow, whom Newell appointed to
head the new division, set out to learn all he could about current theories and
research in that area, he had a very short list of sources to consult. High on the
list was the name of Harold C. Urey, professor at large at the University of Califor
nia at San Diego .
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Urey, a chemist whose scientific career spanned four decades, had won the
Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1934. During the second World War he had directed
one of the major projects for concentrating uranium-235, the fissionable material
of the first atomic bomb. A scientist of catholic interests, Urey became fascinated
by the distribution of the chemical elements within the earth and in the solar sys
tem. Noting that there had been an extensive separation of iron from the rocky
materials of the earth and meteorites, he began to consider possible mechanisms
for the accretion of the planets out of the primordial matter of the solar system.
In 1952 he published a book on the origin of the planets, in which he asserted
his belief that the moon might provide the key to understanding the formation
of the solar system. On retiring from the University of Chicago in 1958 at age
65, he continued to teach and conduct research in California, devoting consider
able time to cosmology. 2
Urey brought a chemist's approach to a subject that had previously been the
province of astronomers and astrophysicists. Like almost any chemist of his era,
he would have preferred to have samples that he could study in the laboratory.
Lacking lunar samples, he used information from meteorites, plus such physical
data as were available concerning the moon, to construct working hypotheses .
When Apollo was created, Urey supported it for the contributions it could make
to his own research interests, but he was conscious of its nonscientific value as
well. In 1961 he thought that the lunar landing was too expensive for its poten
tial scientific return, but on reflection he decided that if the money were not spent
on Apollo it might well go to less productive projects and changed his mind. 3
Urey never failed to criticize NASA's practices when he felt criticism was justi
fied, but on the whole he was a dependable supporter of the lunar landing
program.4
Impressed by Urey's exposition of his theories and the potential they held for
space investigation, Jastrow brought him to Headquarters to confer with Newell
about possible NASA programs for lunar exploration. Their enthusiasm convinced
Newell that space science should make room for a program in lunar and plane
tary sciences, and in January 1959 he appointed an ad hoc Working Group on
Lunar Exploration to coordinate the efforts of NASA and academic scientists and
to evaluate proposals for lunar experiments. s
Such interest as there was in lunar missions in early 1959 was at the Jet Propul
sion Laboratory (JPL). * Even there, however, many scientists favored missions
to Venus and Mars rather than to the moon, partly because the best opportuni
ties for launch to the near planets occurred less frequently .6 The moon-in earth's
back yard, so to speak-offered an optimum launch opportunity once every lunar
month, and if one were missed because of problems with a launch vehicle the
delay was only four weeks, whereas a mission to Mars would have to wait two
years if an optimum launch date were missed. While JPL was developing a plan
for 12 deep-space missions, including 5 moon probes, Jastrow was urging Newell
to accelerate NASA's lunar exploration programs.
Once again, however, the Soviets' eagerness to achieve space "firsts" exerted
its pernicious influence on American space programs. Even before the Working
*JPL' s director William Pickering had proposed an unmanned lunar probe as a response to Sputnik
but had found no support for it.
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Group for Lunar Exploration could finish drawing up a list of recommendations
for lunar missions, the Russian Luna I swung by the moon and into solar orbit,
measuring magnetic fields and particles in space. A month after JPL submitted
its plan to Headquarters on April 30, 1959, orders went out to Pasadena to reorient
the program to concentrate on lunar orbiting and soft-landing missions. (Appar
ently Headquarters felt that the more frequent opportunities for lunar missions
offered the best chance to beat the Russians to their apparent target.) As the year
progressed, the Soviets sent two more Luna spacecraft to the moon; one crash
landed, the other photographed the hidden side of the moon for the first time.
In December Headquarters killed JPL's planetary exploration plan, in part because
of problems with the proposed Atlas-Vega launch vehicle, and substituted a pro
gram of seven lunar missions using the Atlas-Agena B. Emphasis was on obtain
ing high-resolution photographs of the moon's surface, but some space science
instruments would be carried as well. JPL would also investigate the feasibility
of sending a hard-landing instrument package to transmit data about the moon.
This project, called "Ranger," was explicitly recognized as a high-risk project
geared to very short schedules and intended to capture the initiative in lunar explo
ration from the Soviet Union.7
Since lunar and planetary exploration seemed to have a promising future,
Homer Newell established a Lunar and Planetary Program Office at Headquar
ters in January 1960 to manage it. s Initially, Ranger was the the new office's only
lunar project. In July 1960 a second, Surveyor, was approved. More ambitious
than Ranger, Surveyor had the objective of soft-landing a large (2,500 pounds,
1,100 kilograms) instrumented spacecraft on the moon's surface to gather physi
cal and chemical information about the lunar soil and return it to earth by
telemetry. 9
Both Ranger and Surveyor were technically ambitious projects, requiring
improvements in spacecraft stabilization, navigation and guidance, and teleme
try. Both encountered technical and management problems that pushed back their
completion dates to the point where rapidly changing events made their original
objectives obsolete. In 1960, neither Ranger nor Surveyor was primarily intended
to support the manned lunar landing, which at that time was still only an idea
in the minds of NASA's planners, although both, if successful, would yield infor
mation useful to that project. But the pressures generated by the needs of Apollo
between 1961 and 1963 forced Ranger and Surveyor into supporting roles for the
manned space flight program, to the intense chagrin of the space scientists.

Manned Space Flight and Science

When the engineers of Robert R. Gilruth's Space Task Group began work on
Project Mercury in 1958, they could not-as the space scientists could-draw on
10 years of experience in designing their spacecraft and conducting their missions.
Aviation experience was helpful in some aspects of manned space flight, but in
many others they faced new problems. Apollo posed many more. The engineers
did not lack confidence that the President's goal could be met, but they knew
only too well how much they had to learn to achieve it. A sense of urgency per
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vaded the manned space flight program from the beginning right up to the return
of Apollo l1-an urgency that determined priorities for engineers at the centers.
Every ounce of effort went into rocket and spacecraft development and opera
tions planning. Science was considerably farther down the list, and for the first
five years they gave it little thought.
Manned space flight projects were ruled by constraints that were less impor
tant to science projects. One was safety. Space flight was a risky business, obvi
ously, but the risks had to be minimized. No matter that the astronauts themselves
(all experienced test pilots in the beginning, accustomed to taking risks) under
stood and accepted the risks. From the administrator down to the rank-and-file
engineer, everyone knew that the loss of an astronaut's life could mean indefinite
postponement of man's venture into space. Moreover, NASA was in a race, com
peting against a competent adversary and working in the public eye, where its
failures as well as its successes were immediately and widely publicized.
Reliability was one key to safety, and spacecraft engineers strove for reliability
by design and by testing. With few exceptions, critical systems-those that could
endanger mission success or crew safety if they failed-were duplicated. If redun
dancy was not feasible, systems were built with the best available parts under
strict quality control, and tested under simulated mission conditions to assure
reliability.10 The measures taken to ensure reliability and safety contributed to
the fact that manned spacecraft invariably tended to grow heavier as they matured,
making weight control a continuing worry.
Those constraints were not so vital in the unmanned programs. Instruments
needed no life-support systems and required no protection from reentry heat;
scientific satellites were usually expendable. Being smaller than manned space
craft, they required smaller and less expensive launch vehicles. Furthermore, those
vehicles could be less reliable . More science could be produced for the money
if experimenters would accept less than 100-percent success in launches, and space
scientists were content with this.u The loss of a scientific payload, though seri
ous to the investigators whose instruments were aboard, did not cost a life.
On the whole the engineers were content to go their way while the scientists
went theirs. But the scientists were not (see Chapter 1), and their protests seemed
to require a response. Manned space flight enthusiasts spoke of the superiority
of humans as scientific investigators and of the benefits to science that would
result from putting trained crews in space or on the moon to make scientific obser
vations. No existing instrument, they said, could approach a human's innate abil
ity to react to unexpected observations and change a preplanned experimental
program; if such an instrument could be built, it would be far more expensive
than putting people into spaceY
This argument did not move the space scientists, most of whom worked in dis
ciplines where human senses were useless in gathering the primary scientific data.
The role of a person in space science was not to make the observations but to
conceive the experiment, design the instruments to carry it out, and interpret
the results.1 3 Cleverness in these aspects of investigation was the mark of emi
nence in scientific research. The early manned programs offered space scientists
no opportunities that could not be provided more cheaply by the unmanned
programs.
The relationship between the manned and unmanned programs-essentially
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one of independence-took quite a different turn with the Apollo decision. Within
two weeks of President Kennedy's proposal to Congress, NASA Deputy Adminis
trator Hugh L. Dryden told the Senate space committee that Apollo planners
would have to draw heavily on the unmanned lunar programs for information
about the lunar surface. Knowledge of lunar topography and the physical charac
teristics of the surface layer was vital to the design of a lunar landing craft. Ranger
was the only active project that could obtain this information, and to provide it,
NASA asked Congress for funds to support four additional Ranger missions. The
day after Dryden testified, NASA Headquarters directed the Jet Propulsion Labora
tory to examine how to reorient Ranger to satisfy Apollo's needs. 14
This directive was received with mixed feelings by the participants in Ranger.
JPL's project managers favored a narrower focus, because the scientific experi
ments were giving them technical headaches that threatened project schedules.
They proposed to equip the four new Rangers with high-resolution television
cameras and to leave off the science experiments, using the payload space to
add systems that would improve the reliability of the spacecraft. Scientists who
had experiments on the Ranger spacecraft, however, were upset by the proposed
change . When they complained to Newell, he and his Lunar and Planetary Pro
grams director reasserted the primacy of science in Ranger and did everything
they could to keep the experiments on all the flights. But the difficulties with
the Ranger hardware and the pressure of schedules proved too much. In the end,
the problem-plagued Ranger carried no space science experiments on its successful
flights, but did return photographs showing lunar craters and surface debris less
than a meter across. *15
Apollo could command enough influence to affect the unmanned lunar pro
grams, but science had no such leverage on manned flights. For that matter, scien
tists had little interest in Mercury; its cramped spacecraft and severe weight limits,
plus the short duration of its flights, made it unattractive to most experimenters .
Still, the Mercury astronauts conducted a few scientific exercises, mostly visual
and photographic observations of astronomical phenomena. 16 Comparatively
unimportant in themselves, these experiments pointed up the need for close coor
dination between the scientists (and the Office of Space Sciences) and the manned
space flight engineers. After John Glenn's first three-orbit flight on February 28,
1962, the Office of Space Sciences and the Office of Manned Space Flight began
to look toward the moon and what humans should and could do thereY
Apollo managers had spent the second half of 1961 making the critical deci
sions about launch vehicle and spacecraft design; in the spring of 1962 they were
wrestling with the question of mission mode. Should they plan to go directly
from earth to the moon, landing the whole crew along with the return vehicle
and all its fuel on the lunar surface? Or would it be better to assemble the lunar
vehicle in earth orbit-which would require smaller launch vehicles but would
entail closely spaced multiple launches, rendezvous of spacecraft and lunar rocket,
and the unexplored problems of transferring fuel in zero gravity from earth
orbiting tankers to the lunar booster? Or was the third possible method, lunar
-Ranger's results came too late (1964-1966) to affect the design of the Apollo lunar module; they
did confirm that the designers' assumptions about the lunar surface were satisfactory and that the
lunar module needed no modification.
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orbit rendezvous, preferable: building a separate landing craft to descend from
lunar orbit to the moon, leaving the earth-return vehicle circling the moon to await
their return?16 Apart from its essential impact on the booster rocket and space
craft, the mission mode would determine how much scientific equipment could
be landed on the moon, how many men would land to deploy and operate it,
and how long they would be able to stay. Until the decision was made it was
pointless to try to design equipment, but by early 1962 the mission planners
needed to know in general terms what the scientists hoped to do on the moon
and some important questions of responsibility and authority had to be settled.

Coordinating Science and Apollo

The question of science on Apollo was far down the list of priorities in the Office
of Manned Space Flight during 1961, behind such overriding questions as the
choice of mission mode and the configuration of the launch vehicle. Elsewhere,
however, stirrings of scientists' interest in the lunar mission began to appear.
The director of MIT's Instrumentation Laboratory, which was designing the navi
gation system for Apollo, proposed that at least one Apollo crewman should be
a scientist, since the major interest in the moon would be scientific. Furthermore,
he said, it would be easier to train a scientist to pilot the spacecraft than to make a
scientist out of a test-pilot astronaut. 19 A similar suggestion was made by a group
of scientists working with the Lunar Exploration Committee of 055, who asserted
that the scientist should be a geologist, or at least a scientist well versed in geol
ogy and geophysics. They further proposed that NASA begin to recruit astronaut
trainees from the ranks of professional scientists.20
That the Office of Manned Space Flight and the Office of Space Sciences would
have to coordinate their efforts became evident early in 1962. When Homer Newell
appeared before the Space Sciences Subcommittee of the House Committee on
Science and Astronautics to defend NASA's authorization request, he was point
edly questioned about the support his office was providing for Apollo.21 This line
of questioning evidently perturbed Newell, for he subsequently wrote a personal
letter to the subcommittee chairman explaining that the specific information
needed by Apollo would become available through the normal course of lunar
scientific investigations. Newell acknowledged the importance of the lunar land
ing, but could not agree that concentrating on the immediate needs of Apollo's
engineers would best serve the overall space program. Newell's attitude gave
rise to a feeling, even within 055, that "space sciences was rather unbending
in not getting scientific data which would assist the manned program," in the
words of a Langley official. Langley had proposed that future Ranger missions
should carry an experiment to measure the load-bearing capacity of lunar soil
intended to assist in the design of the Apollo lunar landing craft, but the proposal
had been rejected in favor of a purely scientific exercise in lunar seismometry. 22
Newell, far from being indifferent to the needs of Apollo or unconscious of its
importance, was simply trying to conduct his programs in the best interests of
space science. Mindful of space scientists' increasing discontent over Apollo and
its effect on NASA's budgets, he was trying to avoid alienating his major constit
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uency. As nearly as Newell could make it, the Office of Space Sciences was run
along lines that suited the scientific community. Advice on policy-the general
lines that OSS programs should follow-was provided by the Space Science Board
of the National Academy of Sciences and reflected the best consensus the space
science community could reach. The content of space science projects was deter
mined (within rather broad limits) by the interests of individual investigators,
evaluated and endorsed by the Space Sciences Steering Committee and conducted
under the direction of the investigator who proposed it. No one in OSS would
have dreamed of telling scientists what experiments they should conduct with
the expectation of having their instructions followed or their advice appreciated.
Indeed, had anyone in OSS attempted to direct the course of a scientist's experi
ment, he would have brought down the wrath of the entire scientific community
on the space science program. The prerogative of individual scientists to explore
problems of their choice, with the endorsement of their scientific peers, is one
of the hallmarks of basic research, and probably the most jealously guarded. 23
While Newell might have been able to find a way to supply the data Apollo
needed, he risked losing the confidence of the scientists in doing it. At a meeting
of OSS field directors in June 1962, Newell's director of Lunar and Planetary
Projects reiterated that "pure science experiments will provide the engineering
answers for Apollo."24
The issue was focused more sharply in mid-June, when Brainerd Holmes issued
a document specifying the information Apollo required: the radiation environ
ment in cislunar space, the physical properties of lunar soil, and the topography
of the moon, including photos and maps to permit selection of a landing site.
All groups conducting lunar investigations were asked to give top priority to
obtaining the specified data.25 The curt wording of the document and its assump
tion of overriding importance for the lunar landing project were not calculated
to win friends in the space science programs, where managers had been strug
gling with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory over the same issue on Ranger and Sur
veyor. As events developed, it was JPL's director, William C. Pickering, who
forced the issue later in the summer by urging Associate Administrator Robert
C. Seamans, Jr., to seek an agreement between the Office of Space Sciences and
the Office of Manned Space Flight that would allow JPL to define Ranger's objec
tives more clearly. Pickering's inclination was to support Holmes, because the
science experiments were among Ranger's prime sources of difficulty.26
While unintentionally stirring up resentment on one front, the Office of Manned
Space Flight was more cooperatively seeking assistance on another. In March 1%2
the Space Sciences Steering Committee, at OMSF' s request, established an ad
hoc working group to recommend scientific tasks to be performed on the moon
by the Apollo crews. Not less important, the group would recommend a course
of scientific instruction for astronauts in training. Chaired by Charles P. Sonett
of the Lunar and Planetary Programs Office, the working group initially included
five members from the Office of Space Sciences and one from the Office of Manned
Space Flight; membership was later expanded to thirteen and a roster of some
dozen consultants was addedP
The Sonett committee first met on March 27, 1962, to hear William A. Lee,
assistant director for systems in OMSF, explain what his office wanted it to do.
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As the minutes of the meeting recorded it, Lee's approach was far from peremp
tory and demanding; rather, he explained,
the Office of Manned Space Flight now wants very much to have on Apollo
moon flights experiments which are of fundamental significance scientifically.
They would like the Working Group to consider these experiments without
constraints set in advance by OMSF. OMSF will attempt to tailor flights and
flight equipment to meet these needs. As examples, it is expected that the dura
tion of stay on the moon may be largely determined by space science require
ments and that if necessary, one or more members of the crew could be
professional scientists trained as test pilots .... They welcome suggestions
from the Group as to astronaut selection procedure with respect to scientific
background; OMSF will handle physiological and psychological factors in
astronaut selection .... Unmanned and earth-based scientific experiments
which tie in with or prepare for manned experiments will be undertaken by
OMSF as part of Apollo; suggestions by the Group are desired .28

At the committee's third meeting on April 17, Lee presented the engineering
guidelines to be considered by the group in proposing experiments. OMSF
expected to fly the first mission "before 1970" and subsequent missions at inter
vals of about six months. The mission mode, not yet selected, was not to be con
sidered by the committee, nor were engineering and operational details of the
flights . Landing sites would be chosen by manned space flight officials, but the
Sonett committee was encouraged to indicate the desirability of particular areas.
OMSF considered it "possible that one of the flight crew might be a professional
scientist trained to perform flight operations .... [But this] would significantly
complicate our selection and training program, and should not be done unneces
sarily." Lee urged the committee to assume no additional constraints. Even if
some experiments required difficult engineering development, OMSF wanted the
committee to list them so that the requirements could be considered in designing
the Apollo spacecraft. 29
The guidelines Lee provided stated that the Office of Manned Space Flight
would consider the committee's report "a major factor" in determining some
characteristics of the proposed missions. For example, the planned number of mis
sions ("more than one but less than ten") and time to be spent on the lunar sur
face ("between 4 and 24 hours") might be strongly influenced by scientific
considerations . If enough worthwhile scientific work could be done, "stays up
to 7 days are not impossible." Similarly the planned payload (100 to 200 pounds,
45 to 90 kilograms) might be increased and the mobility of the astronauts on the
surface might be extended, for example by providing a motorized vehicle and
tailoring the space suit for increased ease of manipulation, if the increased scien
tific return justified the added expense. A soft-landing unmanned supply vehi
cle carrying up to 30,000 pounds (13,600 kilograms) of support equipment and
supplies was under active consideration; this vehicle might carry additional heavy
or bulky scientific equipmenpo
Lee's presentation indicated that the Office of Manned Space Flight was will
ing to be as accommodating as possible in providing for scientific exploration of
the lunar surface. But the qualifiers in Lee's guidelines suggest that OMSF left
itself many escape clauses that could have important effects on the scientific
program .
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With these guidelines in mind, the Sonett committee began to collect sugges
tions for lunar surface experiments. Their criteria, established early, were sim
ple: experiments must be scientifically feasible and important, capable of being
performed only on the moon, significantly improved by having a human aboard,
and likely to lead to additional scientific and technological progress. Three basic
types of experiments were suggested: measurements and qualitative observations
to be made by the astronauts on the lunar surface; experiments to be performed
on samples selected and brought back by the crews; and instruments to be
emplaced by the astronauts and left on the moon to transmit data to earth. 31
A point that seriously concerned the Sonett committee was the background
and training of the lunar explorers . As a basic requirement, the group suggested
sufficient scientific judgment and maturity to recognize and act appropriately upon
unexpected phenomena. They noted that scientist-astronauts might be caught
in a serious conflict between acquiring proficiency in spacecraft operation and
maintaining their skills in research32 -a question that was to complicate relations
between the science community and NASA's operations experts for the next
10 years.
Sonett's committee submitted a draft report in early July 1962; its recommen
dations, considered in the following weeks by the first of NASA's Summer Studies
and endorsed by the external scientific community, would form the basis for the
initial planning of Apollo's lunar exploration program. Meanwhile, the commit
tee's work, together with the controversy over the content of the Ranger mis
sions, emphasized the desirability of continuous contact between the offices of
Space Sciences and Manned Space Flight on scientific matters. The experience
in developing the scientific exercises carried out by the Mercury astronauts showed
that overlapping responsibilities requiring close supervision would develop when
science went aboard manned spacecraft, and some kind of formal liaison needed
to be established.
Homer Newell moved to provide coordination in September 1962 when he
proposed to establish a Joint Working Group to replace the ad hoc arrangements
that were proving cumbersome . The basic tasks of this group would be to recom
mend to manned space flight planners a detailed program of scientific explora
tion, and to suggest to the Office of Space Sciences a program of data acquisition
to ensure that Apollo's needs were met. It would also keep the field centers and
outside scientists informed of the science programs planned for manned space
flight. In carrying out its functions, the group would have the implicit responsi
bility of assuring that NASA's interface with the scientific community remained
where it belonged-within the Office of Space Sciences-and to assure that each
program office's projects were maximally responsive to the interests of the other.
The group's chairman was to be assigned to OSS for administrative purposes
but functionally would be a member of both offices, reporting to the Lunar and
Planetary Programs Office in OSS and the Office of Systems Studies in OMSF.33
Newell would later remark that this official "had two bosses to try to satisfy, which
is universally recognized as unsatisfactory"34; but no better alternative seemed
available.
To chair this Working Group, Newell appointed Eugene M. Shoemaker, a
geologist from the U.S . Geological Survey who had recently been assigned for
a one-year stint to NASA from the Survey's Astrogeology Branch. Shoemaker
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had received his doctorate from Princeton under Harry H . Hess, chairman of the
Space Science Board from 1962 to 1968 and an enthusiastic promoter of space
science. 35 Since October 1961 Shoemaker had been a co-investigator for the tele
vision experiment on Ranger. 36 Having been a space enthusiast since pre-Sputnik
days, he had consciously fashioned his professional career with an eye to becoming
a scientist-astronaut.37 Although he never realized that ambition, for seven years
starting in 1962 he would contribute to the design of Apollo's lunar surface activi
ties and help to train the men who would be his surrogates on the moon.
For the first several months Shoemaker's new job took him into a tangle of
uncharted responsibilities and unclear jurisdictions. At Headquarters, Newell's
Office of Space Sciences had asserted its responsibility for all of NASA's science,
manned or unmanned; in the opinion of many scientists in 055, neither the Office
of Manned Space Flight nor the Manned Spacecraft Center had a staff qualified
to manage scientific experiments, but both were considering adding their own
science people. 38 Newell and his staff expected to plan and develop the manned
science program and to help select and train the astronauts. The Office of Manned
Space Flight, foreseeing the many complex interactions that such divided respon
sibility would require, felt that it was simply not feasible to allow anything
even the science-to be managed by another office. 39 When scientists showed
interest in the Mercury project, the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) had quickly
moved to establish a Mercury Scientific Experiments Panel to screen proposed
scientific observations and prevent any interference with the program's primary
purposes. 40
Shoemaker spent much of 1962 devising a structure for the working group and
soliciting support from the centers.41 Toward the end of the year he recommended
to Newell that the group should comprise an executive board and two panels:
one on data requirements generated by OMSF, the other on scientific missions
recommended by 055 for manned space flight. The executive board would recom
mend projects to the respective directors (Holmes and Newell).42 It would, how
ever, neither initiate nor manage specific scientific projects. 43
In the first months of 1963 Homer Newell moved steadily to bring manned space
science under his office's direction. He also began a campaign to persuade the
Manned Spacecraft Center that science was something more than a means of
acquiring the data required to design their spacecraft. 44 Shoemaker, who had been
urging MSC to start training astronauts in geology, had found a few receptive
minds at the Houston center-among them Max Faget, director of engineering
and development-who understood that "it wouldn't look very good if we went
to the moon and didn't have something to do when we got there."45 In late March,
Faget drafted a letter for MSC Director Robert R. Gilruth's signature, formally
requesting the U.S. Geological Survey to assign six of its scientists to the Hous
ton center. Newell had paved the way for this cooperation in informal discus
sions with the Survey's director, who agreed to Gilruth's request. 46 Newell saw
no need to establish a geological competence in NASA, and both he and Shoe
maker preferred to have the Geological Survey staff the Apollo science program
rather than geologists hired by MSC.
Meanwhile Newell and Holmes, anticipating a need for increased cooperation
as Project Gemini progressed, were negotiating a formal division of responsibil
ity for manned science projects between their offices. Newell insisted that the
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Office of Space Sciences had the responsibility to solicit, select, and approve all
of NASA's scientific experiments; Holmes similarly asserted the Office of Manned
Space Flight's responsibility to approve any hardware that went into a manned
spacecraft and any procedure that affected the flight plan. Between the selection
of an experiment and its execution on a flight was a large area where responsibil
ity for funding and management of design, fabrication, and integration into the
spacecraft of the scientific instruments had to be worked out.
After considerable negotiation, deputies for Newell and Holmes signed a
memorandum of agreement on July 25, 1963, spelling out the responsibilities of
their two offices. Planning and development of all manned space science projects
was assigned to the Office of Space Sciences, as well as any research and develop
ment necessary to support them. This meant that OSS would select the experi
ments and principal investigators and undertake preliminary development of the
necessary instruments, in consultation with the Office of Manned Space Flight
and the appropriate field center. OMSF agreed to develop and integrate flight
hardware and work the scientific objectives into mission plans, usually acting
through the Manned Spacecraft Center. OSS took on the job of formulating a
science training program for the astronauts, which OMSF would conduct.
Newell's office would also establish the scientific qualifications for scientist
astronauts (though none had yet been selected) and would participate in selec
tion of scientists for astronaut training. Each office would budget the funds for
its part of experiment development. Fabrication, testing, and installation of the
flight instruments would be supervised by the same team that monitored its design
and early development. 47 This agreement proved to be about as workable an
arrangement as possible, given the division of responsibility inherent in the Head
quarters organization. With minor changes, it governed OSS-OMSF relations in
manned space science throughout the Apollo program.
While the new agreement was being worked out, Newell reorganized
Shoemaker's working group as the Manned Space Science Division on July 30,
1963. The new division reported to both program offices as before, but at a higher
level, and it would be the focus of OSS's management of manned science experi
ments. Shoemaker, however, did not stay to direct the lunar science program
from this position. When his tour of duty with NASA ended in November 1963
he returned to the Geological Survey to continue his work with Ranger and Sur
veyor. He was succeeded by Willis B. Foster, who had served in the Pentagon
as Deputy Assistant Director for Research in the Directorate of Defense Research
and Engineering. 48

Reorganizing Around Apollo

The establishment of the Manned Space Sciences Division coincided with a
major reorganization of Headquarters. From 1961 to November 1963 the field
centers reported to the Associate Administrator but might be conducting projects
under the authority of any or all of the Headquarters program offices. Under the
new organization each center reported to one of three program offices, the heads
of which were now designated Associate Administrators for Manned Space Flight,
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for Space Science and Applications, * and for Advanced Research and Technol
ogy. This change greatly simplified the lines of authority between the program
offices and the centers, as well as freeing NASA's three top managers to attend
to matters of broader concern. The greater autonomy of the program offices, how
ever, tended to make them more self-sufficient and parochial and to make
interoffice cooperation more cumbersome. 49
In September 1963 Brainerd Holmes, who had steered the lunar landing program
through some of its most critical decisions, left NASA to return to private indus
try. His replacement was George E. Mueller. Headquarters scientists did not know
what to expect from the new chief of manned space flight, but they could hardly
anticipate less consideration than Holmes had given their projects. One historian
has characterized Holmes as "masterful, abrasive, and determined to get what
he needed to carry out his assignment, even at the expense of other programs."50
Considering the state of the manned space flight organization when Holmes took
charge and the development problems that had to be solved to put men on the
moon by 1970, it is hardly surprising that he gave science such a low priority;
but the science community was not inclined to accept that as an excuse for his
indifference to their suggestions.
Mueller, like Holmes, was an electrical engineer. He had managed Air Force
missile and space development projects for Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.,
for five years before joining NASA. But he also held a Ph.D. in physics, and his
experience included several years of teaching and research at Ohio State Univer
Sity;51 it was at least conceivable that his attitude toward science might be differ
ent from Holmes's. No less committed than Holmes to the success of Apollo and
no less determined to have his own way,52 Mueller came to Washington about
the time the public debates concerning Apollo and the space science program
had subsided (see Chapter 1), so he was in a position to see that it would be polit
ically advantageous to accommodate the scientists if he could.
Mueller moved quickly to reorganize his office and strengthen its lines of
communication with the centers. He also brought in several high-ranking Air Force
officers familiar with his management style to fill key positions in OMSF. One
of Mueller's first priorities was to evaluate the general health of the Apollo proj
ect. He detailed two experienced Headquarters officials to study the progress of
its components and estimate its chances for success by 1970. After surveying cur
rent plans in light of recent progress and anticipated funding, they reported that
in their judgment the project had about one chance in ten of meeting its stated
goal. Mueller then imposed some drastic changes on the Saturn program: he can
celed the scheduled earth-orbital test flights of the Apollo spacecraft on the
Saturn I and ordered that the Saturn V be tested "all up"-with all stages and
systems complete and functioning from the first test flight-rather than proving
each stage's readiness separately.53 Then, while the centers adjusted to their new
boss's ways, he turned his attention to the science program.
Mueller believed that his office had to have ultimate control over every part
of every manned space program, including the science experiments; and by the
*Newell's responsibilities were extended to encompass the space applications program (communi
cations, weather, and navigation projects), which since 1961 had been managed by the Office of Appli
cations (abolished in the reorganization).
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end of the year he had decided to set up a Manned Space Flight Experiments
Board (MSFEB) to review all experiments proposed for manned missions. The
board's charter established four categories of experiments (scientific, technologi
cal, medical, and Department of Defense*) and the channels through which they
were to be submitted. Assessment of the scientific merit of a proposed experi
ment was left to the sponsoring agency. The board would assess the operational
feasibility of each proposal by referring the experiment plans to the appropriate
field center (usually MSq for review. In case the board could not agree on whether
to fly any particular experiment, Mueller, as chairman, could make the final deci
sion . Experiments accepted by the MSFEB and assigned a priority comprised a
list from which those to be flown on a particular mission were to be taken. Mueller
assigned responsibility for developing the flight hardware for each experiment
to the field center involved (again, normally MSq, which appointed a technical
monitor to work with the experiment's principal investigator in developing the
flight-qualified instrument. 54
Not everyone was happy with the new experiments board; some space science
officials protested that Mueller was usurping their prerogatives to select and evalu
ate experiments. 55 Experimenters complained that Mueller's system took too much
time and paperwork and unduly increased the cost of manned space science.
Nonetheless, Mueller had to ensure that a proposed experiment was compatible
with the spacecraft in all respects and that it could be carried out without inter
fering with mission operations. As long as OMSF was still learning how to get
people to the moon and back, science took second place when it came aboard at all.

1963: Progress and Prospects

As 1963 ended, manned space flight officials could look back at two and a half
years of intense activity and considerable progress. Project Mercury had flown
four earth-orbital missions, the last one remaining aloft for 34 hours. A new pro
ject, Gemini, was under way; its objectives were to explore some of the prob
lems posed by the lunar landing mission, especially rendezvous. 56 Apollo
managers had made several critical decisions, including the choice of lunar-orbit
rendezvous, the basic design of the two lunar spacecraft, and the configuration
of the three-stage Saturn V lunar launch vehicle. Nine of the 12 men who would
ultimately walk on the moon were in training for their part in the program. A
new NASA Administrator, James E. Webb, had taken control, and the agency
had been restructured for better support of Apollo. The new president, Lyndon
Baines Johnson, had more experience with the space program than any other poli
tician in Washington and would remain committed to it despite severe criticism
and unforeseen tragedy.
*For the involvement of 000 in the early manned space flight programs, see Barton C. Hacker
and James M. Grimwood, On the Shoulders of Titans: A History of Project Gemini, NASA SP-4203
(Washington, 1977), pp. 117-22, and W. Fred Boone, "NASA Office of Defense Affairs: The First
Five Years," NASA Historical Report HHR-32 (Washington, 1970).
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The dominant position Apollo occupied in the space program was indicated
by the changes imposed on Ranger and Surveyor in 1962 and 1963. Space science
officials tried hard to preserve the priority of science in both projects, but with
limited success. After thorough examination of the lunar exploration projects,
the Space Science and Space Vehicle Panels of the President's Science Advisory
Committee came down on the side of the Office of Manned Space Flight. In a
mid-October report they concluded that Ranger and Surveyor must be planned
so that the first few successful missions would provide the information engineers
needed to design the lunar landing craft, and that those projects' technical
management and funding should be integrated with Apollo'S. Notwithstanding
that concession, the panels insisted that after the first couple of landings science
should determine the content of lunar missions and that the lunar surface activi
ties must be planned with the full participation of the scientific community.S7
Lunar science planning had begun, in the broadest sense, by the end of 1963,
but how much science could actually be done during Apollo was still a question.
Planners were contemplating as many as 10 lunar missions; what could be done
on each one would have to await events. If the first lunar landing attempt did
not succeed, and several attempts had to be made, science might have to wait.
As 1964 began, Headquarters was preparing to deal with the details of the lunar
missions: choosing landing sites, deciding what specific experiments would be
done on the moon, and selecting the experimenters.
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APOLLO'S LUNAR EXPLORATION PLANS

The years from 1963 to 1966 were the busiest of the lunar landing project, no
less for science planners than for the spacecraft and rocket builders. After the
major decisions made in 1962 provided a basis for planning, the Office of Space
Sciences called on its academic advisory bodies to define first the broad outlines
of a program of lunar and planetary exploration, then more specific plans for the
moon, based on the clearer definition of the Apollo project that was emerging
during the period.

Scientific Interest in the Moon

In the two and a half centuries since Galileo first turned his crude telescope
on the moon, astronomers have mapped its surface features, measured the height
of its mountains and the depth of its craters, and calculated its size, mass, and
orbital parameters with increasing accuracy over the years. Even so, the best opti
cal telescopes, under the best observing conditions, could not show any detail
smaller than about 300 meters across (1,000 feet, about the size of the capitol build
ing in Washington); so information concerning the nature and texture of the sur
face was limited.
To the telescopic observer, the moon's surface shows two distinct types of
regions : 1. the maria (Latin = "seas"; singular mare)-dark, apparently smooth,
and roughly circular areas extending over hundreds of kilometers; and 2. the
highlands, mostly mountainous regions much lighter in color. Among the most
striking features are the craters-tens of thousands of circular depressions rang
ing in diameter from 180 miles (290 kilometers) down to the limit of telescopic
resolution. Most large craters have high walls and a depressed floor, and many
have a central peak or ridge. Some are centers from which streaks of light-colored
material (rays) extend for considerable distances. Besides the craters, the lunar
surface shows domes, ridges, and rilles-long, narrow channels resembling dry
watercourses-that run for several kilometers.1 Measurements of reflected light
indicate that the lunar surface is covered with a layer of finely pulverized mate
rial. Airless and arid, the lunar surface is subjected to temperature changes of
more than 200°C (360°F) during the course of a lunar day.2
For decades these features fascinated astronomers and cosmologists, who have
generated volumes of speculation as to the moon's origin and history. Three
hypotheses attracted adherents: one, that the moon was spun off from a molten
proto-earth; a second, that the moon was formed in a separate event and later
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THE MOON
The earth-facing side of the moon, depicted in an artist's rendition based on scientific findings .
North is at the tap; east is to the right. Especially noticeable is the contrast between the dark, relatively
smooth areas (the "seas" or "maria"), mostly in the upper half of the picture, and the lighter, heavily
centered areas in the lawer right. The large circular feature in the upper left quadrant is Mare
Imbrium, bounded on the southeastern edge by the Apennine Range and on the southwest by the
Carpathian Mountains . East of Mare Imbrium lies Mare Serenetatis, with the Taurus Mountains
on its eastern edge. Mare Tranquilitatis joins Mare Serenetatis on the southeast. The near-circular
area in the upper right is Mare Crisium; belaw it lies Mare Fecunditatis. Spreading irregularly over
the area west and south of center is Oceanus Procellarum. Two smaller maria, Mare Humorum and
Mare Nectaris, lie to the south and southeast.
The lighter-colored areas are marked by an abundance of craters, in contrast to the maria; this
has led scientists to believe that the maria are younger features, perhaps filled with lava. Lunar craters
range in size from hundreds of kilometers to less than a meter. Many of the larger ones have prominent
central peaks while others have relatively flat floors. A prominent crater visible here is Copernicus,
west-southwest of the center, from which streaks of light-colored material ("rays") extend into Mare
Imbrium. Farther west is Kepler, a rayed crater surrounded by a light-colored blanket. In the south
west quadrant, two prominent parallel rays point taward Tycho. Relatively inconspicuous in this
view, Tycho is a medium-sized crater with a central peak about one-fourth of the way from the bottom
of the photograph to the center.
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captured by the earth; and the third, that the earth and moon formed at about
the same time in the same region of space (this hypothesis was considered some
what less likely than the first two). Those who believed the moon was formed
by accretion of smaller bodies generally supposed that during its evolution the
moon, like the earth, went through a molten stage in which its components were
chemically fractionated, with iron and nickel being separated from the rocky
minerals as the moon cooled. A smaller body of opinion held that the moon never
grew large enough to be completely melted by the heat generated as its compo
nent particles coalesced, and would not be chemically differentiated. 3
All of these assumptions led to difficulties when examined in light of accepted
celestial mechanics. If the moon separated from the earth at some early stage in
its formation, its orbital plane should lie in the plane of the earth's equator, but
it does not. If, on the other hand, the moon was formed elsewhere in the solar
system, its capture by the earth would be highly improbable and its present orbit
difficult to account for. Finally, if the earth and moon were formed out of the
same primordial matter by any mechanism, it is hard to explain the fact that the
earth is nearly half again as dense as the moon. 4
None of the hypotheses could be proved or disproved on the basis of the
evidence available from visual observation alone. Both led to logical conclusions
concerning the chemical composition and internal structure of the moon that could
not be tested. Scientists who held that the moon was once molten regarded the
maria as massive lava flows from volcanoes or fissures in the lunar crust, similar
to known examples on earth, and pointed to the domes and certain craters that
are much like well known terrestrial volcanic structures. Advocates of the "cold
moon" theory considered the maria to be the solidified remains of large bodies
of molten rock created by collision with meteorites or asteroids, or perhaps by
localized heating due to some other cause. S The origin of lunar craters was a mat
ter for debate. Some had undoubtedly been produced by impacts of cosmic debris,
but strong arguments could be made that others were volcanic in origin. It was
generally accepted that the moon's surface, unaffected by wind and water,
preserved a record of cosmic events which the earth must also have undergone;
on earth, however, the effects have been obliterated by erosion. 6
Crucial to the confirmation of either hypothesis, or to the creation of an
alternative, was information that could be obtained only by direct examination
of the moon. Analysis of samples of the lunar surface would show whether the
moon was chemically similar to the earth and whether the lunar material had
ever been extensively melted. Measurement of the flow of heat from the moon's
interior to the surface would show whether it was still cooling from a molten state.
Other important investigations included the seismic properties of the moon, which
could reveal its interior structure. Some of this information could be provided
by instruments, perhaps including remotely controlled samplers capable of return
ing lunar material to earth. But some tasks, such as examining the moon's sur
face and selecting samples on the basis of that examination, could better be done
by humans. With the advent of the space age, lunar scientists could look for
ward to sending instruments to the lunar surface; only after the decision to land
people on the moon could they hope to send a trained explorer.
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Planning for Lunar Exploration

Homer Newell set lunar exploration planning in motion in 1962 with the
appointment of the Sonett committee on Apollo scientific experiments and train
ing (see Chapter 2). After three months of consultation with leading experts in
the scientific fields related to lunar exploration, the committee outlined its con
ception of the scope of Apollo lunar science. The primary objectives were exami
nation of the lunar surface in the immediate area of the landed spacecraft, geologic
mapping of the landing area, investigation of the moon's interior by means of
emplaced instruments, studies of the lunar atmosphere, and radio astronomy from
the lunar surface. 7 No specific experiments were recommended, but the criteria
used in developing the objectives limited the possibilities. The experiments should
be scientifically important and feasible, possible only on the lunar surface and
only with a human on the mission, and likely to lead to further scientific and
technological development. 8
A week after the Sonett committee issued its draft report, NASA committed
Apollo to lunar-orbit rendezvous. This decision, probably the most thoroughly
debated of the entire program, directly affected the scope of lunar science. The
mission mode determined how many men and how much equipment could be
landed on the moon. Whereas the other possible modes (direct ascent and earth
orbit rendezvous) contemplated a single large spacecraft that would land with
its entire three-person crew on the moon, lunar-orbit rendezvous would put down
a separate specialized landing craft and a crew of two. 9
With that decision made, Associate Administrator Robert C. Seamans, Jr., asked
Newell to present several questions to NASA's outside scientific advisers for dis
cussion. What should be the preferred scientific objectives of the earliest lunar
landings? Would the acquisition of scientific data require more than two persons
on the moon at the same time? Were there sufficient scientific reasons to estab
lish a semipermanent station on the moon for extended exploration? Advice on
these questions would be important in establishing policy with respect to lunar
science and could have direct influence on the design of the lunar landing craft. 10
An appropriate forum for such a discussion was already in session that
summer-the first summer study conducted by the Space Science Board, meet
ing on the campus of the State University of Iowa (see Chapter 2). Manned space
science programs were not the study's primary concern, but two working groups,
one on lunar and planetary exploration and one on the scientific role of humans
in space, provided opportunities to examine the plans for Apollo's experiments
and put some of the scientists' concerns on record. l l
At the start of the summer study the chairman of the Space Science Board, Uoyd
V. Berkner, instructed the participants that their advice on the existence of a
national space program and the division of effort among its projects was not
sought. Nonetheless, because of mounting fears for what it would do to NASA's
space science budget, Apollo was never far below the surface, and objections to
the manned programs were repeatedly voiced. Berkner, Newell, and others tried
to steer the discussions into more productive channels, such as how the capabil
ity being developed for Apollo might be exploited for scientific purposes; but many
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of the participants could not be dissuaded from protesting the priority assigned
to the lunar landing project. 12
Seamans's questions were aired, in substance at least, and the summer study's
final report contained recommendations concerning the points he had raised. The
working group on the scientific role of humans in space endorsed the findings
of the Sonett committee but recommended that experiments that only used the
moon as a base for observation (e.g., radio astronomy) be relegated to later mis
sions. It found that there was indeed a valid scientific requirement for a lunar
surface laboratory for long-term investigations. The working group on lunar and
planetary exploration reached similar conclusions and called for increased empha
sis in the Ranger and Surveyor programs on providing necessary engineering
information for Apollo.13
Of much more concern to the summer study participants was the scientific
competence of the men who would land on the moon. Acknowledging a con
tinuing need for astronauts whose primary skills were in spacecraft operation,
the study report nonetheless urged the inclusion of a professional scientist among
the crew of the first lunar landing mission. To ensure that such a person would
be ready for the first landing, NASA should recruit qualified scientists at once
and begin training them as astronauts. The science community insisted that these
scientist-astronauts be given the means to maintain their scientific competence
while acquiring piloting skills . To that end, a space institute should be established
convenient to the astronaut training center, a facility" of the very highest scien
tific calibre [maintaining] liaison with major centers of research in the space
sciences [and functioning] as a graduate school offering advanced degrees in var
ious fields of science." It should either be operated "under contract with a major
university" or administered by "that office of NASA responsible for scientific
research and planning,"14 (i.e., the Office of Space Sciences). This "space univer
sity" proposal-which Newell later remarked never had the slightest chance of
being accepted by NASNs-was soon abandoned, but the demand for scientist
astronauts was reiterated by the science community right down to the end of the
Apollo project.
With the modifications made by the Iowa summer study and with the
imprimatur of the National Acaciemy of Sciences, the Sonett committee's recom
mendations formed the framework of Apollo's initial lunar science planning.
Shortly after its establishment in July 1963 the Manned Space Science Division
promulgated the first scientific guidelines for Apollo, which reflected this prepara
tory work. The primary scientific activity was to be the study of the moon itself.
First priority among the various lunar studies was given to geologic mapping,
followed by collection of samples for return to earth and emplacement of instru
ments to return data by telemetry .16

Headquarters-Center Relations in Science

While working out arrangements for cooperation with the Office of Manned
Space Flight, Newell and his staff also had to establish working relationships with
the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC). In early 1963 MSC's only experience with
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science had been the visual and photographic experiments made on the first three
Mercury orbital missions .17 These somewhat hurriedly improvised "experiments"
produced some useful data, but mainly they served to show that people could
conduct scientific exercises in orbit. 1s They also showed that both scientists and
engineers had much to learn about each other's objectives and methods. One
result was that MSC acquired a reputation among space scientists of being at best
indifferent and at worst hostile toward scientific investigations.19 Eugene Shoe
maker, always an enthusiastic supporter of manned space flight, was "utterly
dismayed" by the attitude of the MSC representatives at the Iowa summer study:
"we don't need your help; don't bother us." This experience led Shoemaker to
agree to spend a year at NASA Headquarters to try to establish a lunar science
program; unless someone concentrated on that task, lunar science might never
get done at all, because "there was no planning for it [and] no program for it. "20
Some of MSC's indifference to science was the predictable consequence of the
formidable development tasks the center faced and its intense concentration in
1962 on learning to operate in space. But Newell felt that the Houston center's
engineers and managers (also engineers, for the most part) simply did not appreci
ate what space sdence and manned space flight could do for each other. Hous
ton had no scientific research under way; the few scientists who worked there
were mostly inexperienced in research and served almost entirely in support roles,
providing data to the engineers. Newell spent considerable effort in 1963 trying
to create a more receptive attitude toward science at MSC. 21 One of Shoemaker's
first accomplishments after he came to Headquarters was to persuade MSC to
expand its small Space Environment Division, a branch of the Engineering and
Development Directorate that existed mainly to collect environmental data affect
ing the design of spacecraft and mission plans. One geologist joined the division
in 1963, and a team of specialists from the U.S. Geological Survey was assigned
later that same year. Their functions were to set up a research and training pro
gram in geology, develop a model of the lunar surface for use by the spacecraft
designers and mission planners, assist in the evaluation of lunar scientific instru
ments, and develop plans for geologic field work on the moon. 22
Lunar surface science, though Important, was only part of the larger question
of manned space science, and Newell, looking ahead to the earth-orbital flights
of Gemini and Apollo, wanted to establish a place for science on those missions
as well. The agreement worked out between Newell and Brainerd Holmes
for developing experiments called for the appropriate manned space flight
center (usually MSq to oversee the development of experiment hardware once
the basic design had been worked out by the Office of Space Sciences. As OSS
saw it, this would require more scientific competence than the Houston center
had. Up to mid-1963 MSC's concern for experiments had been limited to assur
ing that they fit into the spacecraft and the flight plan and did not compromise
a mission, a task carried out by an Experiments Coordination Office in the Flight
Operations Division. 23 Now, ass saw a need to establish what would amount
to a space sciences division at Houston. Discussions with MSC produced agree
ment that the Space Environment Division would be the nucleus of the prospec
tive science branch. 24
The Office of Space Sciences and the Manned Spacecraft Center spent the rest
of 1963 defining their relationship. Newell firmly maintained his office's respon
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sibility for all of NASA's science programs, while MSC occasionally displayed
reluctance, to say the least, to accept direction from Headquarters. 25 In the old
days of NACA the field laboratories had enjoyed considerable independence in
the conduct of their programs, and all of MSC's top managers were old NACA
hands. At times they seemed inclined to insist on running their programs their
way, including the science. But by the end of the year MSC had agreed in princi
ple to set up a scientific program manager on Director Robert Gilruth's immedi
ate staff, and Headquarters and center elements were beginning to work out a
description of that person's responsibilities. 26

Lunar Surface Experiments

Early in 1964 the Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) began to
define the Apollo lunar science project more narrowly. Rather than issue a request
for experiment proposals to the scientific community at large, which was the usual
procedure for soliciting experiments, Newell and his manned space flight coun
terpart George Mueller agreed that initially a few selected scientists should be
called upon to identify the most important experiments within the areas agreed
on by the Sonett committee and the Iowa summer study. A representative of
Headquarters's Manned Space Science Division and the chairman of the Space
Science Board then compiled a list of experts who met on January 30 to begin
the process .27 The first investigations agreed on by this planning group comprised
geology (field geology, petrography and mineralogy, and sample collection),
geochemistry, and geophysics (seismology, magnetic measurements, heat-flow
measurements, and gravity measurements). For each area the group suggested
several prominent scientists to work out detailed experiment plans. 28 In April the
first Apollo science planning teams, groups of experts in subdisciplines of the
earth sciences, began meeting to define more specifically the lunar surface experi
ments and instruments. Later, teams would be established for lunar atmospheric
studies and biosciences. 29
At Houston, meanwhile, mission planners had started defining the lunar
landing mission in detail. In late 1963 the first set of operational ground rules
was established, listing mission objectives and constraints and identifying criti
cal points where a flight might have to be aborted or diverted to an alternate mis
sion in case of failure of some essential system. Using these ground rules and
the latest available weight and performance data for the launch vehicle and space
craft, planners then prepared the "reference trajectory," a detailed description
of the mission from liftoff to splashdown. * For planning purposes the reference
trajectory listed 10 landing sites within a zone 85 miles (137 kilometers) wide and
1,480 miles (2,380 kilometers) long stretching along the equator on the moon's
"The reference trajectory was one of the most important mission planning documents. It enabled
flight planners to evaluate the effect of changes in spacecraft weight, propulsion capability, mission
requirements, etc., on every phase of the mission. An initial reference trajectory was often based
on many assumptions, but as test data and operational experience accumulated, the trajectory was
updated.
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visible side. It assumed that the lunar landing module would stay on the moon
for 24 hours. 3o
Science and mission planning came together in mid-June of 1964 when Houston
hosted a lunar landing symposium to give each group a look at the other's prelimi
nary plans. MSC representatives presented their concepts of a lunar landing mis
sion, described the two spacecraft and what they could be expected to carry to
and from the moon, and outlined the current astronaut training course. Mem
bers of the Apollo science planning teams sketched out their tentative plans for
surface activities and experiments. After four days of discussion, both groups
went home to refine their concepts. 31
The June symposium defined the operational bounds within which the lunar
science planning teams had to work, and after five more months of deliberation
the planning teams' report went to the Office of Space Science and Applications.
Distributing the report for comment, Headquarters noted that its recommenda
tions would eventually become the basis for a lunar exploration science program
definition document on which final instrument and experiment designs would
be based. First, however, OSSA was planning to have the report discussed at
another summer study, scheduled for 1965.32
As the planning teams saw it, the ultimate objective of the lunar science program
was simply the same as that of all science: to add to human knowledge. More
specifically, lunar studies could lead to a better understanding of the solar sys
tem and its origin, of primary forces that shaped the earth, and of geological
processes whose effects have been obscured on earth by erosion and other secon
dary processes not operating on the moon. (Making the obligatory gesture toward
practical results, the report mentioned that lunar studies "may have direct bear
ing towards more intelligent search for mineral resources on Earth," though it
did not specify how.) The larger objectives, however, could scarcely be met in
the short times the early Apollo missions would stay on the lunar surface. Really
productive lunar studies required more time on the moon, greater mobility for
the astronauts, and logistic support. 33
For the approved Apollo missions the planning teams stressed field work,
sampling, and emplacement of instruments, all planned to yield the maximum
information in the time available . Instruments relaying data by telemetry were
preferred for measurement of gravity, magnetism, magnetic phenomena, and seis
mic studies. The geochemistry and bioscience planning teams emphasized the
importance of bringing back the greatest possible weight of lunar material in the
form of carefully selected and documented samples for laboratory study. Eugene
Shoemaker's field geology team stressed visual observation and panoramic pho
tography from the lunar module, followed by surface traverses during which the
astronauts would collect samples, emplace instruments, and describe the impor
tant geologic features of the landing area. Both the geology and geophysics teams
listed the tools and instruments that should be taken along, as well as prelimi
nary estimates of weight, volume, power, and telemetry requirements. The report
included tentative operations plans for several lunar surface missions, taking into
account operational constraints and certain contingencies that might require
changing plans during the mission. 34
With these recommendations in hand, Headquarters and MSC began making
plans for managing the experiments. In mid-January 1965 Houston's Space
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Environment Division appointed interim coordinators for lunar surface experi
ments. 35 At the end of the month manned space flight director George Mueller
conducted a program review at which he called for a series of studies to evaluate
several program management alternatives for Apollo science, from experiment
development to handling of lunar samples. 36 Discussions between Headquarters
and MSC continued during the spring; Newell's Office of Space Science and
Applications continued to hope for the establishment of a separate science organi
zation at Houston. 37 Progress was slowed somewhat by OSSA's apparent diffi
culty in working out its internal lines of authority. 38
In late February Newell and Mueller met to formulate policy for managing and
funding science experiments in manned space flight. An afternoon's discussion
produced agreement on a division of responsibility only slightly different from
that adopted by Newell and Brainerd Holmes two years earlier (see Chapter 2).
Newell's Office of Space Science and Applications would publicize the science
opportunities in the manned programs, solicit experiment proposals, and make
the initial selection. After further evaluation, which would include constructing
a "breadboard" model of the instrument to demonstrate its feasibility, OSSA
would select experiments and experimenters and arrange for construction of pro
totype instruments. Mueller's Office of Manned Space Flight would then develop
flight-qualified instruments, integrate them into the spacecraft, work the experi
ments into the flight plan, and collect the data produced in flight. OSSA would
arrange for distribution, analysis, and dissemination of the data. Deputies for
Newell and Mueller formalized details of this agreement later in the year. 39
MSC and OSSA worked for several months on a procurement plan for Apollo's
lunar surface experiments, submitting it to Mueller in May 1965. Mueller decided
that a two-phase procurement was advisable, the first phase to better define the
instrument package and the second to build the instruments. Several contractors
would be selected to conduct the definition studies and one of them would be
picked to build the instrument package. 40 In June Houston sent out requests for
proposals to conduct six-month definition studies for a lunar surface experiments
package. Nine companies responded, and three* were selected in early AUguSt. 41

Woods Hole and Falmouth Conferences, Summer 1965

In the summer of 1965 the Space Science Board again convened a conference
to consider NASA's plans for space research. The Iowa summer study three years
before had reviewed current programs and recommended changes of emphasis;
the 1965 study at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, was charged with recommending
directions and priorities for the next 10 to 20 years. The major topics considered
were lunar and planetary exploration, astronomy, and the role of humans in space
exploration. 42
The Woods Hole conference report made many detailed recommendations in
individual areas of research. Space research, the study found, required the use
'Houston Division of Bendix Corp., Ann Arbor, Mich .; Space-General Corp., El Monte, Calif.; and
TRW Systems Corp., Redondo Beach, Calif.
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of ground-based observations as well as satellites, sounding rockets, and balloons.
Throughout, the report stressed balance: between manned and unmanned pro
grams, between lunar and planetary exploration, and between ground-based
studies and research in space. The salient conclusions of the study were easily
summarized. Planetary exploration was judged to be the most rewarding scien
tific objective for the post-Apollo period, with Mars being the most interesting
target. Concerning humans in space, the participants agreed that "The distinc
tion between manned and unmanned programs is an artificial one; scientific objec
tives should be the determining factors." But before people could be dispatched
on missions to the planets, "an orbiting research facility for the study of long
term effects of space flight is essential. "43
The 1965 conference was somewhat more sanguine than the 1962 study
concerning the role of humans in space science and somewhat more tolerant of
the Apollo program. The working group on the role of man noted that
Few ... scientists would attempt to justify the entire cost of developing
manned space flight solely on the basis of its "scientific value;" however, most
scientists would agree that this capability, when developed, should be utilized
for scientific purposes whenever it seems possible to do so.

The group did not concede that people could be replaced by instruments in every
imaginable case :
Manned intervention [in an unmanned system] increases reliability through
the possibility of extending the lifetime of spaceborne equipment almost
indefinitely by means of repair and replacement. . .. Man greatly increases
the flexibility of the system, for he can decide [how best] to use an instrument
[and] can make alterations or improvements in the instrument itself. Data trans
mission can ... be virtually eliminated for manned experiments, and the
design of an instrument can be simplified ....

Not only that, but
if the presence of man in the system were already considered essential, the
scientist would assign many scientific tasks to man because of the greater relia
bility and flexibility he would bring to the system.44

On the question of selection and training of scientists for space missions, the
scientists were of much the same mind as those in 1962:
For some tasks-those requiring scientific insight-it would seem better to have
a scientist possessing judgment, experience, and imagination and to train him
as an astronaut to the extent required.

Again conceding that test pilots had the edge in some areas, the working group
nonetheless concluded that
the astronaut selection and training program [should] take into account pro
gress in manned space flight. Successes so far[*] may be viewed as evidence

*Four successful manned flights had been made in the past three years, including two of the two
man Gemini spacecraft.
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that it may be possible to relax the present high physical standards at a pace
faster than has yet been contemplated.45

Concerning the lunar exploration program, the Woods Hole study report
confined itself to defining the major scientific questions in lunar exploration. Three
basic problems should be explored: structure and processes of the lunar interior,
the composition and structure of the moon's surface and the processes that have
modified it, and the sequence of events by which the moon has arrived at its pres
ent configuration. As guidelines for exploring these problems, the report listed
15 specific scientific questions that should direct lunar exploration, both manned
and unmanned (see Appendix 3).46
One question that assumed increasing importance as planetary exploration
became more realistic was the existence of life forms or their precursors on the
moon or the planets. The working group on biology concluded that the evolu
tion of organisms or prebiotic materials was most likely to have occurred on Mars.
However, the group affirmed the necessity to avoid contaminating any celestial
body, including the moon, with terrestrial organisms or organic materials that
might invalidate later experiments attempting to detect life. As to the need for
protecting earth from biological contamination by material from the moon, the
group believed the hazards were small but that NASA should be safe rather than
sorry: "the consequences of misjudgment are potentially catastrophic. "47 Opin
ion on this point was not unanimous throughout the conference, however, for
the working group on lunar exploration noted only a "minor possibility of find
ing prebiotic material, either buried or in sheltered locations."48
The Woods Hole conference was, as far as Apollo was concerned, a policy
setting meeting. When it adjourned, many of the participants stayed on at nearby
Falmouth for a two-week conference dealing with details of lunar exploration and
science on Apollo. The Falmouth conference elaborated on the previous year's
work of the Apollo lunar science planning teams in light of plans for manned
space flight for the 10 years following the first Apollo landing. As plans then stood,
the first few landings-the exact number was not certain-comprised the Apollo
program; it was assumed that these landings would be minimal missions to estab
lish confidence in the Apollo systems. They were to be followed by flights using
improved spacecraft that could carry larger payloads and stay longer on the lunar
surface. * Ultimately, perhaps in the last few years of the post-Apollo period, a
lunar base might be available for scientific studies. Falmouth planners structured
their discussions around this idealized schedule. 49
At Falmouth, members of the lunar science planning teams collaborated with
NASA and academic scientists to take the first steps in detailed scientific opera
tions planning. As specifically as they could, disciplinary working groups laid
"In 1965 plans for manned space flight after Apollo were still in the formative stage. OMSF had
conducted several studies on " Apollo Extension Systems" to determine how far the propulsion, life
support, and electrical power systems on the Apollo spacecraft could be upgraded without major
redesign. These "extended Apollo" components would be used in missions-earth- and lunar-orbital
flights as well as lunar surface missions, lasting from 10 to 45 days-that would sustain the manned
program until the next major program could be defined. See W. David Compton and Charles D. Benson,
Living and Working in Space: A History of Skylab, NASA SP-4208 (Washington, 1983), Chaps. 1, 3, and
5; also George Mueller's presentations to the House and Senate space committees in the NASA authori
zation hearings for fiscal 1966 and 1967.
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out their requirements for procedures and equipment. For the first time, an
astronaut in training described the mission's essential constraints from the
astronaut's point of view, stressing the limitations of space suits, life-support
equipment, and operational contingencies (such as an aborted landing).50 For some
scientists this was the first time they had had to consider their own experiments
in the context of other scientific work and operational restrictions, and one par
ticipant reported a noticeable change in attitudes as the discussions progressed. 51
In its final report the Falmouth conference summarized its recommendations
for the early landings, the "post-Apollo" (advanced) missions, and the more dis
tant future when a lunar base could be contemplated (see Appendix 3). Highest
priority on the early landings was assigned to returning the greatest number and
variety of samples as feasible; emplacement of long-lived surface instruments was
next, followed by geologic exploration of the landing area by the astronauts. The
early missions could only sample isolated areas of the lunar surface. A survey
of the entire moon, plus detailed studies of the equatorial belt, should be the objec
tive of later missions . These advanced missions, five or six landings flown at the
rate of one or two per year, should be supported by an unmanned logistics sys
tem that would land additional consumable supplies and scientific equipment.
Crews might stay as long as 14 days and explore as far as 15 kilometers (9 miles)
from the landing site. The additional equipment should include some analytical
instruments for on-the-spot discriminatory tests on lunar material, so that
astronauts could select a wider variety of samples. Surface transportation should
be provided-a wheeled vehicle with a range of 8 to 15 kilometers (5 to 9 miles) and
a flying vehicle that could carry 135 kilograms (300 pounds) of instruments from
point to point over a 15-kilometer range. With the flying unit, astronauts could
secure samples from otherwise inaccessible locations, such as a crater wall. 52
Falmouth provided the best scientific advice NASA could get at the time, and
its recommendations formed the basis for the earliest mission planning. It was
the first of several iterations of scientific planning that would take place during
the rest of the Apollo program. NASA would make every effort to carry out as
much of the program as could be done within a changing context of available
resources. Progress often seemed intolerably slow to some scientists,53 but in the
end a gratifying proportion of the Falmouth recommendations would appear in
mission plans.

Site Selection: Ranger, Surveyor, Lunar Orbiter
The visible face of the moon offered scores of interesting sites for scientific explo
ration. As far back as 1961, Harold Urey, responding to a question from Homer
Newell, listed five general regions of high scientific interest: high latitudes, to
determine whether water might exist where temperature extremes were less
marked; two maria, to determine whether they were of different composition;
inside a large crater; near one of the great wrinkles in the maria; and in a moun
tainous area. Assuming that equatorial sites would draw the most attention any
way, Urey offered no suggestions concerning them. 54 Eugene Shoemaker noted
not long afterward that scientific objectives would be subordinate to operational
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requirements, at least on the early missions, and that the sites most operation
ally suitable for an Apollo landing-level, featureless maria, most likely-would
be the least suited to determination of geologic relationships. 55
Operations planning for the earliest Apollo missions was designed to assure
the safe return of the astronauts. The spacecraft, still attached to the Saturn upper
stage, would be inserted into an earth-circling "parking orbit" so that mission
control could verify that all systems were working properly. Lunar landings were
to be made in direct sunlight and at specific times of the lunar day chosen for
optimum visibility; return to earth must take place in daylight; and allowance
would be made for possible interference with communication caused by solar
activity. 56 These rules, along with constraints on the lunar orbit of the command
module, defined a landing zone along the moon's equator within which the first
mission would have to land.
Equally important for selecting a landing site was the nature of the lunar
surface-how much weight it could support and how many rocks and small craters
were present. For this purpose, high-resolution photographs of the lunar sur
face were required, which were to be supplied initially by the Ranger spacecraft
(see Chapter 2). To supplement Ranger's photographs and also to provide direct
information about the surface, a second unmanned spacecraft, Surveyor, would
be built. One version would soft-land on the moon and transmit scientific data
and television pictures; a second version would be an orbiter that would circle
the moon, photographing large portions of its surface. But when Apollo engineers
specified the detail required for their purposes, the Surveyor orbiter as then
defined could not meet them. 57
To supply the high-resolution photographs needed to certify landing sites, both
OMSF and OSSA endorsed a new lunar-orbiting spacecraft. Preliminary studies
indicated that the project was feasible, and after briefly considering giving the
orbiter to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Headquarters officials decided to assign
it to Langley Research Center. By the end of August 1963 Langley had drawn
up specifications for the spacecraft and camera system and called for bids. Before
the year ended, project officials had selected the Boeing Company as the prime
contractor. Boeing proposed a solar-powered satellite, attitude-stabilized in three
axes, carrying a film camera system designed by the Eastman Kodak Company.
Film was to be developed aboard the spacecraft and the images were to be trans
mitted to earth by an optical scanning and telemetry system. Five photographic
missions were planned; the first Lunar Orbiter would be ready for flight less than
three years after the contract was let. 58
In Ranger and Surveyor, the two projects that contributed most to early Apollo
site selection, the Manned Spacecraft Center had worked closely with the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory to coordinate Apollo's requirements with mission plans
(see Chapter 6).59 As late as 1964, no single organization was responsible for col
lecting the data needed to evaluate Apollo landing sites and recommending the
final choice for each mission. 60 In mid-1965, acting on a recommendation from
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Bellcomm, Inc., * George Mueller formally established an Apollo Site Selection
Board to evaluate and recommend landing sites for the Apollo missions. Chaired
by the Apollo program manager in the Office of Manned Space Flight, the board
would weigh all available scientific and operational considerations and recom
mend landing sites to Mueller. 61
As planning for lunar science progressed during the middle 1960s, three key
issues emerged: management of the returned lunar samples, selecting and train
ing astronauts for scientific exploration, and the choice of landing sites.

*Bellcomm, Inc., was a systems-engineering organization created in 1962 by the American Tele
phone & Telegraph Co. at NASA's request for the purpose of conducting independent analyses of
many aspects of the Apollo program. It employed about 500 people at peak strength (1969). In 1972,
its work for NASA completed, Bellcomrn was merged with Bell Laboratories. J. O. Cappellari, Jr.,
"Where on the Moon? An Apollo Systems Engineering Problem," The Bell System Technical Journal
51 (5) (1972): 955.
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HANDLING SAMPLES FROM THE MOON

The samples of rock and soil brought back from the moon would be a priceless
scientific resource, and for scientists to be able to extract the maximum informa
tion from them, the samples would have to be carefully protected. Minute traces
of earthborne contaminants could lead to completely erroneous interpretations
of laboratory results. In 1964 scientists at the Manned Spacecraft Center proposed
that NASA provide a laboratory in which lunar samples would be cataloged and
subjected to preliminary examination, so that the requirements of principal inves
tigators for specific types of material could be met. There were, as well, certain
time-critical examinations that would have to be done as soon as possible after
the samples were returned to earth.
To provide for these requirements would have required only a modest facility.
But as plans for managing the samples developed, NASA came under pressure
from space biologists and the U.S. Public Health Service to protect the earth
against the introduction of alien microorganisms that might exist in lunar soil.
What would have been a small laboratory designed to protect lunar samples
against contamination grew into an elaborate, expensive quarantine facility that
greatly complicated operations on the early lunar landing missions.

Early Plans for Lunar Sample Management

il.

Preliminary definitions of the lunar science program noted the importance of
laboratory studies on returned lunar material, but offered no suggestions as to
. how samples should be collected and handled. 1 Neither within nor outside NASA
did anyone give serious thought to the details of preserving lunar samples in near
pristine condition until late 1963. Elbert A. King, Jr., and Donald A. Flory, two
geoscientists who joined MSC's Space Environment Division that year, were
among the first to propose action to protect valuable scientific information that
could be lost unless the lunar samples were handled under carefully controlled
conditions.
In February 1964 King and Flory put together a concept of a sample receiving
laboratory and forwarded it to Max Faget, director of engineering and develop
ment at the Manned Spacecraft Center. Their plan called for a small (100 square
feet, 9.5 square meters) laboratory in which sample containers could be opened
and their contents repackaged under high vacuum (one ten-millionth of
atmospheric pressure) for distribution to the scientists who would conduct most
of the studies. Remotely controlled manipulators would be used to carry out oper
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ations within the chamber, which would be sterile, chemically clean, and used
for no other purpose .2
Faget recognized the importance of the proposed facility to the lunar science
program and encouraged King and Flory to expand their concept. The second
version of the "sample transfer facility" was considerably larger and more sophisti
cated. A 2,SOO-square-foot (232-square-meter) clean room contained several ana
lytical instruments for performing preliminary tests on the samples. Within this
area was a high-vacuum system containing remote manipulators and a separate
sterile laboratory for biological testing. The vacuum chamber was equipped to
prepare mineralogical and petrological specimens as well as divide and repack
age the samples. The atmosphere in the entire area would be closely monitored
so that subsequent investigators would know what contaminants might be pres
ent in their samples. 3
These preliminary studies received considerable support in June 1964 when the
Apollo science planning teams (see Chapter 3) met at Houston. Both the
geochemistry and mineralogy-petrology tearns emphasized the importance of con
trolling the environment in which the sample containers were first opened and
the need for extensive preliminary examination of the samples at the receiving
site. 4 After discussions with members of these teams, King and Flory reworked
their proposal and described an elaborate lunar sample laboratory. Projected at
more than 8,000 square feet (740 square meters) of floor space, their third con
cept included offices for 30 visiting scientists as well as laboratories for chemical
analysis, low-level short-lived radioactivity measurements, biological examina
tion, and mineralogical and petrological preparations. This facility was not a mere
sample-receiving and -packaging laboratory, but the center for much of the prelimi
nary scientific work that would be done on the lunar samples. s They presented
this concept to MSC's director, Bob Gilruth, on August 13. Gilruth approved,
and Faget set about preparing to contract for design studies for it.6
MSC's plans required Headquarters approval and funding, and when Faget
explained the project Willis Foster's Manned Space Science Division reacted cau
tiously, to say the least. While agreeing in general terms with the concept, Foster
noted that it was a Headquarters responsibility and that the laboratory would
be only a "receiving laboratory." The detailed preliminary studies Houston was
proposing should be left to outside investigators . In response to Faget's request
for $300,000 to conduct the design study, Foster replied that he could allot only . .Ii
$100,000.7 In view of the alarm with which some of his people viewed the size
of the project MSC was proposing, Foster appointed an ad hoc group of Head
quarters and MSC scientists to review it. 8
The group's first meeting in early November was, from Houston's point of view,
disappointing. Few of the participants had given much thought to the require
ments for a receiving laboratory, and the discussion was long and inconclusive.
The group's chairman seemed determined to keep the size and cost of the pro
posed lab to the absolute minimum. Most members seemed to feel that a facility
such as MSC was proposing would take much of the lunar science program out
of the hands of academic investigators. In spite of MSC's insistence that time
was short, the group adjourned without taking any useful action. 9 But the sec
ond meeting, a month later, produced enough progress that MSC's representa
tive felt Houston could go ahead with initial engineering studies. Io
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While Foster's ad hoc group ruminated on the need for a receiving laboratory,
Homer Newell-probably sensing that it would entail a considerable increase in
the costs of lunar exploration-felt that an independent assessment by the scien
tific community was needed. Early in December he wrote to Harry H. Hess, chair
man of the Space Science Board, requesting the board's judgment on the kinds
of analysis that should be performed on the lunar samples as soon as they were
returned, the facilities needed to do that work, and the staffing that would be
required. l l A five-man committee-three members of the Space Science Board
and two academic scientists-met in Washington on January 14, 1965, to discuss
Newell's questions and to confer with members of the ad hoc group.
Three weeks later Hess reported to Newell that a sample receiving laboratory
having a relatively restricted mission was indeed needed. The only critical exami
nation was measurement of radioactivity induced in the lunar surface material
by cosmic-ray bombardment, which would have to be measured as soon as pos
sible because it quickly dropped to a very low level. The committee raised a ques
tion that Newell had not put to it: its members foresaw a need to quarantine the
lunar samples until they proved biologically innocuous. A simple, general bio
logical-examination could be done at some existing Public Health Service or Army
installation. Without specific information or plans to comment on, the commit
tee could give only rough estimates of staffing requirements and probable costs.
A minimal quarantine facility with a radiation-counting laboratory might be built
for $2.5 million; it would require between 12 and 30 professional scientists plus
a supporting staff.12
Hess's committee emphatically asserted that the studies MSC was proposing
should not be done in the receiving laboratory-or, for that matter, by any single
group, inside or outside government-but should be entrusted to the scientific
community at large. Neither did they see a compelling need to locate the labora
tory at Houston, although "it may seem desirable that MSC have a part in the
activity by virtue of its Apollo role." If the Houston center could properly staff
such a laboratory, however, it might "add to the overall environment at MSC./1
On the other hand, since the radiation-counting laboratory would have to be built
deep underground to shield it from natural radiation, the waterlogged soil of the
Texas coast might make construction more expensive there, and thus some other
site might be preferable. The committee also cautioned that such a laboratory
would have to operate continuously to conduct worthwhile research; it could not
be geared up to operate whenever a new set of samples was available and then
shut down until another lunar mission was flown,13 which, they evidently sus
pected, was the way MSC was likely to operate the laboratory in light of its mini
mal scientific capability.
Manned Spacecraft Center officials, meanwhile, were anxious to get their
preliminary engineering studies under way. Preliminary studies, design studies,
contractor selection, and contract negotiations had to be disposed of as quickly
as possible. Cost estimates and justifications had to be prepared for inclusion in
the center's budget proposals for fiscal 1967, when construction would have to
start. According to early 1965 estimates, the laboratory would have to be opera
tional by January 1969 to support the first lunar mission. Many critical and com
plex operations in the laboratory would have to be checked out beforehand, and
managers estimated that a 9- to 12-month shakedown would be needed. 14
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The sense of urgency felt at MSC was not shared in Washington, however.
Faget wrote to Foster in mid-January 1965 urging him to release funds for prelimi
nary engineering studies for the laboratory and suggesting that Headquarters'
ad hoc committee be replaced by a standing committee to oversee the incorpora
tion of scientific requirements into the laboratory during construction. A month
later Foster replied that study funds could not be released until the ad hoc com
mittee made its report. He concurred with Faget's desire for a standing commit
tee and urged him to appoint one of his staff to it, pointing to the value of "a
greater understanding by MSC of the scientific objectives of the laboratory," which
would enhance Houston's chances of getting the facility. "Other NASA centers,"
Foster said, "are submitting 'bids' for the laboratory."ls
For the next several weeks, MSC and Headquarters discussed management of
the laboratory, finally reaching an understanding as to future activity on the proj
ect. Foster would appoint a standing committee that would be given free access
to design reviews and relevant program materials, so that Headquarters could
be assured that the science requirements levied on the laboratory were being met.
At Faget's insistence, however, the committee would have no right to approve
plans; their advice would be made available through the committee chairman to
MSC's point of contact for the receiving laboratory. Except for the specialized
radiation-counting equipment, the cost of the laboratory would be included in
MSC's construction of facilities budget for fiscal 1967. 16 Some discrepancy still
existed between Headquarters's and Houston's cost estimates. Foster's office
seemed be thinking of a $1- to $2-rnillion facility; the figure included in MSC's
preliminary 1967 budget was $6.5 rnillion. 17

The Specter of "Back-Contamination"

Houston's planning for the sample receiving laboratory was vastly complicated
the following summer by a question Hess's committee had emphasized in its
February report. They stated a clear requirement for quarantine of the lunar mate
rial until biologists could ascertain that it harbored no living organisms that might
threaten the earth's biosphere .18
The possibility that life exists or has existed elsewhere in the universe-even
within our solar system-evolved from a science-fiction fantasy to a serious scien
tific question within a few decades. Although no positive evidence has ever been
found to indicate that even the simplest living organisms exist elsewhere, a con
siderable accumulation of evidence that life might appear, under the right condi
tions, has led to a widespread conviction that it has appeared, somewhere. *19
"The argument runs roughly as follows. Simple organic molecules related to the substances out
of which living matter is made have been detected in space. Other organic material, possibly derived
from living organisms, has been found in meteorites. Conclusive experiments have shown that precur
sors to living matter can be built from chemically simple substances under conditions presumed to
have existed on the ancient earth . Given the vast number of galaxies observable in the universe (a
billion billion, according to one estimate) it seems probable that solar systems like our own exist some
where in those galaxies, and that conditions favoring the origin of life exist on an appreciable num
ber of planets similar to earth.
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As early as 1960 the Space Science Board had advised that NASA and other
concerned government agencies (e.g., the Public Health Service) should estab
lish an interagency committee on interplanetary quarantine to formulate a national
policy for handling spacecraft and material returned from other planets. 2o Two
years later, the working group on biology of the Iowa summer study (see Chap
ter 1) noted that
the introduction into the Earth's biosphere of destructive alien organisms could
be a disaster. .. . We can conceive of no more tragically ironic consequence
of our search for extraterrestrial life .

Acknowledging that scientists by no means unanimously agreed on the existence
of extraterrestrial life, the group nonetheless recommended that NASA employ
appropriate quarantine and other procedures ... when handling returned
samples, spacecraft, and astronauts [in order to] make the risk as small as pos
sible .z1

These cautions had little effect on NASA's plans-in part because the danger
seemed remote in the early 1960s, but also because no one in the space agency
spoke for the life sciences . *22 In the early days of space flight few biologists were
interested in the space environment; the frontiers of biology were on earth. The
life-science community created no demand for NASA support comparable to that
created by space physics and astronomy.23
As the Apollo program progressed, however, and the prospect of people return
ing from the moon with boxes of lunar rocks and soil became increasingly likely,
concerned biologists continued to call attention to the need for precautions against
contamination of the earth by organisms from the moon . On July 29, 1964, the
Space Science Board convened a conference of representatives from the Public
Health Service, the Department of Agriculture, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the
National Academy of Sciences, and NASA to assess the back-contamination prob
lem and recommend courses of action. The conference concluded that
the existence of life on the moon or planets cannot . .. rationally be precluded.
At the very least, present evidence is not inconsistent with its presence. ... Nega

tive data will not prove that extraterrestrial life does not exist; they will merely mean
that it has not been found [emphasis added]."u

To contain any alien life forms, astronauts, spacecraft, and lunar materials com
ing back from the moon should be placed immediately in an isolation unit; the

*See Newell, Beyond the Atmosphere, chap . 16 ("Life Sciences: No Place in the Sun"). Of all the
life sciences, space medicine-the effects of the space environment on human physiology-was the
only one of prime concern to manned space flight; but it was only a subsidiary effort in Mercury
and Gemini and was concerned mainly with settling some crucial operational questions. See John
A . Pitts, The Human Factor: Biomedicine in the Manned Space Program to 1980, NASA SP-4213 (Washing
ton, 1985).
"This statement is quite correct; experimental proof of a negative postulate, such as "life does not
exist on Mars," is, in any practical sense, impossible. But many must have felt like one anonymous
reader at MSC, who pencilled opposite the sentence in the margin of his copy of the report: "Like
witches ."
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astronauts should be held in rigid quarantine for at least three weeks; and prelimi
nary examination of the samples should be conducted behind "absolute biologi
cal barriers, under rigid bacterial and chemical isolation." NASA should
immediately take steps to work out the operational details of these procedures .24
When Harry Hess's committee, speaking for the Space Science Board, reported
its position on back-contamination the following February, both Headquarters
and the Manned Spacecraft Center realized that quarantine was a more serious
concern than they had anticipated. 25 Although the director of Biosciences Programs
in the Office of Space Science and Applications had kept in contact with the
National Academy of Sciences and the Public Health Service, the emphasis on
the possible dangers of lunar material came as a surprise to him. 26 Most specula
tion about extraterrestrial life excluded the moon. At Houston, the report por
tended serious complications in the design of the receiving laboratory and probably
in flight operations as well, and Faget's organization took steps to clarify the
quarantine requirements.27 Action at higher levels was slow in coming, however.
Only in May did the NASA Administrator and the Surgeon General (chief of the
Public Health Service [PHS]) discuss the matter, agreeing to set up an interagency
advisory committee to deal with back-contamination. 28
By the end of July 1965, MSC had incorporated a general requirement for quaran
tine into its justification for building the receiving lab, but time was growing short
and detailed specifications were needed. Then-current plans required the labora
tory to be in operation by January 1, 1969. Allowing a year or more for engineer
ing and design studies, another six months for checking out the equipment and
procedures, and six months to correct deficiencies uncovered in the shakedown,
just over a year would be left to build the laboratory and install the special scien
tific equipment. Procedures and space requirements for quarantine had to be set
tled as soon as possible. MSC already had an outside engineering firm working
on a preliminary engineering survey, which would define the laboratory's spe
cial requirements and determine what additional studies might be needed to
specify its specialized scientific equipment. 29
Others at MSC were working to formulate a center policy on quarantine in the
hope that it could be simplified as much as possible. In late July, Headquarters
arranged for an informal meeting of PHS and manned space flight representa
tives to discuss quarantine and the lunar sample receiving laboratory.3o Know
ing that MSC had little chance of convincing the PHS that no hazard existed,
Elbert King consulted with center medical experts and prepared a statement assert
ing that only subsurface samples should be treated as potential hazards and that
quarantine could be terminated as soon as returned samples were found free of
exotic organisms. He also set down several important policy questions concern
ing quarantine to serve as the basis for discussions with the PHS.31
When the two groups met at Houston on September 27, 1965, it soon became
apparent that MSC's evaluation of the hazard presented by lunar material was
not shared by PHS officials. King argued that the lunar surface could be consid
ered sterile: it was in a high vacuum, devoid of water, exposed to intense ultravio
let radiation and subatomic particles from the solar wind, and subjected to severe
temperature changes. "If you really wanted to try to design a sterile surface,"
King later summarized his argument, "this was it." Thus surface material and
the astronauts who came in contact only with it should not require such rigorous
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isolation as samples taken from greater depths. The PHS representative, Dr. James
Goddard, chief of the Communicable Disease Center in Atlanta, was unmoved
by these arguments. He asked whether anyone could be certain that no microor
ganisms could survive anywhere on the moon-in sheltered areas, for example.
When no one could offer such assurance, Goddard insisted that quarantine must
be strict. He and other PHS officials were upset, in fact, that MSC had taken such
a casual view of the biological hazard. Even if it cost $50 million to implement
an effective quarantine, Goddard said, the importance of the issues justified the
added expense. 32 When MSC asked whether the PHS's immigration officers
would allow the Apollo astronauts to enter the United States if they were han
dled in the same way the Gemini crews had been, the reply was emphatic: they
would not. 33
When the conference was over MSC officials knew that the lunar receiving
laboratory would have to be even larger and more expensive than they had
expected . Quarantine would require astronauts and a fairly large support staff
to live in isolation for at least three weeks . The numerous postmission debrief
ings would have to be conducted through the biological barrier. Not only that,
but recovery operations would be much more difficult. PHS officials wanted to
prevent exposure ot the command module's interior to the earth's atmosphere
from the moment it splashed down in the ocean, and the astronauts would have
to be isolated at once-even in the rubber rafts used by the recovery crews. On
reaching the recovery ship they would be led straight to a mobile quarantine cham
ber that could be flown back to the mainland. Passing the word to all branches
of the Systems Engineering Division at MSC, Division Chief Owen Maynard
directed them to show what measures were being taken to comply with these
requirements. "Rather than assume the standard answer that no changes can
be made within present weight, cost and schedule limitations," he said, "you
should assume that [we are] morally obligated to prevent any possible contami
nation of the earth." Initial examination should be based on the ground rule that
fIno [command module] components can be exposed to the eari:h's atmosphere
following entry, except those components external to the pressure shell which
cannot be contaminated by the cabin environment." While conceding that the
first look might show the problems to be insurmountable, Maynard noted that
the hazards should be completely documented so that action could be taken as
needed. 34
Maynard's instructions to his division probably reflected a widespread mood
of resignation to working around the difficulties that would result from imposi
tion of strict quarantine, which, in the view of some, was unnecessary.35 But the
question of back-contamination had been raised by the scientific community and
recognized as important by the Space Science Board and thus had the potential
to become a political issue that could create much adverse publicity for the Apollo
program.
Toward the end of 1965 it was generally accepted that crew and samples would
have to be strictly quarantined. On November 15 NASA's Deputy Administra
tor, Hugh L. Dryden, wrote to the Surgeon General proposing that a formalliai
son office with the Public Health Service be established, that a NASA-PHS
advisory committee be set up to establish guidelines for back-contamination con
trol and oversee NASA's efforts to avoid infecting the earth, and that the PHS
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recommend the kind of facilities and staff required to carry out those efforts.36
The Surgeon General's reply a month later paved the way for establishing for
mal cooperation in managing quarantine in the Apollo program. 37

Congress Objects to the Receiving Laboratory

MSC had initially projected the cost of building the lunar receiving laboratory
at $6.5 million, but providing for quarantine would increase that considerably.
Before going ahead with plans to enlarge the laboratory, George Mueller, no doubt
with a view to minimizing the cost increase, directed MSC to conduct a quick
survey of quarantine facilities around the country that might serve to isolate crews
and support staff following Apollo missions. 38 Houston evaluated 12 hospitals
and research installations that were equipped for biological containment against
the requirements imposed on Apollo, and concluded that none would be satis
factory. Only one, in fact, an Army hospital at Fort Detrick, Maryland (which
provided care for personnel working with highly dangerous microorganisms),
even came close. Converting it to accommodate Apollo, however, would require
major new construction and would interfere with the Army's research programs. 39
If the Apollo crews were to be quarantined, NASA evidently would have to build
its own isolation ward for the purpose, and in spite of its cost Mueller believed
he had adequate justification for it.
But lean years were beginning for manned space flight. President Lyndon John
son pressed hard for expanded domestic social programs while announcing his
intention to keep the federal budget under $100 billion. At the same time the
nation's involvement in southeast Asia deepened; troop commitments increased
eightfold as the United States sent combat units to Vietnam. Other programs,
including space, would be squeezed hard to keep costs down. 40
Administrator James Webb went to Congress in the spring of 1966 with an
authorization request for $5.012 billion, 60 percent of it for manned space flight.
It was an austere budget, Webb said, that provided "no margins of time or of
resources to counter the effects of setbacks or failures. 41 Manned programs
required $54.4 million for construction of facilities-a sharp increase from the previ
ous year's request, but only one-fourth of what NASA had received two years
before. 42 The largest single amount, $36.5 million, went to Kennedy Space Cen
ter, most of it for completion of the Saturn V launch complex. The Manned Space
craft Center needed $13.8 million, of which $9.1 million was allocated to the lunar
receiving laboratory. 43
The House subcommittee on manned space flight was generally sympathetic
to Apollo's other requests, but it gave the lunar receiving laboratory unusually
close scrutiny. In response to questions submitted by the subcommittee after the
initial hearings on February 24, 1966, the Office of Manned Space Flight supplied
for the record a detailed history, including statements from the Public Health Ser
vice, of the requirements imposed by the scientific community and NASA's efforts
to satisfy them. 44 But when William Lilly, Headquarters Apollo Program Control
Director, and George Low, MSC's Deputy Director, faced the subcommittee on
March I, some members apparently had not had time to study OMSF's responses.
Congressman Donald Rumsfeld suspected the receiving lab was NASA's attempt
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to get a foot in the door for substantial expenditures later, and he saw no valid
reason to build the lab at MSC. 45 Ranking minority member James Fulton of Penn
sylvania, like Rumsfeld, did not see why the lab had to be at Houston; but he
also faulted NASA for not planning to use existing facilities and questioned
NASA's assertion that the laboratory was needed. 46 Whatever the reasons for
the congressmen's antagonism to the receiving lab, Lilly and Low had an unex
pectedly rough day. Olin Teague, chairman of the subcommittee and an unswerv
ing supporter of manned space flight, did not preside at these hearings, and his
absence undoubtedly deprived them of a friendly interrogator who would have
helped them make their case. The following week the subcommittee, not con
vinced that NASA had justified the receiving laboratory, struck it out of the
authorization bill. 47
The loss of the laboratory was a blow to MSC and to Apollo; without it, NASA
could not meet the scientific requirements imposed on the lunar landing missions.
Mueller ordered a more detailed study of existing facilities that might serve either
to quarantine the crews and samples or to conduct the required scientific studies. 48
MSC immediately appointed a site survey board to evaluate possible alternate
locations. From a list of 27 facilities a group of 8 was selected for detailed investi
gation. * The board then prepared a list of detailed criteria for the laboratory, based
primarily on its requirements for two-way biological containment, handling of
samples under high vacuum, and low-level radiation counting. Secondary but
important considerations included space, administrative and technical support
services, and availability of utilities. Finally, the board was to consider logistics,
principally the problem of travel to and from the site by engineers and others
who needed to debrief the astronauts.
Since time was limited, the board split up into two teams, one to survey the
eastern sites and one the western. Each team had a member who could estimate
the cost of modifying and operating the candidate facilities. During the week of
March 16-23 the teams inspected the eight establishments, conferring with offi
cials at each site to assess the impact of Apollo's requirements on local programs
and their willingness to accept the project. The board then summarized its
findings:
1. There is no single facility that will meet the criteria standards for anyone

of the major functional areas of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, without
extensive modification.
2. There is no single facility that can be economically modified or adapted to
meet all the requirements of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory.
3. The use of anyone of the sites investigated will result in reduction or
reprogramming of some phase of nationally significant research effort.

*USPHS Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, Ga.; Army Biological Center, Ft. Detrick, Md.;
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn.; USAF
School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex .; NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.;
Navy Biological Laboratories, Oakland, Calif.; and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos,
N. Mex.
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4. An integrated facility is necessary to minimize public health hazards.
5. Maximum operational effectiveness, as a part of the Apollo mission, and
minimum operating costs indicate a Houston location as the most preferred
site. 49

The final report stressed the last point: efficient management of Apollo required
the astronauts, spacecraft, and lunar samples to be as close as possible
to Houston's engineers and physicians, especially in the first few weeks after
recovery. 50
While this survey proceeded, Headquarters gathered more supporting infor
mation in preparation for a rehearing. 51 On March 31 Mueller, armed with the
site survey report and stacks of extra facts, appeared before the subcommittee.
In great detail he explained the history of the receiving lab, in particular the emer
gence of the requirement for quarantine, stressing NASA's cooperation with the
Public Health Service and the Space Science Board. Since some subcommittee
members apparently felt that NASA had sprung a surprise in proposing the new
facility, Mueller pointed out that chairman Teague had been informed of the prob
able need for a receiving laboratory in August 1965. Col. John Pickering, who
had headed the site-evaluation survey, then explained that group's operation and
reiterated its conclusions. 52
This time the subcommittee was convinced and restored funds for the labora
tory to the authorization bill. 53 Fulton, however, held out. He put his objections
on record in the full committee's report to the House, discounting the danger
of back-contamination, asserting that the site survey teams had been packed with
members predisposed to choose Houston as the site for the lab, and disputing
the need to centralize all the operations in one place. Contrary to NASA's own
findings, many other facilities in the country could be used with minor modifica
tion, Fulton said. 54 When the authorization bill carne to the House floor, it passed
with the lunar receiving laboratory's $9.1 million intact, though Fulton tried once
more to kill it. "We simply have no facts," he told his colleagues, "on which
to build a practical foundation and a laboratory. "55
The lunar receiving laboratory survived the authorization hearings but fared
somewhat less well in the Appropriations Committee, * which cut out $26.5 mil
lion in construction funds. The committee did not eliminate or reduce any specific
projects; it was simply not convinced that they should all be started immediately.
Some projects (presumably the receiving laboratory, although it was not men
tioned by name), the committee report pointed out, would not be needed until
after the lunar landing. 56 The Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences was more specific, reducing funds for the laboratory by $1 million and
warning NASA to keep a tight rein on its costs and provide only the necessary
minim urn of specialized facilities. 57
In the final appropriations bill passed by Congress, NASA's budget request
for fiscal 1967 was cut by $44 million, bringing funding for space below $5 billion

"Manned space flight (and the Manned Spacecraft Center) had lost a powerful friend in Congress
a few weeks earlier. Representative Albert Thomas of Houston, chairman of the subcommittee that
passed on NASA's appropriation bills, died on February 15, 1966.
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for the first time since fiscal 1963. 58 Research and development, the category that
covered most of the agency's expenses for space flight hardware and operations,
suffered the smallest reduction, only $1.6 million out of $4,246.6 million requested.
Construction of facilities was reduced by $18.2 million and administrative opera
tions by $23.9 million;59 both of these reductions would have a considerable impact
on construction and operation of the lunar receiving laboratory .

Completing Design and Starting Construction
Throughout 1965, the Manned Spacecraft Center developed the architectural
and engineering requirements for the lunar receiving laboratory (LRL), relying
on Headquarters's Manned Space Science Division to define its scientific require
ments. 60 By the end of the year Houston had completed its preliminary engineer
ing study, requirements for quarantine of crew and support personnel had been
incorporated, and in March 1966 NASA officials took to Congress a description
for a building enclosing more than 86,000 square feet (8,000 square meters) of
floor space. One-fourth of this was required for the crew isolation area, two-thirds
for the sample-receiving laboratory and the biological facilities, and the rest for
the radiation-counting laboratory-part of which was 50 feet (15 meters) below
ground level and elaborately shielded against radiation from outside. 61
Houston planned a two-phase construction program; the first, for the founda
tion and building shell, to begin in July 1966; and the second, to complete and
equip the building, to start in September. Total construction costs were estimated
at around $8 million. The vacuum system and its associated equipment were to
be designed and built by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory of the Atomic Energy
Commission. At the time of the congressional hearings MSC expected the entire
facility to be ready for operation by the end of December 1967. 62 A program office
and a policy board for the LRL were established in May 1966. 63
Congress's unexpected opposition to the LRL delayed the schedule, however,
and by midsummer Headquarters advised Houston that it could solicit bids but
could not open them until NASA's authorization bill had passed. Both schedule
and budget were tight, but it seemed that MSC would have to live with both,
since Congress was far from favorable toward the project. 64 Clearance to open
bids for the first phase of construction carne on July 28 with the stipulation that
no contract was to be awarded nor was the second contractor to be announced
until Headquarters gave the word. 65 On August 1 MSC selected Warrior Con
structors, Inc., of Houston for the initial phase of construction; on the 19th the
contract for completing the laboratory went to a consortium of Warrior, National
Electronics Corp. of Houston, and Notkin & Co . of Kansas City, Mo. The two
contracts totaled approximately $7.8 million. 66

Staffing the Lunar Receiving Laboratory
While most of the early planning for the lunar receiving laboratory necessarily
concentrated on the building and its equipment, the scientists who were draw
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ing up its functions continually pondered the problem of providing a competent
staff to operate it. The Space Science Board's ad hoc committee (Harry Hess's
group) saw merit in establishing a "small but competent [scientific] staff headed
by a scientist of recognized stature" to maintain a modest research program, but
felt that "the problem of attracting a highly competent small staff is serious,"67
presumably because the environment at MSC did not appeal to scientists. The
Houston center had only a few scientists, most of them younger professionals
who had yet to establish their reputations and had little chance to do so in the
roles they were assigned. 68 OSSA's ad hoc committee proposed a permanent staff
to sustain the laboratory, supplemented by visiting scientists who would do much
of the experimental work on the lunar samples. 69
As plans matured, however, and particularly as the requirement for quaran
tine developed in 1965, the question of an organization and staff for the labora
tory became increasingly pressing. In early September, James McLane, MSC's
engineer in charge of the early planning, outlined the peculiar requirements of
the new laboratory in a five-page memorandum. McLane noted that preliminary
studies had pointed up the need for a minimum of three persons to serve as an
administrative staff: a director, atechnical director (chief scientist), and an assis
tant technical director (sample curator), all of whom should be MSC civil service
employees. Major questions concerning the roles of these staff members needed
resolution. Where would they fit in the MSC organization? What responsibility
would they have in managing and distributing the lunar samples? Should they
be eminent scientists to satisfy the scientific community? (At one time McLane
had heard that a Nobel laureate was being suggested.) How would differences
between visiting scientists and MSC's operations be settled? McLane urged that
MSC and Headquarters work out these details, define the positions, and start
recruiting." It would be highly desirable," he said, "to have at least one of
these ... positions filled reasonably early in the final design phase (late 1965)."
Concerning quarantine, McLane felt that this might be better left to the Public
Health Service; but whatever was decided, definite responsibility should be
assigned as soon as possible. 70
But while design studies went on under the pressure of the early-1969 sched
ule for beginning operations, laboratory organization and staffing languished .
Discussions with the Public Health Service and definition of the PHS's role in
quarantine took up most of the last half of 1965. MSC and the Headquarters stand
ing committee for the sample receiving laboratory spent much of the first half
of 1966 working over the lab design. And when Congress balked at Houston's
plan for the receiving lab, considerable effort had to be given to justifying its exis
tence and its location. All in all, the lunar receiving laboratory created a knotty
management problem, which was probably complicated by the lack of a focal point
for science at MSC.
Early in 1966 the Planetology Subcommittee of OSSA's Space Science Steering
Committee, * worried by the lack of progress in defining the scientific role of the
"The Space Sciences Steering Committee, composed entirely of NASA employees, was responSible
for recommending science programs and projects to the Associate Administrator for Space Science
and Applications. Seven subcommittees, each having about half its members from the outside scien
tific community, advised the main committee on specific areas of space science .
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receiving laboratory, recommended that the standing committee monitor that
aspect of the planning and report periodically to the Steering Committee.71 After
some discussion within OSSA, the standing committee was replaced by a Lunar
Receiving Laboratory Working Group chaired by Dr. Clark Goodman of the
physics faculty at the University of Houston, a member of the Planetology Sub
committee. At its first meeting on May 5, 1966, the group reviewed progress on
laboratory design and studied MSC's schedule for construction and activation
of the lab. MSC's presentation made no mention of staffing, and when the ques
tion was raised it developed that no job descriptions were available and no recruit
ing was under way for key positions. While members of the working group were
impressed by MSC's concept of the laboratory, they were concerned about the
lack of definition of its organization. Their concern took the form of a resolution,
in which they also recommended that at least 12 civil-service positions be made
available for scientists in the LRL and stated the group's willingness to suggest
candidates.72 Later in the month MSC prepared an estimate of staffing require
ments that showed 33 resident scientists (Ph.D. or equivalent) and provision to
accommodate 15 visiting scientists working on grants from Headquarters. 73
Houston's freedom to staff the receiving laboratory was restricted by the budget
cuts imposed by Congress, which ultimately reduced the number of civil-service
positions at the center by 84 in fiscal 1967.74 The LRL Working Group continued
to press for action while MSC struggled with the problem of fitting the labora
tory into its organization. 75 A possible alternative came to light in midsummer
when the University of Houston approached officials at MSC about managing
the laboratory under contract. 76 The idea of using an outside management con
tractor had been considered by MSC, and Houston officials gave this initiative
considerable thought. Early in September a plan was drafted for consideration
by Headquarters, calling for the University of Houston, through its Houston
Research Institute, to head a consortium of regional unversities to provide profes
sional staff and technical support for operations in the receiving lab. 77 In further
discussions with Headquarters MSC stressed the value of a connection with the
academic world and the difficulty of staffing the laboratory under existing civil
service restrictions.78
Headquarters wanted to look more closely at the situation, however, and dis
cussions continued through the rest of the year. NASA's top managers evidently
had visions that the lunar receiving laboratory would become a nationallabora
tory for lunar studies, in which case participation by the academic community
on a nationwide scale would be desirable. 79 Meanwhile, MSC was directed to
create a task force to take care of the receiving laboratory's basic needs, extend
existing support contracts to meet immediate requirements, and await develop
ments. 80 If additional scientific talent was needed, other NASA centers could be
called on to provide it. 81
During all these discussions, pressure from concerned groups mounted. The
LRL Working Group especially emphasized the need to name a director for the
laboratory. The Public Health Service felt that matters had reached a point where
an organization and staff were critical to further progress, and suggested that
the laboratory chief should be someone thoroughly familiar with biomedical
science generally and quarantine in particular. 82
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In fact, MSC officials had finally come to recognize the need for more than just
a staff and organization for the receiving laboratory. By mid-December the Hous
ton center had decided to create a Science and Applications Directorate, organiza
tionally on a par with Max Faget's Engineering and Development Directorate,
in which all the center's scientific activity would be centralized (see Chapter 6).
It would take over the activities of the Experiments Program Office and the Space
Sciences Division as well as a number of other scientific functions scattered around
the center. Robert O. Piland, chief of the Experiments Program Office, would
act as director while a search was instituted for an established scientist to fill the
position. 83 No director was named for the lunar receiving laboratory; pending
a permanent appointment, Joseph V. Piland, project manager for LRL construc
tion, was named acting manager.
To provide the laboratory technicians who would prepare the lunar receiving
laboratory for operation, MSC turned to its support contractors. In mid-January
1967 Gilruth notified Headquarters that he intended to extend an existing con
tract with Brown & Root-Northrop, which would furnish technicians for the receiv
ing laboratory under the direction of the project manager. 84 Between completion
of the laboratory and the first lunar mission, Brown & Root-Northrop would train
its employees in laboratory operations and maintenance and prepare for an oper
ational readiness inspection and a rehearsal of a complete cycle of laboratory
operation.
The Manned Spacecraft Center had recognized the need for a lunar sample
receiving laboratory and was willing to support it, but many MSC engineers
and a few scientists as well-felt that the quarantine facility and its elaborate
precautions were unnecessary impediments to Apollo operations. But however
insignificant manned space flight officials believed the risk of back-contamination
to be, it was a risk NASA could not afford to take. If they were wrong, the conse
quences would be, as the scientists said, disastrous.
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SELECTING AND TRAINING THE CREWS

From the moment the lunar landing was proposed as the primary goal of
manned space flight, NASA officials and outside scientists debated the qualifica
tions of the people who would land on the moon. Scientists urged that at least
one of the crew should be a scientist with enough experience to assess the sig
nificant features of the landing site quickly and accurately and to collect samples
with discrimination. Those responsible for mission operations and crew training
insisted that mission success and crew safety could be assured only if every crew
member were a skilled pilot, preferably a test pilot, able to complete a mission
alone if that unlikely situation should ever arise. Once the many unknowns in
lunar landing operations were better understood, it might be considered safe to
take along a person with different qualifications .1
Finding crew members who combined the experience of a scientist with the
skills of a test pilot proved impossible. For the first five years, during the
experimental and developmental phase of the Apollo program, piloting experience
took precedence over scientific training as a requirement for admission to the
astronaut corps. Later, as missions devoted largely to scientific operations were
contemplated, scientists were admitted and trained as pilots.

Test-Pilot Astronauts

Before Project Mercury, design concepts for manned spacecraft were constrained
by a lack of hard facts about the human ability to function in the space environ
ment. Many believed that electronic systems, controlled from the ground or pro
grammed for specific contingencies, offered the only safe and practical means
of operating a spacecraft. From this point of view, the person in the spacecraft
was simply a passenger, an experimental subject whose main function would
be to provide the physiological data needed to define the limits of a human's
role in space. Mercury's designers did not completely agree with this philoso
phy; they conceived a spacecraft in which the pilot could take control of critical
systems if necessary and would have some measure of control at all times. 2
Within months of the start of Project Mercury NASA selected its first group
of pilots for the early earth-orbital flights. The "Original Seven," all military test
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pilots* with strong engineering backgrounds, were volunteers picked from a list
of more than a hundred men provided by the Pentagon (see Appendix 6).3 In
view of Mercury's experimental character, the choice of test pilots was appropri
ate; they were accustomed to dealing with emergencies under stressful condi
tions and were familiar with the physical and psychological stresses of high-speed
flight in unproven aircraft.
In choosing test pilots as its first astronauts, NASA came down on the side
of people as active participant in spacecraft operations. It was yet to be shown
how much humans could effectively participate, but the astronauts in the first
group insisted on giving the pilot as much responsibility for control of the space
craft as feasible; if the pilot did not operate the spacecraft, what was the point
of a person in space (especially a test pilot)? Most of the engineers in the Space
Task Group agreed with this viewpoint. In light of their long NACA experience
with piloted aircraft, they too inclined toward giving pilots all the control they
could safely handle. 4
When the first group of astronauts entered the program in April 1959, Project
Mercury and the Space Task Group were organizationally in flux. As a result,
the Original Seven defined the role of the astronaut for the entire Apollo pro
gram. Administratively they reported not to any project office but directly to
Robert R. Gilruth, director of the Space Task Group. For most of Gilruth's career
in NACA he had worked with pilots, and he took a special interest in this group.
Shortly after the astronauts reported aboard he assured them that whenever they
had serious concern with any aspect of spacecraft design or mission operations
he would see that they were listened to.5

The first two astrona<
ut classes (1963). Seated, left to right, the "Original Seven": L. Gordon
Cooper, Jr. , Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom, M. Scott Carpenter, Waiter M. Schirra, Jr., John H. Glenn ,
Jr., Alan B. Shepard, Jr., and Donald K. Weke) Slayton. Standing, left to right: Edward H. White
II, James A. McDivitt, John M. Young, Elliot M. See, Jr., Charles Conrad, Jr., Frank Borman,
Neil A. Armstrong, Thomas P. Stafford, and James A. Lovell, Jr.
-NASA originally intended to issue a general solicitation of applications for the position of "research
astronauH:andidate," and considered that several occupations besides test pilot might qualify. President
Eisenhower, however, directed the agency to select its astronauts from the ranks of military test pilots;
this would simplify selection, keep out undesirable applicants, and eliminate the need to run secu
rity checks on the candidates.
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Given this kind of autonomy the astronauts were considerably more than pilots
in training to operate a new vehicle. While undergoing training they also took
an active part in reviews of spacecraft design and operations planning, offered
suggestions from the pilot's point of view, and contributed to the design of the
flight simulators that soon became an important part of astronaut training. Each
person was assigned an area of spacecraft systems or operations planning (e.g.,
attitude-control systems, communications, recovery operations) as a prime respon
sibility; in his specialty he closely followed developments and served as the point
of contact between his astronaut colleagues and project engineers. 6 Training was
strongly engineering- and operations-oriented, a pattern that would be carried
into subsequent projects.

Scientists Call for Representation on Apollo Crews

NASA's scientific advisory community first addressed the role of the astronaut
in space science at the Iowa Summer Study in 1962 (see Chapters 1 and 3). Con
cerning humans on the moon, the study report stated the belief that
it is extremely important for at least one crew member of each Apollo lunar

mission to possess the maximum scientific ability and training consistent with
his required contribution to spacecraft operations.

This person should participate "in the earliest possible lunar missions," and, since
the chosen mode of operations called for only two men on the lunar surface, "the
maximum scientific return will be achieved only if the scientist himself lands on
the Moon. "7
A working group of the 1962 summer study considered in detail the role of
people in space exploration, formulating the scientists' position with reference
to science missions of many types, not merely lunar exploration. The group
defined several combinations of scientific and astronautic skills that would be
appropriate for different degrees of scientific participation in manned space mis
sions. At the top of the scale was the" scientist-astronaut"; fully trained both
as a scientist and as an astronaut, he could operate the spacecraft as well as make
valid scientific observations. For the long term, the working group recommended
creating an Institute for Advanced Space Study-a graduate-level institute with
a unique curriculum in which candidates holding bachelor's degrees would be
trained as scientist-astronauts (see Chapter 3). Meanwhile, aspirants to this posi
tion should be recruited from among qualified scientists and trained to achieve
comparable qualifications as astronauts. 8
The working group recognized that no such scientist-astronauts could be trained
in time for a lunar landing within the decade. For the short term, they
acknowledged that the best course was to give qualified astronauts as much train
ing in science as possible, so that they could be useful observers for the scientist
on the ground. These"astronaut-observers" were expected to playa role in lunar
exploration even after fully trained scientist-astronauts became available. Others
who would be important in conducting space science missions were the" ground
scientist," a scientist thoroughly familiar with all the details of space flight oper
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ations, who would direct the activities of the astronaut-observer from the ground;
and the" scientist passenger, "* a scientist physically qualified for space flight
but not trained to operate the spacecraft. 9
Not surprisingly, the summer study report repeatedly emphasized the need
for the scientist-astronaut to keep up with his science; the scientist who does not
maintain a continuous research program falls behind his colleagues who do and
loses his standing in the scientific community. At the same time, the tone of the
working group's findings implied that the techniques of operating the spacecraft
could be learned by any intelligent person in a couple of years and were there
fore of subsidiary importance. The level of comprehension of the astronaut's task
was indicated by the responses-summarized in the report-to a questionnaire
sent by the Space Science Board to a number of scientists. On the question of
whether the first scientist on the moon should also be an astronaut, the consensus
of those responding was:
Of course. He should be familiar with all aspects of the spacecraft and be able
to take over in an emergency. However, his qualification as a crew member
would not depend so much on his ability as a space-pilot as on his scientific
aptitude.

To the question of how astronaut-scientists should be developed, the scientists
replied that graduate students or early postdoctoral fellows should be picked and
trained
for at least four or five years. They should go through astronaut training for part
of each year to become familiar with the problems of space flight. It is hoped that this
would not involve too large a fraction of their time [emphasis added], since emphasis
should be on their development as scientists. 10

In 1962, of course, few people fully understood the demands that would be made
of Apollo crews; but if these statements reflected opinions widely held in the
science community concerning the training required to become a proficient
astronaut, it is not surprising that misunderstandings developed when the time
carne to choose crews for the lunar landing missions.

Organizing the Astronaut Corps
The first group of astronauts immediately became public figures, and as Mercury
shifted into flight operations in the closing days of 1961, demands on their time
for interviews and personal appearances multiplied . NASA welcomed the pub
licity for the space program, but this aspect of the astronauts' status often made
impossible demands on their heavy training schedule. And when a second pro
gram, Gemini, was established late in the year, it was clear that more astronauts
would be entering the program, further complicating training and flight prepa
rations. When Space Task Group managers decided that someone should be

'Fifteen years would pass before NASA had scientist-passengers, now known as "mission specialists"
and "payload specialists, " who began flying on Shuttle missions in the early 1980s.
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appointed to organize the astronauts' activities more efficiently, some of the
astronauts suggested that they would prefer to have one of their own rather than
an outsider in that job. As it happened, one was available.
Air Force Captain Donald K. ("Deke") Slayton, assigned to the second Mer
cury orbital flight, had been grounded a few weeks before the mission when phy
sicians discovered a minor (and, as it turned out, apparently harmless) irregularity
in his heartbeat. Although no one could definitely say that Slayton's condition
would endanger him or the mission, neither would any medical expert assure
NASA that no risk was involved. Prudence, a quality which NASA's high-level
managers possessed in full measure, dictated that someone without any detecta
ble abnormality should fly the mission instead, and Slayton was grounded until
the physicians could be confident he was physically qualified to fly. 11
Slayton was one of the most experienced of the original seven astronauts. He
had flown combat missions in Europe and the Pacific in World War II and had
been a test pilot assigned to fighter operations at the Air Force Flight Test Center
at Edwards Air Force Base when he was selected as an astronaut. His personal
commitment to the manned space program was complete. He had vigorously
defended the cause of humans in space before the Society of Experimental Test
Pilots when most test pilots, unfamiliar with the actual course that the project
was taking, considered that Mercury offered them no future and little valuable
experience. His disqualification, especially on physical grounds, was a shock to
everyone in the project as well as to the public. It was personally devastating
to him; besides losing out in the competition for a space flight assignment, he
was forbidden by the Air Force to fly alone in high-performance aircraft. 12
In September 1962 Slayton was appointed Coordinator of Astronaut Activities,
reporting to Gilruth. Without complaint, he took over the largely administrative
duties of scheduling training activities, visits to contractor plants, and public
appearances and interviews with the news media. But the most important respon
sibility he assumed was that of assigning astronauts to specific missions. This
responsibility he shared with no one else; although he had plenty of help in assess
ing each candidate's personal and professional qualifications and mastery of the
spacecraft systems and mission plans, Slayton made the final decision. His deci
sions stuck: in the entire manned program, from the later Mercury flights through
the Skylab missions, he could later recall only one instance in which higher
authority challenged his judgment. 13
When the Manned Spacecraft Center was reorganized the following year, Slay
ton's position was redesignated Assistant Director for Flight Crew Operations,
organizationally on a level with the assistant directors* for engineering, flight
operations, and administration.14 For some time he was also chief of the Astronaut
Office, the administrative unit that coordinated training and other astronaut activi
ties, and he continued training with the first two groups as much as he could,
hoping for eventual reassignment to flying status.
Under Deke Slayton the Astronaut Office was run much like a military unit
which for several years it effectively was, since almost all the astronauts were
'The title" Assistant Director for . .. ," meant"assistant to the director of MSC in charge of . .. "
but was applied to the heads of directorates. This confusing designation was later dropped and chiefs
of directorates were called simply "directors of. ... "
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or had been Air Force, Navy, or Marine officers. He encouraged open communi
cation between himself and the astronauts, but expected that when a decision
had been made the discussion was finished. As one of the astronauts character
ized Slayton's management style, the astronaut's job was "to do what the com
manding officer says, and if you (didn't) want to ... , the door was always
open"1S-the door marked "this way out." Astronauts came into the program
voluntarily and they could always leave the same way.
Slayton well understood the position manned space flight occupied in the
national space program as a consequence of its prominence in the public eye:
any failure, especially one that endangered or killed an astronaut, could set back
the lunar landing for years, and might even kill the manned space flight pro
gram. His contribution to avoiding failure was to pick the best people for the crews,
and as long as manned space flight entailed any hazardous uncertainties, the best
people would be experienced test pilots.

More Missions, More Astronauts

While much was learned from Mercury, much more had to be learned before
a lunar mission could be planned. Even before President Kennedy's decision to
go to the moon was announced, Space Task Group engineers were planning the
second phase of manned space flight. Project Gemini, approved in early Decem
ber 1961, would test various techniques of rendezvous, determine whether men
and systems could survive and function during long missions, investigate the
radiation environment in near-earth space, and develop techniques for controlled
landings. Twelve missions were planned, ten of them manned, to start in the
spring of 1964 and fly at two-month intervals. 16
Additional missions required additional astronauts, and on April 18, 1962,
NASA announced it would accept applications for trainees. Once more test pilots
were given preference, but the required number of flying hours was reduced,
and civilians as well as military pilots were eligible. The upper age limit was
reduced from 40 to 35 and the education qualification broadened to include degrees
in physical or biological sciences as well as engineering.17 A list of more than 250
applicants was cut to 32 by preliminary physical and psychological screening.
After intensive evaluation in Houston, nine new astronaut trainees were chosen
in September 1962: two civilians, four Air Force pilots, and three Navy officers,
including some who had applied for the first group but had not been selected
(see Appendix 6).18 Selection of this group virtually depleted the pool of quali
fied candidates from the small corps of test pilots in the country, and it was the
last group for which test-pilot certification would be a requirement. 19
The new trainees reported at Houston in October 1962 to begin a two-year train
ing course. A four-day work week was normally scheduled, the fifth day being
reserved for public relations duties or for travel. 20 After two weeks of orientation
to NASA's organization and familiarization with the near-complete Mercury proj
ect, the second class, joined by the first group, started on a three-month "basic
science" course interspersed with briefings on Gemini and Apollo projects and
systems. The classroom work covered astronomy, aerodynamics, rocket propul
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sion, and the physics of orbital flight and re-entry; it included lectures on com
puters, space physics, and the medical aspects of space flight. Almost one-third
of the classroom time was spent on navigation and guidance. In mid-January 1963
the class flew to Flagstaff, Arizona, for a series of geology lectures and field trips
conducted by Eugene Shoemaker.21
As the Apollo program carne into clearer focus in 1962, MSC officials saw that
they needed still more astronauts. At the end of the year projected manned flights
included four development flights of the Saturn I, four of the Saturn IB (an
"uprated" version of the Saturn I), and one of the Saturn V, starting in late 1964
and flying at three-month intervals until mid 1967. 22 The 16 astronauts in train
ing would not be enough to staff the 10 Gemini missions plus the 9 scheduled
for Apollo, and in April 1963 MSC announced its intention to recruit a third class
of trainees .23 On June 18 the Houston center issued its formal call for applica
tions. For this group the requirement for flight experience was relaxed still fur
ther: 1,000 hours of jet time could substitute for test-pilot certification. The selection
board might consider advanced degrees in engineering or science as offsetting
some lack of flight experience. Industry, professional organizations, and the armed
services were asked to recommend candidates. 24 Manned space flight chief
Brainerd Holmes, acknowledging the Space Science Board's Iowa summer study
recommendations, indicated to Congress that scientific qualifications would be
taken into account in selecting this groUp.25
Of 271 applicants responding, 30 were selected for final screening. On October
18, 1963, MSC announced the names of the newest class of astronaut trainees
(see Appendix 6). Again military officers outnumbered civilians, by 12 to 2.26 (At
the end of 1963 the astronaut corps comprised 26 military pilots and 4 civilians,
all trained in military service. 27) The new group was distinguished by a large num-

The third class of astronauts, selected October 18, 1963. Seated, left to right: Edwin E. (Buzz)
Aldrin, Jr., William A. Anders, Charles A. Bassett II, Alan L. Bean, Eugene A. Cernan, Roger
B. Chaffee. Standing, left to right: Michael Collins, R. Walter Cunningham, Donn F. Eisele,
Theodore C. Freenwn, Richard F. Gordon, Jr., Russell L. Schweickart, David R. Scott , and Clifton
C. Williams, Jr. Four members of this class died during training: Bassett, Freenwn, and Williams,
killed in aircraft crashes, and Chaffee, killed in the AS-204 fire on January 27, 1967.
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ber of advanced degrees: 8 of the 14 had master's degrees and one held a doc
torate in astronautics. The two civilians were scientists actively engaged in
research. Most of the military officers held engineering degrees. In spite of MSC's
obvious preference for pilots, the scientific community raised no outcry about
the lack of scientists in the astronaut program. Harold Urey, however, publicly
reproved the agency, late in the year, for not recruiting geologists to explore the
moon. 28
When the new group reported to Houston in January 1964, Slayton had 29 pilots
to look after, including 5 Mercury veterans. * The first four men who would walk
on the moon were in training, but at the time all attention focused on Gemini,
whose first manned launch was scheduled for November 1964.29
Oassroom work began in February with a new basic science program, a 20-week
series of lectures, briefings, and field trips, strongly oriented toward Gemini but
also including substantial chunks of time devoted to geology, which was entirely
an Apollo concern. The veterans of the previous year's training skipped parts
of this course to spend time in the Gemini simulators, but the geology sessions
were required of everyone. Geologists from MSC and from the Geological Sur
vey guided them through the equivalent of a one-semester college course in land
forms and land-forming geologic processes, minerals and their origin, and topo
graphic and geologic mapping. Lectures and laboratory work were supplemented
by field trips to study the Grand Canyon, the Big Bend area of west Texas, and
the volcano fields near Flagstaff, Arizona, and Cimarron, New Mexico .30 No one

Astronauts Edgar Mitchell (right) and Alan Shepard (second from right) and three geology
instructors examine a small crater near Flagstaff, Arizona.

"John Glenn resigned from the program in January 1964 to enter business (and later, politics). Another
Mercury astronaut, Scott Carpenter, would soon be devoting most of his time to the Navy's Project
Sealab, an experimental underwater habitat, although he would retain formal affiliation with the
astronaut program for another three and a half years.
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expected the astronauts to become fully qualified field geologists as a result of
this training, but they could at least learn to interpret what they would see on
the moon in terms of its probable geologic history and to recognize important
geological specimens if they found any. On the later field trips the geologist
instructors began simulating lunar exploration by sending their pupils into an
area with a radio transmitter and instructions to note the geologic features they
could see, describe what they considered important, and collect representative
samples of rocks and surface material. Their commentary was recorded and the
exercise was completed with a detailed critique of their performance. 31
Geology was a new field for most of the engineer-astronauts, rather unlike
anything in their experience. What impressed most of them was the large amount
of specialized terminology they had to learn-new words having little relation
to their accustomed vocabulary. Instructors found them willing enough students,
for the most part, but highly variable in their response to the course. Some seemed
to be born observers and quickly developed the knack of picking out the distin
guishing geologic features of an area and describing them in geologist's terms;
others had more difficulty acquiring the field geologist's eye. Apart from the prob
lem of adjusting to a new discipline with a novel pOint of view, the astronauts
faced the question of how heavily their performance in geology would count when
the time came to select flight crews. Seniority and flying experience seemed to
be of prime importance in determining who got the assignments for Apollo flights,
and it was important to get picked as early as possible for a Gemini crew. Well
aware that no one could completely master every aspect of training, the astronauts
sought to shine in those aspects that were most likely to attract Slayton's atten
tion. For the short-term future at least, geology seemed fairly far down the pri
ority list.32

Moving Into Flight Operations

After a problem-filled 1963, Project Gemini looked toward better things in 1964.
The first flight test of the spacecraft and its Titan II launch vehicle went off on
April 11, raising hopes of a manned flight before year's end. 33 Two days later,
the Manned Spacecraft Center announced the names of the first crews for the
two-man earth-orbital missions. As might have been expected, the Commander
of the first Gemini mission was one of the Original Seven, Virgill. ("Gus") Gris
som, who had ridden the second suborbital Mercury flight in July 1961. Paired
with Grissom was one of the second astronaut group, John W. Young. Their
backup crew likewise had a representative from each of the first two astronaut
classes, Walter M. Schirra, Jr., pilot on Mercury-Atlas 8, and Thomas P. Stafford. 34
A week after the announcement, the four Gemini crewmen headed into a full
mission-specific training schedule. At the spacecraft builder's plant in St. Louis,
at MSC in Houston, and at the Cape in Florida they put in long hours learning
the design and function of the spacecraft systems, following the assembly and
testing of their spacecraft, attending briefings on program and mission objectives,
and practicing such tasks as getting out of a floating spacecraft. Simulators dupli
cated as closely as possible most of the conditions of launch, orbital flight, and
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recovery (weightlessness being a notable exception), and in these simulators the
crews practiced normal operations as well as all the likely malfunctions their train
ing officers could think of.* Occasional trips to the Navy's man-rated centrifuge
in Johnsville, Pennsylvania, gave them practice in enduring the acceleration forces
("g-loads") of launch and reentry. Training stretched from a planned 7 months
to 11 when their flight was delayed by problems with the second unmanned test,
and by the time their flight was ready for launch on March 23, 1965, the crews
would have been hard to surprise with anything that might corne Up.35
When crews were named on July 27, 1964, for the second Gemini mission,
Slayton broke the pattern of designating an orbital veteran as commander, choos
ing four inexperienced men for Gemini IV even though one Mercury astronaut
had not yet been assigned. ** James A. McDivitt and Edward H. White II were
named commander and pilot of the prime crew, backed up by Frank Borman and
James A. Lovell, Jr., all members of the second astronaut class. 36 Flight experience

At the end of a 50-foot arm, the man-rated centrifuge at the Manned Spacecraft Center spins a
three-man gondola to simulate the g-forces during launch and re-entry.
'See Appendix 7 for a summary discussion of simulation and training.
"Of the Original Seven, Glenn had resigned, Carpenter was working in Project Sealab, and Slay
ton was medically disqualified . At the press conference naming the Gemini 3 crews it was also
announced that Alan Shepard was suffering from a middle-ear inflammation that grounded him as
well. (Later that year Shepard took over from Slayton as chief of the Astronaut Office .) Only Cooper
remained unaSSigned at this time.
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seemed clearly to be a factor in Slayton's choice of crews, but it was just as clearly
not the only factor. L. Gordon Cooper, Jr., pilot on the 34-hour, 22-orbit Mer
cury 9 mission, was not assigned until the Gemini V crew was named in Febru
ary 1965; his pilot was Charles ("Pete") Conrad, Jr., of the second group. Their
backups, both from the second group, were Neil A. Armstrong and Elliott M.
See, JrY
After Grissom and Young completed Gemini 3, Slayton announced that their
backup crew, Schirra and Stafford, would be the prime crew for Gemini VI, backed
up by Grissom and Young. To trainees eagerly seeking some clue to their prospects
for flight assignment, this signaled that appointment to a backup crew was the
key to flying a mission. The system Slayton followed, as long as circumstances
permitted, was to promote each backup crew to prime crew of the next available
mission after their own prime crew had flown . Each flight had different objec
tives, requiring different training, and the prime and backup crews had to train
as a team to perform most efficiently. Almost to a man, the astronauts professed
being in the dark as to exactly how Slayton chose crew members for their first
assignment, but that did not matter once they perceived that when they were
named to a backup crew they were, at last, in line for a flight assignment. 38

Selection of the First Scientist-Astronauts

As the Office of Manned Space Flight began to consider post-Apollo possibili
ties in 1963-1964, science-oriented missions-lunar exploration and earth-orbital
missions of many days' duration-appeared to be the most acceptable of a very
few alternatives. The principal theme of George Mueller's expositions to Con
gress was the continued use of Apollo's rockets, spacecraft, and launch facilities
to conduct scientific and technological investigations on the moon and in space-to
produce a return on the nation's investment in manned space flight. Mueller's
proposals were criticized as unimaginative and not conducive to the advance
ment of space technology, but none of NASA's top managers was willing to advo
cate bolder programs under the budgetary restraints that were becoming apparent
in 1964. 39
For any serious scientific work the crews in the spacecraft would have to include
some scientists trained as astronauts rather than astronauts trained as scientific
observers; and early in 1964 selection of scientists for the astronaut program began.
MSC officials and representatives of the National Academy of Sciences met in
February to draft a plan for recruitment and selection. Agreement was reached
that the Academy would define the scientific qualifications desirable in the can
didates while MSC would specify the physical and psychological requirements.
On April 16 Homer Newell formally asked Harry Hess, chairman of the Space
Science Board, to draw up a statement of the scientific qualifications for a scientist
astronaut. 40 In Mid-October, Headquarters announced that it would accept appli
cations from scientists who wanted to become astronauts. The primary require
ment was a doctorate in medicine, engineering, or one of the natural sciences.
No applicant had to be a qualified pilot; those accepted by the Space Science Board
and by NASA would be assigned to the Air Force for a year of flying training.41
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Any doubt that scientists were interested in space flight was dispelled by the
response: more than a thousand hopefuls sent in their applications. An ad hoc
committee of the Space Science Board (chaired in Hess's absence by Eugene Shoe
maker) rigorously scrutinized about 400 of those who passed NASA's prelimi
nary screening, finally sending only 16 names to NASA for final evaluation. 42
MSC had hoped for a larger group to choose from; Slayton's selection board had
much less information on the applicants' physical condition and psychological
makeup than they had for military applicants, and the choices were consequently
harder to make. 43 The Space Science Board, however, was evidently determined
to pick only the most promising scientists. Shoemaker later recalled that the com
mittee had been disappointed in the overall quality of the applications that came
in. Not many of the scientists who applied came up to the rather high standards
they set.44 Whatever the reasons for this, NASA was able to pick only 6 scientist
astronauts instead of 10 or more, as it had initially planned.
On June 27, 1965, NASA announced the names of its first scientist-astronaut
candidates: two physicians, Duane M. Graveline and Lt. Cmdr. Joseph P. Ker
win, MC, USN, and four Ph.D. scientists, F. Curtis Michel, Edward G. Gibson,
Owen K. Garriott, and Harrison H. Schmitt (who was generally known by his
nickname, "Jack").45 Kerwin was a flight surgeon stationed at Cecil Naval Air
Station in Florida; Graveline, a former Air Force flight surgeon, was working in
the medical program at MSC. Gibson, a senior research scientist at the Applied
Research Laboratories of Philco's Aeronutronics Division in San Diego, Califor
nia, and Garriott, associate professor of physics at Stanford University, were both
engineers engaged in research in solar and atmospheric physics. Michel was an

The first class of scientist-astronauts (1965). Left to right: Owen K. Garriott, Frank Curtis Michel ,
Harrison H. (Jack) Schmitt, Duane E. Graveline, Edward G. Gibson, and Joseph P. Kerwin.
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assistant professor of physics at Rice University in Houston conducting research
in the interaction of the solar wind with the earth's atmosphere. Schmitt, the
lone geologist in the group, was working with Eugene Shoemaker at the Geo
logical Survey's Astrogeology Branch. The only qualified pilots in the group were
Michel, a former Air Force pilot, and Kerwin, a naval aviator. The other four were
sent to Williams Air Force Base in Arizona to begin 55 weeks of flying training. 46
Within a few weeks Graveline resigned from the program, citing "personal rea
sons" for his actionY

Future Plans Require Yet More Astronauts
From 1964 through 1966 George Mueller, chief of manned space flight programs,
worked hard to sell an ambitious post-Apollo program to his NASA superiors
and to Congress. His Apollo Applications Program (AAP), established in August
1965, contemplated 29 lunar and earth-orbital missions between 1968 and 1971.
Two-thirds of them would be manned flights, launched at the rate of eight per
year. A manned program of that magnitude seemed to have little chance of becom
ing reality, but until circumstances forced him to back down from it, Mueller kept
the pressure on the field centers to plan for big things.48
At Houston, Bob Gilruth and Deke Slayton-whatever their own views about
the probability that such an ambitious schedule could be realized-had to be pre
pared to furnish crews for whatever emerged as the Apollo Applications Program.
If the projected AAP missions should actually materialize, many crews would
be needed in short order and training had to begin soon. While the recruitment
of scientist-astronauts was under way, Gilruth and Slayton urged that additional
pilot candidates be sought at the same time, but Mueller decided to wait until
the scientist-astronauts had been chosen. 49 When only six trainees emerged from
that selection process, he agreed to go ahead. On September 10, 1965, Headquar
ters announced it would accept applications for a new class of pilot-astronauts.
Qualifications would be the same as they had been for the third group: a bachelor's
degree in science or engineering plus 1,000 hours of jet flying time or qualifica
tion as a test pilot. 50
The announcement yielded 351 applicants-the largest number of pilots ever
to apply-of whom 159 met the basic requirements. Final screening during the
next four months produced the fifth class of astronaut candidates in April 1966:
19 pilots, 4 civilians and 15 military officers (see Appendix 6). Eleven of the fifth
group held advanced degrees, two of them doctorates. 51

Headquarters Expands the Ranks of Scientist-Astronauts
In mid-1966, when the scientist-astronauts had completed their flying training
and the third group of pilots had reported aboard, the astronaut corps numbered
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The fifth group of astronauts, selected in 1967. Seated, left to right: Edward G. Givens, Jr., Edgar
D. Mitchell, Charles M. Duke, Jr., Don L. Lind, Fred W. Haise, Jr., Joe H. Engle, Vance D.
Brand, John S. Bull, and Bruce McCandless II . Standing , left to right: John L. Swigert, Jr., William
R. Pogue, Ronald E. Evans, Paul J. Weitz, James B. Irwin , Gerald P. Carr, Stuart A. Roosa,
Alfred M. Worden, Thomas K. Mattingly II, and Jack R. Lousma.

44 pilots* and 5 scientists (or 41 and 8, depending on how Cunningham, Schweick
art, and Lind were classified)-a ratio that hardly supported the contention that
NASA was interested in sending scientists into space. At the Manned Spacecraft
Center, Deke Slayton and Bob Gilruth considered that they had quite enough
pilots to carry out the programs they could realistically envision and that pilots
could be trained to conduct the scientific work that was planned for the lunar
landing missions. At Headquarters, however, both Homer Newell in the Office
of Space Science and Applications and George Mueller in the Office of Manned
Space Flight thought otherwise. Newell, representing the science community,
wanted manned space flight to give more attention to science and less to the
engineering and piloting aspects of space flight. Mueller, trying hard to sell an
ambitious program of post-Apollo manned missions based largely on scientific
research in space, could use more scientists in the astronaut corps to give credi
bility to his appeals to Congress and to gain political support from scientists out
side NASA.
In spite of Houston's reluctance to take on astronaut trainees who would have
little expectation of flying in space, Headquarters and the National Academy of
Sciences announced on September 26, 1966, that applications would be accepted
for a second group of scientists to be trained as astronauts. Selection would be
*Three astronaut trainees had been killed in flying accidents in the previous two years. Ted Freeman's
T-38 rut a goose near MSC on Oct. 31, 1964, causing both engines to flame out; he ejected but was
too low for his parachute to open . Elliott See and Charles Bassett, prime crew for Gemini IX, crashed
on Feb. 28, 1966, after missing a landing approach at St . Louis Municipal Airport under marginal
weather conditions .
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made in about six months. 52 By the time they came aboard, however, post-Apollo
manned space flight programs were in a precarious position and the future looked
much less bright (see Chapter 7). The chances seemed good that any scientist
who went to the moon would be one of the first five already in the program.

Scientists in the Astronaut Corps
During 1965 and 1966 the Manned Spacecraft Center was busier than it had
ever been. Gemini flights were being launched from Cape Canaveral every other
month, on average. The Apollo command and service module was progressing,
not without difficulty, toward its first earth-orbital flight test. Mission planners
were hard at work on lunar-mission trajectories and contingency planning. Others
were studying photographs of the lunar surface from Ranger and Surveyor, look
ing for suitable landing sites and scrutinizing the barren surface for possible unwel
come surprises. Still to come were the extensive and detailed photographs from
Lunar Orbiter.
The Astronaut Office was as busy as the rest of the Center. All of the remain
ing "Original Seven," plus the "Next Nine" and 10 of "The Fourteen" (third
group) were training for and flying the Gemini missions. By the end of 1966 crews
for the first four Apollo earth-orbital missions had been assigned and were spend
ing much of their time in design reviews and flight simulations. Russell Schweick
art, one of the two scientists picked as a pilot, was serving as a kind of
ombudsman, mediating between the astronaut office and the experimenters who
had projects on Gemini.53 His compatriot Walter Cunningham was sent to the
Falmouth conference in mid-1965 to explain to scientists some of the operational
factors that so strongly constrained a lunar landing mission. 54 Two of the first
five scientist-astronauts, Joe Kerwin and Curt Michel, did not start basic astronaut
training during their first year, and so were assigned to represent the Astronaut
Office in matters concerning space suits and Apollo Applications experiments,
respectively. The other three, Owen Garriott, Ed Gibson, and Jack Schmitt, drew
assignments to Apollo in-flight experiments when they returned from flight train
ing in mid-year, as did Don Lind, the scientist who came in as a pilot with the
fourth group.55 Before long, however, Schmitt was working with academic and
Geological Survey scientists to improve MSC's training course in field geology. 56
Schmitt was fortunate in having a scientific specialty that was widely accepted
as being important to Apollo. The other scientist-astronauts-except for Kerwin,
whose medical training could be applied to a number of space-related questions
found themselves in an environment oriented almost exclusively to operational
and engineering concerns. Independent research was all but impossible; only Curt
Michel-whose academic home base was Rice University, less than an hour's drive
from MSC-made an attempt to sustain his previous research program. Owen
Garriott and Ed Gibson had to redirect their scientific interests into fields more
closely related to NASA's needs and plansY
Apart from the time they had to devote to mastering astronautic skills, the scien
tists had to spend long hours on chores that sometimes seemed distinctly sub
sidiary to the main objectives. Among the duties of the Astronaut Office were
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The second class of scientists-astronauts, picked in 1967. Seated, left to right: Philip K. Chapman,
Robert A . R. Parker, William E. Thornton, and John A. Llewellyn. Standing, left to right:Joseph
P Allen, Karl C. Henize, Anthony W. England, Donald L. Holmquest, Story Musgrave, William
B. Lenoir, and Brian T O'Leary.

making public relations appearances, participating in design reviews, and con
tributing the astronaut viewpoint to engineering decisions; the scientist-astronauts
were expected to shoulder their share of these burdens just as the test pilots did.
Precious little time was left for keeping abreast of scientific developments, but
in Slayton's view this was a problem each astronaut had to solve for himself.58
Nobody was told what he could not do, but it was understood that the astronauts'
primary role was to become competent spacecraft operators, and whatever else
they wanted to do had to be compatible with that; as long as it was, the Astronaut
Office raised no objection to anyone's supplemental activities. 59 Those who made
the adjustment gained the respect of their pilot colleagues; those who expressed
annoyance at these ancillary duties and felt cheated out of scientific opportuni
ties provoked some resentment. 60 After all, the door was always open.
When the first scientist-astronauts joined the program in 1965, it was not to
be expected that science could simply force its way into Apollo, which had yet
to fly its first test mission. Nonetheless, the scientific community wanted to make
it clear that scientist-astronauts were entitled to consideration of their professional
scientific requirements. In the fall of 1965 Headquarters's Manned Space Science
Division commissioned a study group to look into the matter of astronaut train
ing. After some weeks of discussion with MSC officials, the group concluded that
the astronaut training program was much too short on science . More scientist
astronauts should be brought in as early as possible, to provide more scientific
resources for the manned space flight program. The scientist-astronauts should
be used as in-house tutors for other astronauts who wanted to improve their scien
tific background. The Astronaut Office should actively encourage the astronauts
to develop their scientific skills by issuing a policy statement that" after engineer
ing evaluation flights are completed and a spacecraft is considered operational,
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scientific proficiency shall be a prime requisite for at least one member of each
flight crew." Anything that seemed to increase their chances of flight assignment
was of vital interest to every person in the corps, the group had learned. (If Slay
ton wanted someone on a crew who could speak Mandarin Chinese, one of the
astronauts told the study group, they would all be studying Mandarin Chinese.)
Therefore, if MSC made it clear that scientific proficiency was desirable for crew
selection, even the pilot-astronauts could develop a passion for science. 61
Perhaps the most difficult recommendation to implement was that the scientist
astronauts be encouraged to keep up their research activity by affiliating with
an established research group. "The minimum amount of time required to main
tain scientific proficiency," the group concluded, "is believed to be one day per
week for discussions, seminars, etc.," plus"one full week each month in which
the scientist-astronaut can become completely immersed in his research." The
group could not suggest how this could be squeezed into an already tight train
ing schedule, but they noted that astronauts spent considerable time at seem
ingly trivial tasks in engineering design that might be relegated to others.
Paradoxically, however, these time-consuming chores seemed an indispensable
part of the program, since the astronauts were the only competent group having
an overview of the whole operation, and were "the only single group that another
astronaut will trust. "62
Stressing as it did the importance of research to a scientist, the study group's
report could have been read as calling for a division of the corps into a test-pilot
group and a scientist group. The scientist-astronauts' need to spend more than
one-third of their time in research was received with some skepticism by the pilots,
whose reaction was later summarized by one of them:
... [Some] of those guys came in figuring, ''I'll write my textbooks and my
thesis and teach [university courses] and I'll come by twice a week and be an
astronaut." Well, that didn't work.... We were devoting our lives to this
whole thing, and you couldn't devote anything less, I don't care what your
discipline was .63

The issue did not become divisive because the scientist-astronauts themselves
accurately perceived the situation they were in and most of them did not try to
make the system fit their unique needs. They saw the utility of the maxim, "if
you want to get along, go along."
The study group's report was received politely but coolly at MSC. 64 If Mercury
and Gemini had shown anything, it was that the unexpected may turn out to
be the norm, and no one knew how well a scientist, however skilled and intelli
gent, would react to sudden operational emergencies. On the other hand,
appropriate reaction to such situations was believed to be almost instinctive to
a good test pilot. Slayton and Gilruth, pondering the problem of landing an exotic
spacecraft on a strange and possibly dangerous surface, naturally adopted the
view that piloting skills were essential to mission success. Slayton repeatedly
expressed this view in plain language: nobody would benefit from a mission that
left a dead geologist (and his colleague in the lunar module) on the moon 65
-implying that just such a thing might happen if the pilot of the lunar landing
module could not cope quickly enough with a sudden emergency. So it was up
to the scientists to prove that they could become competent astronauts, which
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most of them did. None would ever command an Apollo mission; none would
ever pilot a lunar module to a moon landing or a command module through reen
try; but they showed themselves able to tackle the training program and willing
to share the less pleasant but essential duties of an astronaut. Of the first six scien
tists picked as astronauts, four eventually flew in space. Many of the others filled
essential roles in science planning and mission operations during the later Apollo
missions.
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MISSION AND SCIENCE PLANNING:
1963-1966

Apollo's scientific objectives were always acknowledged, but scientists as well
as engineers understood that the primary goal was, in John Kennedy's words,
"landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to earth." As long as that
remained to be done, what the man (or men) would do on the lunar surface was
of secondary importance. The choice of a landing site, the time allowed for the
astronauts to explore the landing area, the instruments to be taken to the moon,
and the amount of lunar material to be brought back to earth, all were governed
by operational factors: what the engineers considered prudent in light of the over
riding necessity to return the lunar explorers safely to earth.
Some scientists might object to the goal itself, but no one disputed the need
to achieve it safely. So while the engineers worked out their operations plans,
scientists concentrated on what they wanted done on the missions, on the under
standing that their plans would have to yield to operational constraints until NASA
had accumulated some flight experience . By the time flight planners felt able to
relax some of those constraints, scientists would have prepared a long shopping
list of landing sites and scientific activities to answer some of their questions.
Input from the scientists in the early days was minimal. In 1961 Harold Urey,
responding to a request from Horner Newell, listed the general areas he would
like to see explored on the moon: high latitudes, where low temperatures might
allow water to exist; inside a large crater; in two maria of different types; near
one of the great wrinkles in the maria; and in a mountainous region.1 Probably
many lunar scientists would have agreed with Urey's choices; but as Eugene Shoe
maker recognized in a paper not long afterward, operational necessities would
certainly militate against many of those choices, especially for the early rnissions. 2

Operational Constraints on Landing Sites
Picking a spot where a lunar module could land was a complex exercise requir
ing tradeoffs among dozens of factors. Predominant among these were the topog
raphy and texture of the lunar surface and the requirements of the lunar module's
guidance and navigation system. Other restrictions included the elevation of the
sun at the landing site; the temperature of the lunar surface; the radiation environ
ment in space and on the moon; and the earth lighting conditions desired for
launch and recovery .3
The most restrictive mission rule, so far as landing sites for the earliest lunar
landing missions were concerned, was the requirement to place the spacecraft
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on a "free-return" trajectory-a flight path that allowed for failure of the service
module's main engine. If the service module engine should fail to put the space
craft into lunar orbit, the joined CSM and LM would loop around the moon under
the influence oflunar gravity alone and head back to earth. This free-return trajec
tory required the spacecraft to leave earth orbit on a path that would bring it to
the moon within five degrees of latitude of the lunar equator. As early as mid-1963
MSC's Space Environment Division selected four sites from a list compiled by var
ious lunar scientists, balancing scientific interest against this mission rule. A few
months later five more sites were picked for preliminary trajectory studies. 4
The choice of lunar longitude for a landing site depended mainly on two con
siderations. To land at a predetermined site it was essential to determine the posi
tion and the flight path of the lunar landing craft as accurately as possible before
beginning the final descent to the surface. Navigational sightings taken from the
spacecraft on stars or on lunar surface landmarks provided the data from which
ground-based computers determined the spacecraft's orbit and calculated the
necessary course corrections. Accurate calculation of the orbit required the
astronauts to take sightings on five prominent lunar landmarks some distance
east of the landing site, and since the spacecraft went behind the moon on the
west and was out of radio and radar contact with earth until it emerged around
the eastern edge, those sightings could only be taken after earth contact was
reestablished. The position of the navigational landmarks had to be known with
an error of no more than 1,500 feet (450 meters). In mid-1963 this was not possi
ble; at the eastern and western edges of the visible face, surface features might
actually be as much as 6,000 feet (1,800 meters) from where the best lunar maps
showed them. In light of these navigation requirements, early planning assumed
that a landing could be plotted no farther east than 40 degrees east longitude.
The"Apollo landing zone" thus defined extended to 40 degrees west longitude;
other operational considerations made a more westerly landing undesirable. s
The second limitation on the longitude of the landing site was the elevation
of the sun at the time of landing, which was the major factor considered in choos
ing the time of launch. To the pilot looking for a safe spot to land within the time
the lunar module could hover, it was vital that the sun be high enough in the
lunar sky to highlight the surface topography without casting long, confusing
shadows, but not so high that all surface detail was washed out. After landing,
the lunar explorers would also be hindered by a low or high sun. The moon has
no atmosphere to scatter light and therefore shadows are completely black; at
either low or high sun angles, visual observations can be difficult. Furthermore,
solar heating of the lunar surface varies with sun angle, complicating the prob
lem of protecting the astronauts and the spacecraft against extreme temperatures.
Conditions would be best when the sun was 15 to 45 degrees above the horizon.
Mission planners could choose a launch time so that the lunar module would
land at a time when solar illumination was near optimum. Launch time was sub
ject to the further constraint, however, that lunar missions had to leave the launch
pad well before last light in case an aborted launch required emergency recovery
operations. 6
Two potential hazards to the lunar mission were more difficult to take into
account: meteoroids and radiation. In 1963 no one knew how dangerous
meteoroids were. It seemed prudent to avoid the predictable (and dense) swarms
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that recur annually, but the earth-moon system constantly encounters a smaller
number of randomly distributed meteoroids. The last three test flights of the
Saturn I launch vehicle carried meteoroid-detecting satellites into earth orbit to
determine how serious this hazard might be. Radiation (subatomic particles,
x-rays, and gamma rays) was more worrisome. Of special concern were the high
energy protons shot out from the sun during major solar flares, which could sub
ject astronauts on the lunar surface to lethal doses of radiation .7 Solar flares were
more troublesome because they are completely unpredictable . Protection was
extremely difficult and warning all but impossible: by the time a flare could be
detected on earth and its magnitude assessed, the most energetic (and danger
ous) particles would already have reached the moon.
Within the zone defined by all these constraints-roughly 185 miles (300 kilo
meters) wide, stretching 1,500 miles (2,400 kilometers) along the moon's equator
geologic factors would determine the choice of a landing site. Surface topogra
phy could not be known in any detail until Ranger and Surveyor provided infor
mation; but from lunar maps available in 1963, several landing areas* about 400
square miles (900 square kilometers) in size could be picked out where slopes
apparently were not too great and craters not too numerous. Balancing the need
to pick landing areas near the center of the moon (where lunar maps were most
accurate) against the requirement to spread the areas as far as possible along the
equator (which allowed maximum flexibility in launch dates), MSC's Space
Environment Division found 10 landing areas that seemed promising enough to
warrant reconnoitering by unmanned spacecraft and close scrutiny by mission
planners. The areas were spotted in a zone extending from the southeastern edge
of Mare Tranquillitatis (not far from where Apollo 11 would eventually land) to
a point northeast of Flamsteed crater in Oceanus Procellarum (some 375 miles
[600 kilometers] west of Apollo 12's touchdown point). Even among these, how
ever, none was completely satisfactory with respect to all the known constraints .8
The effect of all these restrictions on the landing site was to reduce drastically
the number of consecutive days per month on which a lunar mission could be
launched. Considering only the two most important factors-sun angle and sur
face temperature-a given site could be reached only if the spacecraft were
launched during a 2.3-day period each month. Experience to 1963 indicated that
launch operations stood a good chance of being interrupted and launches post
poned because of systems problems, and no one was willing to count on launch
ing an Apollo mission within 2.3 days. But if flight planners could be prepared
to land at more than one site for each launch-changing to a more westerly tar
get if launch delays prevented reaching the first site-the number of consecutive
days on which a launch was possible could be substantially increased. A Bell
comm study in early 1964 pointed out that choosing multiple sites for each launch
would make the program considerably more flexible, though it would require
certifying more sites through the Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter programs. That,
however, might cost no more than postponing a few launches by a month each. 9
•A landing area was a fairly large segment of the lunar surface which appeared sufficiently level
and smooth to permit landing; a landing site was an ellipse a few hundred meters in size within which
the lunar module would actually touch down. A site would be picked for exact targeting after the
hazards of the landing area had been assessed.
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The greatest uncertainty in the program at that time, pointed up by all these
early studies, was the physical nature of the moon's surface. Astronomers held
widely different views of what a lunar module would encounter when it touched
down. Gerald Kuiper of the University of Arizona, one of the principal investi
gators in the Ranger project, was convinced that the surface was firm, though
it might be unconsolidated and might be covered by a thin layer of dust. Cornell
University astronomer Thomas Gold asserted, however, that the apparently
smooth areas on the moon were likely to be covered with a layer of fine dust
several meters thick, raising the prospect that the lunar module might sink out
of sight with only a short-lived dust cloud to mark its disappearance. 10 There was
the further possibility that the surface might be so cluttered with boulders and
pitted with small craters that the lander would find no level spot large enough
to land-or if it tried to land, would turn over or come to rest tilted at an angle
that made return to orbit difficult.
NASA had been hoping that Ranger's television photographs would shed light
on these questions, but by the end of 1963 Ranger had experienced its fifth fail
ure in as many attempts and was undergoing a critical reappraisal (see Chapter
2).11 Spacecraft engineers at Houston's Manned Spacecraft Center, meanwhile,
in spite of their real need for this information in designing the lunar landing mod
ule, had to go ahead without it. 12 Lunar Orbiter, still in the early stages, would
have to provide the information that mission planners needed for site selection.
The spacecraft builders could only hope that data from Surveyor, when they got
it, would not force them to revise their design too drastically.

Scientific Input to Site Selection

Early consideration of lunar exploration missions by the scientific community
focused more sharply on what should be done on the moon than on where it
would be done. The 1962 Iowa summer study paid particular attention to the scien
tific qualifications and training of the astronauts; the 1965 Woods Hole study for
mulated a list of 15 important scientific questions to be addressed by lunar
exploration, which would define the experiments to be conducted (see Chapter
3 and Appendix 3). Neither conference expressed any preference for landing sites,
although both pointed out the need to study highlands as well as maria. The
Woods Hole study report concluded that really effective geophysical and geochem
ical studies would require investigations at several locations up to 1,000 kilometers
(620 miles) apart. 13
NASA had apparently made it quite clear to its outside scientific advisors that
science would have to take its results from wherever it could get them-at least
on the first few missions. The point was implicitly acknowledged at the Falmouth
conference on lunar exploration immediately following the 1965 Woods Hole
study. All of the earth-science study groups at Falmouth stressed the need to
supplement manned exploration with detailed study by unmanned lunar-orbiting
satellites to secure comprehensive scientific coverage of the lunar surface .14 To
a considerable degree this emphasis on unmanned studies was simply a recogni
tion of the r~lative cost-effectiveness of the two modes of exploration, but it was
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also a recognition of the operational limitations of Apollo and the resultant res
trictions on landing sites. Even looking ahead to longer stays on the moon, the
groups urged development of surface vehicles and flying vehicles to increase the
effective range of exploration but did not mention any need to extend the limited
Apollo landing zone. It was assumed that operations could eventually be extended
to higher latitudes and more difficult sites, such as highlands and craters
possibilities included in NASA's plans for extending Apollo,15 which the Falmouth
participants used as the basis for their recommendations.
The fact was that in mid-1965 it was simply too early for scientific priorities
to be included in the selection of Apollo landing sites. Better information on the
lunar surface was needed, and better understanding of the operational constraints
on landing sites, before the scientific merit of any particular site could have any
effect on the choice.

Site Selection: Early Results from Unmanned Programs

Throughout 1965, site selection was one of Apollo's biggest concerns. Early in
the year the ill-starred Ranger project flew its second consecutive successful mis
sion (in seven tries). Its photographs had enabled the Manned Spacecraft Center
to draw some generally encouraging conclusions about lunar topography, but
MSC's Space Environment Division concluded that Ranger photographs would
never enable them to certify lunar landing sites. They would, perhaps, allow
Apollo planners to rule out unsuitable areas, but picking a suitable landing site
by eliminating the unsuitable ones could take years. 16 Besides, Ranger provided
no information about the physical characteristics of the surface, which designers
of the lunar landing craft needed. 17 Surveyor was expected to soft-land on the
moon within a few months, and MSC was offering advice to Surveyor mission
planners at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory as to where the missions should land
to be of maximum use to Apollo. The Houston center was also working closely
with Langley's Lunar Orbiter program office in planning for optimum use of its
high-resolution cameras to locate sites for the lunar landing mission.
In efforts to satisfy the sometimes conflicting aims of lunar science and Apollo,
the Ranger project had been subjected to a great deal of pulling and hauling (see
Chapter 2). The result was that neither side was completely satisfied, and the
lunar scientists were particularly upset when Apollo preempted their experiments.
Intending to forestall similar problems with Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter, Homer
Newell established an ad hoc Surveyor/Orbiter Utilization Committee in the spring
of 1965, after the last Ranger mission (Ranger 9) successfully concluded that proj
ect. Newell appointed his deputy, Edgar M. Cortright, chairman of the commit
tee, whose other members were chosen from Headquarters and center project
offices. *18

·Other members were: Everett E. Christensen, mission operations dir., OMSF; Victor C. Clarke,
Surveyor project office, JPL; Willis B. Foster, dir., Manned Space Science Div. , OSSA; William A.
Lee, asst. mgr. , Apollo spacecraft program office, MSC; Urner Liddell, chmn., Planetology Subcom
mittee of the Space Sciences Steering Committee, OSSA; Benjamin Milwitzky, Surveyor project dir. ,
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Mueller, meanwhile, had discovered that no single organization was responsi
ble for coordinating lunar data and evaluating candidate landing sites. Shortly
after Newell created the Surveyor/Orbiter Utilization Committee, Mueller estab
lished an Apollo Site Selection Board in the Office of Manned Space Flight. Its
primary responsibility was to select and recommend candidate sites after con
sidering all data required to ensure the success of the lunar landing. If the board
could not unanimously agree on a site, majority rule did not apply; Mueller
wanted all dissenting opinions recorded, and as he had done when he created
the Manned Space Flight Experiments Board (see Chapter 2), he reserved for him
self the authority to make the final choice. Chaired by OMSF's Apollo program
director, Air Force Major General Samuel C. Phillips, the board included mem
bers from the Office of Space Science and Applications and the three manned
space flight field centers. *19
The overlapping membership of these two boards was yet another way of mak
ing sure that all interested parties were sufficiently involved in decisions when
scientific concerns and manned space flight objectives converged (and sometimes
conflicted) in a single program-which, some felt, had not been the case during
Ranger. MSC Director Bob Gilruth expressed satisfaction with this arrangement
and selected two of his engineers to serve on both boards. 20
Since Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter were expected to fly their first missions within
a year, the Surveyor/Orbiter Utilization Committee began work early. From late
August 1965 until the first launches in mid-1966 the committee met as frequently
as necessary to evaluate sites and set priorities. Lunar Orbiter project officials
initially outlined four types of missions, from a general survey of the moon to
photography of specific sites within the Apollo zone. Surveyor representatives
presented 40 possible landing sites for their first spacecraft, chosen on the basis
of independent evaluations by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Geological
Survey based on the best available geologic maps and telescopic observations.
With little discussion the committee recommended that Lunar Orbiter's first mis
sion give priority to Apollo site photographs. Surveyor, like Lunar Orbiter, had
objectives independent of its usefulness to Apollo, but its project managers seemed
less willing to allow their science goals to be subordinated to those of the lunar
landing program. After some discussion, the committee agreed on a set of ground
rules for selecting Surveyor landing sites. It was more important to have well-lit
photographs of some part of the lunar surface as soon as possible than to have
photographs within the Apollo zone; however, if a daylight landing was possi
ble within that zone as well as outside it, the committee gave priority to an Apollo
site. If the first Surveyor could not land in sunlight at all, it should be put down
within the Apollo zone . The committee approved 14 of the 40 sites proposed for
the first Surveyor mission, then sent its recommendations to the project offices,
which would plan specific missions in more detail for review by the committee
and by OSSA's Space Sciences Steering Committee. 21
OSSA; Oran W. Nicks, lunar and planetary programs dir., OSSA; Samuel C. Phillips, Apollo pro
gram dir., OMSF; Lee R. Scherer, Lunar Orbiter project dir., OSSA; and William E. Stoney, Space
Environment Div., MSC; and Israel Taback, Lunar Orbiter project office, Langley Research Center.
-Other members were: Cortright, Lee, Stoney, and Christensen, all members of the Surveyor/Orbiter
Utilization Committee; Ernst Stuhlinger, Research Projects Office dir., MSFC; and John P. Oayboume,
Future Studies Office, Design Engineering Branch, KSC.
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Lunar Orbiter project officials set about making detailed plans for the first
mission that would satisfy Apollo's requirements . Surveyor managers, however,
were reluctant to comply with the committee's recommendations. They pointed
out that the ground rules required landing at a less-suitable site even though a
better one was available-a significant threat to mission success, JPL believed.
They would target the first Surveyor in compliance with the committee's ground
rules, but if the spacecraft had any trouble at an inferior site, JPL intended to
recommend strongly that the next mission be sent to a better one. 22
America's first unmanned lunar explorer, * Suroeyor I, launched on May 30, 1966,
landed 63 hours later approximately 90 kilometers north of the crater Flamsteed
in Oceanus Procellarum, at the extreme western fringe of the Apollo landing
zone. 23 Its first television pictures were encouraging to Apollo engineers: the sur
face was firm enough to support a lunar landing module and the surrounding
area was reasonably level. But beyond the immediate landing area the TV images
showed more than a few large boulders and craters. The pictures served to demol
ish some hypotheses about the lunar surface, notably Gold's idea that the maria
were covered with deep layers of dust. The surface was composed of fine parti
cles, firmly packed and cohesive. 24
Less than three months later, on August 10, Lunar Orbiter I roared off the pad
at Cape Canaveral; four days later the spacecraft was in orbit around the moon,
and by the end of the month it had photographed all nine of its assigned sites
in the Apollo landing zone. After completing its photography, Orbiter remained
in orbit, transmitting electronic data on gravity, meteoroids, and radiation around
the moon-another aspect of its service to Apollo and to lunar science. 25
Malfunctions of the spacecraft and photographic system resulted in fewer good
photographs than project officials would have liked; but preliminary photographic
analysis began in late August and produced recommendations for the second Sur
veyor and Lunar Orbiter missions by the end of September. On the basis of cra
ter density and regional slopes, 10 of 23 areas selected for detailed study seemed
satisfactory; 8 potential sites were recommended for detailed analysis. 26 On Sep
tember 29 the Surveyor/Orbiter Utilization Committee reviewed these results and
outlined the requirements for the second Orbiter mission ..... Again Apollo sites
were stressed, particularly those types of terrain shown by Orbiter I to be the most
promising-landing areas smooth enough to land on, having little enough slope
in the approach path to avoid confusing the lunar module's landing radar sys
tem. Lighting conditions for photography would be chosen so that slopes of 7
degrees, and surface protuberances 6 feet (2 meters) in diameter and 1.5 feet (0.5
meter) high, could be detected in an area 20 feet (7 meters) squareY
Lunar Orbiter II, modified to correct the problems encountered by its predeces
sor, was launched November 6, 1966, and its results far surpassed those of the
"But not the world ' s first; on Feb. 3, 1966, the Soviet Union, apparently intent on establishing space
"firsts," had logged another by landing Luna IX on the moon several hundred kilometers northwest
of Surveyor]'s landing site. Similarly the Russian Luna X became the first moon-orbiting satellite on
Apr. 3, 1966, four months before the U.S. 's Lunar Orbiter I. Luna X did not relay photographs to earth,
however.
"A small thruster failed on Surveyor II (launched on Sept. 20, 1966) after its midcourse correction
maneuver, causing the spacecraft to spin at one revolution per second. All attempts to correct the
malfunction failed and the lander crashed 250-300 km southeast of crater Copernicus.
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first mission. All of the 30 preplanned sites were photographed at medium and
high resolution, giving geologists and cartographers excellent material with which
to work. *28 The mapmakers believed that with more stereo photographs of the
quality returned by Lunar Orbiter II they could produce terrain maps with two
to three-meter contours. MSC's Apollo project office representatives were pleased
with the second mission's results and believed that one more flight would satisfy
their requirements for the first one or two lunar landings. Apart from some addi
tional site photography, Apollo wanted one or more Orbiter spacecraft to stay
in lunar orbit long enough to allow precision tracking by earth-based radar. All
navigational calculations for the lunar module were to be made by ground-based
computers using data from the Manned Space Flight Network, Apollo's commu
nication and tracking system, and early certification of this ~ystem was essential. 29
In mid-December 1966 the Apollo Site Selection Board met to review the status
of site selection. In general the process was going well. Geologic interpretation
of the Orbiter photographs had already yielded some general conclusions about
the nature of the lunar surface and where the best landing sites were likely to
be found. Cartographers could not accurately determine slopes in the landing
area without steroscopic photography, but MSC gave higher priority to finding
a landing site with a minimum of rocks and craters; the slope of the terrain lead
ing to a suitable site could be evaluated some other way. No serious problems
in site selection were apparent, and the board could only await the results of Lunar
Orbiter III and more detailed analysis of the available data. 30
As 1967 began Apollo planners did not want much more from the unmanned
lunar investigation projects. They would use whatever additional data became
available, but priorities were changing. Three more Lunar Orbiters and four
Surveyors would be sent to the moon during the next 13 months, but after the
third orbiter they would do more for lunar science generally than for Apollo
specifically.31

Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments
MSC's original specifications for the lunar landing module included a general
ized "scientific instrumentation system" to provide for selenological research.
Specific experiments could not be listed in 1962, but investigations of the lunar
atmosphere, surface, and interior were contemplated. The contractor would
include weight, volume, and power allowances for the instruments in the mod
ule design; specific instruments would be defined later.32
After the lunar module contractor, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corpora
tion, was selected in later 1962, MSC forged ahead with spacecraft design. Defi
nition of the lunar surface experiments, which was the responsibility of the Office
of Space Sciences and Applications, proceeded at a much more deliberate pace,
* A famous by-product of the Lunar Orbiter II mission resulted from the need to advance film peri
odically even if no picture was taken. To avoid wasting that film, mission controllers were given a limited
choice of targets for these exposures. One was used to take an oblique picture of crater Copernicus
under almost ideal lighting conditions, showing hitherto invisible surface details. News media called
this "one of the greatest pictures of the century."
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Surveyor III bounced twice before finally landing, as this Apollo 12 photograph of its landing pad
shows. Imprints were as clear as they were when the unmanned spacecraft landed three years before.
The surface sampler, partially visible at upper left, was controlled from Earth. It scooped out several
trenches, seen just beyond the landing pad, and deposited a scoopful of lunar soil on the landing pad.

however (see Chapter 3). In early 1963 Houston expected that the first experi
ments would be selected by the end of the year;33 but months went by with little
progress. By September, spacecraft engineers urgently needed data on the
experiments-weight, volume, and power requirements-to feed into lunar mod
ule design, but since nothing was available, MSC awarded a la-month study con
tract to Texas Instruments to investigate instrumentation requirements for manned
lunar exploration. 34 Headquarters was somewhat unhappy with this unilateral
action, but lunar module designers had to have the information and the scien
tific community seemed to be in no hurry to supply ipS The study provided an
indication of the type of instrumentation likely to be useful, and in the next few
months the spacecraft office worked out preliminary weight and volume allot
ments for the experiments: 250 pounds (113 kilograms) and 15 cubic feet (0.42
cubic meters) in the descent stage, which would be left on the moon; 80 pounds
(36 kilograms) and 3 cubic feet (0.085 cubic meters) in the ascent stage and in
the command module for a sample-return container and film. Requirements for
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electrical power and a source to supply it were yet to be determined. 36
Throughout 1964 and the early part of 1965, Headquarters was busy studying
the requirements for lunar surface instruments and experiments, working with
outside scientific planning groups and with MSC (see Chapter 3). By May 1965
a tentative list of experiments had been devised and MSC had prepared a procure
ment plan for a "Lunar Surface Experiments Package" (LSEP). On George
Mueller's instructions MSC divided the procurement into two phases, a program
definition phase to be conducted by several contractors and an implementation
phase in which one of the contractors would build the experiments. 37 The request
for proposals was sent out in June and three contractors for Phase I were picked
in August. 38
As defined in Houston's request for proposals, the LSEP would be a
self-powered scientific station capable of collecting data for a year, returning infor
mation to earth by telemetry. It comprised a passive seismometer to record natu
ral seismic events ("moonquakes"); an active seismic experiment, which would
record the effects of small explosive charges detonated on the lunar surface; a
lunar gravimeter, which was expected to show tidal effects useful in deducing

Technicians prepare a test version of the Apollo command and service module in the space environ
ment simulation chamber at MSC. The lights mounted at left simulate solar irradiation. The chamber
walls can be cooled by liquid nitrogen to -193° C, simulating the radiation-absorbing void of space.
After the huge door is closed, the entire chamber, 55 feet in diameter and 90 feet high, can be pumped
down to less than one ten-millionth of atmospheric pressure.
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the internal structure of the moon; an instrument to measure heat flow from the
moon's interior; radiation and meteoroid detectors; and a lunar atmospheric
analyzer. A 70-watt power module converted heat from a radioisotope fuel cap
sule into electricity by means of thermocouples. The instruments, their power
supply, and their data-transmitting equipment were limited to 150 pounds (68
kilograms) and 12 cubic feet (0.34 cubic meters) and were to be housed in the
lunar module's descent stage. The specifications called for three units which could
function on the moon at the same time without interfering with each other.39 The
program directive assigning management responsibility to MSC specified three
packages, one to be flown on each of the first three lunar landing missions, plus
a flight-qualified spare. The first was to be delivered by July 1, 1967. 40
Newell's office, meanwhile, had been evaluating proposals for the lunar sur
face experiments, and on October 1 transmitted authority to Houston to begin
negotiations with principal investigators for the lunar gravimeter and the active
seismic experiment. 41 A third experiment, investigation of the lunar magnetic field,
was tentatively approved on December 15. 42 The science complement for the first

Two lunar surface experiments, the superthermal ion detector (standing on tripod) and the cold
cathode ion gauge (attached by cable, left), measured components of the moon's extremely tenuous
atmosphere.
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few missions was completed early in 1966 with the public announcement of seven
instruments and investigator teams. * Newell noted that the experiments fulfilled
the basic recommendations made the previous summer by the science teams at
the Falmouth conference and had been approved for flight by the Space Sciences
Steering Committee. Since the design of the instruments was not yet fixed it was
not certain what combination would be flown on each mission, but modular design
would allow each package to carry a group of instruments tailored to the con
straints of its mission. The instrument collection was christened"Apollo Lunar

The "Swiss flag" (solar-wind collector) stands on the lunar surface outside the spacecraft Antares.
The aluminum foil collector trapped particles from the solar wind, which were then identified in the
laboratory of Dr. /olumnes Geiss of the University of Berne, Switzerland. One of the simplest of
experiments, it was carried on all missions except Apollo 17. Note the almost feature-less lunar land
scape at the Fra Mauro landing site.
·Passive lunar seismic experiment, Dr. Frank Press (MIT) and Dr. George Sutton (Lamont Geologi
cal Observatory); lunar triaxis magnetometer, Dr. C. P. Sonett (NASA Ames Research Center) and
Jerry Modisette (MSC); medium energy solar wind experiment, Dr. C. W. Snyder and Dr. M. N.
Neugebauer (JPL); supra thermal ion detector, Dr. J. W. Freeman, Jr. (Rice Univ.) and Dr. F. Curtis
Michel (MSC scientist-astronaut); lunar heat flow measurements, Dr. Marcus G. Langseth (Lamont
Observatory) and Dr. Sydney Clark (Yale); low-energy solar wind, Dr. Brian J. O'Brien (Rice); and
active lunar seismic experiment, Dr. Robert 1. Kovach (Stanford Univ.) and Dr. Joel S. Watkins (USGS).
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Surface Experiments Package," or "ALSEP."43
In authorizing MSC to develop the lunar surface science package, Newell
assigned specific experiment combinations to each of the first four lunar landing
missions and classified each as primary or backup. The first two lunar landers
would carry the magnetometer, the passive seismic experiment, the suprather
mal ion detector, the medium-energy solar wind experiment, and the heat flow
instrument. Subsequent missions might carry different combinations, subject to
Newell's approval of any changes. MSC was authorized to spend $5.1 million
to develop flight-qualified prototype instruments and provide for operational and
support software and data analysis. 44
All that remained to get instrument development under way was to select a
contractor. This was accomplished a month later when Headquarters picked the
Bendix Systems Division of Bendix Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan, for negoti
ation of a contract to build four ALSEP packages. Under a cost-plus-incentive
fee contract NASA anticipated a total cost of about $17 million. 45 Bendix was not
inexperienced in lunar surface exploration, having worked with JPL from 1963
to 1965, and had made a major corporate commitment to that phase of the space
program. 46 Bendix's activity was actually twofold: it would build the"central sta
tion" that transmitted data to earth, and integrate the entire experiment pack
age. Some of the instruments were to be built by Bendix's subcontractors to
principal investigators' specifications; other principal investigators chose to build
their own.

MSC Develops a Science Organization

Mercury project engineers at MSC had reluctantly allowed a few scientific exer
cises to ride their spacecraft, but this patched-on effort was of small importance.
To pave the way for worthwhile experiments in manned space flight, Homer
Newell persisted in urging scientists to devise experiments that would take advan
tage of man's presence. By the time Gemini was fully operational in early 1965
a fair number of scientific exercises had been proposed and accepted for flight.47
After Mercury, the Manned Spacecraft Center established an Experiments Coor
dinating Office to ensure that science plans were compatible with the spacecraft
and the operational constraints of the mission.48 Within the Gemini Program Office
a Gemini Experiments Office supervised the science exercises undertaken in
Gemini .
As the Apollo science program evolved in 1964-65, the horizon of manned space
science expanded to include lunar surface experiments as well as in-flight (earth
and lunar-orbital) science. In view of its new responsibility to oversee the develop
ment and integration of the Apollo experiments as well as integrating the Gemini
science, the Houston center decided to centralize the management of all manned
space flight experiments in a single office . In June 1965 MSC Director Robert R.
Gilruth appointed Robert O. Piland to head a new Experiments Program Office
within the Engineering and Development Directorate. 49 Piland, formerly a research
scientist at Langley, had served briefly on the staff of James R. Killian, President
Eisenhower's science advisor, before joining the Manned Spacecraft Center in
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1959. After contributing to the early planning and study efforts that led to the
Apollo spacecraft program, he was appointed deputy manager of MSC's Apollo
Spacecraft Program Office in 1962. His new office absorbed the staff and func
tions of both the Gemini Experiments Office and the Experiments Coordination
Office and immediately took over work on the ALSEP contracts.
Piland's job was to keep track of the complex requirements of the Apollo space
craft and mission plans and see that the experimenters understood those require
ments and adhered to them. His responsibilities extended from the conception
of the experiment to the management and distribution of data. The Experiments
Program Office worked with spacecraft engineers, flight planners, scientific inves
tigators, and contractors in developing, testing, and integrating the experiments
into the missions. 50
The in-flight experiments were an important part of Apollo lunar science, but
MSC's involvement with science was growing in other phases of the program
as well. During 1965 the Houston center was developing the concept of the lunar
receiving laboratory, which went into NASA's budget proposal for fiscal 1966
(see Chapter 4). When Apollo began to return samples of lunar material to the
earth, MSC's relations with the outside scientific community would expand con
siderably. Those samples were of incalculable scientific value, and scientists would
assuredly demand a say in how they were handled from the time they were col
lected on the moon to the time they were parceled out to investigators. Apollo
was about to create a relationship between MSC and the scientific world that was
new to both groups and would require careful handling.
There is not much room for doubt that MSC considered itself perfectly compe
tent to manage the lunar samples with minimal help from the outside; the science
community could simply layout its requirements and MSC, if it concurred, would
do the rest. Scientists, however, would never agree to stand in line at MSC's
dispensing window to receive their designated allotments of lunar material. The
deliberations of the various adviSOry groups and ad hoc committees convened
to define the lunar receiving laboratory make it plain that scientists saw the proper
staffing of the LRL as one of the most important questions of the entire project.
At the very least they would insist that a scientist of considerable repute be
appointed to head the laboratory and take charge of the sample analysis program,
with the advice and consent of the scientific community.
Besides the anticipated lunar science program, MSC had to recognize George
Mueller's increasing interest in a science-oriented post-Apollo program. Having
established an Apollo Applications Program (AAP) office in August 1965, Mueller
went to Congress the following spring to seek funding for it. 51 If he should get
what he was asking for, AAP would bring science to the forefront of manned
space flight; although MSC lacked the staff to support it (concurrently with its
Gemini and Apollo commitments) at the time, science clearly had to have a place
in Houston-otherwise MSC might find itself playing a support role to some other
center. At the end of March Faget announced the establishment of a Space Science
Office within his Engineering and Development Directorate, described as an
"interim arrangement pending development of a permanent scientific organiza
tion." For this purpose MSC regrouped a number of scattered center activities
around Piland's Experiments Program Office and under his direction. While most
of those activities were conducted in support of manned space flight operations
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and lunar exploration, the Space Science Office was also charged with develop
ing, monitoring, and coordinating experiments for all manned space missions
involving science. 52
The following week Gilruth sent MSC's plan for a more extensive reorganiza
tion to George Mueller. A new Space Medicine Directorate would consolidate
all center medical activities in a single organization. For science, a new Space
Science Division was to be established-not a science directorate on the same level
as Space Medicine or Engineering and Development, but an upgraded version
of the Space Science Office just established, still under Faget's jurisdiction. The
proposal more specifically included management of the lunar receiving labora
tory, providing MSC's point of contact with the external scientific community,
and giving MSC scientists the opportunity to generate their own experiments.
Some 76 people from other offices would comprise the new division, and a scien
tist would be recruited to head it as soon as possible. Agreeing with Newell's
view that the division should concentrate primarily on one scientific field, Gil
ruth suggested that lunar and earth sciences would be its most appropriate dis
ciplines. 53 For the next several months Headquarters and MSC discussed the
proposed reorganization and the question of a director for science at MSC. 54.
While those discussions were going on, Headquarters was working to clarify
agency-wide management responsibilities for future manned flight activities.
Apollo Applications, emerging as the most likely successor to Apollo, embraced
a much greater variety of scientific projects than Apollo and appeared to require
more interlocking of effort among the field centers (chiefly MSC and Marshall
Space Flight Center) as well as Headquarters program offices. Accordingly, on
July 26 Deputy Administrator Robert C. Seamans divided responsibility for
prospective programs among the various entities-in effect ratifying the arrange
ment Homer Newell and George Mueller had been working under since 1963
(see Chapter 3). Mueller's Office of Manned Space Flight was to be responsible
for the conduct of Apollo and AAP missions, developing and funding the experi
ments that were selected by Newell's Office of Space Science and Applications.
Seamans went one step further, assigning to each center primary responsibility
for specific areas: Marshall to develop the Apollo telescope mount (a major com
ponent of Apollo Applications), Goddard to handle atmospheric science, meteorol
ogy, and astronomical experiments, and MSC to manage the Apollo lunar surface
experiments package, lunar science, earth resources, and life-support systems.
Future assignments would depend on center capabilities and NASA's long-range
plans .55
In November, "in response to the growing significance and responsibilities of
the Center in the area of science and applications," Houston informed Headquar
ters that it proposed to create a Science and Applications Directorate, on the same
organizational level as those for Engineering and Development and Medical
Research and Operations. (At long last Homer Newell's view of the importance
of science at MSC prevailed.) It would subsume the functions of Space Science
Division and would collect all space- and lunar-science-related functions of the
center, along with the many people scattered throughout the center who were
then engaged in scientific work in support of Apollo. The directorate would be
responsible for planning and conducting all MSC programs in space science and
applications and would be the center's point of contact with the scientific world
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outside. Pending appointment of a permanent director, Bob Piland, named as
deputy director, would run the operation. 56 Administrator James Webb approved
the new MSC organization on December 23, 1966.57
After several months of searching, Gilruth announced on February 17, 1967,
selection of a director of science and applications : Wilmot N . Hess, chief of the
Laboratory for Theoretical Studies at Goddard Space Flight Center. Hess was a
nationally recognized scientist whose major scientific interest was high-energy
nuclear physics and space radiation studies. 58 A space physicist seemed a curi
ous choice in view of the scientific responsibilities foreseen for the center, but
Hess was considered to be a competent administrator, and he had the scientific
stature to give credibility to Houston's scientific efforts .

Apollo at the End of 1966

By the time 1966 drew to a close the Apollo spacecraft and Saturn launch vehicle
projects had been through some rough times. The lunar landing craft, under con
tract to Grumman Aircraft Engineering Company of Bethpage, New York, was
slow to reach design maturity and Grumman had considerable difficulty with
the main propulsion engines, landing gear, and radar systems. Across the coun
try in southern California, North American Aviation's Space & Information Divi
sion had its own set of problems with the command and service module. 59
North American had other problems as well, notably with the S-II second stage
of the mammoth Saturn V launch vehicle . The S-II was similar to Saturn V's third
stage (the S-IVB) in that it used cryogenic propellants (liquid hydrogen and liq
uid oxygen at extremely low temperatures), but it was much larger and presented
more difficult manufacturing problems.60 Besides, North American lacked the
experience that the S-IVB stage contractor, Douglas Aircraft Company, could draw
on from its prior development of the smaller S-IV stage of Saturn I. In 1965 North
American's troubles in managing its two programs-especially the S-II-were the
most serious obstacle to achieving the end-of-the-decade goal for Apollo . During
1965 the company's handling of its Apollo and Saturn contracts drew extraordi
nary attention from Headquarters and from Marshall Space Flight Center, cul
minating in a top-to-bottom evaluation of NAA's program by teams of NASA
experts. In December Maj. Gen. Samuel C. Phillips, Apollo program manager
at Headquarters, sent a devastating critique of NAA's program management to
his bosses and to the company's executives. 61
The overall picture for manned space flight was not bleak, however. During
1965-66 the Gemini program had built a solid foundation for operations, sending
missions into earth orbit at an average of one every two months. Important ques
tions about the human ability to function in zero gravity were settled. Rendezvous
was demonstrated in so many ways it seemed strange that anyone had ever
doubted it was feasible. Saturn and Apollo enjoyed some successes as well. Mar
shall Space Flight Center proved out the Saturn I and IB launch vehicles
important junior partners to Saturn V-and put up earth-orbiting satellites to dis
pel worries about the hazard from micrometeoroids in space. By the end of 1965
all three stages of the Saturn V had been successfully (but separately) test-fired,
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and the Manned Spacecraft Center had proved that the Apollo launch escape
system worked, easing some concerns about aborts on the launch pad. 62
Since the status of science in the Apollo program had been nebulous in 1963,
the next three years saw substantial progress. Widespread debate over the goals
of manned space flight and the validity of the Apollo commitment during the
summer of 1963 had given the Office of Manned Space Flight the incentive to
accommodate science to some degree in its programs. The Office of Space Science
and Applications took the lead in creating an office to coordinate the efforts of
the two program offices. The major decisions concerning mission mode and space
craft had been made when OMSF's new director, George Mueller, took over in
late 1963; he could therefore direct a good deal of his attention to other matters.
Mueller, unlike his predecessor, was not perceived as hostile to scientific investi
gations in manned space flight, although it took some time for the scientists to
decide that he was basically supportive of their efforts.63
Advice from the scientific community was brought to a clearer focus between
1962, when the Iowa summer study said little about manned lunar exploration,
and 1965, when the Woods Hole and Falmouth conferences defined the objec
tives of lunar science in more specific terms. After the Woods Hole study posed
15 scientific questions about the moon that bounded Apollo science, study teams
defined the essential experimental measurements and the instruments with which
they would be made. Additional refinements to these preliminary definitions led
to specific studies for the lunar surface experiments package, which was put under
contract in 1966.
Houston's Manned Spacecraft Center was finally brought around to at least
an acceptance of science by the end of 1966. In the Gemini program it demon
strated a willingness to incorporate scientific exercises into its operational mis
sions and worked out a system for assessing the compatibility of experiments
with manned programs. Whether or not these exercises were scientifically impor
tant, they brought the scientists and the flight planners together so that they might
better understand each other's problems. On its own initiative the Houston cen
ter proposed and undertook to develop a laboratory in which to receive, catalog,
and conduct preliminary scientific examination of the returned lunar samples.
After getting its two spacecraft projects more or less in hand, MSC assumed
the responsibility for directing development of the lunar surface experiments and
then created a directorate in which (it might be hoped) the center could ulti
mately develop its own science program. And finally it yielded to the clamor of
the scientific community in picking its first class of astronauts from the ranks of
promising young scientists. By the end of 1966, in fact, MSC was preparing to
select a second group.
On another front, MSC was cooperating with Headquarters in selecting the
sites where the lunar missions would land. MSC worked with the Apollo Site
Selection Board and Langley's Lunar Orbiter project, supplying its criteria for
landing sites and evaluating the information gleaned from Surveyor and Lunar
Orbiter. As 1966 ended, the list of candidate sites for the last Lunar Orbiter mis
sions had been considerably narrowed.
At the beginning of 1967 those who wanted to see science become an integral
part of manned space flight could feel that some progress had been made in three
years. Spacecraft engineers and mission planners could feel that many of their
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big problems were behind them. In spite of many problems with the command
module, the first manned earth-orbital mission was only weeks away from launch.
On August 26, 1966, spacecraft 012 arrived at Kennedy Space Center to begin
a first-article checkout that would last through the end of the year .64
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Early in 1967 Project Apollo suffered its worst setback when all three members
of the first crew to fly in an Apollo spacecraft died in a fire. The tragedy forced
a reexamination of the project, especially NASA's supervision of its prime con
tractors, and delayed the first lunar landing by some unknown length of time.
The fire had no direct effect on the lunar science program other than to pro
vide vitally needed time to catch up to the launch schedule. The experiments pack
age, the selection of landing sites, and the lunar-surface geology program all put
the time to good use.

Death at the Cape

On the afternoon of January 27, 1967, Virgil I. Grissom, Edward H . White II,
and Roger B. Chaffee, prime crew of Apollo mission AS-204, * were reclining in
spacecraft 012 atop their Saturn IB launch vehicle at Kennedy Space Center's
launch complex 34. Flight and launch crews were conducting a "plugs-out" simu
lation to determine that the spacecraft would function properly on internal power.
The test had been frequently delayed by problems with communications and the
environmental-control system; these were exasperating but not abnormal and cer
tainly not a portent of the day's climactic event. Just after 6:31 p .m. horrified
ground crews heard a cry of alarm over the communications circuits and saw a
bright glow through the spacecraft window . Seconds later the command module
ruptured, filling the "white room" at the end of the access arm on the service
structure with thick clouds of smoke. Technicians worked frantically to pry open
the hatch but were repeatedly driven back by the smoke and heat. By the time
they got the hatch open Grissom, White, and Chaffee were dead. A few minutes
later medical help arrived, only to find that nothing could be done. ** Officials
quickly secured the launch pad and began the grim task of removing the bodies.
NASA Administrator James Webb immediately appointed Floyd L. Thompson,
'Unofficially called"Apollo 1," the flight was more commonly referred to as "AS-204" -the fourth
flight of a Saturn IB vehicle (Saturn m flights were numbered in the 200s, Saturn V missions in the
500s) . When flights were resumed, mission numbers started with Apollo 4, for reasons that were
never completely clear.
"Postmortem examination disclosed that the crew had died of asphyxiation by toxic fwnes produced
by incomplete combustion of the synthetic materials in the spacecraft. All had been burned, but not
severely enough to cause death .
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director of Langley Research Center, chairman of an investigating board* to
determine the cause of the tragedy.l
Manned space flight unquestionably entailed hazards, and it can be argued that
much of the public's fascination with the early manned space flight programs
grew out of the perception that it was an exceptionally dangerous business .2 This
perception somewhat exaggerated the true situation. Space flight was dangerous,
but NASA engineers at every level clearly realized the hazards and went to con
siderable lengths to minimize them. All the astronauts were aware of the risks
and considered them acceptable. Not a man among them would have stayed in
the program if he had believed his life was being wilfully risked for the sake of
an ephemeral propaganda triumph. Emphasis on producing safe, reliable hard
ware permeated the program. The astronauts were active participants in design
and development; frequent astronaut visits to contractor plants helped to ensure
a workable design. Crewmen who had been assigned to flights followed their
own spacecraft through assembly and testing. Not less important, the visits
impressed on contractor employees the fact that the lives of real people-not
anonymous consumers, but people they knew-depended on every component
of the system.
One result was that in 5 years 19 Americans had flown 16 earth-orbital missions
without serious mishap. Although disaster had flirted with both Mercury and
Gemini,** flying in space seemed to be no more dangerous than piloting high
performance aircraft-perhaps less so, for the only astronauts to die before the
fire were killed in airplane accidents.
Not surprisingly, most attention had been focused on the dangers in space.
Immediately after the fire, Administrator James Webb expressed a widely held
view when he said, "Although everyone realized that some day space pilots would
die, who would have thought the first tragedy would be on the ground [emphasis
added]?"3 Perhaps the AS-204 fire was more traumatic because it did occur on
the ground. Whatever the reason, public reaction was vigorous. After a brief
period of shock, the nation's press began to ask questions, not only about the
cause of the fire but about the wisdom of the manned lunar exploration program. 4
While Thompson's investigating board probed the charred spacecraft and traced
its history from California to the Cape, NASA clamped a tight lid on speculation
as to possible causes, issuing only brief interim reports. In spite of calls for an
independent congressional investigation, both the Senate and House space com
mittee chairmen agreed to defer public hearings until NASA could complete its
own probe. s
'Other members were astronaut Frank Borman, MSC; Maxime A. Paget, MSC; E. Barton Geer
Langley; Col. Charles F. Strang, USAF; Robert W. Van Dolah, U.5. Bureau of Mines (replacing Franklin
A. Long of Cornell University, who had represented the President's Science Advisory Committee);
George C. White, Jr., NASA Headquarters; John J. Williams, Kennedy Space Center; and George T.
Malley, Langley, counsel. George W. Jeffs of North American Aviation was asked to serve as a
consultant.
"Grissom's Mercury capsule flooded and sank when its hatch accidentally blew off as he awaited
recovery from the second suborbital Mercury flight. On Mercury's second earth-orbital mission Scott
Carpenter overshot his landing area by nearly 300 kilometers, and for a while his fate was in ques
tion. Gemini had produced two incidents: Gemini VI's Titan vehicle shut down immediately after
ignition, leading to a few anxious minutes, and a malfunctioning thruster set the Gemini VIII space
craft spinning Wildly, reqUiring premature termination of the mission.
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In early April the investigating board submitted its report concluding that the
precise point of origin of the fire could not be positively identified. Investigators
had found physical evidence of electric arcing from wires with damaged insula
tion. Sometime during manufacture or testing, apparently, an unnoticed incidental
contact had scraped the insulation from a wire, thus providing the path for a
spark-exactly where, the investigators could not say, but the evidence pointed
to a spot near Grissom's couch where components of the environmental control
system had repeatedly been removed and replaced during testing.6 The arc had
ignited flammable material and in the pure oxygen atmosphere* the resulting
fire had spread with astonishing rapidity.
Contributing to the disaster were an appalling number of factors that could only
be called oversights, to put the best possible face on it. The simulation had not
been considered hazardous because neither the launch vehicle nor the spacecraft
contained any fuel, nor were the Saturn's pyrotechnics installed; consequently
no emergency equipment or personnel were at the launch pad. Wiring carrying
electrical power was not properly protected against accidental impact. Far too
much flammable material-some 70 pounds (32 kilograms) of nylon netting, poly
urethane foam, and Velcro fastening-had been haphazardly spread around the
command module, creating unobstructed paths for flames. No provision had been
made for the crew to get out of the spacecraft quickly in case of emergency. The
hatch could not be opened in less than 90 seconds. Neither the board's report
nor the congressional hearings that followed could explain why so many techni
cal experts had failed to notice that spacecraft 012, as it sat on the launch pad
on January 27, was simply a bomb that needed only a trigger to set it off. Confi
dent in Apollo's design approach, which emphasized eliminating the possibility
of ignition by electrical components, and unaware of the intensity and speed of
fires fed by pure oxygen, both NASA and contractor engineers had grossly
underestimated the consequences of a flaw in their hardware or procedures. Many
other problems had demanded attention throughout the fabrication of this proto
type command module, and-perhaps lulled by success in past programs
everyone had overlooked the hazards that were accumulating in the spacecraft.
In the months following NASA's investigation, responsibility for these condi
tions was liberally distributed among contractors and NASA managers alike.
Charges of sloppy workmanship and poor quality control by the spacecraft
contractor-which NASA should have corrected-seemed justified. Critics asked
again whether the "end-of-the-decade" goal was, for no good reason, pushing
Apollo out of control and whether there really was a "space race" that justified
such haste. James Webb and George Mueller, who took most of the heat of Con
gress's investigation, doggedly and successfully defended the program's objec
tives as well as its schedule, aided by generally sympathetic congressional com
mittees. 7
The Apollo project survived the fire shaken but undeterred. NASA continued
to aim for a lunar landing before 1970, but management (especially contractor
supervision) would be tightened, procedures (especially safety precautions) would
'During the simulation, as it would be at launch on a real mission, the command module atmosphere
was pure oxygen at 16.4 pounds per square inch (113 kilonewtons per square meter) pressure-10
percent above normal atmospheric pressure.
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be thoroughly investigated, combustible materials in the spacecraft would be
rigorously controlled, and new and less flammable materials (particularly fabrics)
would be sought. 8
Perhaps the greatest damage was to NASA's standing with Congress. The space
agency no longer seemed larger than life, especially to members who had never
been strongly committed to either side of the manned space flight debate. 9 Webb
left an atypically bad impression in his appearances before the Congressional com
mittees. He responded testily to suggestions that the Thompson board, made
up of NASA's own people, was unlikely to get to the bottom of the accident,
and was not cooperative when committee members asked for a report on the per
formance of the spacecraft contractor .10
The Thompson board pointed out numerous deficiencies in the design of the
spacecraft and recommended changes in management and quality control
throughout the program. Even while the board was preparing its report NASA
was hard at work evaluating changes. Obviously the command and service mod
ule needed the most attention, but the lunar module was equally rigorously
scrutinized, and no aspect of the Apollo program was spared detailed examina
tion for hazards.l1
.. How much the lunar landing would be set back no one knew. * Throughout
1966 the Office of Manned Space Flight had been working toward two unmanned
test flights of the Saturn V starting in 1967, to be followed by three manned flights
to check out the launch vehicle, both spacecraft, and the complex support
system for the lunar landing. NASA's public position was that "lunar flights,"
orbital or landing, would begin before the end of 1969. Planning schedules
showed several "simulated" lunar missions-which might orbit the moon but
not land-the first of which might be flown as early as October 1967 on AS-S03
or as late as August 1968 on AS-S06. The initial landing might be assigned to
AS-S06, but the earliest mission unambiguously categorized in OMSF' s master
schedules as a "lunar mission" and not a "simulation" was AS-S07, scheduled
for November 1968.12
The fire wrecked that timetable, and for four months afterward all monthly
OMSF launch schedules were stamped "UNDER REVIEW." At the end of May
1967, a new master schedule showed only four Saturn V flights preceding the
first lunar landing: two unmanned, to check out the launch vehicle; one earth
orbital flight to gain experience in simultaneous operation of the command and
service module and the lunar module; and one lunar mission simulation. The
Saturn V flights were interspersed among eight Saturn IB missions; as many of
these would be flown as necessary to discover and correct flaws in the spacecraft
and operations. The May schedule still showed the first landing in the last quar
ter of 1968, but no one was authorized to mention any date more specific than
"before the end of 1968" in public. 13

"Two years later Mueller told a congressional subcommittee that the fire had delayed the first manned
flight by 18 months, but in the interim progress was made in areas other than the command and
service module.
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The Fire and the Science Program
In March 1966, when NASA contracted with the Bendix Corporation to build
the Apollo lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP), delivery of the first flight
qualified set of instruments was scheduled for July 1967, seven months before
AS-S04, the first Saturn V mission to which an experiment package was assigned. 14
It was an optimistic schedule, even though preliminary design work for several
of the experiments had already been funded by NASA grants. IS By late fall the
package was in schedule trouble. Two instruments were experiencing minor
difficulties, the central data-collecting station was in a critical state, and the mag
netometer was having serious development problems. 16 In late December 1966
Headquarters was considering shifting certain instruments from the second mis
sion to the first on account of the lagging magnetometer. Scientists were particu
larly anxious about this, because the data from the magnetometer were essential
to interpreting the results of two other experiments. Experimenters urged that
a search be started for a simpler magnetometer in case Ames's sophisticated instru
ment could not be made ready in time. 17
Besides the experiments themselves, the radioisotope thermoelectric genera
tor (RTG) required work. The RTG consisted of a large "fuel cask, packed with
plutonium-238, supplying heat to an array of thermocouples that produced elec
tricity for the instruments. Project engineers were having difficulty assuring that
the radioactive fuel would not be dispersed into the atmosphere in case of an
abort during launch. 1s At the critical design review the astronauts discovered
several hazards to the crew member who had to remove the hot (SOO°C, 932 °F)
fuel capsule from its storage space in the LM and insert it into the thermocouple
assembly while setting up the instruments. Redesign of the package or revision
of procedures was necessary,19
As the status of Apollo cleared in the months following the fire, a degree of
optimism returned to the experiments schedule. In July 1967 the first lunar
mission was AS-S06, set for late November 1968, and the experiments for
the first four lunar missions were no longer lagging.20 Even so, problems remained.
In late June 1967 Leonard Reiffel of Apollo Program Director Sam Phillips's
scientific staff wrote Phillips suggesting that "we do not schedule the ALSEP
for the first lunar landing. Reiffel cited the problems of the magnetometer, the
many unknowns that could affect the deployment and function of the experi
ments, and the weight problems that were hindering production of the lunar mod
ule. He offered his personal opinion that, except for the seismometer, the scientific
experiments would not yield fundamental information about the moon that would
be of immediate importance. All in all, Reiffel thought, the program might be
better served in the long run by waiting until the second mission to fly the full
complement of surface instruments: "An uncrowded time line on the lunar surface
for the first mission would seem to me to be more contributory to the advance of science
than trying to do so much on the first mission that we do nothing well [emphasis in
the original]. "21
Reiffel's misgivings about the astronauts' work load and the time available for
surface activities were not off target. Early in development, Jack Schmitt, one of
the astronauts providing crew advice to the lunar surface experiments designers,
discovered an undesirable legacy from earlier conceptual work on the instruments:
II

II
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.. . In the early days, the crews . . . were worried about having enough to
do on the moon... . In the early design stages they [the ALSEP designers)
took to heart the crew input to "give us something to do," and it was a mon
ster.. .. The way they had that thing put together it was going to take for
ever to deploy.

This design philosophy was intended to give substance to the argument that
men were essential in lunar exploration, but to Schmitt it was the wrong approach.
Precious time on the moon should not be wasted in the purely mechanical activity
of deploying the instrument package. He and other astronauts worked hard to
improve the design of the package so that deploying it did not take so much time,
but it was slow going. 22
Even before Reiffel's pessimistic evaluation of the science prospects for early
flight, Phillips had been worried about the progress of the first instrument pack
age. In early June he appointed a review team to look into the development of
the magnetometer and another to examine the safety problems with the RTG .23
The magnetometer investigation team found that the technically sophisticated
project had encountered severe schedule delays and cost overruns, but concluded
that Ames and its contractor had arrested the project's negative trends . Still, the
magnetometer clearly could not be ready for the first scheduled lunar landing.
A simpler instrument proposed by investigators at Goddard Space Flight Center
was briefly considered, but it could not meet the schedule either and was dropped.
At the end of August 1967, Phillips recommended to Deputy Administrator Robert
Seamans that the magnetometer be taken off the first ALSEP and replaced by
a laser reflector, a completely passive experiment which was under development.
The prospects seemed good that a complete ALSEP package as originally planned
could be flown on the second lunar landing mission. 24 Ames's magnetometer
remained in the schedule for the first landing throughout 1968, however.25
Without doubt the delay in the first lunar landing caused by the Apollo fire
relieved some of the pressure on the ALSEP experimenters and developers. For
all its human and economic cost, the 204 accident forced a pause that was put
to good use by those segments of the program (such as the science projects) that
were less vitally affected by the fire than the spacecraft. The command module
was suffering from many problems in early 1967, and it can be argued that sooner
or later something as serious as the fire would have halted progress. The tragedy
was that the price of straightening out the program was three lives.

PSAC Examines Post-Apollo Science Plans
During 1966, while the lunar landing program still seemed on track for successful
completion within the decade, the question of a manned program to follow
Apollo* took on considerable importance . Administrator James Webb was not
•At the time no milestone clearly marking the end of Apollo had been defined . It could be argued
that the first lunar landing would represent completion of Apollo and that subsequent missions would
be part of Apollo Applications. Most officials seemed to think of Apollo as comprising the first two
or three lunar landings and AAP as including all lunar exploration more extensive than those land
ings could accomplish.
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inclined to propose another ambitious project, apparently preferring to build a
strong, versatile organization and wait for the country to tell NASA what to do
with it. George Mueller, Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight, could
not wait. Whatever his office was going to do after the first few lunar missions
had to be started very soon or the expensive infrastructure built for Apollo would
begin to deteriorate. But Lyndon Johnson's administration had begun to feel the
fiscal pinch of an expanding war in Southeast Asia, the president's Great Soci
ety programs, and congressional concern for the foreseeable budget deficits. As
a result, Mueller's post-Apollo plans were not approved by the White House in
fiscal 1967. Though nothing better seemed in prospect and the president was reluc
tant to let manned space flight wither away, a decision on AAP was postponed. 26
As part of the efforts to define suitable goals for the nation's space program
after Apollo was accomplished, the President's Science Advisory Committee
(PSAC) undertook to evaluate NASA's post-Apollo plans. Its report, completed
in 1966, concentrated on agency-wide plans and the decades following 1970; but
it had some advice concerning later Apollo missions as well. About lunar explo
ration, PSAC warned that
the repetition of Apollo flights for more than two or three missions will be
unjustifiable in terms of anticipated scientific return without the modification
of the system to provide for additional mobility on the Moon's surface and
the capacity to remain on the surface for a longer period of time.

After a few initial flights, NASA should adapt the remaining spacecraft and
launch vehicles to those ends-for example, by converting the lunar module to
an unmanned supply vehicle that could be stocked with expendables, scientific
equipment, and mobility aids to support explorations of 7 to 14 days. Manned
lunar missions following the first few should be conducted at the rate of not more
than one or two per year, carefully coordinated with an expanded program of
unmanned exploration to reduce the overall cost of lunar scientific exploration
and to investigate areas that Apollo could not safely reach.27
PSAC's report, published in February 1967, attracted little public notice in the
aftermath of the fire . Its recommendations on Apollo exploration, though brief,
were not overlooked by officials at the Manned Spacecraft Center, however . In
spite of its preoccupation with the first lunar landing, MSC turned attention to
the later lunar missions as soon as it could. 28 Shortly after taking over his duties
as Director of Science and Applications at MSC, Wilmot Hess sought the help
of lunar scientists in planning scientific exploration of the moon.

Lunar Science and Exploration: Santa Cruz, 1967
Following the pattern set by OSSA and the Space Science Board, Hess organized
a summer study in 1967 to discuss lunar exploration. On July 31 more than 150
scientists and NASA officials met on the campus of the University of California
at Santa Cruz to provide the expert advice NASA would need to conduct an effec
tive lunar exploration program. The stated objectives of the conference were to
prepare detailed science plans, establish an order of priority for lunar investiga
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tions, and recommend major programs to develop instrumental and technologi
cal support for the advancement of lunar exploration. Eight disciplinary working
groups* were organized, each focusing on a different field within the range of
scientific interest in the moon.
Unlike the Woods Hole and Falmouth conferences of 1965, which dealt with
broader questions of lunar science (see Chapter 3), the Santa Cruz conference
concentrated on specifics. Hess tasked the working groups to prepare working
papers on particular aspects of lunar exploration: the scientific requirements for
lunar surface mobility and mission duration; the scientific use of lunar orbital
flights; the scientific utility of planned major hardware items; and mission pro
files for trips to the craters Alphonsus, Aristarchus, and Copernicus. Working
groups were to study both manned and automated systems and to combine both
modes of exploration to optimize the scientific return. They were to consider how
to use current spacecraft and systems with minimal modification, or major hard
ware items already under consideration, not devise new systems that would
require substantial development. 29
Hess opened the conference by summarizing the results of the past two years'
work. By way of assessing its own progress in attaining the goals laid out by the
Falmouth conference, MSC had tabulated the recommendations made at Falmouth
and the extent to which they had been implemented in a document called
"Falmouth Plus Two Years, or How Much Nearer is the Whale to the Water?"**
According to this tabulation, which Hess used in his summary, only 9 percent
of the Falmouth recommendations for Apollo had been rejected (after considera
tion); 55 percent had been implemented and 8 percent tentatively accepted . Only
6 percent had not yet been acted on. The rest were in various stages of planning
or implementation. For post-Apollo recommendations, no action had been taken
on 29 percent, 9 percent had been implemented, and 62 percent were in various
stages of study. 30
After two weeks of discussion the working groups made individual reports and
produced a consolidated set of recommendations (see Appendix 3) . On several
points all the groups substantially agreed. For manned exploration the most
immediate need was to extend the SOO-meter (0.3-mile) range of an astronaut on
foot to more than 10 kilometers (6.2 miles) by means of some kind of surface mobil
ity aid. Some favored a wheeled vehicle; others preferred a one- or two-man
rocket-propelled flying vehicle, which would enable the astronauts to take sam
*The working groups and their chair persons were : Astronomy, L. W. Frederick, Univ. of Virginia;
Bioscience, Melvin B. Calvin, Univ . of California, Berkeley; Geochemistry, Paul W. Gast, Columbia
Univ.; Geodesy and Cartography, Charles Lundquist, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory; Geol
ogy, Alfred H. Chidester, U.S. Geological Survey; Geophysics, Frank Press, Mass . Institute of Tech
nology; Lunar Atmospheres, Francis Johnson, Southwest Center for Advanced Studies; Particles and
Fields, D. J. Williams, Goddard Space Flight Center.
"A footnote to the title identified the whale as "Neobalaena shoemakerensis." At Falmouth Eugene
Shoemaker, impatient with the lack of progress toward defining Apollo's scientific goals, had com
pared efforts "to make something happen, like getting some science on Apollo," to trying to push
a beached whale back into the ocean. " If you push very hard you make a dent in the whale, but
as soon as you stop pushing, [the dent] comes right back out again," leaving the whale right where
it was . E. M. Shoemaker interview, Mar. 17, 1984. When the laughter had died down, an unidenti
fied Headquarters participant topped the joke with the comment, "Gene, you ought to try pushing
that whale off the beach from the inside." H. H. Schmitt interview, May 30, 1984.
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pIes over a wider area and to explore peaks and valleys that a wheeled vehicle
could not reach. All the working groups agreed on the need for long unmanned
traverses on the lunar surface, for which a dual-mode "local scientific survey mod
ule" was necessary. Besides carrying the lunar explorers from place to place, this
module would be capable of unmanned operation directed from earth, traveling
across the surface from one Apollo landing site to another. Along the way it would
deploy several small geophysical instruments and collect samples for return by
the next manned mission. An unmanned vehicle somewhat like this was being
considered, but the Santa Cruz conferees favored their own version, which was
more sophisticated. 31
To support longer stays on the moon, the scientists recommended that NASA
develop the capability to launch two Saturn Vs per mission: one to carry the
crew, the other, unmanned, to transport a modified lunar module carrying addi
tional expendable supplies and scientific instruments. * To supplement the more
flexible manned missions they proposed, the working groups recommended that
a network of geophysical stations be established on the moon using improved
Surveyor spacecraft or similar instrumented modules. Other recommendations
for improving Apollo's scientific return included increasing the quantity of lunar
samples returned to 250 pounds (110 kilograms), modularizing the experiment
package so that instruments could be more easily interchanged to meet the scien
tific requirements of each mission, and developing the capability to deploy
instrumented satellites in close orbit around the moon.32
In spite of MSC's efforts to be responsive to experimenters' needs, the scien
tists at Santa Cruz evidently felt that communication between investigators and
engineers still left much to be desired. They recommended that a project scien
tist, preferably someone involved in the experiment, be assigned to each experi
ment to make sure that scientists and engineers understood each others' needs
and limitations. 33
Turning to the question of astronaut participation in lunar exploration, the Santa
Cruz conference conceded the primacy of piloting skills in the choice of Apollo
crews, but strongly recommended that the second criterion for crew selection be
ability in field geology . On the later, more complicated scientific missions, the
conference considered that "the knowledge and experience ofan astronaut who is also
a professional field geologist is essential. " As far as astronaut training was concerned,
the conferees insisted that "in the interest of maintaining career proficiency, astronauts
should be provided time to engage in some form of research activity within their profes
sional fields [emphasis in the original in both cases]."34 The latter point was par
ticularly important. NASA was about to announce the names of a second group
of scientist-astronauts and the conference was sending a message to MSC that
this group should, from the start, be scientists first and pilots second .
Rounding out the summary recommendations of the conference, the working
groups outlined in some detail a sequence of missions to follow the first few Apollo
•A logistic support system based on the Saturn V had been in NASA's plans ever since the lunar
orbit rendezvous decision in 1962. It was part of the price OMSF paid von Braun for his support of
lunar-orbit rendezvous, and was to be designed and built by Marshall Space Flight Center, which
had no major development responsibilities after Saturn V. See Brooks, Grimwood, and Swenson,
Chariots for Apollo, p. 81.
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landings: (1) manned orbital flights around the moon to obtain better photographs
of proposed landing sites and study the surface with remote sensors, (2) single
launch manned missions, and (3) dual-launch manned missions. Three explora
tion missions were sketched out. One would send two men to the crater Coper
nicus for three days, exploring and sampling the crater floor and its central peaks
with the lunar flying unit. The second, a six-day voyage to the Aristarchus region,
required a dual Saturn V launch carrying an unmanned lunar-traversing vehicle.
This mission would explore the "Cobra's Head," a curious crater lying at the
head of the sinuous rille known as Schroeter's Valley. Finally, plans were out
lined for a seven-day mission to crater Alphonsus employing most of the explo
ration aids recommended by the working groups. Scientific objectives were spelled
out in some detail for each site, and the conference report recommended that
all these mission proposals be given immediate detailed analysis to test their prac
ticability.35
As important as its scientific recommendations was the mechanism the confer
ence set up for effecting them. Near the end of the second week Hess established
a Group for Lunar Exploration Planning (GLEP)* to work continuously with
NASA mission planners to incorporate as many of the Santa Cruz recommenda
tions as possible into the remaining Apollo and Apollo Applications missions. 36
For the next few years GLEP and MSC planners would meet periodically to exam
ine and refine mission plans.
Santa Cruz gave the Manned Spacecraft Center as much material for study as
it could have wanted, and Houston's planning groups began studying its recom
mendations within weeks of its conclusion. Toward the end of September Elbert
King summarized the Santa Cruz proceedings for MSC's lunar missions plan
ning board. The board's reaction to the conference's primary recommendations
was not especially sanguine. Neither the lunar flying unit-considered vital by
the scientists-nor the local science survey module was much more than a con
cept at the time, and both would take considerable time to reach operational matu
rity. Max Faget, MSC's director of Engineering and Development, agreed that
both vehicles were desirable but was not optimistic about either cost or sched
ule. Since the Santa Cruz conferees had suggested that lunar exploration be
deferred until the flying unit was developed, the whole program could be held
up if it ran into difficulty. In the discussion it was pointed out that Marshall Space
Flight Center had studied similar mobility aids and was not convinced that a
remotely controlled surface vehicle was feasible. Marshall was currently explor
ing a smaller lunar roving vehicle that could carry little more than the two
astronauts and some scientific equipment. The lunar missions planning board
did not settle the question of surface mobility at this meeting. Although it agreed
on the necessity to extend the range of the astronauts' exploration, the board
was not too keen on starting to work on either of the vehicles suggested at Santa
*Members were chairman Wilmot N. Hess, Maxime A. Faget, Harold Gartrell, Elbert A. King, Jr.,
Harrison H. Schmitt, and William T. Stoney, all of MSC; Richard J. Allenby, OSSA; James R. Arnold,
Univ. of California, San Diego; Melvin B. Calvin, Univ. of California, Berkeley; Philip E. Culbertson,
OMSF; Paul W. Gast, Columbia Univ.; Richard Jahns, Stanford Univ.; Francis Johnson, Southwest
Center for Advanced Studies; Charles Lundquist, Smithsonian Geophysical Observatory; Frank Press,
Mass. Institute of Technology; Nancy Roman, OSSA; Eugene M. Shoemaker, U.S. Geological Sur
vey; and Donald J. Williams, Goddard Space Flight Center.
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Cruz. Paget guessed that the long-range vehicle could cost as much as $250 mil
lion to develop.37
On November 16 and 17 OSSA's Lunar and Planetary Missions Board, which
was responsible for advising NASA management on the overall balance between
lunar and planetary programs, met at Houston to review lunar exploration plans.
Hess presented the status of MSC's plan, the elements it should contain, and
how it was to evolve. Board members were clearly uneasy, for they asked Hess
to review the plan again before submitting it to Headquarters for approval. 38 Three
days after the Houston meeting, on request of the Lunar and Planetary Missions
Board, Associate Administrator* Homer Newell sent Robert Gilruth a motion
passed by the board to guide MSC's discussions with the Group for Lunar Explo
ration Planning. While the board found most of the Santa Cruz report acceptable
in principle, it requested that the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning review
that report "in light of the severe fiscal constraints currently in effect." The board
suggested that to reduce the cost of lunar exploration, some of the manned land
ings could be replaced by unmanned, automated, and mobile exploration sys
tems launched by Saturn Vs, and asked GLEP to submit a few examples of
programs at different budget levels .39

The Purse Strings Draw Tighter

The "severe fiscal constraints" cited by the Lunar and Planetary Missions Board
had been building throughout 1967, and for the unmanned space programs, at
least a year before that. NASA's appropriations peaked in fiscal 1965 at $5.25 bil
lion and declined by $75 million and then $207 million in the following two fiscal
years. In 1966 Lyndon Johnson had concentrated on establishing his Great Soci
ety programs; in 1967 the American military presence in southeast Asia grew sub
stantially. Apollo suffered little by comparison with some other programs, but
post-Apollo programs, including George Mueller's grandiose Apollo Applications
Program, had been postponed. 40 In the spring of 1967 NASA submitted a request
for fiscal 1968 of $5.1 billion, which Congress cut by $517 million. On signing
the space agency's authorization bill in August, the President indicated that he
would not oppose the reductions, noting that the federal deficit might run as high
as $29 billion instead of the $8.1 billion forecast early in the year. The country
faced hard choices, he said, and would have "to distinguish between the neces
sary and the desirable ."41
Three months later Administrator James Webb presented NASA's proposed
operating plan for fiscal 1968 to the Senate space committee. His figures showed
that Congress had cut only $50.5 million (2 percent) out of the $2,546.5 million
request for Apollo. Apollo Applications had been slashed by 31 percent, and
advanced mission studies had been completely eliminated. The Office of Space
"In August NeweU had been appointed Associate Administrator, NASA's third-ranking officer,
succeeding Robert C. Seamans, Jr. , who had moved up to the post of Deputy Administrator after
the death of Hugh L. Dryden in December 1965. John E. Naugle succeeded Newell as Associate
Administrator for Space Science and Applications .
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Science and Applications had been hit relatively much harder. Congress had cut
$146.6 million (22 percent) out of its total request of $674.6 million for all space
science programs. OSSA's lunar and planetary missions were reduced by 12 per
cent and Voyager, a major planetary program, was eliminated entirely.42 Such
were the severe fiscal constraints" that motivated the Lunar and Planetary Mis
sions Board to ask for reexamination of MSC's lunar exploration plans.
The fiscal crunch of 1967 was the beginning of a long period of comparative
austerity for the American space program. Domestic programs and the nation's
growing participation in the Vietnam war created severe pressure on all govern
ment programs, and space was no exception. At first Apollo suffered less than
other space projects, but eventually it too would shrink as a result of changing
national priorities.
II

Lunar Exploration Program Office Established

As long as Apollo was a goal yet to be attained, the nation and the Congress
seemed willing to support it at substantially the level NASA considered essen
tial. Less exciting programs and less tangible space objectives fared less well when
the federal deficit grew. This trend in congressional support of space programs
from 1965 was not lost on NASA's managers, least of all on George Mueller. In
1963 he had begun looking for a viable post-Apollo program; since 1965 he had
worked for a specific (though ill-defined, in the opinion of some) program to use
the Apollo spacecraft and organization to produce useful results. His proposals,
deferred in fiscal 1966 and again in fiscal 1967, only achieved concrete status as
the Apollo Applications Program (AAP) in the fiscal 1968 budget-and then with
pitifully small financial support.
In early 1967, Apollo Applications still included (at least on paper) all manned
programs after the first few lunar landings-specifically, extended lunar explora
tion using improved Apollo spacecraft. From mid-1966 onward, however,
Mueller's concept of Apollo Applications seemed to be narrowing. Congressional
committees had not warmed to his plans for a wide-ranging, multifunctional pro
gram whose major goal seemed to be to use up the hardware already developed
and exercise the organization. Debate within his own manned space flight organi
zation and discussions with aerospace executives led Mueller to the conclusion
that AAP should serve more specifically as a bridge to the next major manned
space program-whatever that might be. 43
Thus as 1967 wore on and the consequences of the AS-204 fire were dealt with,
Mueller saw merit in separating lunar exploration from unrelated activities in AAP.
Lack of enthusiasm for AAP outside his own office-particularly at higher levels
of NASA management-undoubtedly contributed to this changing view. In May,
management discussions led to a number of decisions that subordinated AAP
to the main objectives of Apollo: the lunar landing had priority over AAP; no
hardware would be modified (a key feature of AAP) unless authorized by the
deputy administrator; and all AAP launch schedules and hardware assignments
would remain tentative until progress in Apollo could be assessed and AAP pay
loads could be better defined. 44 Under these conditions, continued exploration
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of the moon stood a better chance of support under the Apollo banner. Since
planning for manned lunar exploration was more or less independent of which
program office actually oversaw it, site selection, experiment development, and
mission planning continued without regard to organizational lines .
In December 1967 Mueller established an Apollo Lunar Exploration Office under
the Apollo Program Office in Headquarters. As director of the new office he named
Lee R. Scherer, a retired Navy captain who had directed the successful Lunar
Orbiter program (completed four months previously). Scherer's office would
assume responsibility at Headquarters for directing all activities connected with
lunar exploration. Two divisions, Flight Systems Development and Lunar Science,
would oversee spacecraft modifications and science plans, respectively. The Lunar
Science Division would look to the Office of Space Science and Applications for
all science planning. 45 The major functions of the old Manned Space Science Divi
sion were distributed between the Lunar Exploration Office and the Apollo Appli
cations Program Office, and its director, Willis Foster, became assistant to the
associate administrator of OSSA in charge of manned space flight experiments.

Lunar Receiving Laboratory:
Management and Sample Handling
At the end of 1966 construction of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory (LRL) at MSC
was well under way. On January 11, 1967, Gilruth advised Horner Newell that
the laboratory's design was essentially fixed and that any new requirements arising
out of proposals by scientific investigators could only be accommodated by design
changes, which would cost money and time. 46 Construction proceeded without
significant delay throughout the spring, and in mid-April program manager Joseph
V. Piland reported to Gilruth that he expected to close down his office by June
30 and turn the laboratory over to its operating staff. 47
The principal unsettled question in early 1967 was that of a laboratory staff.
For several months the LRL Working Group, appointed by the Planetology Sub
committee of OSSA's Space Sciences Steering Committee, had insisted that the
laboratory must be a permanent scientific research organization headed by a
nationally respected scientist who would report to the director of MSC (see Chap
ter 4). MSC's announcement creating the new Science and Applications Direc
torate did not mention the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, confirming the "worst
fears" (as the group's chairman, Clark Goodman, put it) of the working group,
which was informed of the action only after the fact. Headquarters and MSC offi
cials spent considerable time convincing Goodman that those fears were ground
less : the laboratory would be a part of MSC's science directorate and MSC was
working closely with OSSA in selecting an outstanding scientist to direct it; the
director would be appointed only with the concurrence of the associate adminis
trator for space science and applications; and he would be given a free hand in
revising the organization of the laboratory and selecting its staff.48 Three days
after announcing the new science directorate, MSC issued an interim plan for
the management and operation of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, placing it in
the Lunar and Earth Sciences Division, whose head would report to the Director
.
of Science and Applications. 49
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In the weeks following the establishment of the science directorate at MSC,
it seemed that every group having a claim on the functions of the receiving labora
tory wanted immediate action on its primary problems. After the LRL Working
Group it was the Planetary Biology Subcommittee of the Space Sciences Steer
ing Committee, which met in Houston in mid-January to look after the life
sciences' interests in lunar samples and the biological training of astronauts. Some
investigators suspected that MSC intended to enlarge the receiving laboratory's
activities to the point of usurping some of the responsibilities of outside scienc
tists; but Houston's presentation to the subcommittee evidently laid that fear to
rest. 50 The following week it was the Public Health Service, which was concerned
with back-contamination and quarantine. MSC Deputy Director George Low and
PHS officials met at Atlanta and agreed that the chief of the Biomedical Branch,
one of five branches under the Lunar and Earth Sciences Division of the receiv
ing laboratory, would oversee quarantine. When the lab was completed and a
formal organization was in place, MSC would recommend appointment of Dr.
G. Briggs Phillips, the PHS's liaison officer at MSC since mid-1965, to that post. 51
Scientific activity in the receiving laboratory came to the fore in the spring of
1967 when the scientists who would investigate the first material returned to earth
from the moon were named . On March 16, Headquarters announced that 110
scientists, including 27 working in laboratories outside the United States, had
been selected to receive lunar samples.52 The Manned Spacecraft Center then faced
the task of allocating the lunar material to these investigators, considering the
type and quantity of sample each one wanted. Before the selection was
announced, MSC had asked Headquarters for a list of each experimenter's spe
cial requirements . OSSA returned the question to Houston to be settled in face
to-face discussions between MSC and the scientists . Newell suggested that the
principal investigators be called together to consider these problems and that they
themselves should take much of the responsibility for allocating samples . Head
quarters would cooperate in every possible way, but basically it was leaving the
management of the lunar investigations to MSC. 53
In September MSC convened a three-day meeting of the investigators to allow
them to update their proposals, revise their budget estimates, and devise an
equitable plan for sample allocation . Wilmot Hess and his staff briefed the scien
tists on the general guidelines expected to govern the distribution of samples and
the publication of results, and reviewed the general requirements for managing
contracts and grants . In revising their proposals and funding requests, the scien
tists were not allowed to make any major changes in experiment plans but were
encouraged to make small ones if that would significantly improve their investi
gations. In November MSC forwarded to Headquarters its revised budget esti
mates for support of lunar investigations: $3.556 millioil for fiscal 1968, down from
the previously estimated $4.135 million, and $3.759 million for fiscal 1969, reduced
from $4 .592 million .54
From the scientists' point of view an equally important result of the September
conference was the creation of two teams of scientists to participate in the early
phases of sample examination. With the help of the investigators, Hess organized
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a lunar sample analysis planning team* to assist him in formulating detailed guide
lines for the selection and allocation of samples and the necessary scientific func
tions in the receiving laboratory. A second group, the lunar sample preliminary
examination team, ** would participate in the initial examination of samples in
the LRL. Besides investigators approved to perform experiments in the labora
tory during quarantine, the latter group included a mineralogy-petrology team
who would help obtain information that would be used in allocating samples to
other investigators. These appointments did much to increase the confidence of
the scientists in MSC's plans for management of the samples .55
The last gap in LRL management was closed with the appointment of a direc
tor for the laboratory. On August I, 1967, P. R. Bell, senior physicist at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, assumed duties as Chief of MSC's Lunar and Earth
Sciences Division and director of the LRL. Bell's career extended from pre-World
War II work with the National Defense Research Committee at the University
of Chicago through wartime research at MIT's Radiation Laboratory to postwar
work at Oak Ridge. An expert in instrumentation, he had conceived the vacuum
system that was being built by Union Carbide at Oak Ridge to be installed in the
receiving laboratory. 56

Complexities of Quarantine

Quarantine took up much of the time to the LRL during 1967. An Interagency
Committee on Back Contamination (ICBC), established in 1966 (see Chapter 4),
served as the policy-making board on questions of quarantine . t As the receiving
lab moved toward operational readiness, some possible complexities of operations
became apparent. Theoretically the approval of all the concerned regulatory
agencies would have to be secured before the samples could be released to lunar
scientists. In January 1967, Robert Gilruth sent his deputy, George Low, to Atlanta
to discuss matters with ICBC chairman David Sencer. Low and Sencer readily
*Members initiaIly appointed were Wilmot N . Hess, MSC, chairman; Elbert A. King, MSC, secre
tary; Edward Anders, Univ. of Chicago; James R. Arnold, Univ. of California, San Diego; P. R. BeIl,
LRL manager, MSC; Clifford Frondel, Harvard Univ.; Paul W. Gast, Lamont Geol. Observatory,
Columbia Univ.; Harry H. Hess, Princeton Univ.; J. Hoover Mackin, Univ. of Texas; Eugene M. Shoe
maker, U.s. Geological Survey; M. Gene Simmons, Mass. Inst. of Technology; Brian J. Skinner, Yale
Univ.; Wolf Vishniac, Univ. of Rochester; and Gerald J. Wasserburg, Calif. Inst. of Technology.
**Members initially appointed were Wilmot N. Hess, MSC, chairman; Klaus Biemann, Mass. Inst.
of Technology; Almo L. Burlingame, Univ . bf California, Berkeley; Edward C. T. Chao, U.S. Geolog
ical Survey; Clifford Fronde!, Harvard Univ.; Elbert A. King, MSC; J. Hoover Mackin, Univ. ofTexas;
G. Davis O'Kelley, Oak Ridge National Laboratory; Oliver A. Schaeffer, State Univ. of New York,
Stony Brook; and M. Gene Simmons, Mass. Inst. of Technology .
tOriginal members of the 10K in 1966 were David J. Sencer, USPHS, chairman; John R. Bagby, fr.,
USPHS; Charles A. Berry, MSC; Aleck C. Bond, MSC; John Buckley, Dept. of Interior; Harold P. Klein,
Ames Research Center; G. Briggs Phillips, USPHS; John E. Pickering, OMSF; Leonard Reiffel, OM SF;
Ernest Saulmon, Dept. of Agriculture; and Wolf Vishniac, Univ. of Rochester, National Academy of
Sciences representative. In January 1%7 Robert 0. Piland of MsC replaced Bond; later in the year
Wllmot N. Hess replaced Piland, James H. Turnock, Jr., OMSF, replaced Reiffel, George L. Mehren,
Dept. of Agriculture, replaced saulmon, and an OSSA member, Lawrence B. HaIl, was added .
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agreed that a single official at MSC should be given the authority of the ICBC to
approve the quarantine protocol and to release the lunar samples when the
protocol had been satisfied. (NASA Headquarters had already indicated that
NASA's authority to release the samples could be delegated to Gilruth.) The ICBC
would develop quarantine procedures, its representative in Houston would cer
tify to Gilruth that those procedures had been satisfied, and Gilruth would order
quarantine terminated.57 If a long chain of approvals-from each of the regulatory
agencies through Headquarters to MSC-could be avoided, the academic investi
gators could have their lunar material much sooner.
Once in the lunar receiving laboratory, crews and lunar samples were safely
sealed off from the earth, but between the command module floating on the Pacific
Ocean and the crew quarters in Houston was a gap in the containment of extrater
restrial material . By late August 1966 it had been agreed that a "mobile quaran
tine facility" would be used to transport the lunar explorers from the recovery
ship to the receiving lab. Essentially a travel trailer that could accommodate six
people for four days, the isolation van would be modified to prevent the escape
of infectious agents . It would be sealed aboard the recovery ship, carried from
the splashdown point to Hawaii, flown in a C-141 cargo aircraft to Ellington Air
Force Base near MSC, and hauled by truck to the LRL, where the astronauts would
enter quarantine through a plastic tunnel extending from the van to the LRL
door.58
A similar method might be used aboard ship to transfer the astronauts from
the spacecraft to the mobile quarantine facility. If the command module was
assumed to be contaminated it should not be opened; hence the sealed space
craft with its human contents should be hoisted onto the deck of the recovery
ship, where the astronauts could pass through a plastic tunnel from spacecraft
to isolation van. Landing operations managers were unwilling to risk this, how
ever, because of the possibility of injuring the crewmen if the spacecraft were
dropped. Yet there seemed no feasible way to open the command module while
it floated on the ocean and still keep it isolated from the earth's biosphere . After
examining the spacecraft' s environmental control system, the ICBC was satis
fied that it would effectively filter out airborne bacteria during the long return
trip from the moon .59 Thus only the astronauts-not the atmosphere of the com
mand module-were likely to harbor biological contaminants, and some means
had to be devised to keep them from infecting the world on their short trip from
the spacecraft to the isolation van. The solution was to bag them in plastic: a " bio
logical isolation garment, " a zippered plastic coverall equipped with a respira
tor. The recovery crew would toss these into the spacecraft; the astronauts would
don them before entering the recovery raft and remove them after they were sealed
in their temporary quarters aboard ship.60
Another key problem was the selection of biological tests-the "protocol"
that would give maximum assurance that the samples harbored no dangerous
organisms while requiring minimum time and facilities in the receiving lab. Early
in 1966 MSC had contracted with Baylor College of Medicine in Houston to
develop the test protocol, which the ICBC reviewed at its December meeting. 61
The objective of the protocol was to permit a biomedical assessment of lunar mate
rial so that samples could be released within 30 days of their arrival at the LRL,
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An Apollo mobile quarantine facility (MQF) on its pallet, in storage at MSC. The unit is a consid
erably modified version of a commercial Airstream travel trailer. On the roof are two air-conditioning
units, front and back, and two filtered air inlets, center. The main door and viewing window are
in the rear (right). A side door (center) allowed transfer of rock boxes from the command module
through a plastic tunnel (not shown), after which they would be sterilized and passed out through
the transfer lock just forward of the side door. Auxiliary power units, visible on the front end of
the pallet, provided electricity during transfers from ship to shore and onto the transport aircraft;
at other times the unit took electricity from the recovery ship or the transport aircraft . The MQF was
35 feet long, 9 feet wide, 8 feet 7 inches high and weighed 18,700 pounds when fully stocked with
consumable supplies and support equipment.

unless some evidence of extraterrestrial organisms appeared. The samples would
be examined microscopically for evidence of living organisms, and then a variety
of plants and animals would be exposed to lunar material to determine whether
they were affected by it. After some discussion at the meeting, committee mem
bers were asked to review the plan, considering the limitations of time, facilities,
and laboratory personnel, and recommend a collection of tests that would pro
vide the best statistical validity for the protocol. 62
After looking over the proposed quarantine protocol, Wolf Vishniac, biologist
at the University of Rochester representing the National Academy of Sciences,
raised a question that the committee would discuss for the rest of the year. Bay
lor's proposed battery of biological tests was quite comprehensive; as a result,
Vishniac noted, it would require a very large sample. He then asked what would
be done if, ·as "an extreme case, . .. no samples of lunar material [were] collected
and brought back [other than] dust brought from the lunar surface into the space
capsule and inhaled by the astronauts." Between this and the several kilograms
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of lunar soil that was the nominal sample lay a range of possibilities in which
only grams or fractions of grams of material might be available. If the crew should
have to leave the moon with only a small sample, how could a satisfactory quaran
tine examination be carried out and still leave material for other scientists to work
with? Vishniac took the position that if extraterrestrial organisms existed they
were bound to be introduced into the earth's biosphere eventually, no matter
how rigorous the precautions, if planetary exploration continued. Therefore the
Apollo quarantine protocol should search not for living organisms in general but
only for infectious organisms that constituted a clear danger to the earth. Thus
the quarantine protocol could be considerably simplified. 63 Vishniac's suggestion
was privately welcomed at MSC, where some project managers felt that quaran
tine procedures were on the verge of becoming unworkable. 64
Evidently other members of the committee were coming to a similar conclu
sion, because at the next ICBC meeting they agreed to keep the quarantine pro
tocol under continuing review. They also agreed that samples would be tested
on a few well understood living systems rather than a larger number of less com
mon ones. Systems of greatest sensitivity would be selected so that results could
be quickly assessed, minimizing the amount of sample required and the time
needed to certify the lunar material as harmless. 65
At its June meeting the ICBC reviewed the revised quarantine protocol and con
sidered a statistical approach to determining the size of sample required to give
the desired reliability. It appeared that 1.2 kilograms (about 2.5 pounds) of mate
rial would be needed to conduct an acceptable quarantine protocol. If, as the Santa
Cruz conference had recommended, no more than 5 percent of the total lunar
material were used for quarantine testing, 24 kilograms (53 pounds)-roughly the
nominal lunar sample-would be enough to provide a sample for quarantine test
ing. The committee would continue to work toward a minimum test protocol in
case less than 24 kilograms were returned. 66
By the end of the summer the Interagency Committee had agreed on an out
line of the procedures for releasing lunar material and astronauts from quaran
tine. If, as expected, the biological tests showed no exotic organisms and the
astronauts developed no symptoms of infection within 21 days, the ICBC would
review the data and certify that the crewmen could be released. Any change in
the astronauts' general health would call for diagn6sis. If the change was nonin
fectious or could be attributed to familiar terrestrial organisms, quarantine could
be ended. But if no cause for the change was readily apparent, the question of
release would be passed to a NASA medical team. A similar plan was prescribed
for testing and releasing the lunar samples. If there were any doubt about living
organisms being in the lunar material, release might be conditional, requiring
sterilization or stipulation that the sample could be examined only behind a bio
logical barrier. In all cases, doubtful results could lead to retention of the sam
ples in the receiving laboratory until further testing satisfied all concerned agencies
that no hazard existed. 67
While the ICBC worked toward a final quarantine protocol, others were look
ing ahead to premission testing of the receiving laboratory and its facilities. Early
in the summer George Mueller sketched out for MSC Director Robert Gilruth
a tentative timeline for LRL tests and simulations. According to Mueller's con
cept, laboratory personnel could be trained in the operation of the equipment
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and conduct of the quarantine tests before the laboratory was actually occupied .
By the end of 1967 some partial simulations should be conducted to confirm the
suitability of the lab's systems and the ability of the technical support team to
handle the anticipated work load. In the following three months some actual
sample-handling simulations should be conducted. By mid-1968, Mueller said,
a full-scale dress rehearsal of a mission should be conducted, from splashdown
through the end of quarantine . Samples and test subjects would be treated exactly
as they would be during an actual mission, with data being accumulated, han
dled, and reduced in "real time," to iron out any deficiencies remaining in proce
dures and equipment. 68 Houston estimated that preparation for an end-to-end
simulation of a lunar mission would require 11 months. 69

1967: A Critical Year

The six months after the Apollo fire were probably the busiest of the entire
moon-landing program. At the Manned Spacecraft Center and its spacecraft con
tractor, North American Aviation, procedures were tightened up to give managers
a better grip on details of the program. Both MSC and NAA brought in new
managers for the spacecraft project. George Low, picked by James Webb to run
Houston's spacecraft program, appointed a tough configuration control board
at MSC which met every week to review proposed design changes. Every sys
tem and subsystem in the command module was examined for hazards. New
materials and test procedures assured that the risk of fire was reduced to the abso
lute minimum.7°
The fire bought time for the Saturn project as well. While the first and third
stages had few major problems, the second (S-II) stage-also a North American
project-had been having serious problems since 1965. S-II was the largest rocket
stage ever built to use liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen, and its builders ran
into unique technological problems and needed all the help they could get to meet
launch schedules . At one point, in fact, S-II was the single most troublesome part
of the Saturn program. 71
The toil, tears, and sweat expended by NASA and contractors during the post
fire months produced striking results before the year ended. On November 9,
1967, the first complete Saturn V to be flight-tested, AS-Sal, lifted off from the
brand new launch complex 39 at Kennedy Space Center, carrying a boilerplate
command and service module and a mock-up of the lunar module into earth orbit.
Apollo 4, as the flight was designated, was certainly the most complex mission
launched up to that time. Its long list of "firsts" included checking out all sys
tems of the Saturn V, including the first in-orbit restarting of the S-IVB third stage.
As far as the spacecraft was concerned, Apollo 4 proved the soundness of the
command module's heat shield and redesigned hatch during simulated reentry
from a lunar mission. George Mueller's 1963 decision to test the Saturn V "all
up" was apparently vindicated when AS-Sal was officially evaluated as a suc
cess in all respects. 72
With that success it was easy to feel that Apollo was " on its way to the moon,"
as Program Director Sam Phillips put it in a postlaunch press conference. Apollo
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4 was the first of six steps that MSC mission planners had set down as essential
precursors to the lunar landing. These flights, lettered" A" through "F," would
progressively test the systems of the command and service module and the lunar
module and verify flight operations procedures, first in earth orbit and then in
deep space (lunar orbit), before mission "G" landed on the moon . Four Saturn
Vs and two Saturn IBs (or three and three, depending on how the Saturn Vand
the spacecraft systems performed) would be used for the prelanding missions .
This classification of missions, though unofficial, was the framework on which
subsequent planning was built. 73
The year also saw a considerable evolution of scientific activity at the Manned
Spacecraft Center. Much of the cause of scientists' complaints about the Hous
ton center was removed by the creation of the Science and Applications Direc
torate and the appointment of a research scientist of recognized stature as its head.
When that directorate became operational, Headquarters's Office of Space Science
and Applications delegated to MSC most of the responsibility for management
of the lunar samples, including direct contacts with the participating scientists.
The lunar receiving laboratory, although it was not accorded the bureaucratic stat
ure at MSC that the lunar scientists had insisted on, was placed sufficiently high to
assure adequate autonomy, and its first manager was a research scientist who had
been a major contributor to the design of the LRL's sample-handling equipment.
NASA Administrator James Webb spent considerable time in 1967 exploring
a more prominent role in planetary science for the lunar receiving laboratory. In
view of the historic significance of the lunar samples and the possibility that probes
might eventually return samples from the planets, Webb wanted the LRL to
become the world's premier site for scientific research on the moon and the
planets. In discussions with the National Academy of Sciences during 1967, Webb
worked for an arrangement to bring this prospective "Lunar Science Institute"
under academic management, which would be essential if the institute was to
achieve the stature Webb wanted for it. By the end of the year NASA and the
Academy had defined the role of the institute and were working to form a con
sortium of universities to manage it, but ideas had not yet crystallized and quite
a bit of negotiating was still to be done. 74
As 1968 began, Apollo program officials could look back on a year of accom
plishment and ahead to more hard work. It would be a busy year at the Cape:
the official manned space flight schedule projected six developmental missions
for 1968. Three were Saturn mmissions, two of them unmanned tests of the lunar
module, and the third a manned test of the much-reworked command and ser
vice module in earth orbit. Three Saturn V flights-two unmanned, verifying
spacecraft development, and one manned-would precede five manned Saturn
V missions in 1969. "The first lunar landing," the schedule stated for public con
sumption, "is possible in [the] last half of 1969."75 Manned space flight opera
tions were about to go into high gear.
When mission G was ready to fly, lunar scientists could expect the facilities
for handling its history-making cargo to be ready. During 1967 the lunar receiv
ing laboratory had been completed and much of its specialized equipment
installed. Perhaps more important, MSC and the community of lunar investiga
tors had set up the administrative mechanism by which the lunar material would
be parceled out for scientific examination. Within the constraints of quarantine
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and of MSC's responsibility to safeguard and account for the samples, the scien
tists, through their chosen representatives, would allot the lunar rocks and soil
to the approved investigators. As far as the official records reveal it, MSC and
the academic science community were developing a cooperative relationship along
lines that the scientists found acceptable, if not ideal.
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FINAL PREPARATIONS: 1968

Apollo took longer strides in 1968, perhaps, than in any previous year. In April,
fifteen months after the fire, a Saturn V carried an unmanned command module
into earth orbit to test launch vehicle and spacecraft systems and to simulate re
entry from a lunar voyage. Only months before Apollo 7 tested the redesigned
command module with a crew in October, officials at the Manned Spacecraft Cen
ter began to think about a much more ambitious flight. After selling their pro
posal to Headquarters, they began making plans to send a crew to the vicinity
of the moon . For Christmas 1968 NASA gave the world a present to remember:
live television pictures and oral commentary from the crew of the Apollo 8 space
craft in lunar orbit.
On the science side, progress was less spectacular. Technical problems with
the lunar surface experiments were largely overcome, but doubts about the
astronauts' ability to unload and deploy the instruments in the time available even
tually caused program officials to substitute a smaller science package on the first
lunar mission. Several of the systems for handling lunar samples in the lunar
receiving laboratory caused major delays, but when the year ended the staff was
gearing up for a full-scale simulation.

Spacecraft and Mission Progress
Most of MSC's activity during 1967 and early 1968 was directed toward reducing
the fire hazard in the command module. The spacecraft hatch was redesigned
so that the crew could open it unaided in five seconds. Electrical systems and
the plumbing that carried oxygen and combustible coolants were thoroughly exam
ined and modified. New materials to replace flammable nylon were investigated.
The advantages and disadvantages of atmospheres other than pure oxygen were
weighed. Repeated testing gathered data to support recommended changes. A
Senior Flammability Board, a Materials Selection Review Board, and a Crew Safety
Review Board were established to oversee specific parts of the process, and a tough
Configuration Control Board was set up to pass on all proposed changes in the
command module. The spacecraft builder, North American Aviation, was prod
ded to supervise its subcontractors and vendors more closely to ensure on-time
delivery of critical subsystems.! The lunar landing module was less affected by
the fire, but it had its own problems. As had happened two years earlier, its weight
continued to creep upward, putting a squeeze on the scientific payload that could
be landed on the moon. Stress corrosion-cracks in aluminum structural
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members-and fragile wiring caused delays and concern for reliability. Perhaps
the most serious problem was combustion instability in the lander's ascent engine,
which would blast the astronauts in the upper section back into lunar orbit after
they had completed their lunar exploration . These were worrisome problems at
this late stage, but concentrated effort by the lunar module contractor and two
engine contractors produced enough progress by mid-1968 to give NASA
managers reason for guarded optimism. 2
Late in January 1968 flight tests resumed when MSC put an unmanned lunar
lander through its paces in earth orbit. Designated Apollo 5 and launched on a
Saturn I-B, this flight verified operation of the lunar module's propulsion and
attitude-control systems and checked out the performance of the instrument unit
on the launch vehicle's uppermost stage, the S-IVB. The success of this mission
was more encouraging than the one that followed. On April 4 Apollo 6, the sec
ond "all-up" unmanned test of the Saturn V, tested launch-vehicle systems and
the emergency detection system and allowed launch crews and vehicle engineers
to rehearse their tasks once more. Along for the ride, more or less, was a Block
I command module with some Block 11* modifications; no mission objectives were
to be satisfied by this spacecraft except verification of its performance during reen
try from a lunar mission. Apollo 6 was trouble from the start. The first-stage burn
produced intolerable "pogo" effects (longitudinal oscillations due to irregular fuel
feed), and a section of the adapter that mated the spacecraft to the booster blew
off during ascent. Two of the five engines on the second stage (S-II) shut down
prematurely. Perhaps the most troublesome fault was the failure of the third stage
(the S-IVB) to reignite in orbit-the maneuver that, on a lunar mission, would
send the Apollo craft on its way to the moon. Marshall Space Flight Center
immediately got to work on the problems; yet another unmanned Saturn V test
might be needed unless Marshall's engineers could correct them. 3
In spite of the difficulties with Saturn V and the lunar module, in mid-1968
it still seemed possible that manned flights could resume before the end of the
year. Command and service module number 101, delivered to the Cape at the
end of May, had fewer discrepancies on arrival than any previous spacecraft. It
would fly on Apollo 7, the first manned earth-orbital test of the second-generation
spacecraft, scheduled for the last quarter of the year . Since that mission would
use a Saturn I-B rather than a Saturn V and would not carry a lunar module,
its prospects seemed good. 4
While spacecraft and operations engineers worked toward getting Apollo flying
again, their counterparts in the science programs were equally busy preparing
for the first lunar landing. Of all the science-related efforts, the lunar surface
experiments were in the best shape in early 1968. The lunar receiving laboratory
with its complex scientific equipment, and the elaborate procedures for back
contamination control, had much farther to go before they would be ready to
handle their part of the program.

-The two versions of the command module were designed respectively for earth-orbit and lunar
landing missions. They differed chiefly in onboard systems (guidance and navigation, docking, life
support, etc .).
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Lunar Surface Experiments

During 1967 the Bendix Corporation and MSC ironed out the development prob
lems of the Apollo lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP), and the project
was on schedule for the first lunar landing mission (see Chapter 6). But as the
year wore on, doubts about the ability of the astronauts to set up the instruments
in the time available, * expressed in July by a Headquarters officials (see Chapter
7), arose in other quarters as well. Planning for lunar surface operations called
for one period of activity in which the astronauts would collect a contingency
sample, inspect the lunar module, and familiarize themselves with the low-gravity
environment. During this excursion-whose length was limited by the capacity
of the portable life-support systems-they would scoop up 10 kilograms (22
pounds) of surface material and load it into the sample-return container. No one
was sure how much time these activities would require . MSC tended to be very
conservative in estimating how much work astronauts could do under lunar sur
face conditions, and since it was certain that setting up the experiments would
take a good deal of time and effort, deployment was not scheduled during the
first extravehicular period. "For planning purposes," preliminary plans called
for a second moon walk during which the crew would unload, layout, and con
nect the science instruments .6
As planning went on, however, and the limitations of time and life-support
systems became clearer, the flight of the planned group of instruments on the
first lunar landing mission became more doubtful. Simulations showed that a
suited astronaut had serious difficulty in unloading the package from the lunar
module. To complicate the situation further, weight was a growing problem with
the lunar module and difficulties were developing with the radioisotope ther
moelectric generator that provided power for the experiments. By mid-1968 plan
ners were already discussing the need to develop a smaller, less complex package
for that flight, so that some minimum scientific return would be realized .7
MSC's normal conservatism in matters of crew safety and mission success grew
even stronger during the summer. The more engineers and mission planners
looked at alternatives the more attractive a simplified plan for lunar surface oper
ations became. The first lunar landing would, after all, be the most hazardous
(potentially catastrophic) space mission yet, and it would be done with a space
craft that had not been (and could not be) tested under conditions exactly duplicat
ing the mission. Houston's concern had its effect in Washington. In June George
Mueller asked Gilruth to schedule a simulation of instrument deployment so that
he could make his own evaluation. 8 After this was completed in mid-August 1968,
Sam Phillips, Apollo program director at Headquarters, conferred with the chair
man of the Science and Technology Advisory Committee.... on proposed changes
in plans for the first lunar landing. When they reached agreement, Phillips noti
* An additional question, raised by MSC's Flight Operations Directorate, was whether any lunar
module systems should be turned off during the lunar stay. FOD favored keeping critical systems
running so that the astronauts could depart immediately in case an emergency developed; this would
require additional consumables which would cut into LM weight margins . Minutes, Lunar Missions
Planning Board, May 19, 1967.
"Principal external adviSOry group to the Office of Manned Space Flight, established by George
Mueller in 1964.
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Commander Jim Lovell practices the "barbell carry," transporting a mockup ofthe lunar surface exper
iments paclalge in a walkthrough of the first traverse planned for Apollo 13. The black object on the
right with fins, is the radioisotope thermal generator (power unit).

fied committee members of the new plans. Instead of a 26-hour stay on the moon
and two-person excursions, he said, "it now seems prudent to limit the lunar
surface staytime to about 20 hours and the EVA [extravehicular activity1to a sin
gle one-person excursion of 2 to 21f2 hours duration." This decision was based
on experience in Gemini, where MSC had been unpleasantly surprised by the
difficulty of working in null gravity. Whereas previous plans had called for the
astronauts to set up a high-gain (strongly directional) antenna for television trans
mission, conduct preliminary geological exploration, collect samples, and emplace
the lunar surface experiments package, mission planners now proposed to cur
tail the geological exploration, to depend on the 64-meter antenna at Goldstone,
California, to pick up TV signals from a less directional antenna that did not have
to be deployed by the astronauts, and to carry no scientific instruments at all.
Phillips regretfully acknowledged that much scientific information would be lost
but noted that subsequent missions would make up for it. Offsetting that loss
would be operational advantages that looked extremely attractive: an increase
in the safety margins for the lunar module's propulsion systems; maintenance
of the lunar module in a state of readiness for quick departure in an emergency;
and simplification of the training program, which was becoming undesirably
complex. 9
Phillips's action was welcomed by most of the MSC officials directly involved,
but not by Wilmot Hess, director of science and applications. Hess, who had been
fighting the battle for Apollo science on many fronts for the past two years, was
dismayed by Phillips's proposals. In a vigorous remonstrance he deplored the
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Apollo 13 commander Jim Inuell (left) and lunar module pilot Fred Haise load up the tool carrier
in a training session at Kennedy Space Center.

severe loss to lunar science and the loss of credibility among the scientists that
MSC would suffer if the proposed changes were adopted:
What can I answer to the critics of the manned program? .. . People in NASA
and outside ... have repeatedly told me that no useful science had been done
on Gemini and that none would be done on Apollo. My answer has been that
it . .. would start with the lunar landings. This is not the case now. A person
who says now that the scientific program of Apollo could be carried out as
well using the Surveyor Block ill spacecraft has a very good story. I don't know
how to answer him.

Hess strongly urged that the proposed single EVA be open-ended, lasting up
to three hours if all should go well, and carrying all the scientific instruments:
. .. if there is a 50--50 chance of getting one experiment deployed ... it would
be better to carry ALSEP and take the chance of not deploying it rather than
not carry [it] and ... lose any chance to do this important experiment.

He closed with a strong recommendation to carry several small, easily deployed
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experiments on the first landing and to make a firm announcement that the sec
ond lunar landing would include a 35-hour stay, three EVAs, and the conduct
of the entire science program: collection of samples, deployment of the full pack
age of surface experiments, and carrying out the field geology program. 10
In response to Hess's plea Phillips asked MSC to propose a contingency science
program for the first landing; this was prepared and reviewed at MSC early in
October. In discussions with Phillips and George Low, MSC Apollo spacecraft
program manager, Hess, won back some important points for science. The new
experiments package would contain three simple instruments: a laser retroreflec
tor, requiring no electrical power, with which variations in the earth-moon dis
tance could be measured with great accuracy; a passive seismometer powered
by solar panels; and a solar-wind composition experiment, also passive and requir
ing very little astronaut attention to set up. The astronaut on the lunar surface
would not spend time simply testing his mobility and agility, but would carry
out some productive scientific tasks while acclimating himself, such as collecting
and packaging samples and taking documentary photographs of samples as they
were collected. Hess forwarded his proposals to Robert Gilruth and prepared a
procurement plan for the new set of experiments. 11
On November 5, Headquarters approved the new package and authorized MSC
to modify Bendix's contract to build it. Manufacture could start before the final
terms were negotiated, as time was critical. Some difficulty was expected in
fabricating the laser reflector (an array of a hundred individual "corner reflec
tors," internal comers of cubes made of silica, polished to fine tolerances and
precisely aligned) and MSC was authorized to pursue parallel approaches with
the University of Maryland and the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory,
both of which were working on similar projectsY The new package would be
called the "early Apollo scientific experiments package," or "EASEP."13 Total
funding for the package was $5.3 million, and delivery was to be scheduled for
May 15, 1969. 14 Formal assignment of EASEP to the first landing mission was
made by direction of the Apollo configuration control board on December 5. 15
Hess's vigorous advocacy saved a minimal scientific return for the first lunar
landing mission, and the original group of experiments-with some changes
would be flown on all subsequent missions. Whether the dire consequences he
anticipated in the event of complete cancellation would have materialized is debat
able. As early as May 1968 the Planetology Subcommittee of the Space Science
and Applications Steering Committee had been warned of such a possibility and
had not objected; it merely urged that a set of backup experiments be developed
in parallel, to be ready in case the complete package could not be flown.16 The
scientists who were to conduct the experiments agreed-after the fact-that the
changes were acceptable under the circumstances, but expressed understanda
ble vexation because they were not consulted before the decision. 17 Still, the mood
of many scientists outside NASA was such that removing the lunar surface experi
ments from the first mission might well have provoked a new storm of criticism
of the Apollo program.
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Lunar Receiving Laboratory

Construction of the lunar receiving laboratory was virtually complete by the
middle of 1967; Hess held a press conference to open the new facility on June
29. 18 For the rest of the year and much of 1968, NASA and Brown & Root
Northrop, support contractor responsible for operating the laboratory, were
occupied with installation and testing of the specialized equipment required for
quarantine testing and sample handling. Brown & Root-Northrop set up train
ing programs for the technicians who would do much of the work in the labora
tory. In April 1968, to assure coordination of effort between quarantine studies
and scientific investigations, the two MSC directorates principally involved
medical research and operations and science and applications-began holding
monthly meetings on the status and problems of the receiving laboratory .19 MSC
officials planned an operational readiness inspection for the last quarter of 1968,
and contemplated partial and complete simulations as soon as they could begin,
to exercise the laboratory's functions and uncover flaws in equipment and proce
dures. 20
As could be expected for a facility of such complexity, many technical problems
arose in the lunar receiving laboratory during the installation and testing of its
equipment. Both in the sample-handling area and in the biological laboratories,
difficulties slowed progress until late summer. 21 By mid-September, however,
problems with autoclaves (pressure vessels for sterilizing items to be transferred
out of the biological containment area) were the only serious concern. Labora
tory managers prepared and sent to the MSC director a request to appoint an
Operational Readiness Inspection Board for the receiving laboratory. 22
While awaiting completion of the laboratory, scientists on the preliminary
examination team and the lunar sample analysis planning team were busy defin
ing their procedures and preparing for simulations. 23 Both teams met at Houston
frequently during 1968 to discuss issues of importance in operation of the labora
tory and to maintain liaison with the principal investigators. For the outside mem
bers of these teams, many of whom were university researchers, preparations
for the laboratory work to follow the first lunar landing entailed a considerable
sacrifice of time from their normal duties. 24 Simulations would require from 10
to 30 consecutive days of work in the laboratory.
Late in October the science teams gathered in Houston to conduct a training
session and simulation of operations in the sample-receiving and -processing sec
tions of the receiving laboratory.25 The la-day exercise uncovered 82 major and
minor faults in equipment. A substantial number of these impaired effective oper
ation of the vacuum system in which the sample return containers were opened.
The vacuum chamber, like most of the other cabinets that comprised the primary
biological barrier, was a "glove box," designed so that various tools, stored inside,
could be manually manipulated through a pair of impermeable gloves built into
the chamber wall. The gloves had to withstand a pressure difference of around
100 kilopascals (15 pounds per square inch-a high vacuum inside and normal
atmospheric pressure outside); consequently they were stiff, making it difficult
for the operator to use the small hand tools with any dexterity and sensitivity.
The simulation also revealed that the viewing ports left blind spots for the opera
tor in some corners of the chamber. These and other problems necessitated more
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A technician examines "Big Bertha," Apollo 14 lunar sample no . 14321 in the non-sterile nitrogen
atmosphere of a processing cabinet in the lunar receiving laboratvry.

than 80 major and minor changes to the system and procedures before a full mis
sion simulation could be conducted some time in early 1969. 26 MSC established
a configuration control board for the receiving laboratory to pass on proposed
changes and keep nonessential ones from proliferating.27
By October 1968 sufficient progress had been made to conduct an operational
readiness inspection-a mandatory procedure for all MSC facilities. MSC Direc
tor Robert R. Gilruth appointed a 10-person committee to review the facilities,
staffing, and operational plans. 28 After an initial meeting in early November and
a complete briefing two weeks later, committee members spent a month scrutiniz
ing physical facilities, staffing and personnel training, and operational proce
dures. 29 The committee's recommendations, submitted in mid-December, included
72 mandatory and 91 desirable changes necessary to render the laboratory accept
able for operation. 30
Preparations for a 30-day simulation of receiving laboratory operations,
scheduled for March and April, occupied most of the early months of 1969. In
the interim between the operational readiness inspection and the simulation,
laboratory staff and contractor employees worked to iron out the remaining
problems.

Problems with Back-Contamination Control
The receiving laboratory was only part of the scheme for preventing contami
nation of the earth by alien organisms. Between the spacecraft floating on the
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Sample
Processing Complex

Sample
Processing Complex
Vacuum
Transfer Locks

Sketch of the layout of the vacuum processing complex in the lunar receiving IIlboratory. Phantom
units at left provided for expansion but were never actually built. Samples containers were passed
into the atmospheric decontamination system, through vacuum transfer locks, into the sample
processing complex, where they were opened and their contents were examined and processed.

Pacific Ocean and the laboratory in Houston was a long chain of events that offered
several chances to contaminate the environment. Early in 1968, spurred by expres
sions of concern by scientists outside the government, the Interagency Commit
tee on Back Contamination (ICBC) revived the question of whether lunar con
taminants could be completely prevented from escaping into the biosphere during
recovery operations, particularly between the floating command module and the
mobile quarantine facility aboard the recovery ship. For two years the committee
had been uneasy about this problem, and at its February meeting the chairman
opened the discussion once more. The committee asked MSC's landing and recov
ery division to provide
a detailed discussion on the return lunar mission [focusing on] containment
countermeasures on the lunar surface, in the Lunar Module (LM) ascent stage,
during LM-CM transfer, during CM earth return, splashdown, retrieval, oper
ations onboard the recovery vessel, transfer into the mobile isolation unit, and
delivery and transfer into the LRL.

Committee members also wanted details of MSC's contingency plans for bio
logical containment in case the spacecraft came down outside the primary recov
ery zone. 31
These requests surprised Apollo officials at Houston, who thought those
questions had long been settled. Nonetheless, MSC engineers reviewed the sub
ject again at the June meeting of the ICBC, and the committee kept the contain
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ment question on its agenda for further study. 32 At its October meeting the ICBC
reiterated its considered opinion that the recovery crew should attach some type
of biological filter to the spacecraft's post-landing ventilation valve, which circu
lated air through the command module and exhausted it to the outside. When
this question had been raised two years before, MSC had demurred, warning
that an effective filter would reduce the efficiency of the ventilation system to
an unacceptable level and that attaching it to a floating spacecraft was too haz
ardous to the recovery crew, especially in a rough sea. The committee insisted,
however, that development of a filter attachment with a supplemental fan should
be "energetically pursued to avoid what could be compromised and untoward
decisions. "33
When these discussions came to the attention of MSC Director Robert R. Gilruth,
he asked for a detailed briefing on the situation and ordered another review of
the question. 34 Further discussions at MSC reaffirmed the center's basic position
that biological isolation garments for the crew (see Chapter 7) constituted the best
available containment in view of the difficulties presented by more secure meas
ures. MSC officials did, however, propose to take more stringent precautions
against bringing lunar dust into the command module. 35 Preliminary discussions
of these procedures with an ad hoc committee of the ICBC produced tentative
agreement. 36
At the full committee meeting, however, agreement could not be reached. MSC
presented its plans for minimizing the transfer of lunar dust into the lunar mod
ule and thence into the command module, which apparently mollified the ICEC
somewhat. But after reviewing the results of a simulation of Apollo 9, which had
included the use of the biological isolation garments and other phases of recov
ery, the committee was convinced that recovery procedures allowed a breach of
containment that must be corrected. 37 Dr. David Sencer, the ICBC chairman, then
wrote a strongly worded letter to Thomas O. Paine, newly appointed NASA
administrator, * expressing dismay over MSC's apparent failure to appreciate the
problem and make serious efforts to correct it. He pointed out that if recovery
procedures allowed lunar organisms to contaminate the earth, the rest of the
elaborate (and expensive) chain of quarantine was rendered useless and the space
agency would lay itself open to severe criticism by the public and the scientific
community. Sencer told Paine that the ICEC had considered recommending that
the first mission be delayed so the situation could be corrected, but had decided
instead to recommend that a filtration system for the command module be posi
tively required on all future lunar missions-on the first, if possible, but only if
it would not delay the mission . The risk of contamination was acceptable only
if strict housekeeping procedures were enforced to minimize the amount of lunar
dust brought into the command module and if recovery teams were thoroughly
trained and required to observe contamination-control measures. 38
Sencer's letter produced immediate results. The questions were aired at a
Manned Space Flight Management Council meeting on April 9, after which Sam
Phillips directed Houston's spacecraft project manager, George Low, to begin
·Paine had been deputy administrator under James Webb since early 1968. When Webb retired
in October, Paine became acting administrator; he was appointed and confirmed as administrator
in March 1969.
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immediate action on the ICBC's concerns. 39 Low assigned a variety of tasks to
various MSC offices: reexamination of the feasibility of adding a biological filter
to the postlanding ventilation system, a look at the possibility of maintaining
air flow from the command module to the lunar module during crew transfer
in lunar orbit, and a study of reinforcing the command module's hoisting ring
to allow the spacecraft to be safely lifted onto the recovery ship with the crew
still inside. 40 Houston reported the early results of its studies to Headquarters
two weeks later, then continued to work the problems with a view to submitting
concrete proposals to the next interagency committee meeting in early May. 41
But time was running short. Plans called for the first lunar landing mission to
be launched in July; back-contamination procedures were still not approved, and
the receiving laboratory, critical to the program, was still far from ready. Bob Gil
ruth became uneasy. In early April he put his special assistant, Richard S. John
ston, in charge of all management activities relating to the receiving laboratory
and back-contamination procedures, with the full authority of the director's
office. 42 Johnston had been chief of the Crew Systems Division at MSC for many
years before moving up to the post of Special Assistant to the Director, and had
built a reputation as a forceful administrator who could get things done.
johnston's first task was to present a summary of MSC's position on back
contamination problems at the May meeting of the ICBe. Stressing that in MSC's
opinion the guestions of controlling back-contamination during recovery had been
settled earlier, Johnston went ahead to outline MSC's plans in detail. Flight plans
called for the astronauts to contain as much lunar dust as possible in the lunar
module by vacuuming it off their space suits, then doffing the suits and sealing
them in storage bags before returning to the command module . * During the trans
fer the LM pressure relief valve would be opened and the oxygen flow in the
command module would be increased, to maintain a current of gas flowing from
the command module to the lunar module, thus minimizing the amount of dust
carried into the command module. Tests convinced spacecraft engineers that the
command module's environmental control system-specifically the canisters of
solid lithium hydroxide that absorbed carbon dioxide-would effectively filter par
ticles (including microorganisms) out of the spacecraft atmosphere during the
63-hour trip back from the moon. Thus only the astronauts would be a potential
source of biological contamination, and they could be isolated from the environ
ment by donning the special garments provided for the purpose. Johnston reiter
ated that adding a biological filter to the command module ventilation system
was not necessary and was undesirable. However, MSC would continue to study
the implications of adding such a filter to later missions. As for modifying recov
ery procedures to minimize possible contamination, MSC was unwilling to com
promise safety. Hoisting the closed spacecraft to the deck of the recovery ship,
as the committee preferred, was not acceptable because of the many hazards
"The crew of Apollo 10, after testing the lunar module in lunar orbit, recommended against this proce
dure. They believed it was unacceptably hazardous because in the cramped lunar module the body
movements involved could too easily result in contact with fragile areas, such as the windows. Their
recommendation was later accepted by the ICBC. Donald K. Slayton to Special Asst. to the Dir. and
Mgr., Apollo Spacecraft Program, " Suit Doffing in LM," June 2, 1969; Richard S. Johnston to Dir.,
Flight [Crew) Operations, same subj., June 11, 1969.
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involved. Houston officials preferred to leave recovery operations unchanged and
to indoctrinate the recovery crews in techniques for minimizing contact between
the spacecraft interior and the earth's atmosphere. 43
The interagency corrunittee found MSC's proposed procedures generally accept
able, at least for the first mission, but wanted to see the results of more tests before
certifying them as effective . Members still felt a need to add the post-landing ven
tilation filter for the second and subsequent flights. They also thought MSC should
pay more attention to contingency recovery procedures, since there was more
chance of contamination escaping if the spacecraft had to be picked up by a ship
other than the primary recovery vessel. 44 But they seemed satisfied that under
Johnston's direction the Manned Spacecraft Center was making a stronger effort
than before to comply with their recommendations.

Final Simulations and Certification
The successful flight of Apollo 8 into lunar orbit during the Christmas season
of 1968 emphasized the fact that a lunar landing was fast approaching and that
preparations for back-contamination control were becoming critical. Headquar
ters began to take a more active interest in the receiving laboratory and related
operations as 1969 began. Apollo program director Sam Phillips came to Hous
ton in early February for a thorough review of containment from splashdown
to release from quarantine.45 Ten days later George Mueller, whose Office of
Manned Space Flight had just been given full responsibility within NASA for
back-contamination control, brought a group of advisers from the regulatory agen
cies to scrutinize Houston's preparations. 46 These advisers found the receiving
lab far from ready to handle a mission: equipment problems, a shortage of tech
nicians, incompletely trained personnel, and deficient protocols for biological test
ing all required work.47
These and other deficiencies were expected to surface during a month-long dress
rehearsal of laboratory operations scheduled to start March 3. This exercise could
not exactly simulate every detail of operations because of equipment limitations,
but it would come as close as possible. During the second week a simulation of
recovery operations would be run in connection with the flight of Apollo 9, to
evaluate the transfer of astronauts from the recovery ship to the mobile quarantine
facility and then to the crew reception area of the lunar receiving laboratory. 48
Expectations were borne out by the results of the simulation. Scores of faults,
most of them minor but some of them critical, emerged in both equipment and
procedures. 49 Among the more serious problems was contamination of the first
work station-the vacuum chamber in which the lunar sample containers were
opened. Somehow minute traces of organic matter had found their way into the
system, threatening to vitiate the search for indigenous organic material in the
samples. Worse yet, the level of contamination was not constant, so the investi
gators could not correct their findings for it. When it appeared that the contami
nation came from the vacuum pumping system, investigators began to consider
alternatives to opening the sample containers under vacuum to keep the lunar
material in pristine condition. The best choice seemed to be to fill the chamber
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with a gas (sterile nitrogen) that would not interfere with subsequent analyses. 5o
The receiving laboratory staff continued to work on the many details of labora
tory operation throughout the spring. Progress continued toward certification of
the quarantine facilities and back-contamination procedures. 51 By the time the
interagency committee met on June 5, MSC had completed action on most of the
outstanding questions and the conunittee granted certification of the lunar receiv
ing laboratory as a biological containment facility.52 The launch of Apollo 11 was
only five weeks away when another mission simulation got under way in the
laboratory, with only minor technical problems remaining to be worked out.53
Considering the technical sophistication of the receiving laboratory and the rig
orous procedures for handling the lunar samples, it is hardly surprising that prob
lems persisted as long as they did. Management arrangements contributed as
well; the outside scientists who were intimately involved in examination and dis
tribution of the samples could not spend full time at MSC, making continuity
of activity more difficult. Wilmot Hess was sensitive to the need for close cooper
ation between MSC and the outside scientific community, and the relationships
established in the two years before the first landing went a long way toward
alleviating the problem.
Quarantine and back-contamination control added to the overall complexity.
Without a doubt, most engineers and lunar scientists at MSC took the back
contamination problem much less seriously than did the interagency conunittee
which, unfortunately for the engineers, had the authority to impose its require
ments on the program. The reemergence in early 1969 of concern with back
contamination during recovery operations can be attributed to the committee's
perception that MSC was not cooperating to solve the problem because the
engineers considered it unimportant. 54 In the end, the conunittee yielded at least
as much as the engineers on the question of biological containment, but it required
considerable effort and tactful interaction with the committee to produce that
result.
The start of operations in the receiving laboratory coincided with a period of
retrenchment in NASA, and technical difficulties were compounded by person
nel problems. Rising budget deficits in the last two years of Lyndon Johnson's
administration had alarmed Congress and put a real squeeze on federal programs,
not excepting NASA's. Apollo suffered less than other programs,55 but it was
not completely immune to economy measures. Ever since authorization hearings
began in early 1968 the field centers had been under pressure to reduce expendi
tures and cut staff.56 MSC's inability to add professional staff in the receiving
laboratory affected more than just the science. Four months before Apollo 11 flew,
the Office of Manned Space Flight's operations forecast for 1969 showed lunar
landing missions being launched at two- to three-month intervals after the first.
Gilruth took exception, however, advising Headquarters that, with its current
complement of professionals, the lunar receiving laboratory could support a lunar
mission only once every four months and that only if all went well during each
quarantine period. 57 The laboratory had enough professional staff to operate only
two fully productive shifts a day; a third "holding shift" was manned principally
by technicians, who maintained the laboratory but did not continue processing
the samples. 58
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Nonetheless, on June 4, 1969, mission operating conditions were established
in the laboratory, 59 and a Task Group was formed to direct operations during
the Apollo 11 mission. 60 With the launch date for Apollo 11 inexorably approach
ing, the laboratory staff continued to refine sample-handling procedures and work
on the last remaining technical problems.
Picking Landing Sites
Landing site evaluation had begun as soon as photographs from the first Lunar
Orbiters became available (see Chapter 6). By March 1%7 MSC's Lunar and Earth
Sciences Division had prepared a short list of candidate sites, * which it presented
to the Apollo Site Selection Board. Operational considerations predominated at
this stage of planning; the sites were all within the Apollo zone of interest"
(5 degrees north to 5 degrees south latitude, 45 degrees east to 45 degrees west
longitude) and appeared from the Orbiter photographs to be comparatively level
and smooth. MSC recommended that sites for the first landing be chosen from
that list by August 1. The board accepted that recommendation. 61 For the rest of
the year the Apollo Site Selection Board worked steadily, with input from BelI1/
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Eight lunar landing sites recommended by MsC in March 1967 for further evaluation. Sites selected
from Lunar Orbiter photographs were designated primary (P) or secondary (5) according to apparent
merit; "II P-6" was the sixth primary site chosen from the Lunar Orbiter II photographs.
·"Landing sites," as somewhat loosely used in the following discussion, corresponds more nearly
to the "landing areas" previously mentioned (Chap. 6) . However, within the larger areas studied,
MSC evaluators did examine several specific landing ellipses-"sites," in the sense that term was
used before .
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comm, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the Group
for Lunar Exploration Planning, evaluating additional photographs from Lunar
Orbiters as they became available.* Meanwhile MSC continued to study the
operational constraints of its chosen sites; planners were mainly concerned with
slopes and irregularities in the terrain along the approaches to the sites, which
could interfere with the lunar module's landing radar. The data necessary to make
the final choice of sites (principally topographic maps) were slow in coming,
however, and MSC could not meet the August 1 date it had proposed .62 Instead
the site selection board met at Houston on December 15 to decide on sites for the
first two missions and to layout a schedule for future activities.
MSC presented the results of its studies on approach paths, which showed that
all the "Set B" sites were acceptable. Simulations showed that the lunar mod
ule's landing radar could guide the spacecraft to a landing at any of the eight
sites. A considerable part of the discussion dealt with the number of sites to be
retained in planning for each mission. At this stage no one could be sure that
every mission would be launched on time. If a technical malfunction caused a
countdown to be stopped, up to 66 hours' delay in launching might be neces-

Five lunar landing sites from set B (p. 126) recommended by MSC in December 1967 for the first
landing mission.

*Lurzar Orbiters III, IV, and V, launched on Feb. 4, May 4, and Aug. I, 1967, all returned photo
graphs used in Apollo landing site selection. Four more Surveyors were landed by early 1968 as well;
although they were mainly equipped for scientific studies, they also provided Apollo with useful
data on properties of lunar soil.
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sary, in which case a more westerly landing site would have to be substituted
for the original. This entailed complications in other aspects of mission
preparation-it required the astronauts to become familiar with three different
landing approaches and geologic areas, for example, and increased the require
ments for maps and other data-but the alternative was to postpone the launch
for at least a month. 63
After summing up the detailed evaluations, John E. Eggleston, chief of MSC's
Lunar and Earth Sciences Division, recommended five of the best sites ("Set e")
for the first landing mission and another six for the second, which the board
approved. 64 Eggleston and Wilmot Hess, chief of MSC's Science and Applica
tions Directorate, then directed the board's attention to the need to begin evalu
ating sites for the third and subsequent missions. Landing areas topographically
different from those already chosen should be examined. Evaluation of highland
sites in or near the Apollo zone should be started. Board chairman Sam Phillips
agreed in principle that the third mission could be more ambitious, but he advised
planners to stay on the conservative side for the time being and look for science
targets in the areas covered by the Set B sites. A U.S. Geologic Survey represen
tative suggested that in some cases shifting the landing point only a few kilome
ters within a selected area would bring the astronaut-explorers within walking
distance of some scientifically interesting features. He also pointed out that if the
first landing was made in an eastern mare the second should be targeted to a
western one, since maria showed different characteristics in the two regions. 65
From early 1968 onward the site selection teams would get only limited addi
tionallunar photography, since after the fifth* no more Orbiters would be flown.
Orbiter photographic coverage, however, was not comprehensive; it did not cover
every interesting site with sufficient resolution to permit detailed evaluation. Until
the middle of 1967 the Office of Manned Space Flight was planning to fly an
advanced lunar mapping and survey system that would furnish more detailed
coverage of a greater portion of the lunar surface; but in August its potential value
to Apollo was judged to be marginal and its further development was canceled
to save money.66 The following March, however, Sam Phillips noted a continu
ing need for lunar photography and asked MSe to consider how it might be
provided by astronauts in lunar orbit on scheduled Apollo flights. 67 Houston
enumerated several types of cameras and film that could be useful in site selec
tion and in lunar cartography, and scientific interpretation as well. 68 Planning
was started for a considerable amount of lunar surface photography, including
candidate sites for future landings, to be conducted on every manned lunar
mission.

Looking Beyond the First Landings
As 1967 ended, the short list of sites for the first manned lunar landing had
been approved and a longer list for the second mission had been tentatively
·Launched Aug. I, 1967, Lunar Orbiter V completed its photographic mission on Aug. 18 and crashed
into the moon Jan 31, 1968.
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selected. The site selection board would continue to work with flight planners
and scientists to narrow down the choices. Meanwhile, as evidenced by the com
ments of Eggleston and Hess at the December meeting of the site selection board,
attention was shifting to planning for the later missions.
As early as April 1967, the Manned Spacecraft Center's Science and Applica
tions Directorate had put together a plan for lunar scientific exploration, to iden
tify the scientific observations essential to basic understanding of the moon. As
guidelines, the review used the fifteen scientific questions about the moon for
mulated by the Woods Hole summer study of 1965 (see Appendix 3). The plan
envisioned eight manned lunar missions, including one orbital mission which
would take photographs and gather data with remote sensors, arranged in a log
ical geological sequence and spaced to allow scientists to digest the results of each
mission before executing the next. No more than three landings in the" Apollo
zone" were contemplated, and a highland area rather than a mare might be con
sidered as early as the third landing. Both geological exploration by the astronauts
and emplacement of instruments for long-term data collection were contemplated.
The plan concluded that each mission should stay long enough to accomplish
the scientific tasks planned for it; there was no point in staying 14 days unless
the extra time could be put to good use. Short-range mobility aids for the
astronauts, such as a one-man flying vehicle, would be necessary for later
missions, but there was no real need for a vehicle that could cover hundreds of
kilometers. 69
The MSC plan was partly an effort to focus local attention on hardware and
mission planning requirements for the later scientific flights, partly a contribu
tion to higher-level agency planning. Throughout 1967 a joint study team from
sm
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the Offices of Manned Space Flight and Space Science and Applications in Head
quarters had been working on the same question, in collaboration with Wilmot
Hess and the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning (formed aftet' the 1967 Santa
Cruz conference; see Chapter 7).10 In February 1968 Headquarters issued its own
lunar exploration plan through the new Apollo Lunar Exploration Office. This
plan, more comprehensive than MSC's, outlined a strategy for lunar exploration
including and extending beyond currently planned Apollo missions.
Headquarters' strategy called for a combination of orbital and surface missions
to photograph and map structural features of interest and collect representative
samples, emplace a network of geophysical instruments for long-term monitor
ing of the moon, and carry out long-range traverses to link local and regional
studies together. The lunar exploration program would be evolutionary, stress
ing initial use of existing equipment, extending its useful life, and introducing
new developments as required. Desirable modifications included upgrading the
Saturn V to increase its lunar payload by 12 to 15 percent; extending power and
life-support systems on the lunar module to support astronauts for three days
on the moon; and reducing the lander's conservative propulsion allocations, as
experience warranted, to increase scientific payload. 71
The plan projected several new developments to extend the range of explora
tion and increase the amount of useful work the astronauts could perform: one
man flying units, a small roving vehicle, a local scientific survey module with
longer range that could be operated remotely, and a dual-launch system using
two Saturn Vs. The second (unmanned) booster of a dual-launch mission could
carry either a lunar payload module providing extra scientific equipment or an
extended lunar module with additional expendables for life support, to be landed
at the selected exploration site. The proposed schedule called for introducing the
extended lunar module, which could support three-day stays on the moon and
would carry short-range mobility aids, by mid-1971. Thereafter no more than two
missions per year should be flown, new capabilities being added as early as pos
sible within budgetary limitations. Sites for nine missions of special scientific
interest requiring systematic increases in mission capability were described in an
appendix. *72
Estimates of what such a program would cost were necessarily tentative, but
the report calculated upper and lower limits based on current assumptions about
production of Saturn Vs and spacecraft. Over the next eight fiscal years, new
payloads and additional spacecraft and launch vehicles would cost from $4.20
billion to $5.54 billion, depending on which Apollo mission made the first land
ing. Funding was expected to peak in fiscal 1972 at $1 billion to $1.3 billion. 73
Lee Scherer, head of the Lunar Exploration Program Office, toured NASA instal
lations in March to brief center officials of the plan. His first stop was in Hous
ton, and afterwards MSC Director Robert Gilruth offered his center's comments
to George Mueller, calling the plan "thoughtfully developed, well integrated,

*The sites, identified by the names of nearby craters or other physical features, were: Censorinus,
Littrow, Abulfeda, Hyginus, Appenine front-Hadley Rille, Tycho, Schroeter's Valley, Marius Hills,
and Copernicus. Hadley Rille and a site near Littrow were visited by 3-day Apollo missions.
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[and] unified." His sole reservation was that the funds provided for the next year
seemed inadequate to make a real start immediately:
I believe the FY 1969 budget requested should be increased to the amount that
can be spent wisely to initiate procurement activities to support the program.
Without additional monies early, the proposed flight dates will be very diffi
cult to achieve. More serious, however, the impression may be created that
the program can wait another year to really get started. 74

A month later Gilruth again urged that Mueller start development for the
advanced Apollo missions . Reminding Mueller of the President's Science Advi
sory Committee's public statement" that only two or three lunar landing missions
with the basic Apollo systems could be justified, Gilruth emphasized that
additional stay time, mobility, and scientific payload are considered essential
for later missions to produce adequate scientific payload to justify the mis
sion.... In order to obtain the increased capabilities .. . a small but signifi
cant amount of funds must be committed in FY 1969.

Both the lunar flying unit and the extended lunar module could benefit from
additional funds in the current fiscal year. Acknowledging a general reluctance
in Headquarters to propose "new starts" (projects not already approved by Con
gress for Apollo), Gilruth nonetheless urged Mueller to start on an unmanned
logistic support system..... Should development be postponed, he said,
it appears to us that the alternatives to sigriificantly more money for lunar explo
ration . .. in FY 1969 will all be very embarrassing to NASA in 1971.

If the longer, more productive missions could not be conducted because the
systems had not yet been developed, the choices might all be unattractive: dual
missions of standard Apollo equipment at excessive expense, single Apollo mis
sions of limited productivity-certain to draw criticism from the scientists-or inter
vals of a year or more between launches, which would make it difficult to maintain
launch capability at the Cape .75
Mueller had presented the basic lunar exploration plan to the House Manned
Space Flight subcommittee earlier in February, but with no details of schedule
or budget. It had provoked little discussion. About a logistic support system, he
said only that it continued to be an objective and that studies would continue
to determine the best way to carry larger scientific payloads and support longer
stays on the lunar surface. 76
If anyone had reason to be pleased with the lunar exploration plan, the lunar
scientists did. To provide scientific advice to Scherer's planners, the Group for
Lunar Exploration Planning had met for two days in January 1968 to create a list
of recommendations based on the conclusions of the Santa Cruz conference the

'In its report, The Space Program in the Post-Apollo Period, published in February 1967; see Chapter 7.
"In 1962 Joseph Shea, Deputy Director for Systems in the Office of Manned Space Flight, had
helped to secure Wemher von Braun's support for lunar orbit rendezvous by suggesting that Marshall
Space Flight Center develop a logistic support system and a lunar roving vehicle; see Courtney G.
Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo, NASA SP-4205 (Washing
ton, 1979), pp. 80-81.
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previous summer. The plan issued in February incorporated virtually every major
recommendation they made-the extended lunar module, the lunar flying unit,
and the logistic support system-and included the most favored science sites. 77
Extended lunar exploration would not be delayed by lack of cooperation at the
Manned Spacecraft Center. Gilruth's recorded reaction to the plan seems to show
that Houston was ready to participate fully in conducting it. But at Headquarters
George Mueller seemed less eager to move rapidly. Mueller had many other prob
lems in 1968; the Saturn V had not yet been fully qualified, and both the com
mand module and lunar module had problems yet to be solved. 78 Against that
background, Mueller was not in a hurry to seek approval of plans to modify the
lunar spacecraft before the principal objective had been achieved. At the same
time he was working hard to establish a post-Apollo program that Congress would
support. 79

Mission Planning and Operations, 1968

Site evaluation continued throughout 1968, with considerable attention given
to reducing the number of potential landing sites being considered. Keeping five
sites as alternatives created problems in providing the necessary maps, photo
graphs, and terrain models for the simulators. On the other hand, until the team
at the Cape could be sure of on-time launches, alternate sites had to be kept
in the plans to avoid a month's delay in launching a mission. so
Experience alone would answer many of the critical questions, and in the last
half of 1968 some very important experience was gained. By early fall the reworked
command and service module was ready for an earth-orbital test. The 11-day flight
of Apollo 7 (October 11-22) was successful in all respects, demonstrating the per
formance of spacecraft, crew, and mission support facilities in extended earth
orbital flight. Among other critical activities, the crew simulated rendezvous with
the S-IVB stage (which would carry the lunar module on a lunar landing mis
sion) and fired the service module engine eight times without failure. That was
especially gratifying, because if that engine failed the spacecraft could neither
enter lunar orbit for a lunar landing nor return from lunar orbit after completing
a landing mission. 81
Even before Apollo 7 flew, project officials made one of the more daring deci
sions of the entire program: to send a crew to orbit the moon on the first manned
flight of the Saturn V. Planners had long felt the needfor such a mission to verify
communications and navigation at lunar distances . In the alphabetical scheme
of flights (see Chapter 7), the "E" (fifth) mission was to approximate these con
ditions in high earth orbit. In August, MSC Apollo manager George Low set his
people to work plans to extend the flight to lunar orbit. In a week of intensive
discussions no "show-stoppers" emerged, and neither Marshall nor Kennedy
Space Center officials expressed any reservations about it. By mid-month, Hous
ton had clearance from Headquarters to prepare for a "C-prime" mission, con
tingent on successful qualification of the spacecraft on Apollo 7. The lunar flight,
to be designated Apollo 8, would take a manned command and service module
into orbit around the moon, check out critical systems at lunar distances, and
return. 82
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It had to be done sooner or later, and as more than one official mentioned dur
ing the planning discussions, it was essential to assuring a successful lunar land
ing by the end of 1969. Yet the decision to send men to the moon on the Saturn
V's third flight seems almost breathtaking. The flight record of the big booster
at the time (two flights, one completely successful, the other plagued by mal
functions) was enough to give managers pause; and the risks to be taken on a
lunar mission were far more serious than those of an earth-orbital mission. Still,
among NASA officials and Apollo contractor executives, no serious doubts were
raised about sending Apollo 8 to the moon at the end of 1968. 83
The first men ever to see the moon at close range, Frank Borman, James A.
Lovell, Jr., and William A. Anders, left Launch Complex 39A at Kennedy Space
Center early in the morning of December 21, 1968, aboard Apollo command mod
ule 103. Four days later they fired their main propulsion engine and the space
craft became a captive of the moon's gravity, in an elliptical orbit which they later
changed to a near-circular orbit 60 nautical miles (111 kilometers) above the sur
face. For the next 20 hours they took photographs, relayed their visual observa
tions and descriptions of the topography back to Mission Control, and gave
viewers on Earth spectacular television views of the moon and of their home
planet. On Christmas day in the early morning, at the end of the 10th trip around
the moon, they fired the service module engine once more to return to Earth.
The success of this maneuver prompted Lovell to notify Houston, "Please be
informed there is a Santa Claus."84 Had it failed, he and his crewmates would
have remained where they were, circling the moon until their oxygen ran out.
The space program was spared that grisly possibility, however, and the propul
sion burn was so accurate that only one of three planned course-correction maneu
vers had to be conducted on the way back-an adjustment of 4.8 feet per second
(1.5 meters per second). After an uneventful return trip, they splashed down
before dawn on December 27 in the Pacific Ocean, less than three miles (4.8 kilo
meters) from the recovery ship.85
As the climax of nearly two years of painful recovery from the tragedy of AS-2D4,
Apollo 8 was a triumph the American space program badly needed. It not only
restored the prestige of NASA and boosted the morale of the entire Apollo work
force, it provided the confidence in spacecraft and ground-support systems that
no other, less daring, mission could have provided. About all that remained before
the first landing was to prove that the lunar module could carry out its part of
the mission; two flights in 1969 would test that last important link in the system.
Besides its operational tasks, Apollo 8 had some photographic assignments that
would give flight planners additional information about potential landing sites
and settle important questions about the use of landmarks to determine the
spacecraft's position. Overlapping vertical and oblique photographs were taken
to determine the elevation and geographical position of features on the far side,
information needed for accurate determination of the lunar module's position
before it descended for a landing (see Chapter 6). The crew was also given a list
of photographic targets of opportunity, selected from sites of scientific interest,
to supplement the imagery from Lunar Orbiter IV. Although the photographic
objectives were not completely fulfilled, the pictures returned by Apollo 8 added
considerably to the store of knowledge about lunar surface features. 86
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Equally valuable were the crew's visual observations of landmarks and poten
tiallanding sites. Their reports on the sharpness of landmarks, the ease of locat
ing them, and the topographic details that could be seen from 60 nautical miles,
reduced many of the uncertainties about what a lunar landing crew might be able
to do by eye. Among other things, Borman's crew determined that lighting con
straints (the allowable sun angle for optimum visibility) were on the conserva
tive side; they found no difficulty in observing surface details at sun angles of
2 to 3 degrees, considerably less than the 6 degrees adopted as a lower limit. They
reported that the maps and photographs they carried, together with last-minute
instructions from the ground, were adequate for locating surface features. 87

The Apollo Decade Draws to a Close

The Apollo 8 crew was still debriefing when 1969 came around, the last year
of the decade set by John Kennedy for accomplishing the manned lunar landing
and return. Early projections of the 1969 launch schedule called for five missions,
spaced just over two months apart. 88 The progress made in 1968 suggested that
mOst preparations for the first landing could be made sometime during the year.
Of the major components of the Apollo system, only the lunar module remained
to be checked out.
For the most part, science had yielded to operations during the year. To pro
vide some leeway for increases in the weight of the lunar module, and to avoid
overtaxing the astronauts on a mission that still contained many unknowns, the
lunar surface experiments had been simplified. The original"ALSEP" (Apollo
lunar surface experiments package) had been reduced to an "EASEP" (early
Apollo scientific experiments package). Enough suitable landing sites had been
picked to provide alternatives in case of launch delays, increasing the chances
of launching a mission during a given month's opportunity in spite of any tech
nical problems that might halt the countdown before liftoff. But the sites were
chosen for maximum probability of successful landing, not for their immediate
scientific interest. Even so, no one would argue that whatever samples of lunar
material the first astronauts were able to return would not be of extraordinary
interest to scientists.
But if science yielded to operational considerations, it received in return the
assurance that missions after the second-perhaps after the first-would include
as much science as the system could accommodate. The organizational mecha
nism was in place and functioning to assure that mission plans encompassed scien
tific objectives as far as possible. If the first landing attempt should be successful,
enough launch vehicles and spacecraft were in the pipeline to conduct nine more
landings. Project officials at the Manned Spacecraft Center were ready to extend
the duration of missions as much as the hardware would allow without major
redesign and were urging Headquarters to start work on mobility aids, to extend
the range an astronaut could cover on the moon. As soon as they had the opera
tional experience to justify it, MSC managers were willing to do more than merely
land a human on the moon and return him safely to earth.
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Crew Activities, 1968-1969

Crews for the early Apollo manned missions were named in 1966, but their
assignments were canceled after the spacecraft fire in January 1967. Mission
specific training languished for a while, but in early May 1967 the crew of Apollo
7 was selected and began preparing for their earth-orbital mission. Deke Slay
ton, director of flight crew operations at MSC, expedited training by assigning
a third group of astronauts (a support crew) to each flight (see Appendix 6). The
support crew assisted the prime and backup crews in training, doing a great deal
of necessary but time-consuming work: maintaining the flight data file (flight plan,
check lists, and mission ground rules); keeping the prime and backup crews
advised of all changes; helping training officers to work out procedures on the
simulators before the prime crews used them; and generally taking a load of details
off the prime and backup crews.1 Experience and seniority appeared to be the
major factors in Slayton's choice of crews. For the first three missions, prime and
backup crews were chosen from the first three groups of pilots selected; all com
manders had flight experience in Gemini. Support crewmen were all from the
fourth group of pilots. 2 The scientist-astronauts, who ranked fourth in seniority
but last in experience, had varied assignments, participating in design reviews
and preflight tests and working on plans for Apollo Applications experiments;
geologist Jack Schmitt spent much of his time working on site selection. 3

A Second Group of Scientist-Astronauts

George Mueller was making ambitious projections for the Apollo Applications
Program in 1966, and if they developed, more scientists would be needed for its
crews. In September 1966 the National Academy of Sciences and NASA
announced that applications for a second group of scientist-astronauts would be
accepted (see Chapter 5). Nearly a thousand hopefuls applied; the Academy's
selection committee forwarded 69 names to NASA in March 1967, and five months
later 11 new astronaut trainees, 9 Ph.D.s and 2 M.D.s, were named (see Appen
dix 6). The group contained not a single qualified pilot; after six months of orien
tation and basic "ground school" training at MSC, they would all be sent to Air
Force flight training. 4
Addition of this class of candidates brought the astronaut corps to a strength
of 56-more than Apollo seemed to need, since no more than 10 lunar missions
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were contemplated. * The qualifications of the new group-who were mostly phys
icists, astronomers, or physicians, not earth scientists-suggests that MSC was
preparing for Apollo Applications missions rather than lunar exploration. When
they were chosen in mid-1967, however, even that prospect was growing dim
and would be dimmer yet by the time they had finished flight training. Head
quarters program officials continued to talk of frequent Apollo Applications mis
sions,s and Slayton had to be prepared to supply crews for whatever missions
should be assigned and to anticipate some degree of attrition. On the other hand,
if the program did not materialize as planned, the astronaut corps would be over
staffed and many aspiring space explorers would have small chance of flying in
space. That could be an especially touchy point with scientists, who risked their
careers by enlisting as astronauts. ** In interviews with the scientist applicants,
Slayton tried not to raise their expectations about the availability of flight assign
ments, to the point of frankly admitting that the astronaut corps had no urgent
need for them at the moment. With that understanding, however, they were wel
come in Houston, because the astronaut corps needed all kinds of talent to sup
port MSC's missions. 6 Members of the new group soon dubbed themselves "The
Excess Eleven," or "XSXI."

Crew Training and Flight Operations
Crews for both Apollo 9 and Apollo 10 were in training as 1969 began; on Janu
ary 9 a third was named, for Apollo 11. Since November 1967 the prime crew
of Apollo 9-James A. McDivitt, David R. Scott, and Russell L. Schweickart
had been following their spacecraft through assembly and rehearsing the com
plex procedures of orbital rendezvous. Both McDivitt (who came in with the sec
ond group of astronauts) and Scott were veterans, each having flown a Gemini
mission that had paved the way for rendezvous and docking operations.
Schweickart, like Scott, was a "Fourteen" (third group); he had not yet flown
a mission but had participated extensively in the development testing of the space
suit. The crew of Apollo 10, named on November 12, 1968, was the first in the
entire manned space flight program composed entirely of experienced astronauts:
Thomas P. Stafford, John W. Young, and Eugene A. Cernan. Stafford, the first
of his class to fly two orbital missions, and Young, who had also flown twice,
were from the second astronaut class; Cernan, from the third group, had a sin
gle flight. They were also the first crew to be promoted as a unit, having served
as backup crew on Apollo 7. The crew for Apollo 11, also all veterans, consisted
*Given Slayton's system of promoting a backup crew to prime crew three missions later, and assum
ing that no crewman would be assigned to more than one mission in any capacity, 10 lunar missions
would have required 55 astronauts (if support crews later became backup and prime crews). Slay
ton's preference for flight experience in crew members, however, makes that assumption questiona
ble; hence fewer astronauts could have filled the positions on prime, backup, and support crews.
On the 7 lunar landing missions flown, 39 astronauts filled 63 available crew positions.
**So did the pilot-astronauts, for that matter, but provision was made for them to keep their profes
sional skills (flying) well honed as part of the program. The scientists enjoyed no such concession,
as was repeatedly pointed out by NASA's outside scientific consultants.
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of Neil A. Armstrong from the second group and Edwin E. ("Buzz") Aldrin, Jr.,
and Michael Collins from the third. Armstrong and Aldrin had been on the backup
crew for Apollo 8; the third member of that crew, Fred W. Haise, was replaced
by Collins on the flight crew because Deke Slayton wanted an experienced pilot
in the command module for Apollo 11, which, if all went well, would most likely
be the first mission to attempt a lunar landing. 7
The success of Apollo 8 left only the qualification of the lunar module to be accom
plished before a lunar landing could be attempted. In the alphabetical sequence
of missions adopted a year before (see Chapter 7), the next mission ("0") was
to fly both the command/service module and the lunar module, to check out all
LM systems and rendezvous techniques in earth orbit. This, according to 1967
plans, would be followed by missions "E" (combined CSM/LM operations in
high earth orbit, later discarded in favor of the "C-prime" mission, Apollo 8,
which did not carry a lunar module) and "F" (all operational procedures of a
landing mission except the actual landing). On the "F" mission the crew would
take the lunar module down to 50,000 feet (15,240 meters) above the moon, get
as good a look as possible at the proposed landing site for the first mission, and
return to lunar orbit for rendezvous with the command module. 8
Mission "0" (Apollo 9) would be the most complex yet flown, involving the
checkout of two spacecraft at the Cape and simultaneous operations with two
vehicles in orbit. An additional objective was operational checkout of the extra
vehicular space suit and the portable life-support system that lunar explorers
would use on the moon's surface. 9
Apollo 9 was launched on March 3, 1969, for 10 busy days of operations. After
extracting their lunar module from the S-IVB stage, McDivitt and his crewmates
performed numerous tests of the engines on both modules, assessing the dynamic
behavior of the linked spacecraft as well as the performance of the propulsion
systems. On the third day they separated the vehicles and began independent
operations, testing the LM systems, and carrying out a complete docking maneu
ver, all successfully. Schweickart's tests of the extravehicular space suit and life
support system were equally gratifying. The most serious anomaly on the flight
was the appearance of motion sickness, which had also affected Apollo 8's crew.
Schweickart vomited twice and Scott reported being on the verge of nausea for
considerable time after reaching orbit. Some tasks had to be cut short on this
account, but even so, all the primary mission objectives were satisfied. The Apollo
9 command module came down on March 13 within three miles (4.8 kilometers)
of the target point in the western Atlantic. 10
Two months later, launch operations crews at Kennedy Space Center were get
ting ready for the final cOWltdown for Saturn no. 50S, the laWlch vehicle for Apollo
10. This mission was to "confirm all aspects of the lunar landing mission exactly
as it would be performed, except for the actual descent, landing, lunar stay, and
ascent from the lunar surface." Besides giving the entire mission support team
one more workout, it would also allow the manned space flight network to track
the spacecraft as it orbited the moon, to provide a more accurate description of
the irregular lunar gravitational field. *11 On May 18, the big booster sent CSM
•Analysis of irregularities in the orbits of Lunar Orbiter IV had revealed gravity anomalies attributed
to concentrations of mass ("mascons") at certain locations on the moon; they were sufficiently large
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Charles Duke checks the fit of his extravehicular garment .

to deflect the path of a lunar module . Results from Apollo 10 would be helpful in developing the
capability to land precisely at a targeted spot, which mission planners considered essential for the
later missions.
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106 and lunar module LM-4, with Tom Stafford and his crew aboard, toward the
moon on a near-perfect trajectory-one designed to duplicate the path to be taken
by the first landing mission. Indicative of the pace of the program in early 1969,
even before Apollo 10 reached the moon, Cape crews trundled out Saturn 506,
the Apollo 11 launch vehicle, to Launch Complex 39A and began preparing it
for its epoch-making flight.12
Stafford, Cernan, and Young carried out their pathfinding mission with remark
ably few problems. On the fifth day the lunar module separated from the com
mand module to photograph the approach path, verify the operation of the
landing radar, and survey the first landing site* from low altitude. They reported
that the landing radar worked as advertised and that the first astronauts to attempt
a lunar landing should have no problems finding a smooth level spot in the east
ern end of the site; farther west, however, they might have to maneuver to find
a boulder- and crater-free area to touch down. That evaluation completed, Stafford
and Cernan took their lunar module back into orbit, checking out the abort gui
dance system as they left low orbit. After rejoining John Young in the command
module they headed back to earth, splashing down on May 26 in the Pacific Ocean
some 400 miles (650 kilometers) east of Pago Pago .13

Apollo 11 Crew Makes Ready

As backup crew for Apollo 8 since late 1968, the prime crew of Apollo 11 had
already rehearsed many of the procedures for a lunar mission; but as the first
crew that would attempt a lunar landing, they had to prepare for much more .
From January 9, when they were named, until launch day their days were filled
with activity: briefings on all the spacecraft systems, fitting of spacesuits, lessons
in geology and astronavigation, rehearsal of procedures for rendezvous, practic
ing unloading the lunar surface experiments, and whatever else the training
officers could squeeze into their schedule. For some time they had little access
to their primary training devices, the lunar module and command module simu
lators. Until March, when Apollo 9 flew, they were third in line for those simula
tors, and only after Apollo 10 was launched in May did they have first priority.14
For Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin and their counterparts in the backup crew,
practicing the lunar landing itself was among the most important parts of train
ing. The lunar module pilots used a simulator built for the purpose by engineers
at Langley Research Center in Virginia. It consisted of a mockup of the lunar mod
ule, suspended by cables from a long overhead trestle so that all but one-sixth
of its weight was neutralized. Since it did not provide complete freedom of move
ment in all three directions, the Langley device was inferior as a lunar-module
simulator to the vehicle on which the mission commanders trained. IS This free
flying lunar landing training vehicle (LLTV), developed at the Flight Research
Center in California and built by Bell Aerosystems, was a skeleton framework
of tubing supporting a control station, fitted in the center with a downward
thrusting jet engine to offset five-sixths of its weight and on the periphery of the

·Site II P-6 (see Chapter 8), just north of the equator in the southwestern part of Mare Tranquillitatis.
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.

Pete Conrad practices lunar landing in the lunar landing training vehicle (LLTV).

structure with a group of small thrusters to provide attitude and directional con
trol. It was a skittish and somewhat unstable vehicle; on two occasions in 1968
pilots had to eject from it. 16 Nonetheless, it was the only device that could
accurately simulate the last few hundred feet of the lunar landing approach and
commanders of lunar landing missions and their backups were required to per
form as many landings in the LLTV as time permittedY
The crews went through many rehearsals of the lunar surface activity
deploying the experiments and collecting surface samples-during the last few
months of training, but they were given comparatively little refresher work in
field geology. The last formal geology briefings for the Apollo 11 crew came in
mid-April. 18 As launch came closer, Armstrong became concerned about collect
ing samples and making scientific observations. When he expressed his fear that
he might do something wrong, MSC geologist Elbert King emphasized that every
thing he said and every specimen he collected would be valuable, simply because
he would be the first man ever to make scientific observations on the lunar sur
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Apollo 11 commander Neil Armstrong practices col/ecting lunar suface samples.

face. King's advice was not to worry about making mistakes. If he talked as much
as possible about what he saw and collected all the samples he could, no reasona
ble scientist could fault his efforts.19
By the time the Apollo 10 crew left on their mission and the crew of Apollo
11 could get first priority on the simulators, training had become the "pacing
item" in the launch schedule. 20 Throughout May and June the spacecraft and
its launch vehicle went through preflight preparations with no major problems,
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staying on schedule for a July 16 launch, while crews spent long hours in the
simulators .21 When the White House proffered an invitation for the Apollo 10
and Apollo 11 crews to dine with the President, Deke Slayton was obliged to
notify Headquarters that taking one day out of the training regimen was likely to
cost a month's delay in launch. 22 On June 9 the photomosaics of their landing
site were delivered to the Cape so that Armstrong and Aldrin could practice the
approach to their touchdown point in the lunar module simulator. 23 Armstrong
completed his required flights in the lunar landing training vehicle on June 16. 24
The final days wound down without major interruption, however. The Lunar
Receiving Laboratory was certified by the Interagency Committee on Back Con
tamination, two mobile quarantine facilities-including a spare, just in case
were delivered to the recovery ship, and it appeared that humans would indeed
attempt a lunar landing as scheduled. 25

The First Lunar Explorers

At 9:32 a.m. Eastern daylight time on July 16, 1969, Apollo 11 left Launch Com
plex 39A at Kennedy Space Center, bound for the moon. Four days later, at 4:18
p .m. EDT on July 20, Neil Armstrong skillfully set the lunar module Eagle down
in the Sea of Tranquility and reported, "Houston, Tranquility Base here. The Eagle
has landed."26 For the next 10 minutes Armstrong and Aldrin were occupied with
several post-landing procedures, reconfiguring switches and systems. Annstrong
found time to report to Mission Control what he had been too busy to tell them

"The Eagle has wings!" said Neil Armstrong as the lunar module Eagle pulled away from command
module Columbia, on its way to the first manned lunar landing. Armstrong turned Eagle around so
that Mike Collins in Columbia could examine it for possible problems. Three long probes signaled
contact with the lunar surface just before touchdown.
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during the landing: that he had manually flown the lunar module over the rock
strewn crater where the automatic landing system was taking it. Then he made
his first quick-look science report:
We'll get to the details of what's around here, but it looks like a collection
of just about every variety of shape, angularity, granularity, about every vari
ety of rock you could find .. . . There doesn't appear to be too much of a general
color at all. However, it looks as though some of the rocks and boulders, of
which there are quite a few in the near area, it looks as though they're going
to have some interesting colors to them .... 27

After giving Houston as many clues as he could to the location of their module,
he added some more description:
The area out the left-hand window is a relatively level plain cratered with a
fairly large number of craters of the 5- to 50-foot variety, and some ridges
small, 20, 30 feet high, I would guess, and literally thousands of little 1- and
2-foot craters around the area. We see some angular blocks out several hun
dred feet in front of us that are probably 2 feet in size and have angular edges.
There is a hill in view, just about on the ground track ahead of us. Difficult
to estimate, but might be half a mile or a mile. 28

Armstrong and Aldrin then started preparing their spacecraft for takeoff, setting
up critical systems to be ready in case something happened and they had to leave
the lunar surface quickly. A short break in this activity gave Armstrong a chance
to pass along more information about the landing site:
... The local surface is very comparable to that we observed from orbit at this
sun angle, about 10 degrees sun angle, or that nature. It's pretty much with
out color. It's .. . a very white, chalky gray, as you look into the zero-phase
line [directly toward the sun]; and it's conSiderably darker gray, more
like ... ashen gray as you look out 90 degrees to the sun. Some of the sur
face rocks in close here that have been fractured or disturbed by the rocket
engine plume are coated with this light gray on the outside; but where they've
been broken, they display a dark, very dark gray interior; and it looks like
it could be country basalt.29

Setting up the spacecraft systems took another hour and a half to complete; then
they were ready to get out and explore. The flight plan called for them to eat
and then rest for four hours, but Aldrin called Mission Control to recommend
starting their surface exploration in about three hours' time. Houston concurred. 30
Although they had been awake almost 11 hours and had gone through some
stressful moments during the landing, * it seemed too much to expect the first
men on the moon to take a nap before they made history.
While Armstrong and Aldrin tended to their postlanding chores, Mike Collins,
orbiting 60 nautical miles (112 kilometers) overhead in the command module
Columbia, had little to do. Houston enlisted his aid in an attempt to locate Eagle,

"While Armstrong was maneuvering to avoid a boulder field, alarms sounded in the lunar module
indicating that the computer was overloaded. Mission Control quickly told the crew to proceed. Then,
as fuel was running low, a dust cloud obscured the surface and Armstrong had to touch down with
out a good view of his landing spot.
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giving him the best map coordinates they could derive from the sketchy infor
mation available. With his navigational sextant Collins scanned several spots, with
out success; Columbia passed over the landing site too rapidly to allow him to
search the area thoroughly and he never found the lunar module. 31 Determina
tion of its exact location had to wait for postmission analysis of Armstrong's
descriptions of the area and examination of the spacecraft's landing trajectory.
Getting ready to leave the lunar module took longer than the crew had antici
pated. It was after 9:30 p.m. in Houston, an hour and a half later than they had
hoped, when they opened the hatch. Armstrong carefully worked his way out
onto the "porch," then climbed down the ladder, pausing on the lowest rung
to comment on the texture of the surface and the depth to which the footpads
had penetrated. At 9:56 p.m. he stepped onto the moon's surface, proclaiming,
"That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind"-inadvertently omit
ting an "a" before" man" and slightly changing the meaning he intended to
convey.32
Armstrong made a cursory inspection of the lunar module and reported his
reactions to the new environment. Aldrin then lowered a camera on the lunar
equipment carrier-a clothesline and pulley arrangement that seemed out of place
in the high-technology environment of Apollo-which Armstrong immediately
began using. Mission Control reminded him to scoop up the contingency sam
ple, which he did. "I'll try to get a rock in here. Just a couple."/ He noted that
the collecting tool met resistance after penetrating a short distance into the sur
face material. He then stowed the sample in a bag that he tucked into a pocket
of his suit. To the scientists on earth he remarked, "Be advised that a lot of the
rock samples out here, the hard rock samples, have what appear to be vesicles
in the surface. Also, I am looking at one now that appears to have some sort of
phenocryst. "*33
Aldrin then joined Armstrong on the surface, and they spent the next several
minutes inspecting the landing craft and reporting on its condition, adjusting to
the low lunar gravity and trying various ways of getting around on the surface.
After a brief commemorative ceremony (reading the plaque attached to the lunar
module) and a short conversation with President Richard Nixon, they began
unloading and emplacing the scientific instruments and collecting samples. They
supplemented earth's limited television view of their activities with descriptions
of what they were seeing and doing. On a couple of occasions they acted like
field geologists. Aldrin reported that he saw a rock that sparkled "like some kind
of biotite," but he "would leave that to further analysis."** After closely examin
ing some rounded boulders near the spacecraft, Armstrong said they looked "like
basalt, and they have probably two percent white minerals in them. .. . And
<That is, the rocks had surface pits resembling those caused by the escape of gases from molten
material (which could indicate a volcanic origin), and one seemed to have a prominent embedded
crystal.
'''This comment drew criticism from some scientists on the ground that biotite (a mica-like mineral)
could not have formed on the moon. The criticism was unwarranted, because Aldrin had not said
that it was biotite, but that it looked like biotite he had seen on field trips; the criticism was mildly
detrimental, because it made the next crew more reluctant to use technical terminology, with which
some of the astronauts felt uncomfortable anyway, in describing what they saw. H. H . Schmitt inter
view, May 30, 1984.
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the thing that I reported as vesicular before, I don't believe that any
more.... they look like little impact craters where BB shot has hit the surface. "34
The geologists in Houston watching this surface activity on television were quite
pleased with the astronauts' perfonnance. At one point Armstrong disappeared
from the field of view of the TV camera, causing some momentary anxiety at his
apparent departure from the plan. It turned out that some unusual rocks had
attracted his attention and he had gone off a few meters to collect them. That
was exactly the kind of thing the geologists had hoped people on the moon would
do. 35
By the time the crew had taken two core samples, again experiencing difficulty
in driving a sampling tool into the surface, and filled their sample return con
tainers, Houston notified them that it was time to wind up their activity. Just
before midnight CapCom* Bruce McCandless told Aldrin to "head on up the
ladder," and at 12:11 a.m. Houston time both men and their samples were back
in the lunar module and the hatch was sealed. 36 Humanity's first excursion on
the surface of another celestial body had lasted 2 hours, 31 minutes, and 40
seconds.
Back inside the lunar module, Armstrong and Aldrin removed their lunar sur
face suits and portable life-support systems and used up their remaining film.
Houston passed up some more instructions in preparation for liftoff and tenta
tively signed off for the night, but before long CapCom Owen Garriott, who had
relieved McCandless, came on the line with some questions from the scientists
about the nature of the surface and the problems in driving sampling tools into
the surface. Three hours after they returned to the lunar module, the lunar
explorers finally were able to turn in for a few hours of fitful sleepY
Next morning Armstrong, Aldrin, and Collins spent most of their time setting
up Eagle and Columbia for liftoff and rendezvous. Before the lunar module left
the moon, however, Armstrong gave Mission Control a detailed description of
the landing approach path and landing area, in the hope of helping scientists
locate their exact landing spot, and summarized the characteristics of the soil and
rocks around the area. 38
Liftoff and rendezvous went smoothly. When the two spacecraft were locked
together Collins cracked Columbia's oxygen supply valve and Aldrin opened the
lunar module's vent valve, to create a gas flow into the LM when the hatches
were opened-part of the procedure to minimize back-contamination-while
Aldrin and Armstrong vacuumed the lWlar dust from their suits as best they could.
Their vacuum cleaner, a brush attached to the exhaust hose of the LM suit sys
tem, was not very powerful and the tenacious dust came off only with difficulty.
There was not nearly as much loose dust in the lWlar module as they had expected
when they returned from the surface; evidently it stuck tightly to whatever it
touched. 39 They passed the rock boxes and other items over to Collins and then
clambered into the command module, where they removed their suits and stowed
them in the bags provided. After jettisoning the lunar module and straightening
"The "Capsule Communicator"-a tenn left over from the Mercury days when spacecraft were
called "capsules"-nonnally was the only person who talked to crews in space over the radio circuit.
All CapComs were astronauts, most often astronauts who had not yet flown. Appendix 6lists CapCom
aSSignments for all Apollo flights.
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Technicians unload the first box of lunar samples from Apollo 11 at the entrance to the lunar receiving
laboratory, July 25, 1969 .

up the command module, the three astronauts settled in for an uneventful trip
back to earth.40
In the early morning hours of July 24, 8 days, 3 hours, 18 minutes, and 18 sec
onds after leaving Kennedy Space Center, Columbia plopped down into the Pacific
Ocean about 200 nautical miles (515 kilometers) south of Johnston Island. Recov
ery crews from the V.S.s. Hornet arrived quickly and tossed the biological isola
tion garments into the spacecraft. After the cocooned astronauts emerged from
the spacecraft the swimmers swabbed the hatch down with Betadine (an organic
iodine solution); then astronauts and recovery personnel decontaminated each
other's protective garments with sodium hypochlorite solution. The biological
isolation garments were not uncomfortable in the recovery raft, but aboard the
helicopter they began accumulating heat. Both Collins and Armstrong felt that
they were approaching the limit of their tolerance by the time they reached the
ship.41 An hour after splashdown they were inside the mobile quarantine facil
ity. As soon as they had changed into clean flight suits, the astronauts went to
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The Apollo 11 mobile quarantine facility is unloaded from its C-141 transport.

the large window at the rear end of the mobile quarantine facility to accept the
nation's congratulations from President Nixon, who had flown out to the Hornet
to meet them.42
Meanwhile, recovery crews brought Columbia on board and connected it to the
astronauts' temporary home by means of a plastic tunnel. Through this, the film
magazines and sample return containers were taken into the quarantine trailer,
then passed out through a decontamination lock. Sample return container no.
2, holding the documented sample, was packed in a shipping container along
with film magazines and tape recorders and flown to Johnston Island, where it
was immediately loaded aboard a C-141 aircraft and dispatched to Ellington Air
Force Base near MSC. Six and a half hours later the other sample return con
tainer was flown to Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii, and thence to Houston. 43

Scientific Work Begins
The first sample container arrived in Houston late in the morning on July 25
and was delivered to the receiving laboratory shortly before noon. 44 The second
arrived from Hawaii that afternoon. 45 For the next few weeks the laboratory was
the center of more public attention, probably, than had been focused on any scien
tific installation in this century . As they had done since the Ranger project and
would continue to do throughout the space science program, reporters pressed
the scientists for interpretations of their preliminary observations. Obviously any
scientific conclusions would have to await detailed study; nonetheless, the scien
tists answered the journalists as best they could. One was reported to have charac
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The world's first lunar explorers debark from their recovery helicopter aboard the U.S. S. Hornet and
walk toward the mobile quarantine facility, encumbered by their biological isolation garments . These
were intended to protect the earth from any harmful microorganisms that the astronauts might have
picked up on the moon. They were abandoned on the next mission in favor of clean flight suits and
respirators.

terized the result as "instant science," noting that "We have to look at the stuff
and then walk into a news conference, where we should be fairly conservative
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The contents of the second sample return container from Apollo 11.

and reserved ... and we talk off the top of our heads, and we're bound to goof
some."46
After initial inspection the sealed sample return container was transferred to
the vacuum laboratory and weighed (33 pounds, 6 ounces; 15.14 kilograms). Film
magazines were placed in an autoclave, to be exposed to a gaseous sterilant for
several hours before being sent to the photographic laboratory for processing.47
Technicians in the vacuum laboratory then started the container through the
process of preliminary examination. Before admitting it to the vacuum system,
they passed it through a two-step sterilization, first with ultraviolet light, then
with peracetic acid (a liquid biocide), after which it was rinsed with sterile water
and dried under nitrogen. Next it was passed through a vacuum lock into the
main vacuum chamber. Opening the box was delayed for some hours when the
pressure in the vacuum system could not be stabilized. Operators suspected a
leak in one of the gloves through which the samples were handled, which was
tom in several places. 48
By rnidafternoon the next day, however, the leak had not worsened and the
scientists decided to proceed. At 3:45 p.m. on July 26, as geologists crowded
around the observation port at the work station, the cover was removed from
the sample return container.49 The first glimpse of moon rocks was frustrating
because they were covered with fine dust that obscured their surface characteris
tics. About all that visual observation revealed was that they were irregular in
shape and angular, with slightly rounded edges. 50
In addition to the rocks and dust, the sample return container held a solar-wind
collector* and two core tubes, with which Aldrin had obtained subsurface sam
*This was a sheet of aluminum foil that was set out at the start of the astronauts' lunar surface
activity to trap particles of the solar wind. Dr. Johannes Geiss of the University of Berne, Switzer
land, devised the experiment, which went on every mission; crews called it "the Swiss flag" because
it was unfurled along with the Stars and Stripes.
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pIes. These had been least exposed to contaminants from earth and would pro
vide the "bioprime" sample, a lOa-gram (3 .5-ounce) portion of lunar soil that
would be tested for its effects on a variety of living organisms. Core tubes and
solar-wind collector were sealed in stainless-steel cans, sterilized, and transferred
out of the vacuum laboratory.51
The following week more preliminary data trickled out of the receiving labora
tory as two teams of scientists (the lunar sample preliminary examination team,
or "LSPET," and the lunar sample analysis planning team, or "LSAPT") got
down to work. These groups would examine, characterize, photograph, and cata
log the specimens and allocate samples to the 142 principal investigators. Work
ing two shifts a day for a while, they determined how the larger rocks would
be divided and which ones should be sectioned, basing their judgment on the
requirements of the investigators and the availability of the different types of sam
ples . While many members of these teams were later involved in specific investi
gations, their purpose at this stage was to match samples with research projects
to make most effective use of the samples. 52
On July 27 technicians removed a rock from the box for low-level radiation count
ing, dislodging much of the dust from its surface . Geologists immediately classi
fied the specimen as igneous (formed by melting).53 It might be a fragment of
lava from a lunar volcanic flow or a rock produced by localized melting, such
. as might result from a large meteorite crashing into the moon. Careful visual exam
ination disclosed numerous small pits on the surface, as Armstrong had noted
during his excursion. The scientists tentatively identified three common minerals,
feldspar, pyroxene, and olivine, as the major constituents of the sample. 54
Spectrographic analysis of a pinch of lunar dust indicated that the surface mate
rial from Tranquility Base was much like that analyzed two years earlier by Sur
veyor V.* Noteworthy characteristics of the sample included an abnormally high
proportion of titanium and relatively small quantities of some volatile elements,
which would be depleted in materials aggregated at high temperatures.
Microscopic examination of the powdery material ("fines") showed that more
than half of it was composed of tiny particles of glass-shiny spheres, rare
dumbbell-shaped beads, and sharp, angular needles and fragments .55 ·
A few more tidbits emerged from the early work in the receiving laboratory,
among them the facts that the samples contained very little carbon (no more than
12 parts per million) and that some of the rocks had lain undisturbed on the lunar
surface for a million years or more. 56
Preliminary examination of samples and preparation of material for the inves
tigators continued throughout August, aiming at distribution of experimental
material as soon as the quarantine protocols were completed. For the first few
days work in the laboratory went on as planned; some minor malfunctions in
the waste disposal system briefly threatened to break the biological containment
but were corrected without incident.57 About the only potential equipment prob
lem was the torn glove in the vacuum chamber. Since replacement was a time
-The inactive Suroeyor V sat some 25 kilometers (15.5 miles) north-northwest of Tranquility Base.
The last three Surveyors (V, VI, VTI) carried instruments capable of identifying the major chemical
elements making up the surface material,; see Suroeyor: Program Results, NASA SP-1B4 (Washington,
1969), pp . v-vi, 7, 271-350 .
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consuming process, technicians jury-rigged a repair by slipping another glove
over the damaged one and taping the two together. 58 But before the first week
was out the gloves ruptured, exposing most of the samples in the system to the
atmosphere and sending two technicians into quarantine. 59 Work in the vacuum
laboratory was suspended while scientists and laboratory managers decided what
to do. Problems with the vacuum system had been experienced during prernis
sion simulations (see Chapter 8) and provision had been made to fill the cham
ber with sterile nitrogen gas; that alternative was now adopted. 60

The Astronauts in Quarantine

After the President and other celebrities departed, the U.S.S. Hornet continued
steaming back to Hawaii, arriving at Pearl Harbor on the afternoon of July 26.
The mobile quarantine facility with its five passengers* was hoisted off the ship
onto a truck for transfer to Hickam Air Force Base a few miles away, pausing
briefly to acknowledge the greetings of the mayor and several thousand citizens
of Honolulu. At Hickam the trailer was loaded into a C-141 cargo aircraft, which
departed immediately for Houston. 61 Just after midnight the big plane touched
down at Ellington Air Force Base, where a large crowd awaited a glimpse of the
astronauts. Three hours later the crew and their companions entered their living
quarters at the lunar receiving laboratory, which would be their home for at least
the next three weeks. 62 On hand to greet them were the support personnel who
had entered the living quarters the week before: a clinical pathologist, five labora
tory technicians, three stewards, photography specialist, Brown & Root
Northrop's logistic operations officer, and a representative of MSC's public affairs
office. 63
After a day off to recuperate from the stresses of the preceding two weeks
since July 16 they had been cooped up in very close quarters-the crew began
a week of intensive technical and medical debriefings. Periodic examinations and
blood tests monitored the physiological effects of their flight and recovery, while
the doctors kept a close watch for any signs of exotic infection. The living quarters
were equipped for routine clinical tests, or even minor surgery; but if a life
threatening medical emergency arose, whether from recognizable or unfamiliar
causes, the victim would be transferred out to a hospital regardless of any con
cern for back-contamination. 64
Although all three astronauts were veterans of prior missions, none had ever
spent so much time in space, and post-mission activities had never been con
ducted under strict confinement. Thus quarantine quickly became oppressive,
the more so because only meager provision had been made for recreation. An exer
cise room was available, as well as a Ping-Pong table, and they could read or watch
television or talk by telephone to their families, but it was not like being at home.
At the conclusion of the technical debriefing sessions, less than a week after they
returned, they were called upon to comment on operations in the receiving labora

•A physician, Dr. William R. Carpentier, and a technician, John Hirasaki, joined the crew in the
quarantine trailer aboard the recovery ship and remained in quarantine with them.
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tory. Armstrong was noncommittal, saying that so far it had been going "about
as well as you can expect." Collins's less tolerant response was, "I want OUt."65
Since no press conference with the astronauts was scheduled before quaran
tine was lifted, reporters' only source of information was a daily briefing by John
McLeaish, the public affairs officer confined in the crew quarters. Once or twice
a day McLeaish briefed the press pool through a glass wall in the conference room
where the crew debriefings took place. Most of the time he had little to report:
everyone inside was healthy, the astronauts were busy with debriefings or writ
ing their pilot's reports, and otherwise nothing much was going on. 66 And so
it remained for the duration of the three-week quarantine.

Public Interest in Lunar Samples
While the laboratory teams worked two shifts a day to prepare the samples
for outside researchers, project managers were considering how to deal with a
growing public curiosity about the first rocks returned from the moon. Even before
Apollo 11 left the launch pad, requests for lunar specimens for display had begun
to arrive at the Manned Spacecraft Center. When MSC scientists expressed con
cern at what these requests might lead to, Apollo project manager George Low
asked Headquarters for help in developing a policy to deal with them. Low's prin
cipal concern was that NASA "would arouse the animosity of the scientists in
this program by wholesale or capricious distribution of valuable lunar material
for nonscientific purposes." Low considered it appropriate to prepare a few lunar
specimens for touring exhibits at major museums in the United States and abroad,
provided they were eventually returned to the lunar receiving laboratory for scien
tific use. He also expected to be asked for samples to be presented to various
VIPs; this MSC was willing to do, provided the number and size of such samples
could be kept quite small. MSC scientists were alarmed, however, by a White
House proposal to present lunar samples to the heads of state of 120 countries. 67
Apollo program director Sam Phillips replied that his office was accountable
for the spacecraft and all hardware items that had gone to the moon; presumably
that responsibility extended to the lunar samples as well (although it appears that
this point had not been explicitly settled), and Phillips asked Houston for sug
gestions as to procedures. Concerning the lending of samples to museums and
presentation of souvenirs to VIPs, however, he noted that "The Administrator
will make the final determination of the overall allocation of lunar material for
scientific and other purposes."68 A mid-August general management review at
Headquarters reaffirmed this position, stating that the Public Affairs Office had
primary responsibility for arranging exhibition, presentation, or other uses of the
samples, and it was directed to develop plans for presentation, "if possible, of
small amounts of lunar material to Chiefs of State as desired by the President."
The Offices of Manned Space Flight and Space Science and Applications were
asked to indicate how much material, if any, and what kind (i.e., rocks or dust)
could be made available for such purposes. 69
When Headquarters called for that information, MSC's response reflected the
view of lunar scientists. They were not inclined to be liberal in giving away lunar
rocks, which they rightly regarded as a priceless scientific resource. Director Robert
R. Gilruth replied that he could make available 150 to 200 presentation samples,
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each consisting of 100 milligrams (less than the volume of an aspirin tablet) of
fines from the bulk or contingency samples. Concerning VIP souvenirs, Gilruth
said that "we could make available if required about 10 samples of 1 gm
each ... to be given away if needed [emphasis in the original]," but the Center
would prefer not to part with samples that big. For museums, ten 50-gram
(1.75-otUlce) rock specimens might be made available on loan, provided they could
be recalled on one month's notice by Houston's curator of lunar samples. 70
Not surprisingly, public interest in the lunar samples was tremendous, and in
September the first of several displays of moon rocks was opened in the Smith
sonian Institution in Washington. Thousands queued up to get a glimpse of a
moon rock; many found it disappointingly ordinary.71 Presentation samples
tiny portions of lunar dust, packaged in plastic vials and attractively mounted
in plaques-were prepared for the world's heads of state and presented by
astronauts or government officials on world tours. So far as can be determined,
no lunar rocks were cut and polished as paperweights for the desks of VIPs.
Astronauts Given Clean Bill of Health
Premission plans called for the astronauts to be kept in isolation for 21 days
after their exposure to lunar material. If one of them had developed signs of infec
tion by an exotic organism, or if some adverse effects had appeared in the living
systems being tested, their confinement could have been extended. Samples were
to be kept until results were in from all the biological protocols, which would
be completed within SO to 80 days after the samples entered the receiving labora
tory, depending on test results.72
From the medical standpoint the quarantine of the astronauts was absolutely
uneventful. Not the slightest sign of ill effects appeared in any of the astronauts,
the support personnel, or the technicians who were quarantined after two breaches
of containment in the vacuum laboratory. * So, after reviewing the results of ini
tial biolOgical testing and finding no evidence of infectious agents, the Interagency
Committee on Back Contamination agreed to release the astronauts and their com
panions in confinement at 1 a.m. on August 11, one day earlier than originally
planned. The committee recommended, however, that they be kept under medical
surveillance until biological testing was complete and the samples were released. 73
The early morning hour for release was quite likely chosen in the hope of avoid
ing a wild scramble with the news media at the door of the crew quarters. But
after a month of close confinement Armstrong, Aldrin, and Collins were not
inclined to stay an hour longer than necessary; so at 9 p.m. on August 10, after
the last medical examinations had been completed, they walked out of the living
quarters, made some brief remarks to the few reporters present, and were whisked
away to their homes.74 After a press conference on the morning of the 12th, the
astronauts were scheduled to leave on a worldwide personal appearance tour.
-The first, a rupture of a glove in the vacuum system on Aug. 1 (see above), sent two technicians
into quarantine; on Aug. 5 a leak in an autoclave exposed four more to lunar materials. The most
direct exposure to lunar soil occurred on July 25 when a photo technician picked up a film magazine
that Buzz Aldrin had dropped on the lunar surface and found his hand covered with the tenacious
black dust. He was already in quarantine but had to decontaminate himself by showering for five
minutes. K. L. Suit, " Apollo 11 LRL Daily Summary Report, 1200 July 25 to 1200 July 26."
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Releasing the Samples
Activity in the receiving laboratory remained at a high level during August,
aimed at releasing the samples in mid-September. Two batches of material were
prepared for biological examination. A "bioprime" sample, taken from the two
core tubes, went to the biological section on July 27, to be examined for evidence
of living organisms or their relics . A "biopool" sample, comprising several hun
dred grams of the "fines" plus chips taken from the lunar rocks in the bulk sample
container, provided the material that would be tested in numerous living sys
tems to determine its toxicity or pathogenicity. 75 The pooled sample was prepared
the following week, and the extensive biological test protocols got under way/6
Throughout August the daily LRL summary reports indicated no observable
effects in the biological tests. Lunar material was injected into germ-free mice,
cultured to detect growth of microorganisms and viruses, and otherwise
introduced into both plant and animal species . In no case was any effect noted
that indicated a hazard for earth organisms. Gross and microscopic investigation
of exposed systems showed only minor and localized abnormalities, if any. No
exotic microorganisms appeared in the cultures. One interesting observation was
that the lunar samples stimulated growth in some of the plants tested. n
The Interagency Committee on Back Contamination reviewed the evidence from
the biological tests and concluded that the material returned by Apollo 11 was
biologically harmless. The committee notified MSC Director Robert Gilruth that
he could release the samples at noon on September 12.78 Principal investigators
began picking up their allotted samples in person at the lunar receiving labora
tory, as required bytheir contracts, and the detailed investigation of lunar material
began. 79 Many investigators, however, needed specimens (such as thin sections
of rock) that required time to prepare, and sample distribution was only com
pleted several weeks after initial release. 8o
Scientific Side Issues: Security and Publication
With the return of the unique, expensive, and widely ballyhooed moon rocks,
NASA and its scientific advisory bodies anticipated some potential problems that
could embarrass both the space agency and the community of lunar scientists.
One was the theft or unauthorized use of the samples; another was an unseemly
scramble to publish results. To minimize the chances of such undesirable events,
the contracts covering the scientific investigation of lunar material stipulated that
the contracting institution would establish strict security and accounting proce
dures for the samples, and that the investigator would reserve initial presenta
tion of all results for a symposium to be held as soon as possible after each
mission. 81 Both provisions violated established scientific practice to some extent,
particularly the agreement to withhold publication; but in view of the unique sig
nificance of the lunar samples and the benefits to be gained by discussion at a
lunar science symposium, scientists agreed to them.
Not surprisingly, since the samples were released before any of the samples
were publicly displayed, requests for permission to display the research samples
came in as soon as they were received. 82 These were considered case by case at
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Headquarters and usually were approved. 53 This undoubtedly contributed to the
public-relations dividends NASA was accumulating from the first lunar landing.
To disseminate the results of the initial lunar investigations to the widest pos
sible audience, NASA took the unusual step of entering into a contract with a
single journal 84 : Science, published weekly by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science and circulated in 120 countries. Science undertook to
devote a single issue to the preliminary results of the Apollo 11 research and to
conduct all the normal work of reviewing and editing the manuscripts on an
unusually tight schedule; NASA would cover any excess costs entailed by this
accelerated process. 85
A week after the samples were released, the lunar sample preliminary exami
nation team published the results of its work-the only results of the first lunar
landing to appear in the scientific literature before the symposium scheduled for
early January 1970. Inasmuch as preliminary examination was not intended to
produce answers to the important scientific questions about the moon, the paper
was mostly confined to descriptions of the lunar material and the procedures fol
lowed in the lunar receiving laboratory. 86
Nonetheless, this early work had produced data that permitted drawing some
tentative conclusions. Two generic groups of samples could be distinguished: fine
and medium-grained crystalline rocks of igneous origin, which were probably
originally deposited as lava flows, and breccias (heterogeneous crystalline rocks
compacted from smaller particles without extensive alteration) of complex his
tory. There was no water at the Tranquility site and probably never had been
any since the samples were exposed. Neither was there any significant amount
of organic material (considerably less than one part per million), which might
have indicated something about life on the moon. The rocks and dust were chem
ically similar to each other and contained the same chemical elements as igneous
rocks on earth. But in their mineral content the igneous rocks were different from
terrestrial rocks and meteorites. Evidence was found that the lunar material had
been chemically fractionated, some volatile elements being depleted and some
refractory (high-melting) elements enriched. One of the more striking conclusions
of the preliminary examination was that the igneous rocks on the moon had crys
tallized between three and four billion years ago-as old as any found on earth,
perhaps even older, given the uncertainty in the measurements. Furthermore,
the samples collected at Tranquility Base had been within 1 meter (39 inches) of
the surface for 20 to 160 million years. Many of the rocks and fines showed signs
of having been subjected to severe shock, such as might result from the impact
of meteorites. The rounded, eroded surfaces found on many of the rocks sug
gested continuous bombardment by micrometeorites. Glass-lined surface pits sug
gested the same thing. 87
Interest in the moon rocks tended to overshadow the results of the surface
experiments that the astronauts had left behind. The passive seismometer had
recorded the footsteps of the lunar explorers as soon as it was activated, and
ground-based scientists noted a response when Armstrong and Aldrin tossed out
excess equipment before departing. Two fairly large seismic events in the first
week of operation excited geophysicists at first, but when they were not repeated
the scientists concluded that they could have been false signals originating in the
instrument itself. Even so, the very lack of seismic activity was indicative that
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the moon's interior was not like the earth's .88 The other instrument, the laser
retroreflector, was difficult to locate from earth because it was in strong sunlight,
which made detection of the reflected light pulse difficult. Only after lunar sun
set would astronomers be able to use the instrument in the manner for which
it had been designed. 89
Sketchy as these results were, they clearly showed that Apollo would revolu
tionize scientific thought about the moon and its relation to the earth. The detailed
studies would show how extensive this revolution might be (see Chapter 14).90
The End of the Beginning

While editorial writers and columnists pondered the significance of Apollo 11
and where the space program should go, NASA managers and engineers were
preparing for the next lunar flight. In the same manned space flight weekly report
that documented the lunar landing, George Mueller noted that Apollo 12 was
scheduled for launch on November 14 and Apollo 13 would follow on March 9,
1970. For Administrator Thomas O. Paine's information, Mueller listed the land
ing sites tentatively assigned to the nine remaining missions. They included one
western mare, several sites in the lunar highlands, and two large craters, Tycho
and Copernicus-all selected for their scientific interest, some presenting real oper
ational challenges. Missions were scheduled at four- to five-month intervals
through December 1972.91
After Apollo 11 such a schedule seemed reasonable. The necessary launch vehi
cles and spacecraft were either completed or on order. Having finally worked
through all phases of a lunar landing mission, operations officers were satisfied
that it could be done safely. Mission planners could see many ways to improve
operations. Both lunar scientists and NASA engineers would have been happier
with longer intervals between launches, but Mueller felt that a tight schedule
would keep the skills of the launch teams well honed-and that it would keep
costs down.
Cost was important, for NASA's appropriations had been steadily declining
since fiscal 1965, when they peaked at just over $5 billion. For fiscal 1969, Con
gress had given the space agency just less than $4 billion. To some degree the
reductions resulted from declining expenditures in Apollo; but they also reflected
a change in the nation's attitudes during the decade. Heightened public sensitiv
ity to the condition of the cities, the plight of the poor, and the deterioration of
the environment put the space program in a different light. When Apollo was
proposed, it seemed a way to get the country moving again; in the summer of
its achievement, the space program seemed to many an unwelcome drain on
resources needed for other purposes.
But it was post-Apollo programs that were most affected by the changing cli
mate of public opinion. The lunar landing project, although it had accomplished
its major objective, still offered enough promise for adding to the store of knowl
edge to retain a constituency and preserve its momentum. After Apollo 11,
engineers and scientists alike looked ahead to improving their ability to uncover
more of the secrets that lay under the barely scratched surface.
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For a while during the summer of 1969, NASA basked in the afterglow of two
major successes. Within a few days of the return of the first men from the moon,
two unmanned spacecraft, Mariner 6 and 7, flew by Mars and transmitted
hundreds of closeup photographs-the first since Mariner 4 in 1965 and the most
detailed ever. 1 Some continuity in manned space flight was assured when several
years of difficult planning culminated in the decision-made while Apollo 11 was
on its way back to earth-on a configuration and mission plans for the first post
Apollo project, Skylab. 2
Successes notwithstanding, the future of manned space flight was far from set
tled. The Nixon administration, just eight months in office, had not adopted a
policy on space and was waiting for recommendations from a special Space Task
Group appointed in January 1969. Early indications were that the new adminis
tration was more strongly committed to reductions in government spending than
to ambitious space programs. 3
The national enthusiasm generated by Apollo 11 was soon spent. In the words
of a journalist who had followed the program from its early days,
The people who in 1961 said, 'yessir, let's go to the moon and beat the Rus
sians' had become a different people by 1969. . . . There was the feeling: 'we
won the war, now bring the boys home.' . . . no one wanted a big space pro
gram any more. *4

"No one" is an exaggeration-there were many who believed in continuing
manned space flight at an ambitious pace, particularly NASA Administrator
Thomas O. Paine-but certainly the public'S enthusiasm for space flight waned
rapidly after Apollo 11. Apollo would not suffer the full effects of this change
in public opinion, but neither would it escape them entirely.
Until the first lunar landing was accomplished, George Mueller intended to
launch missions as frequently as possible. At the end of June 1969 three Saturnl
Apollo vehicles were in preparation at Kennedy Space Center: Apollo 11 on the
launch pad, Apollo 12 in the Vehicle Assembly Building, and Apollo 13 compo
nents being readied for stacking. Headquarters' launch forecast issued in June
projected flights only two months apart, in July, September, and November
essentially the same schedule that had existed for more than a year. 5 After the

*"Bring the boys home" was a cry raised throughout the country as soon as World War IT ended
in August 1945. As a result, the U.S. hastily-some thought unwisely-discharged millions of draftees

from the armed services and dismantled its military forces around the world.
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first successful landing the interval between missions was extended to four
months: Apollo 12 was rescheduled for November 14 and Apollo 13 was targeted
for earliest launch readiness by March 9, 1970. 6

On With Lunar Exploration

Pleased by the results of Apollo 11, scientists called for scientific goals to take
priority on subsequent missions. Those goals, stated by the Santa Cruz summer
study in 1967, included extending the Apollo landing zone to cover more of the
moon's surface, increasing the time the astronauts could remain on the lunar sur
face, and providing mobility aids to enable the astronauts to cover more ground
in the time available (see Chapter 7 and Appendix 3). The scientists also noted
the desirability of gathering data from lunar orbit, either by deploying an indepen
dent lunar satellite from the command and service module or by using sensors
mounted in the CSM. Four working groups had found good reasons to use the
moon-orbiting CSM for scientific purposes. *7
As soon as Apollo 11 was safely down in the Pacific, Mueller directed the
manned space flight centers to shift their efforts to lunar exploration. The manned
space flight organization had long agreed in a general way that the scientists'
goals were the primary justification for continuing the lunar landing program and
had, in fact, begun studying the changes implied in those goals as soon as the
Santa Cruz conference was over. Improved mobility was the most urgent need
for the scientific missions. The conferees at Santa Cruz had called for both a lunar
flying unit and a surface-traversing vehicle. Since both vehicles were likely to
require extensive development, the Manned Spacecraft Center's Lunar Explora
tion Project Office had begun technical discussions with several contractors in
the fall of 1967. 8 After a year spent in defining requirements, MSC awarded two
seven-month preliminary definition contracts for a flying unit in January 1969.
Marshall Space Flight Center let study contracts in April for a dual-mode surface
vehicle, which could be remotely controlled from earth after the astronauts left
the moon. 9
Equally high on the priority list for exploration missions was extending the time
astronauts could stay on the moon. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Company,
the lunar module contractor, had made some preliminary studies on modifica
tion of the lander for that purpose in 1967.10 Life-support systems and electrical
power were enough for only 36 hours on the surface; longer stays would require
hardware changes. Propulsion systems would have to be upgraded to carry the
scientific equipment and mobility module to be taken on exploration missions.
In March 1969, MSC directed Grumman to define the changes necessary to allow
"This option had been available since 1964, when engineers defining the Block II service module
had arranged its systems so that one sector was left empty to accommodate scientific instruments.
Courtney G. Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo: A History
of Manned Lunar Spacecraft, NASA SP-42OS (Washington, 1979), p . 140. The Santa Cruz planners had
envisioned one or two lunar-orbit missions devoted entirely to photography and remote sensing,
as then-current plans for Apollo Applications provided.
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the lunar module to stay three to six days on the moon, with their cost and sched
ule impacts. l l
Planning for lunar-orbital science began in May of 1968, when Wilmot Hess, act
ing on a request from the Lunar Exploration Office in Headquarters, asked the
Apollo spacecraft program office to look into the question of placing a scientific
payload in the service moduleY MSC commissioned North American Rockwell,
the spacecraft contractor, to study the effects on cost and schedule of adding scien
tific instrumentation to the spacecraft as early as Apollo 14.13 As that study drew
toward a close without discovering any major difficulties, MSC established a panel
to review the operational implications of making scientific observations in lunar
orbit and to identify the scientific activities that could be conducted during a lunar
exploration mission.14
By early 1969 MSC had concluded that a package could be developed in time
to fly on Apollo 14 in the last half of 1970 and had compiled a tentative list of
instruments for evaluation by the Space Science and Applications Steering Com
mittee. Director Robert Gilruth sent Headquarters the center's procurement plan,
which provided for MSC to procure the instruments and deliver them as
government-furnished eqUipment to North American to be integrated into the
service module. Early approval and provision of the necessary funds by Head
quarters were essential to meeting the projected schedule .15
In early April the Office of Space Science and Applications approved a group
of experiments for the first phase of the lunar-orbit science project. 16 Apollo Pro
gram Manager Sam Phillips wanted more specific information before granting
final approval and releasing funds, however.17 The proposal was discussed in
detail by Mueller's Management Council on May 7, after which Mueller gave MSC
the authority to proceed-but on Apollo 16 rather than Apollo 14. Details of
integrating the experiments into the service module remained to be settled, as
did the exact mode of operation of each experiment, and this would take time. 18
On June 30 Headquarters sent Houston a list of lunar-orbital experiments for
Apollo 16 through 20, with authority to continue North American's integration
effort and begin procurement of experiments. Assignment of experiments to
specific flights could not yet be made, because the list was subject to revision
during the summer. Total cost of the project was not to exceed $55 million. 19
The manned space flight organization worked steadily from 1967 onward to
lay the foundations for scientific exploitation of the Apollo systems, but the effort
was often overshadowed by preparations for the first lunar landing. With NASA's
encouragement, the Santa Cruz conference that summer had called for a maxi
mum effort. The scientists' recommendations had been carefully considered, and
by mid-1969 many of the most important ones were on their way to realization.
It seems clear that if manned space flight had enjoyed the assurance of a high
level of support, the lunar scientists would have gotten more. As it was, lunar
exploration had to proceed with little more than had been projected by mid-1969:
limited extension of the duration of exploration missions, a limited increase in
the range of operations on the lunar surface, and a few lunar-orbital sensors.
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Selecting Sites for Exploration

Since its primary objective was to land on the moon and return, Apollo 11 had
been targeted for the least hazardous site. When the emphasis shifted to explo
ration, however, scientific considerations carried much greater weight in the choice
of a landing site. 20 Even so, every landing was as risky as the first, and if MSC
vetoed a site or expressed strong reservations about its feasibility on operational
grounds, Headquarters and the Apollo Site Selection Board were reluctant to over
ride the center's recommendations for the sake of enhanced scientific return.21
During 1968 and early 1969 the Apollo Site Selection Board necessarily concen
trated on choosing landing areas for the first two missions. Five prime candidates
had been chosen by December 1967, from which three-an eastern, a central, and
a western, to allow for possible delays in the launch-were picked for the first
landing (see Chapter 8). It was more or less taken for granted that if the first land
ing mission should succeed, then the second would be sent to another of those
five sites, since much of the necessary planning would already have been done.
If the first mission landed in an eastern mare, the second would be sent to a west
ern one, and vice versa.
The Board's advisory. groups continued to evaluate Lunar Orbiter photographs
and by June of 1%9 had produced a list of 22 sites for lunar exploration missions
(Table 1). These were chosen for their apparent value in contributing to answers
to one or more of the 15 questions in lunar exploration (Appendix 3). For most
of these sites, changes in operational philosophy would be required. Only one
site, not three, would be available at each launch opportunity; point landings
(within 1 kilometer, 0.62 miles) would be necessary, to place the landing module
as near the features of interest as possible; approach paths might be rough or un
dulating rather than smooth; free-return trajectories could not be used; and the
high-resolution photography required to certify a site was generally not available. 22
With more than twice as many interesting locations to visit as there were mis
sions planned, site selection would be a complex process at best. Scientists' priori
ties might change as the results of early missions became known and as NASA
developed more precise landing techniques and extended the area where the
spacecraft could land. Reconciling the goals of science with the constraints of mis
sion operations required an early start and continuing tradeoffs as the proj
ect progressed.
At the June 3 meeting of the Apollo Site Selection Board, chairman Sam Phil
lips, anticipating heavy work loads if the board was to accomplish its task within
tight schedules, requested that the board meet monthly if possible. He directed
Lee Scherer to prepare a thorough briefing on the scientific objectives of lunar
exploration and suggested that the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning pro
pose a sequence of missions that would accomplish those objectives. Board mem
bers agreed a that to make sensible choices between sites they needed a better
understanding of the rationale of lunar exploration and the operational improve
ments being planned. 23
The meeting then turned to the question of a site for the second mission. Scien
tists reiterated their preference for a western (younger) mare if the first mission
landed safely at an eastern (older) site. Two western sites were on the short list
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Table 1. Lunar Landing Sites Recommended for Consideration as of June 1969.*
Site

Latitude

Longitude

0°17' S

32 °39 ' E

Rima Littrow

21 °25 ' N

28 °56 ' E

Abulfeda

14°50' S

14°00' E

7°52' N

6° 7' E

41 ° 8' S

11 °35' W

Copernicus Peak

9°36 ' N

19 °53' W

Copernicus Wall

10 °22 ' N

19 °59' W

Schroter' s Valley

24 °36' N

49 ° 3'W

Marius F

15 °10 ' N

56 °31 ' W

Fra Mauro

3°45 ' S

17°36'W

Mosting C

1°55' S

8° 3'W

Hipparchus

4°36' S

3°40' E

Prinz

25 °57' N

43 °40 ' W

Gassendi

17°50 ' S

40 0 20 ' W

Dionysius

2°31 ' N

17 °49 ' E

Alexander

37°46 ' N

14° 6' E

Alphonsus

13°35' S

4°11' W

Rima Bode II

12 °47' N

3°49'W

Copernicus CD

6°32 ' N

14°58' W

Tobias Mayer P

13°18 ' N

31 °11' W

Aristarchus

24 °24 ' N

47 °50 ' W

Censorinus

Rima Hyginus
Tycho

-From minutes of the Apollo Site Selection Board meeting, June 3, 1969.

of preferred sites compiled in 1968: one just below the equator some 450 kilo
meters (280 miles) south and slightly east of crater Kepler and the other about
250 kilometers (155 miles) northwest of the first. Benjamin Milwitzky of the Lunar
Exploration Office then suggested that Apollo 12 land near a Surveyor spacecraft.
As early as January 1969 Milwitzky, formerly the Headquarters program man
ager for Surveyor, had suggested visiting a landed Surveyor and returning some
spacecraft parts and nearby surface samples to earth for study. This could yield
valuable engineering information on the effects of the space environment
on materials, besides allowing postmission verification of Surveyor's scien
tific results. 24
MSC representatives then presented a rationale for considering two other west
ern sites. Although these had been eliminated in selecting the final five sites, they
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met MSC's criteria for operational suitability and offered certain advantages over
the first two. Both sites were near Surveyor spacecraft.25 The Board reacted
unfavorably to these suggestions, pointing out that the site where Suroeyor III
was located was in a younger mare that was not much different from those in
the eastern sites, whereas the scientists' first two choices were in typical older
regions. Examining the Surveyor would detract from the other objectives of the
mission. Furthermore, if returning Surveyor parts were set as a goal for the mis
sion, failure to accomplish the necessary precision in landing could be interpreted
as failure-which would not, in fact, be the case. Chairman Sam Phillips was reluc
tant to add any more sites to the list for the second mission. He did not favor
either of MSC's choices and instead directed Houston to examine two sites con
sidered highly desirable by the scientists, Hipparchus and Fra Mauro, and report
on their suitability. 26
MSC analyzed the data available for these two sites and found them unaccept
able for the second landing mission. Hipparchus had only about half as much
good landing area as the average Apollo 11 site and Fra Mauro was worse. Pho
tographic coverage in both cases was marginal. Houston recommended that the
site selection board give no further consideration to these two locations, but that
it reexamine the Suroeyor III site, which met all the criteria for the first landing
and was in some respects better than the two western sites under consideration. 27
Phillips concurred and directed the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning to assess
the scientific merit of the site.28
On June 17 the Site Selection Subgroup of the Group for Lunar Exploration
Planning met at Houston to try to reduce the complexity of lunar exploration plan
ning. MSC's operations planners needed definite recommendations as to scien
tific objectives and priorities rather than the unstructured group of sites currently
being considered. A short list of high-priority sites was desired, which would
not subsequently be changed except through formal change procedures. MSC
engineers briefed the subgroup on the increased capabilities that might be expected
for the exploration missions. After Apollo 11, four "H" missions were planned,
each of which would be able to carry a complete Apollo lunar surface experiments
package (ALSEP), could support two periods of surface activity by the astronauts,
and would be targeted for a smaller landing zone than the first mission. * On the
later "H" missions engineers expected to be able to land within a l-kilometer
(0.62-mile) circle. After the "H" missions, six "J" missions would be flown. These
could land with considerably improved accuracy, stay on the surface for three
days and allow four excursions to the surface, and carry scientific equipment in
the service module for lunar-orbital experiments. Starting with the second or third
"J" mission, a powered surface vehicle would extend the astronauts' radius of
operations to about 5 kilometers (3 miles).29
With these developments in mind, the subgroup reduced the list of candidate
sites to 10, ordering them in a sequence that would produce the best scientific

-The landing zone for Apollo 11 was about 19 kilometers long and 5 kilometers wide (12 by 3 miles)
as a result of uncertainties in the determination of the spacecraft's position and velocity in lunar orbit
before landing.
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return, and added five more representing lunar features of scientific interest not
covered by the existing list. It recommended systematic photography from the
orbiting command and service module to provide the necessary planning data
for later missions. Finally, the subgroup recommended that Surveyor III be deleted
from further consideration for the second landing because its location was not
expected to yield data significantly different from the two eastern sites already
picked for Apollo 1l,3°
The Site Selection Board met again on July 10 for a briefing on the aims of lunar
exploration. Donald Wise of the Lunar Exploration Office discussed the types
of information the scientists hoped to get from the lunar exploration program:
the ages of lunar materials, their chemical composition, clues to the processes
that have created lunar landforms, the interior structure of the moon, and the
rate of flow of heat from its interior. Farouk EI-Baz of Bellcomm described the
general areas that should be sampled in the first phase (10 missions) of lunar explo
ration: two types of mare material ("older" or "eastern" and "younger" or "west
ern"); regional stratigraphic units such as deposits around mare basins; impact
craters in both maria and highlands; morphological manifestations of volcanic
activity in both maria and highlands; and areas that might give clues as to the
nature and extent of processes other than impact and volcanism which may have
acted on the lunar surface. He then enumerated the characteristics of each of the
10 landing sites proposed by the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning, relating
each to the scientific goals of the program and tying the sequence to expected
improvements in spacecraft capabilities and flight operations planning.
Chairman Phillips remarked that the list seemed well thought out and that a
short list of desirable science sites must soon be stabilized. After considerable
discussion, the Board approved the 10 candidate sites for planning purposes. Phil
lips directed MSC to study these sites and report on their suitability.
Houston had already taken a quick look at the sites and determined that all
would require additional photographs before they could be certified under exist
ing criteria. Photography from the Apollo 10 command module-conducted spe
cifically to evaluate its usefulness for filling gaps in Lunar Orbiter coverage-had
proved adequate for site analysis, and MSC's data indicated that by proper choice
of sites for early missions, photographs of many of the later ones could be
obtained. According to MSC's studies, the Surveyor III site offered better oppor
tunities for this "bootstrap" photography than the other western locations on
the list. 31
Two months' work by the Apollo Site Selection Board did not finally deter
mine where each Apollo exploration mission would go. It reduced the scope of
the debate somewhat, established the principle that changes were to be made
only for good scientific reasons, and provided the means for accommodating
changes as the program developed. The list of 10 sites approved in July provided
specific targets for mission planners; it would change as operational problems
arose and as improved equipment and techniques became available.
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Preparations for the Second Mission:
Crew Selection and Training

On Apri110, 1969, following the success of Apollo 9, MSC announced the names
of the crews for Apollo 12. The prime crew was commanded by Charles ("Pete")
Conrad, Jr., astronaut since 1962 and veteran of two missions, Gemini V and
Gemini XI. His lunar module pilot was Alan L. Bean, who joined the program
with the third group but had yet to fly a mission. Rounding out the crew as com
mand module pilot was Richard F. Gordon, Jr., a member of the third class of
astronauts, who had flown with Conrad on Gemini XI. The three, all Navy avia
tors, had trained together as backup crew on Apollo 9. Named to the backup
crew were commander David R. Scott, who had flown with Neil Armstrong on
the prematurely terminated Gemini VIII mission, and two astronauts from the
fourth group of pilots, lunar module pilot James B. Irwin and command module
pilot Alfred M. Worden.32 Irwin's and Worden's only prior experience had been
on support crews, Irwin on Apollo 10 and Worden on Apollo 9. As support crew
for Apollo 12, Deke Slayton picked Gerald P. Carr and Paul J. Weitz, two pilots
from the fourth astronaut class, and Edward G. Gibson, the first scientist-astronaut
named to any Apollo crew position. 33 For Gibson and his colleagues this was
recognition of a sort. No one yet knew how support crews would fare in later
competition for prime crew slots*-so far, only one had gotten as far as a backup
crew-but his appointment was a sign that they had at least not been completely
forgotten.
In April 1969 no one could be certain that Apollo 11 would make the first lunar
landing, so training for Conrad, Bean, and Gordon was very much like that for
Armstrong, Aldrin, and Collins. Nominally both crews were preparing to land
at any of three sites; actually, their site-specific training concentrated on only one,
simply because there was not time to prepare adequately for three. 34 Apollo 11's
primary target was site 2, in the Sea of Tranquility; 12 focused on site 5, in Ocea
nus Procellarum.
As was normal when two crews were in training simultaneously, the crew
assigned to the earlier mission had priority in use of the command module and
lunar module simulators until just before launch. Conrad and his group spent
their training time on other phases: briefings on systems, thermal-vacuum tests,
design reviews, geology classes and field trips, and the thousand and one other
details that went into preparation for a lunar mission. 35 When Apollo 11 returned
successful in late July, the launch date for Apollo 12 was moved to November
and two months were gained for preparation.

Target: Surveyor III

Some of that preparation time would be needed, for after Apollo 11 the
objectives for Apollo 12 began to change. Shortly after the site selection board
* As it turned out, 8 of the first 13 astronauts named to support crews eventually made lunar flights.
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had settled on its list of 10 landing sites for lunar exploration, Sam Phillips selected
the Surueyor III site as the target for the next mission. 36 Even though the scien
tists had unanimously rejected its location as unsuitable, the inert Surveyor offered
some opportunities that could not be passed up. A demonstration of point land
ing (i.e., within 1 kilometer [0.62 mile] of a preselected spot) needed to be made
as soon as feasible. For that purpose, something like a Surveyor was more appeal
ing to mission planners than picking some specific crater. Scientists might have
good reasons for landing next to one crater rather than another, but to nonscien
tists (including the public) all craters were pretty much alike. 37 Besides, valuable
engineering and scientific information could come out of examination of a space
craft that had spent more than two years in the space environment, * as Milwitzky
had pointed out to the site selection board (see above). Houston had already deter
mined that certain components could be removed from a Surveyor with no spe
cial difficulty and was working with Hughes Aircraft Company, builder of the
Surveyors, on procedures the astronauts could use. 38
As soon as that decision was made, changes in mission techniques became a
major effort for Apollo 12 planners. Howard W. Tindall, Jr., MSC's chief of Apollo
data priority coordination, wrote as the planning began, "It is clear that lunar
point landing capability is absolutely necessary if we are to support the exploration pro
gram the scientists want [emphasis added] . That is, mission success intrinsically
depends upon it."39 A preliminary look at the problems of accomplishing it, how
ever, showed that it could not be done as early as Apollo 12. Too many proce
dural changes were involved, and there was not enough time to incorporate them
and prove their suitability. Accordingly, mission planning teams at MSC set out
to refine existing techniques, in the hope that they could reduce the unavoidable
errors to the point of landing within a mile (1,600 meters) of a preselected spot. 40
Trajectory planners first needed to know the precise location of Surueyor III,
which, they discovered, had been determined not long after the spacecraft had
touched down.** Geologists had located the spacecraft inside and just below the
eastern rim of a subdued crater about 200 meters (650 feet) across and 15 meters
(SO feet) deep, some 480 miles (775 kilometers) west-southwest of the moon's cen
ter, at lunar latitude 2°57' south, longitude 23 °20' west.41
Given the precise location of their target, trajectory planners next went to work
improving mission techniques. The fundamental difficulty in making a precision
landing was determining the lunar module's orbital position and velocity in lunar
orbit (its "state vector") with sufficient accuracy. Earth-based radar acquired this
information and the communications network transmitted it to the lunar mod
ule's primary guidance computer just before the landing craft began its powered
descent. No further change was made until the spacecraft reached low altitude
and the landing point was in sight. Then the mission commander could assume
manual control and adjust the landing point to avoid hazards, as Neil Armstrong
had done on Apollo 11, or land at a desired spot.

*Surveyor III landed on April 20, 1967, and transmitted 6,326 television pictures and large amounts
of scientific data for 14 days.
**Prominent features appearing in Surveyor III's television photographs had also been located in high
resolution pictures of the same area taken by Lunar Orbiter III.
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After the state vector was determined and before descent began, the spacecraft' s
actual path could deviate from its predicted path for several reasons. Perturba
tions caused by the irregular shape and gravity field of the moon, unwanted
changes in velocity during required spacecraft maneuvers, and the guidance sys
tern's tendency to drift slightly from its inertial alignment, all contributed to inac
curacy in the state vector. *42
A month of considering the sources of these errors and ways of minimizing
them boosted MSC's confidence considerably. Still, after a "three-day mission
techniques free-for-all" at the end of July, Tindall concluded that "if we land
within walking distance, it is my feeling we have to give most of the credit to
'lady luck.' "43 Four weeks later, numerous productive suggestions had been
explored. Among the more significant changes were separating the lunar mod
ule from the command module earlier in the mission and eliminating several atti
tude changes normally made in the following two orbits. These changes gave
more accurate tracking of the LM, could significantly reduce unwanted velocity
changes, and might enable Mission Control's computers to measure drift in the
inertial navigation system and compensate for it. Another proposed refinement
was to give the spacecraft computer a revised landing point, based on radar track
ing just before the lunar module started down, while the lander was making
its descent, thus taking out all the error accumulated to that point in one step.44
All these changes got careful study in the next two months, with encouraging
results. Two weeks before launch Tindall was more sanguine. "For whatever it's
worth, " he reported, "my feeling now is that as long as the systems work as
well as they have in the past, we have a pretty good chance of landing near the
Surveyor." Beyond that he would not make any predictions about the accuracy
of the landing. 45

Firming Up Plans for Apollo 12

On July 18, 1969, MSC issued the mission requirements document for Apollo
12, listing the primary purposes of the mission as investigating the lunar surface
environment, emplacing the first Apollo lunar surface experiments package
(ALSEP) , obtaining samples from a second lunar mare, and enhancing the capa
bility for manned lunar exploration. Major changes from Apollo 11 included the
possible use of a hybrid trajectory"" rather than a free-return trajectory and

"These random (indetemtinate) errors led engineers to use statistical methods in predicting landing
points. The most commonly used designation was the "3-sigma ellipse:' centered on the desired
landing point, within which there was 99 percent confidence that the spacecraft would land. For Apollo
11 the 3-sigma ellipse was roughly 11.7 miles long by 3 miles wide (18.8 by 4.8 kilometers); for Apollo
12, planners were aiming for 2.6 by 1.6 miles (4.2 by 2.6 kilometers).
"Hybrid trajectories were fuel-saving flight paths which, unlike free-return trajectories, would not
return the spacecraft to earth if the service module's main propulsion system failed to put it into lunar
orbit. They were designed so that in case of such a failure the lunar module's descent engine could
correct the resulting flight path (which might put the spacecraft with its three occupants into solar
orbit) for return to earth.
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scheduling two periods of lunar surface exploration by both crewmen. Five
possible landing sites were specified, including site 5 (the western mare site
preferred by the scientists) and Surveyor III.46
After Sam Phillips designated the Surveyor as the spot for Apollo 12 to land,
mission planning focused on the problems of precision landing (see above),
deployment of the ALSEP, geological observations and sample collection, and
examination of the Surveyor and its surroundingsY Although some at MSC
believed that returning some components of the Surveyor was of considerable
importance, other surface activities were given higher priority 48-probably in
deference to the scientists. (The site had been unanimously rejected by the Group
for Lunar Exploration Planning, who considered the inert spacecraft to be an
"attractive nuisance" that would likely divert the astronauts from more impor
tant work. 49 ) Deployment of the first ALSEP was high on the priority list, since
scientists had been disgruntled by the decision to fly a simplified package of sur
face instruments on Apollo 11 (see Chapter 8). Geologists wanted the Apollo 12
astronauts to be somewhat more selective than their predecessors in collecting
samples and stressed the importance of documenting (photographing and describ
ing) them. They also preferred more rocks and less dust, if possible. To deter
mine what the astronauts should do on and around Surveyor III, MSC had already
begun discussions with Hughes Aircraft Company.

Interlude: Alarums and Excursions
in the Scientific Community
The samples returned by Apollo 11 were just becoming available to
experimenters when Apollo 12 was launched, and while those scientists eagerly
awaited them, many in the scientific community expressed discontent with
NASA's management of the lunar exploration program. Some of their dissatis
faction stemmed from specific actions of the manned space flight organization
and the scientists' perception of their significance, some of it from disagreement
with the priorities of the program. Much of it, however, seems to have had a
much more elusive origin.
Scientists had for years bewailed the priority given to test pilots in selecting
crews for lunar exploration. Their distress was temporarily alleviated by the selec
tion of two groups of scientists for training as astronauts, but flight assignments
remained a sore point. Those scientists most closely associated with planning the
missions understood that the capability to land on the moon and return had to
be developed first and accepted MSC's contention that test pilots were best suited
by experience to deal with the uncertainties of developmental flights. Even they,
however, expected that scientists would be assigned to missions very soon after
the first successful lunar landing.
Crews for the first two landing missions had been named in January and April
of 1969 without producing an outcry from the scientists. Early in August, how
ever, the announcement of selection of the next two crews for lunar exploration
did provoke a response. The Apollo 13 crew included James A. Lovell, Jr., com
mander, Fred W. Haise, Jr., lunar module pilot, and Thomas Mattingly II, com
mand module pilot. Their backups were John W. Young, John L. Swigert, Jr.,
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and Charles M. Duke. For Apollo 14, Alan B. Shepard, Jr., was named com
mander, Edgar D . Mitchell, lunar module pilot, and Stuart A . Roosa, command
module pilot, backed up by Eugene A. Cernan, Ronald E. Evans, and Joe H.
Engle .50 Not one of the 13 scientist-astronauts was included. * Worse yet from
the scientists' point of view, seniority-which hitherto had seemed to be one of
Deke Slayton's primary criteria for crew appointments-appeared to count for
nothing when the first class of scientist-astronauts acquired it: of the 12 crew
men named, only Lovell, Young, Shepard, and Cernan had been in the program
longer than they. * *
This alone might not have been cause for alarm on the part of scientists had
it not been followed shortly by the resignation of several men occupying posi
tions of some prominence in NASA' s science program. At Headquarters, Dr.
Donald U . Wise, Lee Scherer's deputy in the Lunar Exploration Office, left to
take an academic appointment. Dr. Elbert A. King, Jr., a prime mover in estab
lishing the lunar receiving laboratory at Houston and first curator of lunar sam
ples, announced he would resign to become head of the geology department at
the University of Houston. The astronaut corps lost one of its scientist members
when F. Curtis Michel resigned to return to teaching and research at Rice Univer
sity. Finally, Wilmot Hess, first director of Science and Applications at MSC, left
to become director of research at the Environmental Science Services Adminis
tration laboratories at Boulder, Colorado.
Each man had his own reasons for leaving NASA, and their near-simultaneous
departure seems to have been only coincidental. (King, for example, had made
a commitment to the University of Houston more than a year earlier.51 ) Still, all
but Hess-who declined to discuss his resignation with the press-expressed some
dissatisfaction with the status of science in manned space flight programs. Michel' s
main reason was to return to research, but he stated his disappointment that
NASA had shown fI no serious intent to fly scientist-astronauts ." King likewise
professed a desire to spend more time in research, which he found very difficult
to do in an administrative position, and warned that NASA had not yet convinced
the scientific community that it "will put together a program that will truly empha
size science ." Wise discussed his choice somewhat reluctantly, expressing con
cern that criticism from the scientific community would intensify science's
problems: "With enough screams [from scientists]," he feared "we will fly only
five missions instead of ten-this would be the real tragedy." He too pointed
out (among other problems) "a lack of understanding of scientific goals at the
management level in NASA."52
Hess's resignation was perhaps the most serious of all in the eyes of outside
scientists, because he had been brought to MSC specifically to give the Houston
center some scientific respectability (see Chapter 6) . He had, however, found
little support from center management and no understanding of the proper role
of science. His plans to establish a credible research program at MSC, which
'Mitchell held a Ph .D., but it was in engineering (astronautics and aeronautics), not one of the
natural sciences.
**However, three of the scientists had spent a year learning to fiy, and all five had begun their
astronaut training after the next class of pilots, which included all the rest of the Apollo 13 and 14
crews, had been selected .
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included a substantial increase in the number of research scientists, had been
thwarted by agency-wide cuts in civil-service positions-the result of budget cuts
which had not been anticipated when he came to Houston. Apparently seeing
little hope of improvement, he had opted for a more promising environment. 53
Yet one more scientist was to separate himself from Apollo. Eugene Shoemaker,
who from the very early days had been a vigorous advocate of science on Apollo
(see Chapter 2), had actively participated not only in program planning but also
in developing geologic methods for the astronauts to use on the moon. Now he
excoriated the program. Speaking to a Pasadena luncheon group in early October,
he expressed his strong opposition to the post-Apollo plans recently presented
by the President's Space Task Force-specifically the proposal to send humans
to Mars. The only justification of that mission, he said, was "to build big, new
systems in space." Apollo was that kind of system, built "primarily for the sake
of building a big system," and it had turned out to be hopelessly inadequate for
scientific purposes. The spacecraft and the mission mode were designed to
engineering and operational requirements, and the system was all but useless
for any other purpose. As a result, now that it was possible to send humans to
the moon, the system could be used for practically nothing else, because the
engineers had not considered any purpose for Apollo except to demonstrate that
people could go to the moon and return safely. Everything the Apollo 11
astronauts had done, Shoemaker said, including sample collection, could have
been done sooner and more cheaply by unmanned spacecraft. It was time to rede
sign the spacecraft and the space suits, provide surface mobility, and adapt the
missions to the tactics of field geology-the only activity that would make the
most of humans' inherent superiority to machines. 54
Shoemaker's criticisms were not entirely without merit, although it was far too
late to make the changes he called for, and they were reported in a local paper
and then widely circulated by the wire services. 55 Still, it was easy to discount
them as the complaints of a discontented participant whose ideas had not been
allowed to determine the course of the program. Over the years, Shoemaker's
early influence on Apollo science had been gradually preempted by laboratory
oriented scientists (geochemists, geophysicists, petrologists, mineralogists) many
of whom would scarcely classify field geology (Shoemaker's own specialty) as
a science at alJ.56
Defections by these highly visible scientists in the space agency were-as no
doubt some of them had intended-critically noticed by science's advocates in
the press. A New York Times editorial quoted Elbert King's contention that "there's
not enough sympathy with, or understanding of, scientific objectives at the higher
levels of NASA." The Times editorialist noted that "everything man has learned
in this last eventful month about both the moon and Mars makes it plain that
scientific objectives must enjoy much higher priorities in NASA's future efforts. "57
The Washington Post went further, asserting that Hess's resignation was likely to
signal the scientific community that the goal of Apollo was simply "to improve
on the techniques of space flight instead of setting the mission of each flight
primarily to maximize the yield of basic scientific data.... It makes only a little
sense to go back to the moon again and again simply to improve our method
of getting there .... The scientists of space ... have been forced into the back
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seat of the manned space program. It is time now to make them the navigators .
The choice of missions ... should be largely in their hands ."58
Whether these editorials reflected a bias in favor of the intellectual elegance
of pure science or merely gross ignorance, they overlooked some basic facts about
Apollo's limited capabilities. Maximizing the yield of scientific data required
improving the techniques of manned space flight. Apollo 11 overshot its aiming
point by five miles (eight kilometers), and even the Washington Post would likely
have agreed that it made no sense to commit scientific missions if they could not
reach their targets. Nonetheless, progress toward scientific exploration was too
slow to suit some critics, and they evidently felt that their only recourse was to
take their case to the public.
The more subjective concerns of scientists were equally important but consider
ably less easy to understand and more difficult still to implement. King's charge
that NASA management did not sufficiently understand or sympathize with scien
tific objectives (whatever that meant) was seconded by others. Fred L. Whipple,
one of the country's foremost astronomers and a member of George Mueller's
Science and Technology Advisory Committee, put it to Mueller in early August
1969 in a letter calling attention to the lamentable situation at Houston. "I have
yet to talk to a scientist connected with the Apollo project," he wrote, "who feels
that he is really welcome there by the engineers . The atmosphere . .. is not hos
tile but it certainly is negative." In 26 years of working with engineers, Whipple
said, he had often had disagreements but had "never encountered the negative
type of attitude that persists at the MSC." He had personally heard an astronaut
say, in effect, that if only they could put all the scientists in a cage, then the
engineers and astronauts could get on with the program. Clearly this was not
a milieu in which a scientist could work effectively .59
Later in the year, but in response to the same events, Alex J. Dessler, head
ofthe Space Physics and Astronomy department at Rice University, commented
on the discontent of the space scientists . In spite of the fact that American space
science was recognized as the most productive in the world, and space science
was relatively better supported than many other fields of science, the discontent
of space scientists was widespread and growing more intense. Dessler noted that
their attitude, though in some sense incongruous, was important, because Con
gress was sure to listen if a number of prominent space scientists began to con
demn the Apollo program. Scientists evidently felt that they had no effective
advocate at a high level in NASA-in contrast to the engineers, who were quite
well represented by George Mueller at the head of a program office. Even when
the scientists got what they wanted, Dessler said, they felt frustrated at "the
appearance of condescension on the part of the engineers . . . the scientists some
times feel they are being thrown a bone to shut them Up."60
Both Whipple and Dessler suggested similar solutions to the problem. Whipple
thought that much of the misunderstanding arose from NASA's desire to justify
Apollo on scientific grounds, something he believed could not be done. Manned
space flight, which he supported, had its own reasons for being, but they were
not necessarily scientific. He suggested that the only way MSC could gain the
support of scientists was to put a scientist of high repute, acceptable to both out
side critics and the engineers and astronauts with whom he worked, in a posi
tion "in which [he] has a major role in all of the decisions made with regard to
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the operation of the Center." Dessler saw a need for a similar scientific heavy
weight at Headquarters; scientists had had no such advocate since Hugh Dryden. *
For the manned space flight program to be acceptable to the scientific commu
nity, apparently, scientists had to be in undisputed command .
This attitude was not new; even in the unmanned space science program, scien
tists contended for influence in shaping NASA's programs and felt they did not
have enough. Homer Newell, as associate administrator for the Office of Space
Science and Applications from 1963 to 1967, had dealt with them time and again.
In retrospect he wrote, "Scientists are a contentious lot, ... and the tremendous
opportunities of the space program inspired them to more intense dispute than
usual." Much of the tension in the space program, Newell said, "stemmed from
the scientists' presumption of special privilege, which at times Congress found
irritating."61 That presumption, sometimes verging on arrogance, was unmistak
able in the complaints aired during the summer of 1969, and, like Congress,
Apollo's engineers could hardly help finding it irritating. By their own lights,
the engineers were doing their best to facilitate scientific exploration of the moon
within the limitations of a very complex technology that offered many chances
for catastrophic failure. They were reluctant to take extreme risks-as by landing
at a site for which they had inadequate data simply because it looked more interest
ing to the scientists.
The general malaise of the times may also have contributed to this somewhat
vague but strongly felt sense of impotence on the part of scientists. For the first
time in some years the value of pure research, long extolled by spokesmen for
science, was in question. The college generation of young Americans, including
many science students, grew concerned for the earth's environment. They often
indiscriminately attributed its deterioration to both inhumane science and mind
less technology. They also disparaged the academics' devotion to research-most
particularly research subsidized by the military-as the major function of the
university, demanding more attention to teaching. A small group of radical stu
dents forcibly brought these concerns to the attention of scientists late in 1%9
at the national meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science in Boston. The normally sedate proceedings were disrupted by hecklers,
organized demonstrations, and rump sessions, to the considerable distress of the
scientific community.62
Whatever the origins of the space scientists' unhappiness, their public clamor
for more science on Apollo did not go unheeded. George Mueller wrote to MSC
Director Robert Gilruth in early September 1969, urging him to give this problem
his personal attention. After listing the steps already taken to support the science
program within a steadily declining personnel ceiling, Mueller cautioned that

'Hugh L. Dryden, director of the National AdviSOry Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) from 1947
to 1958, achieved his reputation through basic research in aerodynamics conducted at the National
Bureau of Standards. His election to the National Academy of Sciences in 1944 attested to his stature
among his peers . Although he was not active in research after taking over NACA, Dryden's skills
as a research administrator during difficult times earned widespread respect in the agency. He was
appointed deputy administrator of NASA in 1958, remaining in that post until his death in 1965.
Some pioneer space scientists remember him with something approaching hero worship.
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we will certainly detract measurably from the success of Apollo 11, and the
missions yet to be flown, unless we meet the challenge [of providing] the sup
port required in the science area .

Noting that "some members of the scientific community are impatient and as
you know, are willing to air their views without necessarily relating those views
to what is practicable and possible," he stated that
it is our policy to do the maximum science possible in each Apollo mission
and to provide adequate science support.... we must assure ourselves and
the world of science that we are making those adjustments which will pro
vide steadily increasing and effective support for the science area. 63

It remained to be seen whether the impatient scientists would be mollified by

the" adjustments" Mueller promised.

Preparations for the Next Mission

Scientists had been reasonably well satisfied with the way the Apollo 11 samples
were processed, although there was considerable waste motion and some confu
sion attributable to inexperience in the first real exercise of the lunar receiving
laboratory. The most serious complaint concerned the long delay in releasing sam
ples to principal investigators. However, many deficiencies in equipment and
procedures had shown up during the first mission that required correction before

Jim Lovell (left) and Fred Haise work with the heat flow experiment during training at the Kennedy
Space Center.
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Fred Haise, lunar module pilot on Apollo 13, practices using the lunar drill .
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Apollo 12, scheduled for mid-November. So, while completing their tasks fol
lowing Apollo 11, scientists in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory were also prepar
ing to incorporate necessary changes.
In early September the Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team forwarded to
Anthony J. Calio, MSC's new Director of Science and Applications, a list of recom
mended changes concerning matters such as weighing of samples, procedures
for transferring samples during quarantine, and photography. They also suggested
improving the display of information on sample history, status, and location, since
it had proved difficult during Apollo 11 to keep everyone informed of where the
individual samples were and what had been done to them. 64
Also in need of improvement was the vacuum system into which the returned
sample containers were first admitted to the laboratory. Problems had been fore
seen in handling the samples under high vacuum, and indeed problems had devel
oped during simulations and during the first mission (see Chapter 9). Members
of the analysis planning team now felt it was mandatory to open the lunar sam
ple container in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen rather than in vacuum. If two
containers were returned, one could be opened in the vacuum system; but rather
than conduct the preliminary examination there, the contents should immedi
ately be canned and stored under vacuum for the few investigators who required
vacuum-preserved specimens. The vacuum facility posed too many problems,
such as rupture of the gloves and contamination by organic materials from the
vacuum pumps, to allow continuation of its use for all the lunar samples. 65
Others who had been involved in handling the Apollo 11 samples offered
suggestions for reducing the number of people in the laboratory, separating the
functions of the preliminary examination team and the analysis planning team,
and eliminating the preparation of two samples for quarantine testing. All these
changes would speed up the release of samples to outside investigators. 66
A meeting in late September settled many of these questions, deciding that a
single "biopool" sample would be prepared for the biological tests rather than
the two that had been used on Apollo 11 and that the two sample return con
tainers would be processed simultaneously: one in the vacuum system in the phys
ical chemistry laboratory and the other under sterile nitrogen in the biological
preparation laboratory. Among other procedural changes adopted at this meet
ing was a provision that the analysis planning team would begin work only after
the preliminary examination team had completed its tasks. 67
The Interagency Committee on Back Contamination continued to press for the
installation of a bacterial filter on the command module postlanding ventilation
system. MSC was unyielding although engineers continued to evaluate solutions
to the problem. 68 Agreement was reached to discontinue using the biological iso
lation garments, provided no crew member was ill on return. Recovery teams
would provide clean flight suits and respiratory masks for the astronauts to put
on before they left the command module .69
For the crews, August, September, and October were packed with simulations,
briefings, and field trips. In mid-August they got their first briefing on the Sur
veyor at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. A month later they spent a day with the
geologists in the lunar receiving laboratory, examining the Apollo 11 rocks and
discussing plans for collecting samples,7O
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Geologists had high hopes for the Apollo 12 crew. They had been the first to
go through a revised geology training program that stressed basic principles of
site exploration rather than minutiae such as identification of rocks. By the time
they were ready for launch, Pete Conrad and Alan Bean and their backups had
well over 200 hours of field work under their belts. Their last field trip, to the
volcanic fields of Hawaii, was extremely satisfying to their training officers. They
handled every problem put to them, their descriptions and photographs were
excellent, and their sampling of the terrain was first-rate. Everyone looked for
ward to superior results from the first real lunar scientific expedition.71
At Kennedy Space Center, preparations for the launch of Apollo 12 went
smoothly. The first complete lunar surface experiments package arrived at KSC
in late March. Spacecraft and Saturn V were mated on July I, and the vehicle
was moved to launch complex 39A on September 8. A week before launch the
recovery quarantine equipment and mobile quarantine facility were ready for ship
ment to the recovery ship, U.S.S. Hornet. From then on, the only hitch in launch
preparations occurred two days before launch, when discovery of faulty insula
tion on a liquid hydrogen tank in the service module required exchanging the
tank for one on the Apollo 13 spacecraft. As launch day dawned, the only por
tent of possible delay was a cold front approaching the Cape from the north.72
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FIRST PHASE OF LUNAR
EXPLORATION COMPLETED:
1969-1970

Lunar exploration began in earnest with the launch of the first "H" mission,
Apollo 12. Successful in all respects, Apollo 12 crowned the accomplishments
of 1969 by establishing the ability to put the lunar module down on the moon
within walking distance of a desired spot. That done, the next mission was
planned for a landing on the Fra Mauro Formation, the site highest on the scien
tists' priority list. Apollo 13 was targeted to land there, but an equipment failure
forestalled a lunar landing and came close to costing three lives. Real-time improvi
sation saved NASA from calamity and demonstrated the versatility of the Manned
Spacecraft Center's mission planning and mission control teams. * After a thor
ough investigation that delayed subsequent missions by almost a year, Apollo
14 was assigned to land at the same site.
Not long after Apollo 12 returned, scientists gathered in Houston to present
the results of their investigations of the first lunar samples. In what was surely
one of the most exciting scientific conclaves of the century, practically all existing
theories of the moon's origin were thrown into doubt in one respect or another,
and scientists were more eager than ever for data. Shortly after that conference,
management at MSC sat down with lunar investigators and worked out ways
of increasing the amount and quality of the data to be returned by future Apollo
missions.
Their expectations, however, were soon reduced when the pressures of a tight
ening federal budget forced cancellation of one of the planned Apollo missions.
Faced with drastic reductions in funding, NASA managers chose to allot more
of the available money to post-Apollo programs on which continuation of the
manned space flight program depended. Apollo 11 had ushered in an era of hard
choices, not expanding horizons.

Intrepid Seeks Out Surveyor III
The morning of November 14, 1969, was cold, cloudy, and wet at Kennedy
Space Center. Weather radar showed rain showers marking a cold front 80 miles

*See Appendix 8.
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(130 kilometers) north of the Cape and moving south. With launch only hours
away, rain, broken low clouds, and overcast at 3,000 meters (9,800 feet) caused
launch officials to consider their options . Reports indicated no thunderstorms or
severe turbulence in the area, however, and conditions were better than the mini
mums specified by launch rules. An hour and 22 minutes before liftoff, a pump
replenishing liquid oxygen in the launch vehicle tanks failed. With success depend
ing on a backup pump, launch director Walter Kapryan chose to proceed.1 The
crew had trained intensively for the specific features of the planned landing site,
and if the day's launch window closed, that site would not be accessible for
another month.
At 11:22 a.m. Eastern Standard Time, President Richard M. Nixon-the only
incumbent chief executive ever to witness an Apollo launch-along with 3,000
invited guests and a large crowd of tourists, watched as the Saturn V rose from the
pad and accelerated toward the clouds. Just before the vehicle disappeared into
the overcast, two streaks of lightning flashed toward the launch complex. In the
command module Yankee Clipper, mission commander Pete Conrad heard the
master alarm. He looked at the caution and warning panel, and "it was a sight to
behold." Sixteen seconds later another bolt discharged, and Conrad told Hous
ton, "We just lost the platform [in the inertial guidance system], gang: I don't
know what happened here; we had everything in the world drop OUt."2 The fuel
cells had automatically disconnected and several panel gauges were temporarily
disturbed, but otherwise everything seemed normal. After the crew reset the fuel
cells, the flight continued while Mission Control tried to figure out what had
happened and what the consequences might be. The best guess seemed to be that
the launch vehicle, trailing its plume of ionized (and electrically conductive)
exhaust gas, had triggered a lightning discharge that otherwise would not have
occurred. Except for nine telemetry sensors not essential to the flight, all systems
were normal. 3
Apollo 12 flew smoothly into a normal earth orbit, and after the inertial gui
dance system was realigned and all systems checked out, Houston gave the sig
nal to fire the S-IVB stage for translunar insertion. Three and a half hours into
the flight, command pilot Richard F. Gordon turned command module Yankee
Clipper around, extracted the lunar module Intrepid from its stowage site atop the
third stage, and Apollo 12 continued on its way to the moon.4
The only midcourse correction maneuver of the outbound flight was performed
the next day, a 9.2-second burn that put the spacecraft on a fuel-saving hybrid
trajectory.s For the rest of the uneventful three-and-a-half-day trip to lunar orbit,
the crew spent their time housekeeping, tending to spacecraft systems, and
observing the earth and the moon. 6
Arriving at the moon 83112 hours after liftoff, Conrad fired the main propulsion
engine for almost 6 minutes to go into an elliptical lunar orbit. Five hours later a
second bum put the spacecraft into a circular orbit at 60 nautical miles (111
kilometers) altitude, where Yankee Clipper would stay until it was time to return to
earth. The spacecraft passed over and photographed Apollo 13' s landing area
in the Fra Mauro formation, and on the tenth revolution Conrad notified Cap
com Gerald Carr that "you can tell good Captain Shaky [Jim Lovell, commander
of Apollo 13] that he can relax. We've got his pictures."7
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APOLLO 12 GROUNDTRACK - LANDING PHASE
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Actual and projected ground tracks for the Apollo 12 landing. Numbered circles indicate successive
changes in the landing point designation made by Commander Conrad during the landing.

Six hours into the fourth day, Conrad and Bean prepared to enter and activate
the lunar module. Both were having trouble with their biomedical sensors; Con
rad's were blistering his skin and Bean's were producing erratic signals. Both
men cleaned and reattached their electrodes, then finished donning their space
suits and began preparing Intrepid for departure. 8
For the next several hours Conrad and Bean in Intrepid and Gordon in Yankee
Clipper were busy setting up their guidance and navigation computers and
exchanging data with the ground. When all was ready, Gordon turned the space
craft so that the long axis of the command and service module was perpendicu
lar to the flight path with the lunar module outward from the moon, retracted
the docking latches, and fired his attitude-control thrusters to move Yankee Clip
per away from Intrepid. 9 The landing craft was 5 miles (S kilometers) north of its
intended ground track-largely as a result of an error in the landing site location
and the inability to adequately correct for the moon's irregular gravity field. This
and other errors would be removed by the instructions transmitted to the gui
dance computer after the lunar module headed down for its landing. 1o
On the back side of the moon in the 13th revolution, the computer triggered
a 29-second firing of the descent engine, bringing the low point of Intrepid's orbit
to S.l nautical miles (15 kilometers). As the lander passed north of Mare Nec
taris, Conrad turned it on its back with the descent engine pointed along the flight
path and switched the engine on to begin the final approach. Everything went
exactly as expected, and after two minutes Conrad commented that it "feels good
to be standing up in a g-field again." Three minutes later the module's attitude
control thrusters began firing busily-more than Conrad thought they should
but Houston assured him that all was well. l l
After seven minutes Intrepid nosed over into a near-upright position and for
the first time Conrad could see the lunar surface. The principal landmark iden
tifying his landing point was a pattern of craters the astronauts called "Snow
man"; Surveyor III lay halfway up the eastern wall of the crater that was the
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Snowman's torso, and Intrepid was targeted for the center of the crater. As soon
as he could see out the window, Conrad cried delightedly, "Hey, there it is [Snow
man]! There it is! Son of a gun! Right down the middle of the road!" Then, as
Bean called out altitude, velocity, and quantity of fuel remaining, Conrad maneu
vered the craft with his hand controller to pick a smooth spot to land on. The
engine exhaust began kicking up dust about a hundred feet (30 meters) above
the surface and by the time Intrepid reached 50 feet (15 meters) the cloud obscured
the surface completely. At 1:54:36 a.m. EST on November 20, Pete Conrad made
a blind landing-exactly where, he could not tell, but certainly close to the intended
spot.12
Conrad was naturally anxious to determine where he had set Intrepid down,
and while he and Bean went through the post-landing check list they occasion
ally looked out the windows for landmarks that would allow Houston to pin
point their location, but without success. After changing his mind a time or two,
Conrad finally concluded, "I'm not sure that I'm not sitting right smack on the
other side of the Surveyor crater, just a little bit past it." Two hours later, Dick
Gordon in Yankee Clipper confirmed Conrad's guess when he sighted both Intrepid
and Surveyor III through his sextant as he "p assed over the site. He told Houston
that the lunar module was" on the left shoulder of the Snowman . .. , about
a third of the way from the Surveyor crater to the head. 13 Postmission calcula-
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Apollo 12's second traverse, made by Pete Conrad and ALan Bean. "Head" crater was the head of the
"Snowman, " the pattern of craters used by Conrad to Locate his landing site.
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tions placed Intrepid on the northwest rim of the Surveyor crater, 535 feet (163
meters) from the inert spacecraft.1 4 Had there been windows in the back of the
lunar module~ Conrad could have spotted the Surveyor as soon as the dust settled.
After postlanding checks of systems, Conrad and Bean described what they
could see from their spacecraft. Intrepid had landed in undulating terrain pocked
with craters ranging from a few feet to several hundred feet across, the larger
ones rimmed by large blocks of rock. Numerous boulders, up to 20 feet (6 meters)
in size, were scattered around the site, most of them angular rather than rounded,
many showing fillets of dust around the base. Immediately in front of the land
ing craft Bean saw an area of "patterned ground"-parallel cracks in the surface
soil perhaps an eighth of an inch (3 millimeters) deep. From the lunar module
the crew could distinguish no color differences in the rocks or soil; everything
seemed the same bright white .Is
Five and a half hours after landing, Conrad squeezed out the hatch, then clam
bered down the ladder to the bottom rung. As he stepped off onto the landing

Manned and unmanned lunar exploration meet: lunar module Intrepid, extreme upper left, rests on
the rim of the crater in which Surveyor III, right center, landed three years earlier. Apollo 12
astronauts Pete Conrad and Alan Bean took this picture toward the end of their second surface
traverse. They photographed the spacecraft and cut off several pieces of its hardware to return to earth
for study.
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Apollo 12 Commander Pete Conrad inspects the Surveyor III spacecraft. Two solar panels at the top of
the unmanned spacecraft provided electricity. Projecting in front of Conrad is the Surveyor's surface
sampler, extended on its lazy-tongs mechanism. Immediately to Conrad's right is the mirror for
Surveyor's television camera, which took hundreds of photographs of the surface. The lunar module
Intrepid, with its high-gain antenna deployed on the surface, is on the lip of the Surveyor crater,
upper right.

pad Conrad remarked, "Man, that [step] may have been a small one for Neil,
but that's a long one for me."* Looking around, he spotted the Surveyor half
way up the opposite wall of the crater. One of the first things Conrad noticed
was that he was going to get extremely dirty: the surface dust was finer and deeper
than he had expected. 16
Mter Conrad had collected the contingency sample Bean joined him on the sur
face, bringing the television camera with him. A few minutes later Houston
reported that the camera was not working. Cursory attempts at trouble-shooting
were fruitless, and television coverage for the mission-desirable but not
essential-had to be written Off.**17 The explorers pressed on with their other
* At 5 feet 6 inches (168 centimeters), Conrad was one of the shorter astronauts; Armstrong was
just under 6 feet (183 centimeters). The lowest rung of the ladder was about 2.5 feet (75 centimeters)
above the landing pad.
**Later examination determined that the image-tube target in the camera had been damaged by
exposure to intense light. Apparently Bean had inadvertently pointed the camera at the sun or a reflec
tion off the lunar module while helping Conrad set up a directional antenna . MSC-01855, "Apollo
12 Mission Report, " March 1970, p. 14-50.
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chores, apparently enjoying themselves immensely; Conrad chuckled and
hummed to himself as he went about examining the lunar module, collecting and
photographing samples, and describing the landscape. 18
The primary objective of their first excursion was to deploy the scientific experi
ments. Conrad and Bean unloaded the package easily, picked a spot 130 meters
(425 feet) northwest of the lander, and laid out the instruments without any seri
ous difficulty.19 On their way back to Intrepid they picked up more documented
samples and Bean took a soil sample with the core tube. After nearly four hours
on the surface, the astronauts returned to the lunar module, dusted each other
off as best they could without brush or vacuum cleaner, and climbed back inside.
After a brief evaluation of the day's work and some discussion of the next day's
plans, Houston signed off and the two astronauts strung up their hammocks and
turned in. 20
Overnight the geologists in Houston, working from several scenarios prepared
before the mission, formulated detailed plans for the geology exercise the
astronauts would carry out on their second outing. Next morning, when Bean
and Conrad were awake and ready to talk, CapCom Paul Weitz read through
the plans with them, discussing the scientists' recommendations for sampling
and photography, while the astronauts offered comments based on the previous
day's experience. Then they donned and checked over their space suits, recharged
with oxygen their portable life-support systems, vented the cabin, and set out
to collect samples. 21
During the next four hours Bean and Conrad covered something more than
one kilometer (3,300 feet), following a large-scale photographic map prepared for
the traverse and chatting constantly with each other and with Houston. 22 Scien
tists in Houston followed their progress from their references to the maps they
carried. The extensive conversation was intended to substitute for a geologist's
field notes. 23 On the nearly featureless lunar surface, sampling proved somewhat
difficult; except for size, most of the rocks showed few distinguishing features.
Colors and textures were not always easy to determine, and when they were,
the astronauts tended to use nonscientific terms in describing them-probably
a symptom of their sensitivity to possible misuse of geological terminology. At
one point Conrad noted a rock containing a "ginger-ale-bottle green" crystal
(which was probably olivine) , and a few minutes later Bean spotted a rock he
said "looks almost like a granite," but immediately added, "of course it proba
bly isn't, but it has the same sort of texture." Bean and Conrad documented their
samples carefully, photographing many of them and describing the location and
bag number for later reference. At "Head" crater, following instructions from
Houston, Conrad dislodged a medium-sized rock and allowed it to roll down the
slope to determine whether the seismometer some 70 meters (230 feet) away could
detect it (it did). Then it was on to "Bench" and "Sharp" craters, where they
sampled several large rocks on the surface that might be bedrock thrown out when
the craters were formed. 24
Two hours into the traverse the astronauts were on the edge of the Surveyor
crater. The slope of the crater wall was much less than it had appeared the day
before, when the low sun cast long, deceptive shadows. Pausing to reload a cam
era and survey the situation, they decided it would be easier to walk across the
slope of the crater wall rather than come down from the rim. Approaching from
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the side, they could take photographs of the landing-pad imprints and the trenches
dug by Surveyor's remotely controlled arm without disturbing the surface. These
would be compared with television pictures transmitted from the spacecraft
immediately after its landing.25
Examination of the Surveyor, the only human artifact ever encountered in lunar
exploration, was among the more interesting parts of the mission for Conrad and
Bean. What they noticed first was that much of its originally white surface had
turned brown-a change they attributed to a deposit of dust when they found
it could be wiped off. After photographing the surrounding surface and examin
ing the spacecraft, they removed the Surveyor's television camera and cut off
pieces of electrical cable and structural tubing for study by scientists at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. They decided to remove the trenching scoop as well; then,
after collecting soil samples, they headed for another small crater to take a few
more samples on their way back to the lunar module. 26

One ofseveral intriguing mounds in the Apollo 12 landing area in Oceanus Procellarum , reported but
not thoroughly investigated by astronauts Alan Bean and Pete Conrad.
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Back in their spacecraft, Conrad and Bean had almost six hours b~fore lifting
off to rendezvous with Yankee Clipper. After throwing out their portable life
support systems they straightened up the cabin, stowing the rock boxes and
improvising stowage for the television camera, which Houston wanted to exam
ine. They had carried in considerably more lunar dust than Armstrong and Aldrin
had reported; Conrad told Houston they looked like a couple of bituminous
coal miners right at the moment, but we're happy."27
Despite the fact that they had trebled the existing record for lunar surface
activity, Bean and Conrad were not exhausted and had expended about 10 per
cent less energy than anticipated. Both returned to the lunar module with almost
40 percent of their oxygen supply remaining on both excursions. 28 Bean suggested
to the medical officers that he would have enjoyed an occasional drink of water
while working on the surface; not that he felt dehydrated, but he would have
been more comfortable if he had been able to relieve the dryness in his mouth. 29
Intrepid's ascent stage lifted off the moon on time, and an hour and a half later
Conrad had Yankee Clipper in sight. Back in lunar orbit the dust the lunar explorers
had brought in with them began to float, thick enough to be visible in the cabin.
After the two spacecraft had docked they attempted to vacuum up the dust, with
little success, so they removed and packaged their suits in the lunar module, hop
ing to minimize contamination of the command module. In spite of their efforts,
considerable dust clung to everything they brought back and remained suspended
II

An eclipse of the sun such as few have ever seen. On earth, a solar eclipse is produced by the moon; as
the Apollo 12 spacecraft moved into the earth's shadow on the return trip, the earth eclipsed the sun .
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in the atmosphere; the environmental control system seemed not to filter it out
as completely as had been expected. 30
Intrepid, now a useless hulk, still had one more contribution to make to the
scientific objectives of the mission. For the benefit of seismologists wanting to
calibrate the instrument that Bean and Conrad had just left on the moon, Mis
sion Control now burned the empty spacecraft's remaining fuel to take it out of
orbit. At a speed of 1.67 kilometers per second (3,735 miles per hour) the ascent
stage plowed into the moon 76 kilometers (47 miles) east-southeast of the instru
ment package, producing a bizarre response: the seismometer recorded vibra
tions that perSisted almost undiminished for nearly an hour. It was so completely
unlike anything ever seen on earth that seismologists had no immediate expla
nation. One scientist compared the result to striking a church bell and hearing
the reverberations for 30 minutes. 31
Yankee Clipper stayed in lunar orbit for 11 more revolutions, finishing up the
"bootstrap" photography and landmark tracking, looking at sites being consid
ered for Apollo 14 and 15. Then the crew boosted their spacecraft out of lunar
orbit and settled in for the three-day voyage home. Now and then they chatted
with the duty CapCom about something that crossed their minds concerning their
exploration. Once in a while scientists wanted to debrief them concerning details
of their lunar surface activity. For most of the time, however, they relaxed. 32
At one point both Conrad and Bean passed along some reservations they had
about the field geology exercise. They had found the lunar surface a particularly
difficult one for classical field-geological techniques. Bean commented,
. . . we talked with [the geologists], before we went, about [the fact that] the
main objectives of the geology wasn't to go out and grab a few rocks and take
some pictures, but to try to understand the morphology and the stratigra
phy ... of the vicinity you were in. Look around and try to use your head
along those lines. Well, I'll tell you, there [were] less than ten times I stood
in spots ... and said, " Okay now, Bean, . .. is it possible to look out there
and try to determine ... which is first, which is second, and all that?" ... That
whole area has been acted on by these meteoroids or something else so that
all these features that are normally neat clues to you on earth are not available
for observation.

Conrad concurred: "I think even a trained geologist would have trouble doing
a whole lot of field geology that way on the moon."33 Long afterward, Bean still
felt that astronauts could be most effective on the lunar surface by selecting and
documenting as many apparently different kinds of samples as possible rather
than attempting on-the-spot geologizing .34 During a press conference on the last
day out, Conrad was asked whether he thought it would be desirable to have
a geologist as a member of the crew. He did indeed think so, but pointed out
that landing Intrepid had required all the piloting skill he had 35-implicitly echo
ing Deke Slayton's contention that landing on the moon was not yet a job for
a novice.
Early on the morning of November 24 Apollo 12 splashed down some 600 kilo
meters (375 miles) east of Pago Pago, 3.5 kilometers (2 miles) from the recovery
ship U.S.S . Hornet. The landing was rough-apparently Yankee Clipper hit a ris
ing wave as it swung on its parachutes-hard enough to dislodge a 16-mm movie
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camera from its bracket and slam it into Alan Bean's forehead, momentarily stun
ning him and opening a I-inch (2.S-centimeter) cut, which Conrad bandaged. 36
The recovery swimmers soon arrived, tossed respirators and coveralls-replacing
the biological isolation garments that the Apollo 11 crew had found so
objectionable-into the command module, then assisted the astronauts into the
raft. Half an hour later recovery helicopters set the crew down aboard the Hornet
and they went straight to their mobile quarantine facility. Lunar sample containers
and film magazines were removed and flown to Pago Pago and thence to Hous
ton. The astronauts had a longer journey: four days aboard ship to Hawaii, then
a nine-hour flight to Houston. On the morning of November 29, Conrad, Bean,
and Gordon entered the Lunar Receiving Laboratory for their 11-day stay in
quarantine. 37
That Apollo 12 was a success was apparent even on preliminary evaluation.
The procedural changes incorporated to improve landing accuracy had allowed
Conrad to put Intrepid down within sight of Suroeyor III, exactly as intended. Lunar
exploration had been easy; neither Bean nor Conrad encountered any unexpected
difficulties and both had oxygen to spare when they returned. And while they

The last leg of a half-million-mile journey: in the early morning light of November 29, 1969, the
Apollo 12 mobile quarantine facility is trucked through the main entrance to the Manned Spacecraft
Center on its way to the lunar receiving laboratory and quarantine.
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had found it hard to apply their field-geology training on the unrevealing sur
face of Oceanus Procellarum, they had collected nearly 75 pounds (34 kilograms)
of samples, most of them documented. The surface experiments they had set up
were returning streams of data, and scientists agreed the astronauts had done
a remarkable job. Communication between scientists in Houston and the
astronauts on the moon had been well handled by Mission Controp8 If A polIo
12 was a reliable indicator, the scientific return from the remaining eight mis
sions should be gratifying.

Lunar Receiving Laboratory Operations
The modifications to equipment and procedures (see Chapter 10) necessitated
by experience with Apollo 11 were completed and the Lunar Receiving Labora
tory was ready for operations before Apollo 12 left the launch pad. 39 When the
sample containers arrived in Houston, the one containing the documented sam
ples was transferred to the biological laboratory to be opened under sterile nitro
gen, while the bulk sample container was opened in the vacuum system. The
first quick look showed that Conrad and Bean had selected larger rocks than Arm
strong and Aldrin did, and that there were noticeable differences: the Apollo 12
samples were almost entirely igneous, whereas the earlier specimens had con
tained about 75 percent breccia (rocks formed by compaction without alteration).40
Still more samples arrived with the astronauts on November 29. Lacking room
in the sample return containers, Conrad had brought back several large rocks
as well as the Surveyor parts in the command module .41
After samples were taken for biological testing,42 the Preliminary Examination
Team began its work. This time they concentrated on description and photo
graphic documentation of the contents of the rock boxes, saving detailed exami
nation until later, so that the Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team could begin
its work earlier. During this preliminary examination a small cut appeared in one
of the chamber gloves. The incident was treated as a "spill" of lunar material
that contaminated the laboratory and sent 11 people into quarantine, including
several scientists from the Preliminary Examination Team. 43 Providing quarters
for that many additional people presented a problem, but by putting extra beds
in the available rooms and using the Mobile Quarantine Facility (which could be
connected with the Crew Reception Area), all were accorrunodated. The scien
tists were disappointed in being cut off from work with the samples, but prelimi
nary examination continued without them.44
Other than the fault in the chamber glove, operations in the receiving labora
tory went smoothly. A week after the samples were returned, all had been inven
toried and given preliminary examination, the sample for biological testing had
been prepared, and two samples had been delivered to the radiation counting
laboratory for assay of low-level radioactivity. 45
By mid-December scientists in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory had determined
some of the basic characteristics of the Apollo 12 samples. Some members of the
site selection board had objected to the Apollo 12 site on the grounds that it was
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too much like Apollo l1's (see Chapter 10), but these analyses showed other
wise. Chemically, the rocks from both sites were similar, containing the same
elements but in somewhat different proportions. Only two rocks from Apollo
12 were breccias, however, which predominated in the Apollo 11 samples. Many
of the igneous rocks returned by Apollo 12 were very coarse grained, suggesting
that they might have crystallized slowly, probably at considerable depth. While
the Apollo 11 samples had been notably rich in titanium, those from Apollo 12
were not. Both types were deficient in volatile elements. Olivine comprised only
about 10 percent of the first samples but was abundant in the second set.46 Petro
logical examination indicated that the Apollo 12 rocks had crystallized at a high
temperature. 47 Preliminary potassium-argon dating suggested that the samples
from Oceanus Procellarum had solidified some 2.2 to 2.6 billion years ago, com
pared to about 4 billion years for those from the Tranquility site. 48 Detailed results
from the work of principal investigators would not be available for some months,
but these preliminary findings provoked considerable discussion at the first Lunar
Science Conference the following month.
Elsewhere in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, the crew and their companions
in confinement had an uneventful three weeks. Debriefings by engineers and
scientists took up several hours a day for the first week; preparing the pilot's
report required much of the next, and they were grateful to have the uniterrupted
time to complete this chore. Visits by their families-through the glass wall in
the conference room-plus television and movies and the occasional game of pool
or Ping-Pong, provided some diversion. Conrad worked on assembling an FM
receiver kit but did not complete it. The scientists managed to get some samples
passed in to them in the crew reception area and were able to continue work on
the samples to a limited extent. They also got the chance to discuss the lunar
traverses with Conrad and Bean, using photographs as they became available. 49
Periodic medical evaluations showed no change in the condition of either the
crews or the quarantined scientists, and on December 10, 36 hours before the
quarantine officially ended, they were released, to be kept under medical sur
veillance until biological tests on the samples showed them to be no threat to
life on earth.50
Throughout December those tests continued as the Apollo 12 samples were
exposed to dozens of plant and animal species. Meanwhile the examination and
characterization of the lunar rocks and soil continued, and the Lunar Sample Anal
ysis Planning Team began the task of matching investigators' requirements with
the samples. Release of material to outside researchers was scheduled as soon
as the biological tests were completed, expected in early January 1970.

The First Lunar Science Conference

The decade of Apollo ended with investigators of the lunar samples preparing
to present their first findings to the scientific world. On January 5, 1970, several
hundred scientists, including all 142 principal investigators for the Apollo 11 sam
ples, met in Houston for the first of many annual Lunar Science Conferences.
For four days they discussed the chemistry, mineralogy, and petrology of the
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lunar samples, described the search for carbon compounds and evidence of-liv
ing material, the results of age determinations, and what had been learned from
the data returned from the surface instruments.
The flood of information presented at the conference precluded any large gener
alizations. Some of the rocks brought back by Apollo 11 were basalts, formed
by melting, but the samples contained a high percentage of breccias. Most of the
rock fragments were similar to the larger rocks; a small number, however, were
entirely unlike the rest and may have come from the nearby lunar highlands.
The properties of most of the material were consistent with formation at high
temperature in the absence of oxygen or water. More than 20 minerals known
on earth had been identified, suggesting a similarity of origin for the two planets,
but at least three new ones unique to the moon had been discovered. The ages
of the lunar rocks and soil seemed to differ: the basalts from Tranquility Base
were found to be between 3 and 4 billion years old, while the soil contained par
ticles believed to have been formed 4.6 billion years ago. 51 In light of the recently
determined age of the Apollo 12 samples, which were roughly a billion years youn
ger, these numbers indicated that more than one cataclysmic event had shaped
the lunar surface .
Other studies showed that some lunar material dug up from below the surface
had once been on the surface, indicating that the lunar soil was undergoing con
stant "gardening." Studies of isotopes produced by cosmic-ray bombardment
indicated that some lunar rocks had been on or just below the surface for at least
10 million years. 52
The search for carbon compounds-possible relics of life forms in the moon
rocks-was inconclusive, in part because the methods of detection were extremely
sensitive. Carbon and some carbon compounds were detected, but no molecules
that could clearly be identified as derived from living organisms. The intensive
search for living organisms conducted in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory was
negative, as were efforts to identify fossil microorganisms.53
On the whole the early work on the Apollo 11 samples was more intriguing
than revealing. A few scientists were willing, on the basis of the results presented
at the Houston conference, to discard one or more theories of lunar origin, but
most were not. One commented, some still like the moon hot; some like it cold ."
Many called attention to the limitations of the data and the futility of drawing
sweeping conclusions with information from such a small area. One of them put
it in perspective with the comment, "what I looked at was an area equal to the
size of three postage stamps and a thimbleful of material"; another remarked
facetiously, flour results are based on the wanton destruction of two grams [about
the weight of a dime] of lunar material."54
After four days of discussion, a panel of prominent scientists attempted a sum
mary at a news conference. Robert Jastrow, director of NASA's Goddard Insti
tute for Space Studies, said that"old descriptions in terms of a hot or cold moon
are an oversimplification." To Edward Anders of the University of Chicago it was
clear that the moon "has been a geologically active body with several episodes
of melting and lava flows." For the last two or three billion years, however, it
has been almost dead. Jastrow and others doubted that the moon was thrown
off from the earth or that it was formed elsewhere and captured later. Gene Sim
II
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mons, newly appointed chief scientist at MSC, summed up the state of lunar
science at the end of the conference. "There is a large amount of undigested data
and very little interpretation," he said . "You'll see in the next six months many
revisions of statements as to what it all means."55
The Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team best characterized the significance
of the Tranquility samples:
The Apollo 11 samples were collected from a very tiny fraction of the moon's
surface. Nevertheless, they have given a vast new inSight into the processes
that have shaped this surface and have established some Significant limits on
the rates and mechanisms by which it evolved. The results reported do not
resolve the problem of the origin of the moon. However, the number of con
straints that must be met by any theory have been greatly increased. For exam
ple, if the moon formed from the earth, it can now be stated with some
confidence that this separation took place prior to 4.3 x 109 [4.3 billion] years
ago. Furthermore, such a hypothesis must now take account of certain defi
nite differences in chemical composition [between the moon and the
earth] .... There is clear evidence .. . that the surface of the moon is varia
ble in both composition and age. It is therefore of great scientific importance to
obtain materials from a variety of terrains and sites [emphasis added].56

After the conference ended on January 8 the scientists returned to their labs to
continue probing the lunar samples, while NASA focused on sampling the vari
ety of terrains and sites they deemed so important. The next mission, Apollo 13,
was already targeted for the Fra Mauro Formation,57 a geologic unit that covered
large portions of the lunar surface around Mare Imbrium. The landing site was
just north of the crater Fra Mauro, about 180 kilometers (112 miles) due east of
the spot where Pete Conrad had landed Intrepid.

MSC Increases Emphasis on Science in Apollo
Early in 1970 MSC set about to improve its relations with the lunar science com
munity. As the first lunar science conference was meeting in Houston, Jim
McDivitt, manager of MSC's Apollo spacecraft program office, took note of scien
tists' frequent complaints that MSC was unable or unwilling to accommodate
changes in the experiment program. "I would like to take steps to change this
impression and to attempt to generate a 'can-do' attitude toward science changes
consistent with operational and other constraints," McDivitt said. He intended
to establish a schedule for each mission, "to provide information to the science
world which will discipline their inputs to our schedule needs," and to establish
an Experiments Review Group, which was to consider new or late experiments
for the missions to recommend MSC policy on experiment changes. McDivitt him
self would chair the group, which included Anthony J. Calio, director of science
and applications, Deke Slayton, director of flight crew operations, and Richard
S. Johnston, former special assistant to the center director now assigned to
McDivitt's office. 58
The first lunar science conference apparently brought the question of MSC's
handling of science to a head, for Director Robert R. Gilruth moved to change
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his center's antiscientific image at the same time . On February 5, 1970, he and
11 of MSC's highest-ranking managers met with 9 prominent scientists involved
in the Apollo program to discuss issues between the two groups. * Several specific
problems were discussed and resolved. One major flaw the scientists found in
the conduct of Apollo science involved contact between astronauts, principal
investigators, and operations planners. Since there was not time to make non
scientists astronauts over into scientists, the investigators insisted on giving
experimenters more time to discuss the objectives of the experiment with the
astronauts, thus improving the astronauts' understanding of what they could do
to enhance the results. Geologists had enjoyed an advantage in this respect, but
the experimenters pointed out that other disciplines were involved in lunar inves
tigations and should get more attention in training. Another point involved com
munication between scientists on the ground and astronauts on the moon; this
ought to be made easier, the scientists said, so that surprises could be dealt with
when encountered and procedures altered in real time if necessary. When it was
pointed out that this would require the principal investigators to learn how to
use the existing systems to best advantage, including participation in simulations,
the scientists agreed to take on that responsibility. 59
Finally, participants agreed to clarify relations between outside scientists and
MSC offices. In general experimenters should be more forthcoming with expla
nations of the scientific rationale for experiments and MSC should simplify and
expedite reviews of proposed experiments and changes in existing plans. A general
improvement in communication between MSC, the scientists, and Headquarters
was necessary. 60
Associate Administrator Homer E. Newell, who attended the meeting, later
commented approvingly to Gilruth that "the entire discussion was in a construc
tive vein," and that "some very complimentary remarks were made ... about
MSC's current approach to handling science." As associate administrator for
science and applications, Newell had for years tried to mediate between the scien
tists and manned space flight officials, and he found the new attitudes gratifying
on both sides. 61
MSC immediately followed up on the February meeting by establishing a
Science Working Panel to be the single forum in which science requirements and
operational restrictions would be reconciled and adjusted . The working panel
would be advised by principal investigators and scientists representing the entire
spectrum of science. A science mission manager and a mission scientist (usually

*MSC was represented by Gilruth; Deputy Director Christopher C. Kraft, Jr .; George Abbey, tech
nical assistant to Gilruth; Anthony J. Calio, director of Science and Applications; M. Gene Simmons,
chief scientist; Donald K. Slayton, director of Flight Crew Operations; Thomas P. Stafford, chief of
the Astronaut Office; Harrison H. Schmitt, astronaut; John Zarcaro, chief of the Lunar Missions Office;
Ted H. Foss, Geology and Geochemistry Branch; Glynn S. Lunney, Flight Control Division; and
Richard S. Johnston, Apollo Spacecraft Program Office. Scientists attending-most of them principal
investigators on Apollo-were James R. Arnold, Univ. of California at San Diego; Paul W. Gast, Colum
bia Univ.; Marcus G. Langseth, Jr., Lamont-Doherty Geophysical Observatory; Frank Press, Mass .
Inst. of Technology; Robert Rex, Univ. of California at Riverside; Gordon A. Swann, U.S . Geological
Survey; Robert Walker, Washington Univ., St. Louis; and Gerald J. Wasserburg, Calif. Inst. of Tech
nology. Homer E. Newell, NASA Associate Administrator, attended as an observer.
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a scientist-astronaut) would be assigned for each flightY When scientists briefed
astronauts on the conduct of their experiments, a representative of MSC's Flight
Control Division would sit in as well, to ensure complete understanding all
around. 63
The February meeting and its consequences were a considerable relief to scien
tists involved in Apollo. Newell later commented that "the experimenters' feel
ing of effectiveness increased steadily with each new Apollo mission until with
Apollo 17 ... the scientists were positively ecstatic. "64

Personnel and Program Changes
The last months of 1969 brought changes in several key offices in NASA Head
quarters and the centers. Thomas O. Paine, who had succeeded James Webb as
NASA administrator less than a year earlier, called George M. Low to Headquar
ters to become deputy administrator, the agency's second-ranking official. * After
guiding Apollo through its most difficult years and at long last establishing the
first post-Apollo project (Skylab), George Mueller announced his intent to resign
as Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight at the end of the year. The
Air Force reassigned Lt. Gen. Sam Phillips, longtime manager of the Apollo Pro
gram Office under Mueller, to command its Space and Missile Systems Organi
zation . As Mueller's replacement Paine named Dale D. Myers, Apollo spacecraft
manager at North American Rockwell for many years; Phillips's place was filled
by Rocco A. Petrone, director of launch operations at Kennedy Space Center.
At Houston, Gilruth appointed Col. James A. McDivitt, command pilot on Gemini
IV and commander of Apollo 9, to head the Apollo spacecraft project office and
Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., MSC's director of flight operations, to be deputy cen
ter director. 65 MSC also had a new Director of Science and Applications, Anthony
J. Calio, who succeeded Wilmot Hess after Hess's resignation in the fall (see
Chapter 10).
New managers faced new problems in the year following Apollo 11's resound
ing success. Public enthusiasm for lunar missions waned when, with Apollo 12,
they began to seem routine. Funding prospects were also bleak. Lyndon John
son's last budget submittal (in January 1969) requested $3.878 billion for NASA,66
nearly 25 percent lower than the budget for the peak year, fiscal 1965. When
Richard Nixon's first budget was submitted in April, that figure was reduced to
$3.833 billion. Paine put the best face he could on the situation; the reductions
would require" difficult program adjustments," but in the context of the adminis
tration's determination to reduce government spending, "the nation can con
tinue a scientifically effective program of manned lunar exploration" and the
capability to produce Saturn V boosters would not lapse beyond recovery. 67 When
the space agency's appropriation bill was signed in November, it provided only
$3.697 billion, and the adjustments became even more difficult. 68

*At the time Low, who took over as manager of MSC's Apollo spacecraft project office after the
AS-204 fire in April 1967, was serving as special assistant to MSC Director Robert R. Gilruth.
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Besides being economy minded, the new administration was in no hurry to
establish a position on space. Early in 1969 the new President appointed a Space
Task Group" to study the space program, calling for a report in six months on
alternatives for the post-Apollo period . Predictably, the group's report, sub
mitted on September IS, recommended a balanced program of manned and
unmanned space activity. Its most radical suggestion was that NASA should adopt
a new long-range goal, comparable to the Apollo goal that had sustained space
exploration for eight years, to provide the impetus for new developments. For
that goal they suggested manned exploration of the planets, specifically a manned
landing on Mars by the end of the 20th century. Three options were proposed:
an all-out effort, including a 50-man earth-orbiting space station and a lunar base,
culminating with the Mars landing in the mid-1980s; a less ambitious program
providing for evaluation of an unmanned Mars landing before setting a date for
the manned mission; and a minimum program that would develop a space sta
tion and a shuttle vehicle but would defer the Mars landing to some unspecified
time before the end of the century. Costs were estimated at between $8 billion
and $10 billion per year by 1980 for the most ambitious option and from $4 billion
to $5.7 billion annually by 1976 for the least. 69
Nixon's reaction to the Space Task Group report was not immediately forth
coming. His press secretary declined to predict when the President would make
a decision, but said that competing domestic programs and the constraints
imposed by inflation would certainly have to be considered in funding any new
space ventures.70
Public reaction to the proposal of a manned flight to Mars was generally negative.
The Washington Post suggested that such a trip should be weighed carefully in
terms of its potential scientific value: "It is knowledge we seek, not spectacu
lars.... "71 A point of view shared by many scientists was expressed atthe annual
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
in December by Gordon J. F. MacDonald, who characterized it as "the utmost
folly." Retiring AAAS president Walter Orr Roberts said that the United States
should not set a goal of sending men to Mars "now or ever. "72 Even congres
sional supporters of manned space flight found the proposal unacceptable. The
chairman of the House Science and Astronautics Committee told the House that
he was unwilling to commit the nation to any specific timetable for sending men
to Mars, and the chairman of the Manned Space Flight subcommittee likewise
shied away from an endorsement.73
Perhaps the thumbs-down reaction to a Mars flight was to be expected, given
the projected cost of such a program, which the Space Task Group estimated
at $54.1 billion to $78.2 billion during the 1970-1980 decade. Somewhat surpris
ing was that even Apollo, hitherto all but inviolable, was not to escape the effects
of NASA's straitening circumstances. On January 4, 1970, following dedication
of the Lunar Science Institute at Houston, deputy administrator George Low
·Chaired by Vice-President Spiro T. Agnew, the group included Robert C. Seamans, Secretary of
the Air Force and former deputy administrator of NASA; Thomas O . Paine, NASA Administrator;
and Lee A. Dubridge, Science Adviser to the President. Observers were U. Alexis Johnson, Under
secretary of State for Political Affairs; Glenn T. Seaborg, chairman of the Atomic Energy Commis
sion; and Robert P. Mayo, director of the Bureau of the Budget.
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James Lavell, Apollo 13 commander, practices moonwalking in a device that offsets % of his weight.
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announced that Apollo 20 had been canceled and the schedule for the seven
remaining flights would be stretched out into 1974. Four would be flown in
1970-1971 at intervals depending on the choice of sites. Lunar exploration would
then be interrupted while the three-mission Apollo Applications Program (a
rudimentary space station in earth orbit, soon to be renamed "Skylab") was con
ducted. The last three missions to the moon would be flown in 1973 and 1974.
Low denied reports that NASA planned to cancel four Apollo flights, saying that
such action would do away with most of our scientific return and waste the
investment we have made." Lunar scientists were reported to have been pleased
by Low's announcement;74 they had evidently feared that even more missions
would be deleted.
Ten days later, after preliminary discussions on the fiscal 1971 budget, adminis
trator Thomas O. Paine revealed more changes in space exploration. Saturn V
launch vehicle production was to be suspended indefinitely after the fifteenth
booster was completed, leaving NASA with no means of putting really large pay
loads into earth orbit or continuing lunar exploration. The last Saturn V was reas
signed from Apollo 20 to Skylab. Unmanned explorations of Mercury and Mars
were reduced or deferred. Some 50,000 of the estimated 190,000 employees of
NASA and its contractors would have to be laid off, and many university scien
tists would find their projects without funds. Though the new plans imposed
real austerity, Paine noted that they did provide for a start on the next project,
development of a reusable spacecraft to shuttle crews and payloads between earth
and a space station in earth orbitJ5
Apollo still had supporters in Congress, however, and they tried their best to
add $130.5 million to the administration's budget for lunar exploration in fiscal
1971. But the Senate would not go along, and after a vigorous debate, the confer
ence committee reported an authorization bill containing an increase of only $38
million for ApolloJ6 After the first two lunar landings, Congress and the nation
were ready to get on to other things-but nothing so expensive as a flight to Mars.
A congressional historian who served on the House space committee described
the dawn of the 1970s as "the worst of times for the space program," and then
summarized the budget debates:
1/

By hindsight, it seems unlikely that even the strongest and most adept mobili
zation of the supporters of more manned flights to the Moon could have suc
cessfully overcome the adverse feeling in the country in the early 1970's.
Congress and the Nation could be persuaded to support Skylab, the Space
Shuttle, and a modest level of activity by NASA in many other areas.
But ... Von Braun's dream of a manned flight to Mars was not in the cards
for the 20th century, at least.n

Mission to Fra Mauro

Whether any Americans were going to Mars in this century or not, the crew
of Apollo 13-Jim Lovell, Ken Mattingly, and Fred Haise-were going to the moon,
and they were too busy preparing for that mission to worry about anything more
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Apollo 13 astronauts James Lovell (left) and Fred Haise in training at Kennedy Space Center. This
photo gives an excellent view of the lunar module hatch (square opening above the ladder), through
which the suited astronauts had to crawl backwards, and the height of the ladder above the lunar
surface-which prompted Pete Conrad to remark on Apollo 12, "that may have been a small [step] for
Neil, but it was a big one for me."
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spectacular. Their Saturn V was trundled out to launch complex 39A on Decem
ber 15, 1969, anticipating launch on March 12, 1970.78 On January 8, however,
Headquarters announced that Apollo 13 had been rescheduled for April 11 to
allow more detailed analysis of specific plans. 79
The target for Apollo 13 was a spot some 180 kilometers (112 miles) east of Apollo
12's landing site, just north of the crater Fra Mauro. The mission's primary task
was to sample the geologic unit called the Fra Mauro Formation, which covers
a large area around the Imbrium basin. The Fra Mauro Formation was generally
believed to consist of material ejected when Imbrium, one of the largest impact
basins on the moon, was formed. Scientists hoped that samples would allow them
to date the "Imbrian event," which would establish the time relationships of
related and adjacent features. Finally, they expected that the Fra Mauro site would
provide samples that came from deep within the moon, excavated by the Imbrian
event. 80 The mission would also emplace a second set of lunar surface instru
ments, differing from those flown on Apollo 12; a heat-flow experiment and a
charged-particle environment detector were substituted for the solar wind spec
trometer, the magnetometer, and the suprathermal ion detector. A second cali
bration of the lunar seismometers was to be accomplished by crashing the Saturn
V's third stage at a preselected location on the moon. 81
Preparations for the launch proceeded without major problems through Febru
ary and March. Three days before launch, Jack Swigert took Ken Mattingly's place
as command module pilot, after the prime crew had been exposed to German

Apollo 13's only contribution to lunar science: a seismometer in Mission Control recorded these
tracings after the Saturn S-JVB stage struck the moon .
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measles and Mattingly was found to have no immunity. Apollo 13 lifted off on
schedule at 2:13 p.m. Eastern Standard Time on April 11, and for two days oper
ations were routine; Capcom remarked at one point that flight controllers were
bored to tears. A few hours later, however, an oxygen tank in the service mod
ule ruptured, depriving the spacecraft of most of its electrical power and oxygen,
and the mission had to be aborted. Only a heroic effort of real-time improvisa
tion by mission operations teams saved the crew. 82
Almost lost in the drama of the mission was the one piece of scientific informa
tion that Apollo 13 was able to provide. Shortly after command module pilot Jack
Swigert had extracted the lunar module from atop the S-IVB stage, ground con
trollers fired the auxiliary propulsion system on the big rocket, putting it on a
course to crash into the moon. Three days later the 30,700-pound (13,925 kilo
gram) hulk struck the lunar surface at 5,600 miles per hour (2.5 kilometers per
second) some 74 miles (119 kilometers) west-northwest of the Apollo 12 landing
site, releasing energy estimated as equivalent to the explosion of 7.7 tons (7,000
kilograms) of TNT. Half a minute later the passive seismometer left by Apollo
12 recorded the onset of vibrations that persisted for more than four hours.
Another instrument, the lunar ionosphere detector, sensed a gas cloud that arrived
a few seconds before the seismic signal and lasted for more than a minute. Seis
mologists were baffled by the moon's response to shock, but welcomed the new
means of generating data. 83
In the year that it took to discover and correct the cause of the Apollo 13 fail
ure, the scope of the remaining missions was altered. Apollo 14 would visit the
site intended for exploration by Apollo 13, but it would go there as the last of
the intermediate exploration missions. The flights that remained would stretch
the capabilities of the Apollo systems virtually to their limits, providing longer
visits to the lunar surface and increased mobility for the astronauts. Unfortunately
for lunar science, two missions were to be cut from an already minimal program.
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APOLLO ASSUMES ITS FINAL FORM:
1970-1971

As budgets tightened and public support for lunar missions faltered in 1970,
NASA managers faced tough choices. On the one hand, the successful Apollo
exploration missions had given lunar scientists an appetite for more and more
samples-more, in fact, than even the six missions remaining on the schedule
were likely to provide. Against that stood the need to get moving on post-Apollo
programs, the first of which (Skylab) had reached a stage where it required sub
stantial funds to stay on schedule. Given the unpalatable alternatives, NASA chose
to cut back on lunar exploration and apply the savings to its future. 1

Cutbacks and Program Changes

In February 1970 NASA took to Congress a budget proposal for fiscal 1971 for
$3.333 billion, down more than $500 million from the previous fiscal year. Adminis
trator Thomas Paine listed for the House Committee on Science and Astronau
tics the "hard choices" he had been forced to make to stay within that budget
while still making progress: suspending production of Saturn V launch vehicles
and spacecraft assigned to those vehicles, "mothballing" the Mississippi Test Facil
ity and reducing the work force at the Michaud Assembly Facility where Saturn
Vs were assembled, closing the new Electronics Research Center at Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and canceling Apollo 20. 2 During the following summer it
appeared that Congress was in a mood to cut space funding even more. By July
rumors were circulating that more Apollo missions, perhaps as many as four,
were candidates for cancellation. 3 The first bill containing NASA's appropriation
(vetoed in August by President Nixon, who objected to the funds provided for
another agency) gave the space agency $3.269 billion-a figure that came out of
weeks of debate in House and Senate and conference committee and was clearly
all the space agency could expect. 4
On July 28, while Congress debated the funding issue, Tom Paine submitted
his resignation as NASA administrator, effective September 15, to President
Nixon. He planned to return to General Electric, the company he had left in early
1968 to become deputy administrator. Paine denied that NASA's immediate fund
ing problems had influenced his decision. 5 Probably more decisive was the fact
that he saw no prospect of immediate change. From the start of his tenure as
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administrator, Paine's ideas for the future of the space program were far more
ambitious than those of the President and the Bureau of the Budget.
On September 2 Paine called a press conference to announce NASA's interim
operating plan for fiscal 1971. Cutbacks and stretchouts in most major programs
were the order of the day, among them the cancellation of two more Apollo mis
sions, 15 and 19. The remaining missions, redesignated Apollo 14-17, * would
be flown at six-month intervals in 1971 and 1972. After that would come the three
manned Skylab missions (which under earlier schedules had interrupted the
Apollo program for two years). Paine noted that he and his managers had made
this decision reluctantly and in spite of the conclusions of special reviews by the
Space Science Board of the National Academy of Sciences and the Lunar and
Planetary Missions Board, both of which had strongly recommended that all six
remaining missions be flown. Paine's main consideration had been "how best
to carry out Apollo to realize maximum benefits while preserving adequate
resources for the future post-Apollo space program. "6 For whatever consolation
scientists might get from it, one of the canceled missions (Apollo 15) was the last
of the limited exploration missions the three remaining after the cut would all
have considerably extended capability, including a surface roving vehicle. Left
unanswered was the question of what was to be done with the three Saturn V
boosters that no longer had missions to fly.7
Criticism of the decision to shorten Apollo was immediately forthcoming . A
New York Times editorialist called the decision "penny-wise, pound-foolish," not
ing that the savings would amount to less than 2 percent of NASA's fiscal 1971
budget and less than 0.25 percent of the total investment in Apollo. "The budge
tary myopia which forced this ... decision can only vindicate the critics who have
insisted that Apollo was motivated by purely prestige considerations, not scien
tific goals," said the Times writer. While the Times had for years opposed Apollo's
high priority, "now that these huge sums have been spent the need is to obtain
the maximum yield, scientifically and otherwise, from that investment. "8
This argument was typical of the reaction voiced by many after the cutback.
Particularly upset were lunar scientists . Astronomer Thomas Gold of Cornell
University likened the decision to "buying a RoBs Royce and then not using it
because you claim you can't afford the gas." The grand old man of lunar science,
Harold Urey, said the $40 million saved on operational costs was "chicken feed"
compared to the $25 billion already spent. 9 To the Washington Post he wrote,
It cost us .. . one half of one per cent of our gross production ... . Now we
wish to finish a job which has been beautifully begun. And we get stingy.
Because of an additional cost of about 25 cents per year for each of us we drop
two flights to the moon recommended by scientific committees composed of
men who personally profit from the expenditure little or not at all . How fool
ish and short-sighted from the view of history can we be?lO

Gerald Wasserburg, a highly respected Cal tech geochemist and member of the
lunar sample preliminary examination team, protested in the Los Angeles Times,

* At the time, Apollo 14 had not yet flown. New mission numbers were 15, 16, and 17, with science
plans corresponding approximately to those of the old 16, 17, and 18.
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. . . this decision threatens our existing investment in planetary exploration
during a period when we are obtaining maximum returns and makes doubt
ful the scientific justification of the manned space program. The total effect
appears to indicate a return to the dark ages of planetary science ... .11

None of the protesters, however, could offer a reasonable alternative to the cut
backs. The New York Times editorial writer suggested that NASA seek participa
tion, including financial contribution, by the Soviet Union or our European allies
in long-term lunar exploration-surely an unrealistic suggestion at best.
These complaints, well founded though they were, were far too late. By
mid-1970 NASA was operating on its lowest budget since fiscal 1965, under an
administration determined to reduce the federal deficit, while trying to get started
on a new generation of spacecraft and programs toward which administration
budget officers were less than enthusiastically committed. Complicating the prob
lem of living within a restricted budget, NASA's record in holding program costs
to preprogram estimates was not good, a fact often brought up in congressional
budget hearings. (That had very nearly cost the agency the Mars landing project,
Viking, at the end of 1969. 12 ) Public and congressional support for purely scien
tific missions, no matter how spectacular or important, had begun to erode before
Apollo 11. Whatever the fact may say about the nation's commitment to the space
program, NASA now lived or died by the perceptions of Congress and the
administration of the short-term value of its projects. Political pressure on the
space program was shifting in the direction of using space to solve earth's prob
lems.13
In mid-September 1970, 39 scientists who had long been associated with Apollo's
science program formally protested the cutbacks in a letter to the chairman of
the House Committee on Science and Astronautics, Representative George P .
Miller. They pointed out that the reduction in the number of missions might cause
the lunar science program to "fail in its chief purpose of reaching a new level
of understanding" of the origin of the earth and moon. As best they could tell,
the money saved in the" approved and scientifically most fruitful lunar program"
was intended to support a post-Skylab manned earth-orbital project-"an as yet
unapproved program for whose scientific value there is no consensus, and whose
purpose is unclear" (i.e., the space shuttle). They concluded by expressing the
hope that the decision to cancel two Apollo missions was not yet final .14
In reply, Miller called the scientists' attention to his committee's long record
of support for Apollo, pointing out that the committee had tried to get $220 mil
lion more for lunar exploration into the authorization bills for fiscal 1970 and 1971.
"However, the [Nixon] Administration, in realigning national priorities, has
relegated the space program to a lesser role." Undoubtedly the two canceled
flights would have provided additional scientific information, Miller said, but that
had to be balanced against assuring the rational development of future space pro
grams. In conclusion he mildly reproved the scientists: "Had your views on the
Apollo program been as forcefully expressed to NASA and the Congress a year
or more ago, this situation might have been prevented." But it was too late to
offer any serious hope of reinstating the two missions. IS
As the launch date for the next flight approached, lunar scientists faced hard
choices. Plans for Apollo 14 had reached the stage where no major changes were
possible. With three missions remaining instead of five, landing sites had to be
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chosen to give the best hope of answering the most important scientific ques
tions. Experimenters and flight planners had to make the best possible use of
the extra payloads that the last three missions would be able to land on the moon.

To Fra Mauro, At Last

The loss of the scientific information Apollo 13 would have returned from Fra
Mauro made it necessary to reevaluate objectives for later missions. At its meet
ing in early March the Apollo site selection board had recommended Littrow (Fig
ure 4, site 21) as the target for Apollo 14.16 After Apollo 13 the board's scientific
advisers almost unanimously agreed that the Fra Mauro site still rated the high
priority it had been given; they recommended sending Apollo 14 there instead
of Littrow, and the board agreed,17 Since a number of changes in the service mod
ule were expected as a result of the Apollo 13 investigation, Apollo 14 was resched
uled for the third time in six months. Launch readiness was targeted for no earlier
that January 31, 1971. 18
In the nine months between the third and fourth lunar exploration missions,
the last of the year's budget shocks hit the Apollo program. With the loss of Apollo

Apollo 14 commander Alan Shepard practices towing the mobile equipment transporter while the
KC-135 airplane flies a parabolic path that reduces gravity to the level experienced on the moon . Lunar
module pilot Ed Mitchell follows the "rickshaw."
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15 and 19, Apollo 14 became the last of the intermediate ("H"-type) missions.
Its basic objectives were the same as those of Apollo 13, but several changes were
made in details.
Apollo 13 had carried a surface science package consisting of a passive seis
mometer, an atmospheric detector and a charged-particle detector, and a heat
flow instrument. Apollo 14' s package left off the heat-flow experiment and added
three more: an active seismic experiment, a laser reflector like the one carried
on Apollo 11, and an ionosphere detector like the one carried on Apollo 12. The
active seismic experiment consisted of a set of detectors (geophones) to be laid
out on the surface and two devices for producing calibrated shocks. It would aid

The central processing station for the lunar surface experiments package on Apollo 14. The object
behind and to the left of the station is one component of the active seismic experiment, a mortar which
was intended to lob four explosive charges whose shocks would be recorded on the seismometer.
However, it was placed so close to the central station that experimenters feared that firin g it would
cover the central station with dust, so the experiment was not performed.
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in the interpretation of seismic data by giving seismologists a measure of the veloc
ity of seismic waves in the near-surface layer of the moon. 19
After earlier crews reported problems in carrying all the gear required for sam
pling on the moon, MSC's Technical Services Division designed and built a two
wheeled modular equipment transporter for the Apollo 14 mission. The rubber
tired "rickshaw," as it was nicknamed-actually it more resembled a golf cart
weighed only 18 pounds (8.2 kilograms) but could carry a 360-pound
(163-kilogram) load; either astronaut could pull it with one hand. Providing stor
age space for core tubes, sample bags, cameras, maps, and hand tools, it folded
up for storage on the lunar module at launch, alongside the experiment packages. 20
Significant changes were made in pre- and postflight medical operations on
Apollo 14. A prelaunch flight crew health stabilization program was established
by medical officials to prevent the crew's exposure to communicable disease,
which had caused problems on Apollo 7, 8, 9, and 13. For three weeks before
launch, prime and backup crewmen were isolated from close contact with every
one except their families and ground-support personnel whose duties required
them to work closely with the astronauts. All these "primary contacts" were exam
ined, tested for immunity to common diseases, and kept under medical surveil
lance. Crewmen were restricted to specified areas at the Cape and the
air-conditioning system in their quarters was fitted with biological filters to mini
mize exposure to airborne disease organisms. 21 Postmission quarantine arrange
ments were also modified to shorten the return to the lunar receiving laboratory.
Since the recovery zone was some 600 miles (965 kilometers) from the U.S. air
base in Samoa, plans called for the crew to be transferred by helicopter from the
mobile quarantine facility aboard the recovery ship to Samoa. There they would
enter a second isolation trailer, which would be flown to Houston.22
After the Apollo 13 accident, preparations for the next flight were delayed while
the service module oxygen tanks were modified and tested. Meanwhile, several
other minor changes to spacecraft and launch vehicle were made at the Cape. 23
The new tanks-including a third, isolated from the other two, which would assure
that the command module had enough oxygen to supply the crew-were installed
and tested by January 18, and no further problems showed up as launch date
approached. 24
Launch day, January 31, was cloudy and rainy; eight minutes before the sched
uled liftoff, the launch director stopped the countdown to wait for the heaviest
clouds to move across the Cape. Forty minutes later Apollo 14 was on its way.25
The trip to the moon was uneventful until the time came to remove the lunar
module from the S-IVB stage. Five attempts to dock the command module with
the lunar module failed for no apparent reason-a worrisome anomaly, to say
the least-but the sixth was successful.Z6 The spent S-IVB stage was then put on
a course to crash on the moon some 100 miles southwest of the Apollo 12 land
ing site. 27 Command module Kitty Hawk and lunar module Antares braked into
lunar orbit 82 hours after liftoff. Two hours later Kitty Hawk's main engine lowered
both spacecraft to the altitude from which Antares would begin its descent. 28 This
maneuver was one result of the refinement of mission techniques that planners
had been working on since Apollo 12, designed to conserve fuel in the lunar mod
ule and give the crew more time to hover before landing if they needed to look
for a suitable site.
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Commander Alan Shepard walks toward the mobile equipment transporter (on which the camera was
mounted) while Ed Mitchell lays out the Apollo 14 lunar surface experiments. Note the checklist
attached to Shepard's left cuff

After mission commander Alan Shepard and lunar module pilot Edgar Mitch
ell had checked out Antares, command module pilot Stuart Roosa pulled Kitty
Hawk away and Antares began its descent to the surface. Last-minute course cor
rections sent up from Houston were entered in the guidance computer and
Shepard piloted the spacecraft to a routine landing about 350 miles (563 kilometers)
west-southwest of the center of the moon's visible side . Antares was only 175 feet
(53 meters) from its targeted landing site. 29 Meanwhile Roosa had boosted Kitty
Hawk back up into a higher, circular orbit, where he had a number of tasks to
perform while his colleagues explored the Fra Mauro Formation.
The terrain on which Antares sat was gently undulating, with numerous craters
but comparatively few boulders. Mitchell commented that there was "more relief
[i.e ., variations in elevation] than we anticipated from looking at the maps,"30
a characteristic that would cause them some difficulty later on. Having given Hous
ton a description of what they could see, Shepard and Mitchell put on their space
suits and prepared for their first excursion.
Shepard's first words as he stepped on to the moon were inspired by his 9 years,
10 months, and 10 days of waiting from Mercury-Redstone 3, when he had been
the first American in space, to the day he stepped on the moon. * "It's been a

·Shepard was the only one of the "Original Seven" astronauts to make that journey, only the sec
ond to fly in the Apollo program .
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The lunar module Antares on the surface of the moon. The crewman to the right of the LM cannot be
identified. Note the rolling terrain, which often obscured landmarks and caused the Apollo 14
astronauts considerable difficulty in finding their way.

long way," he said, "but we're here."31 Mitchell joined Shepard on the lunar
surface and they unloaded the rickshaw and experiments and picked a spot some
500 feet (150 meters) west of Antares for the instruments. After laying out the
geophones for the active seismic experiment, Mitchell fired the explosive charges
in his hand-held "thumper" as they walked back to the lunar module. On the
way Shepard stopped to collect a comprehensive sample of rocks and fine sur
face material from a representative area, found two "football-sized" rocks, and
collected some other surface samples. After more than four and a half hours they
were back in the lunar module. Houston then had half an hour's worth of ques
tions from the scientists in the back room, and then it was time to turn in. 32
Shepard and Mitchell did most of the mission's geological field work on their
second traverse. Their biggest problem was in determining their location from
the landmarks shown on their map. More than once they changed their minds
about where they were. At the time and later, they attributed this to the rolling
terrain and the relation of their line of sight to the sun: craters might be visible
in one direction but not in another. Without familiar objects for reference, they
found it difficult to estimate distances. A prime objective was to sample the rim
of "Cone" crater, about a thousand meters (3,300 feet) from the spacecraft. By
the time they got there, however, they had spent considerable time and were
not positive that they were in the right place. As it turned out, they stopped just
a few meters short of the rim, but at the time they were not certain they were
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on the slope of Cone, and Shepard was concerned with the tasks they had yet
to accomplish and the time available. 33 They turned back, completed the planned
traverse, and returned to Antares after another 4 th-hour excursion. They had col
lected nearly a hundred pounds (45 kilograms) of samples and taken hundreds
of photographs documenting many of the rocks, boulders, and sampling sites,
including several panoramic views of the landing site. 34 Before climbing back into
the lunar module, Shepard took out of his suit pocket"a little white pellet that's
familiar to millions of Americans"-a golf ball-and dropped it on the surface.
Then, using the handle for the contingency sample return container, to which
was attached"a genuine six-iron," he took a couple of one-handed swings. He
missed with the first, but connected with the second. The ball, he reported, sailed
for "miles and miles."35
During the 33% hours Shepard and Mitchell were on the moon, Stuart Roosa
had several important tasks to perform in Kitty Hawk. Continuing what had begun
on Apollo 12, he photographed one of the remaining candidate landing areas (Des
cartes) and made numerous observations of prominent lunar landmarks to pro
vide data that would improve landing accuracy on subsequent missions. 36
Back in Antares, Shepard and Mitchell stowed their samples and discarded their
expendable equipment. Houston then passed up questions for half an hour con
cerning details of their visual observations, which brought out some of the difficul
ties they had experienced on the traverse. Geological features had been subtle,
occasionally they had had too little time to observe and comment on details, and
the rolling terrain had sometimes blocked their view of features only a few meters
away.37
Liftoff from the moon came at 1:48 p.m. EST on February 6. Mission planners
had worked out a "direct" rendezvous scheme-that is, the ascent trajectory was
programmed to meet the command module at its highest point, with necessary
corrections being made during ascent-which they used for the first time. (On
previous missions several maneuvers had been necessary to adjust the LM's orbit
before bringing the spacecraft together.) Two and a half hours after liftoff, Antares
and Kitty Hawk docked; three hours later, having sent the lunar module crashing
to the lunar surface, Kitty Hawk headed home. 38
Along the way the crew performed some "inflight demonstrations"
experiments exploring some zero-g techniques that might offer useful applica
tion of technology in space: electrophoresis (the migration of charged molecules
in solution under the influence of an applied voltage), transfer of liquids between
two containers, heat transfer, and casting of various materials from the molten
state. 39 Results were promising enough to warrant further investigation on Skylab
and, later, on space shuttle missions. After finishing those demonstrations,
Shepard, Mitchell, and Roosa had little to do for the rest of the mission. Kitty
Hawk made a normal reentry and landed 0.6 miles (965 meters) from its targeted
point in the South Pacific near the aircraft carrier U.S.S. New Orleans in the early
morning light of February 9. Three days later the astronauts in their quarantine
trailer arrived at the lunar receiving laboratory at MSC, where they spent 15 days
in quarantine. 40
Apollo 14 successfully concluded the intermediate stage of lunar exploration,
closing a period in which the progress made in mission planning and operations
exceeded expectations. Armstrong had overshot his target by five miles (eight
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A scientist views an Apollo 14 lunar sample through a binocular microscope in the Lunar Receiving
Laboratory at the Manned Spacecraft Center.

kilometers). Conrad and Shepard, aided by improved techniques, had landed
within a quarter of a mile of theirs (400 meters) -an accuracy that MSC's mis
sion planners had expected to achieve after three or four tries, but scarcely hoped
for on the second. Eagle had stayed on the moon for 21 1h hours, Intrepid for 31 1h,
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Technicians examine Apollo 14 samples in the sterile nitrogen atmosphere of a processing cabinet
in MSCs lunar receiving laboratory. The cabinet is at atmospheric pressure. Earlier processing in
vacuum had to be abandoned, in part because the gloves through which technicians handled the sam
ples could not stand up to the large pressure differential between the cabinet and the outside.

Antares for 33%. Armstrong and Aldrin's 2112 hours on the surface was more than
doubled by Conrad and Bean and extended nearly ninefold by Shepard and Mitch
ell. Apollo 12 brought back 50 percent more lunar material than Apollo 11, and
Apollo 14 returned 25 percent more than that. About the only remaining improve
ments to lunar exploration would corne from the addition of extra supplies and
a powered vehicle to save time in exploring the lunar surface.

Changes for Extended Lunar Missions
In the first half of 1969 the Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF) had antici
pated the requirements of the extended CT') missions, Apollo 16-20, byorder
ing studies on modification of the lunar module and development of a powered
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lunar-surface vehicle (see Chapter 10). After studies by the lunar module con
tractor, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Company, were reviewed by OMSF's
Management Council, MSC authorized Grumman on June 9 to proceed with
modifications on LM-IO and subsequent spacecraft. Changes to the landing mod
ule would allow it to carry additional payload (the lunar roving vehicle) to the
lunar surface, return more lunar samples to earth, and provide consumables (oxy-

Apollo 14 explorers Ed Mitchell (left center) and Alan Shepard (right center) examine and comment on
some of the samples they collected. The specimen in front of Shepard was, at the time, the largest rock
brought back from the moon .
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gen, water, and electrical power) to support the crew on the moon for periods
up to 78 hours. The first "extended" lunar module was to be delivered in time
for launch in April 1971. 41 Major changes included enlargement of the fuel and
oxidizer tanks on both ascent and descent stages, extension of the descent engine
nozzle to improve its efficiency, addition of batteries and solar cells to recharge
them, and rearrangement of stowage space. 42 At a critical design review in mid
September, MSC cut out some of the changes to minimize cost increases, dis
carding the solar cells and reducing the maximum duration of stays on the moon
to 54 hours. The extended LM would weigh 36,000 pounds (16,330 kilograms),
compared to 32,000 (14,515 kilograms) for earlier versions. 43
A large part of this extra payload was the lunar roving vehicle, which would
extend the astronauts' range on the moon. In May 1%9 a surface-traversing vehicle
was chosen rather than a flying unit as the most suitable means of carrying the
astronauts and their tools to sites of scientific interest, and Marshall Space Flight
Center was assigned responsibility for its development. 44 That fall, the Boeing
Company won the contract to develop the lunar roving vehicle (LRV or "rover").
The rover was to be a battery-powered vehicle weighing 400 pounds (181 kilo
grams), capable of carrying a 970-pound (440-kilogram) load as far as 120 kilo
meters (75 rniles).45 Boeing's facility in Huntsville, Alabama, was to build the chas
sis and assemble the complete vehicle from components manufactured by Boeing
in its Seattle plant and by AC-Delco Electronics. Development time was short:
the schedule called for delivery of the first of fou~ vehicles by April 1, 1971, for
flight on Apollo 17, then scheduled for the following September. 46

The Apollo 16 crew training on the lunar rover.
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The weight increases necessary to extend the lunar missions forced a number
of changes in the launch vehicle as well. Rocket engineers, whose experience had
made them familiar with the tendency of payloads to grow, usually built their
engines to a somewhat higher capacity than the design requirement, so that they
could increase the thrust by making relatively minor changes. So it was with the
Saturn V.47 In August 1969 MSC flight planners and Marshall engineers began
discussing means of enabling the Saturn V to launch 106,500 pounds (48,310 kg).48
The F-1 engines on its first stage could be readjusted to a higher thrust level after
acceptance firing. Timers could be reset to reduce the amount of unburned propel
lant left in the tanks at engine cutoff. These changes, plus modifications to the
S-II second stage, would raise the payload by more than 700 kilograms (1,540
pounds) . An equally significant change was reduction of the fuel reserves provided
to make up for unpredictable variations in launch conditions and engine perfor
mance. Seven manned launches had given engineers enough performance data
to indicate that these reserves could be reduced without affecting crew safety,
adding another 700 kilograms of payload capacity.49
Changes in some launch constraints could increase the launch capability of the
Saturn V as well. For example, lowering the earth orbit into which the spacecraft
and S-IVB were initially injected (the parking orbit) by 10 nautical miles (11.5 stat
ute miles, 18.5 kilometers) could allow another 300 kilograms (660 pounds) to
be added to the spacecraft, at the cost of some slight additional heating of the
spacecraft and a loss of some radar-tracking data. Finally, some 200 kilograms
(440 pounds) of payload could be added by optimizing the azimuth on which
the Saturn V was launched. 50 After some months of analysis and discussion,
several of these changes were made in preparation for Apollo IS, enabling the
Saturn V to launch 107,000 pounds (48,535 kilograms).51

Landing Sites for the Last Missions
In July 1969 the Apollo Site Selection Board had compiled a list of 10 landing
sites for Apollo 11-20, subject to further evaluation and revision in light of the
results of early landings (see Chapter 10 and Table 2). In August and September,
responding to a request from Headquarters and MSC program managers for
detailed science mission plans, members of the Group for Lunar Exploration Plan
ning and its Site Selection Subgroup, working with MSC operations planners
and U.S. Geological Survey scientists, suggested some minor changes, based on
a reevaluation of geologic features at one of the sites and the expected availabil
ity of good photography at another. These were endorsed by the Group for Lunar
Exploration Planning on August 23. 52
At the end of September, however, while many other complaints were being
registered concerning Apollo (see Chapter 10), some members of the Science and
Technology Advisory Panel and the lunar panel of the Lunar and Planetary Mis
sions Board objected that their opinions were not receiving sufficient considera
tion in site selection. Harold Urey complained that he did not know who was
making decisions regarding landing sites, nor what the reasons for choosing the
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Table 2. Lunar landing site assignments. *
Site

Mission

Mission

Site

G-l

Site 2 (Tranquility)

J-l

Copernicus peaks

H-l

Site 5 or 4 (Oceanus
Procell arum)

J-2

Marius Hills

H-2

Fra Mauro

J-3

Tycho

H-3

Rima Bode II

J-4

Rima Prinz I

H-4

Censorinus

J-5

Descartes

'Recommended by the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning; minutes of Apollo Site Selection Board Meeting,

July 10, 1969.

various sites were: the correspondence he received was unintelligible, full of unex
plained acronyms and couched in unreadable bureaucratic jargon. He could not
take the time to attend meetings of the site selection subgroup to argue his case,
however, because of academic corrunitments. 53 Another meeting was held in mid
October in the hope of considering the advice of the objectors, but they were
unable to attend. Gene Simmons, MSC's chief scientist, was annoyed and dis
appointed. He wrote to the chairman of the Science and Technology Advisory
Committee,
To those of us who have been intimately involved with the scientific recom
mendations on Apollo sites for some time, it was particularly disappointing
that only one of these "senior scientists" showed up in time for the meet
ing . . .. The entire decisionmaking process of NASA on the landing sites for
the Hand J series missions was postponed in order for these individuals to
meet with us and provide the kind of counsel that only they, presumably, could
give .... [Nonetheless,] we as a group felt that we should proceed with the
reexamination of the proposed landing sites. 54

The meeting went on without the objecting members, thoroughly reviewing
the sites and the scientific rationale and operational restrictions for each. After
two days of intensive review, the group endorsed the proposed list of sites with
out alteration (see Table 3).55
The Site Selection Board, meeting at the end of October, discussed this list in
light of the improvements (lunar roving vehicle and added payload) expected
for the J missions. Marius Hills, Descartes, and Hadley appeared to present no
problems of accessibility, but Copernicus and Tycho were only marginally accept
able. Marius Hills was accessible only during two summer months. Descartes,
Hadley-Apennine, Davy Rille, and Censorinus were not adequately covered by
available site photographs. MSC was prepared to accept the available photographic
coverage for Fra Mauro, Littrow, Marius Hills, Copernicus, and Hyginus, but
planners would have to sacrifice some fidelity in terrain models for training. Tycho
was discussed at some length. It was the most difficult site on the list to reach,
but in many ways was scientifically attractive. Finally the board relegated Tycho
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Table 3. Landing Sites and Alternates. *

Mission

Prime
Site

H-2 (13)

Alternate
1

Alternate
2

Alternate
3

Fra Mauro

Alphonsus**

Alphonsus**

Fra Mauro**

H-3 (14)

Littrow

Littrow

Littrow

Littrow

H-4 (15)

Censorinus

Fra Mauro

Fra Mauro

Censorinus

J-l

(16)

Descartes

Censorinus

Censorinus

Descartes

J-2

(17)

Marius Hills

Marius Hills

Marius Hills

Marius Hills

J-3

(18)

Copernicus

Copernicus

Davy Rille

Davy Rille

J-4

(19)

Hadley

Hadley

Hadley Rille

Hadley Rille

J-5

(20)

Tycho

Tycho

Copernicus

Copernicus

*Recommended by the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning, October 16--17, 1969.
**Hyginus Rille is the alternate site for the H-2 mission if operational constraints prevent landing at Fra Mauro
or Alphonsus.

Table 4. Sites recommended MSC.*
Mission

Prime
Site

First launch
opportunity

Alternate
site

H-2 (13)

Fra Mauro

Mar. 12, 1970

H-3 (14)

Littrow

July

H-4 (15)

Censorinus

Oct. 30, 1970

Fra Mauro

8, 1970

Hyginus
Littrow

J-l

(16)

Descartes

Mar. 29, 1971

Censorinus

J-2

(17)

Marius Hills

July 30, 1971

Marius Hills

J-3

(18)

Copernicus

Feb. 19, 1972

Davy Rille

J-4

(19)

Hadley

July 14, 1972

Hadley

J-5

(20)

Tycho

Feb.

7, 1973

Copernicus

*Minutes, Apollo Site Selection Board Meeting, October 30, 1969.

to the last J mission, which would leave ample time to look for ways to overcome
the operational limitations. Houston's representative proposed yet another
sequence of missions (Table 4), which the board approved as a basis for continu
ing evaluation. 56
Assignment of sites to specific missions was tentative at this stage of the proj
ect because the necessary information was still sketchy. By the end of 1969, how
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ever, much of this information was becoming available. Apollo 12 demonstrated
the ability to make precision landings, a requirement for the later H missions.
As the initial scientific study of samples from Apollo 11 and 12 yielded informa
tion on chemical composition and age, the basis for choice among the remaining
sites became somewhat more clear-cut. On the other hand, in January 1970 Apollo
20 was canceled, and the prospect that others might be dropped clouded the
picture.
In February 1970 the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning met at Houston
to reassess the list of sites in light of recent developments and to make new recom
mendations to the Site Selection Board. Tycho was reluctantly dropped from con
sideration because of its operational problems, although the group indicated that
location was still interesting. The remaining sites on the list approved in October
were endorsed, with minor changes. Fra Mauro remained the highest priority
on the list because it offered the chance to sample material that originated deep
within the moon. The group wanted to move Marius Hills from the second to
the first J mission, interchanging it with Descartes. It specified that the target on
the fourth "H" mission should be as near the highland terrain around Davy Rille
as possible, to be reasonably sure of sampling highland material; otherwise Cen
sorinus was preferred. Finally, the group recommended that the site for the land
ing at Hadley (J-4) be moved from the west side of Hadley Rille to the east side,
to allow the astronauts to reach the Apennine Front and sample more than one
type of terrain. 57
MSC's Science and Applications Directorate evaluated this list with three guid
ing principles in mind: information gained from previous missions should weigh
heavily in selection of later sites; since only a few missions remained, sites should
be chosen to answer as many scientific questions as possible and missions should
have multiple objectives; and the sites of undisputed scientific interest should
be scheduled as early as possible. On this basis, MSC recommended shifting
Copernicus to Apollo 16 and the Marius Hills to Apollo 18. The objectives at the
Marius Hills site might be satisfied at either Davy or Copernicus, and some of
the instrumentation desired for a Marius Hills mission might not be developed
in time to fly on Apollo 16. Should that be the case, a delay would imperil the
sequence, because the useful payload for a Marius Hills mission fell off by as much
as 6,000 pounds (2,720 kilograms) after midyear. *58
After the Apollo 13 mission had to be aborted, the Group for Lunar Explora
tion Planning reconsidered its recommendations and endorsed Fra Mauro (the
planned Apollo 13 site) for Apollo 14. Its importance in dating the Imbrian event
remained, and it offered advantages for placement of another passive seismome
ter, an active seismometer, and a third laser retroreflector. For Apollo 15, the
Group recommended a site near the Davy crater chain, assuming adequate pho
tography could be obtained on 14.59
As it turned out, the photos from Apollo 14 would come too late to allow cer
tification of Davy as a site for Apollo 15, and in June the site selection subgroup
convened once more to evaluate candidate sites for Apollo 15 and 16. By that
time it was already clear that more missions might be canceled, which further
-This was the result of the mission rule requiring daylight launches and of the annual variation
in the geometric relationships of the earth, sun, and moon .
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complicated the subgroup's deliberations. After a long discussion that reexamined
14 sites* for which reasonably adequate photographs were available, the subgroup
agreed on a recommendation that the Marius Hills be the candidate for Apollo
15. Littrow was the chosen alternate. For Apollo 16, Descartes was the landing
site of choice. In the event that Apollo 15 was canceled, Marius Hills should be
shifted to Apollo 16 and Descartes to 17. The remaining sites were ruled out, either
because MSC had determined that they were unsuitable for landing or because
they appeared to offer insufficient new scientific information to justify consider
ation. 60 Following this meeting only Littrow, Descartes, Hadley-Apennines, and
the Marius Hills remained as strong candidates for the last missions.
In the next three months, MSC began to try to overcome the difficulties in get
ting a consensus on landing sites among the various scientific groups.** Anthony
Calio decided to ask three groups of scientists to examine the question separately
and make independent recommendations. After receiving their opinions, Calio
summarized the criteria for selection of an Apollo 15 site. It should offer a major
advance in the study of the moon and a high probability of answering essential
scientific questions and satisfying the objectives of more than one scientific dis
cipline; it should be certifiable on the basis of existing photography and not depen
dent on photographs to be obtained by Apollo 14; it should be operationally
feasible without further analysis; and it should be appropriate for either a walk
ing mission or a rover mission, so that it could be flown on Apollo 15 or (if 15
should be canceled) 16. Calio then described the geologic features of the Hadley
Apennine site, located on the eastern rim of Palus Putredinus, nearly 30 degrees
north of the moon's equator. Among the sites still under consideration, Hadley
was unique in offering direct access, with or without a roving vehicle, to a moun
tainous highland, a mare surface, and a sinuous rille. Furthermore, it appeared
on most of the priority lists produced by the disciplinary groups. It would offer
the advantage of establishing the high-latitude arm of a well dispersed array of
geophysical instruments, essential to investigating the moon's interior (by seis
mology) and its orbital librations (by measurements from the laser retroreflec
tors) .61
After the cancellation of Apollo 15 and 19 in early September 1970, MSC
presented the case for Hadley at the Apollo Site Selection Board's meeting later
that month. Arguments for Hadley and Marius Hills were fairly evenly matched,
both from scientific and operational standpoints, and the debate between the two
was virtually deadlocked until astronaut David Scott, recently picked to command
Apollo 15 (see below), said that he preferred Hadley although he thought he could
land at either site. Scott's opinion tipped the balance. The Board recommended
Hadley for a launch date between July and September 1971, Descartes for Apollo
*Censorinus, Lifuow, Alphonsus, Hyginus Rille, Rima Bode II, Hipparchus, Mosting C, Dionysius,
Sinus Medii, FIamsteed P, Gassendi, Copernicus, Descartes, and Marius Hills (see Table 1). At this
meeting, MSC ruled out Copernicus and Censorinus as unsuitable for landing because of rough ter
rain . The subgroup dropped Gassendi, which appeared to present the same disadvantage .
"According to an MSC participant, consensus among the scientists at a site selection meeting was
nearly impossible to obtain . Each individual repeatedly voted for the site of his choice, and in the end,
NASA (i .e., MSC) had to made the decision. Brooks, Grimwood, and Swenson, Chariots for Apollo,
p. 365.
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16 between January and March 1972. The choice of a site for Apollo 17 was left
open; Marius Hills and Copernicus were the leading candidates, but others (e.g.,
Littrow) were still in the running, and a new site might be found in future orbital
photography.62
The September meeting wrapped up the Apollo Site Selection Board's
unfinished business for the time being. After Apollo 14, scheduled for the fol
lowing April, it would reconvene to examine the list of sites in light of the results
of that mission.
Crews for the Last Missions
In the weeks following Apollo 11, when scientists and others found fault with
many aspects of the program, NASA was frequently castigated for its failure to
assign a scientist to a moon mission at the earliest possible date. When crews
were named for Apollo 13 and 14 in August 1969, the absence of a scientist
astronaut on either crew was pointedly noticed by the press. 63 Scientists, eager
to have a scientist assigned to a crew, argued that one pilot in the lunar module
was enough: the second person was largely a bystander during the landing any
way. But Deke Slayton, director of flight crew operations at MSC and the person
responsible for selecting crews, was adamant. At this point only one landing had
been made, and it had required almost instinctive action by the pilot in the last
seconds before touchdown. Slayton was not yet willing to entrust that responsi
bility to a less experienced astronaut. Besides, he had to be prepared for the worst
case. "Both guys have to be able to fly it . . .. It would sure be a crime to have
one guy as a passenger and the commander break a leg and then you lose two
guys instead of one, plus the vehicle."64 Slayton had nothing but good things
to say about the scientist-astronauts and admitted that one of them, geologist
Harrison H. ("Jack") Schmitt, might be about ready for a flight, but he was not
going to be rushed. 65 By the end of the year, however, "reliable sources" were
saying that Schmitt would be named to the backup crew for Apollo 15. 66
On March 26, 1970, two weeks before Apollo 14 was launched, Slayton
announced the names of the crewmen selected for Apollo 15. As he had done
twice before, Slayton picked a backup crew from a prior mission*: commander
David R. Scott, command module pilot Alfred M. Worden, and lunar module
pilot James B. Irwin, all Air Force officers. As backup crew he named Richard
F. Gordon, who had piloted the command module on Apollo 12, commander;
Vance D. Brand, command module pilot; and Jack Schmitt, lunar module pilot.67
Three scientist-astronauts made up the support crew: astronomers Karl G. Henize
and Robert A. Parker and physicist Joseph P. Allen IV. Schmitt's assignment sig
naled MSC's intention to send a scientist to the moon before Apollo was finished:
·While it could not always be followed , Slayton's policy was to keep crews together. He normally
assigned backup crewmen to prime crews for the third mission following their backup assignment,
as was the case for Apollo 7 and Apollo 9. Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin of Apollo 11 had both
been on the backup crew for Apollo 8; Mike Collins, initially on the prime crew for Apollo 8, had
to drop out when he developed a medical problem that required surgery. He returned to active sta
tus and six months later was assigned to Apollo 11.
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in the normal course of events he could expect to draw the assignment as lunar
module pilot on Apollo 18, which at the time was the next-to-Iast mission on the
schedule.
As the only geologist among the scientist-astronauts, Schmitt was the logical
choice to be the first scientist assigned to a lunar landing mission. Logic aside,
he had developed his flying skills assiduously and taken care to make himself
useful around the astronaut office. Having participated in the geology training
since joining the program, he had been instrumental in reorienting the course
to suit the rather specialized purposes of lunar exploration, bringing in outside
experts who emphasized the larger picture rather than the minute details of field
geology that could easily get in the way of astronauts interpreting what they could
see. He had spent many hours with the crews of Apollo 11, 12, 13, and 14, help
ing them sharpen their observational and sampling skills. He had also made an
effort to get acquainted with the people in flight operations, learning as much
as he could about their problems and capabilities and helping to coordinate science
with flight operations. 68 As the one scientist-astronaut whose professional spe
cialty was particularly suited to the objectives of Apollo, Schmitt was able to satisfy
his need to stay current in his profession while carrying out the duties demanded
of an astronaut. That, plus his general determination to do whatever seemed likely
to get him a crew assignment, kept him from getting on the wrong side of Slay
ton and the test pilots.
Yet Schmitt's reservation on a moon-bound lunar module was by no means
confirmed . One mission already had been dropped, and additional cuts were a
strong possibility when Schmitt was named to a backup crew; when Apollo 15
and 19 were canceled in September 1970, it appeared that the backups for Apollo
14-Gene Cernan, Ron Evans, and Joe Engle, named in August 1969-would be
the prime crew of Apollo 17 and thus the last people to explore the moon.

Scientist-Astronauts' Dissatisfaction Surfaces

The scientist-astronauts had kept out of the public discussions of whether pilots
or scientists should draw assignments to lunar missions. But in the year and a
half after the first lunar landing they grew increasingly restive and their discon
tent became known within NASA. In January 1971, Associate Administrator
Homer Newell spent a day in Houston, privately hearing two or three scientists
at a time air their grievances. Practically all of them said, in effect, that they could
not keep up their scientific competence under the existing organization and leader
ship of the Astronaut Office. Most of them expressed no animosity toward Deke
Slayton; they simply thought his criteria for crew selection were wrong. He gave
no consideration to the scientific activity that most of them had tried to work into
their schedules. Even among the pilots, proficiency in science seemed unimpor
tant: one nonscientist who was regarded as the best geology student on his crew
was designated command module pilot and thus would never set foot on the
moon. They were almost all pessimistic about prospects for science on Skylab
and Shuttle unless something was done to change the way crews were selected.
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Yet none of them felt that resigning in protest was a good way to change the
system, and none wanted to leave the astronaut corps.69
Newell jotted down a few points after the meetings that he would later incor
porate into a list of recommendations to Administrator James C. Fletcher: that
a change in the method of and responsibility for selecting crews should be con
sidered; a geologist should be assigned to a lunar mission as soon as possible;
and if feasible, two scientists should be assigned to each Skylab mission. In addi
tion the training program should be restructured to allow the scientist-astronauts
to give more attention to their scientific careersJO
After reporting his findings to Fletcher-calling them tentative because he had
heard only one side of the question-Newell discussed the problem at some length
in the following weeks with Dale D. Myers, associate administrator for manned
space flight, and Robert R. Gilruth, director of MSC. Gilruth's (and Slayton's)
view that lunar missions required the skills of experienced test pilots prevailed.
Myers decided he could not "commit casually to the flight of scientist astronauts
on an Apollo mission": a failure on a lunar flight could mean the end of manned
space flight for a long time. On March 1 Myers advised the Chairman of the Space
Science Board, Charles H. Townes, of the conclusions he and Gilruth had reached:
1. NASA should, if possible, fly a geologist on Apollo;
2. Dr. Harrison H. Schmitt is our geologist candidate;
3. Flight crews are normally announced after they have worked together on
backup crews, as Jack is now doing on Apollo 15;
4. If his training continues to progress satisfactorily, . . . and if all other aspects
of crew selection are satisfied, he will be chosen for Apollo 17;
5. We will make that decision in the same time frame as for previous crew
selections, which for Apollo 17 will be no earlier than August 1971 (after
Apollo 15). I will review our decision with you at that time.71

This was the best Newell could get for the scientist-astronauts. He continued to
work to get two scientists on each Skylab mission, but without successJ2
So Schmitt's place on a lunar landing mission was assured, barring some highly
unlikely occurrence, but the announcement would be another six months in com
ing. Meanwhile, a month after Alan Shepard and his crew returned from Apollo
14, Slayton named the crew for Apollo 16: commander John W. Young, com
mand module pilot Ken Mattingly, and lunar module pilot Charles M. Duke, Jr.,
who had trained together for Apollo 13. Young had logged more time in space
than any other eligible astronaut, * having flown on Gemini III, Gemini X, and
Apollo 10. Mattingly had come within three days of flying on Apollo 13 but had
been taken off for medical reasons (see Chapter 11). Duke, a member of the third
class of astronauts chosen in 1966, had not yet had a flight assignment. Veterans
Fred Haise, Stuart Roosa, and Edgar Mitchell made up the backup crew. 73

·Jim Lovell, the record holder for time in space, was not eligible, having announced before the
launch of Apollo 13 that it would be his last flight.
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Second Apollo Lunar Science Conference

On January 11, 1971, the second symposium on Apollo results convened in
Houston . Some 400 scientists gathered to hear further findings from the Tran
quility samples and the first from Oceanus Procellarum. An added feature of the
conference was the presence of Academician Aleksandr Pavlovich Vinogradov,
vice-president of the Soviet Academy of Sciences and director of the Vernadsky
Institute for Analytical Chemistry in Moscow, who presented the results of exami
nation of lunar samples returned by the Soviet Union's Luna 16 from a site almost
1,000 kilometers (625 miles) east of Tranquility Base. * Like its predecessor of 1970,
the lunar science conference of 1971 was rich in detail but poor in large-scale con
clusions. This was only to be expected in view of the small number of sites sam
pled, the complexity of the material returned, and the short time scientists had
been studying the samples.
Vinogradov's report indicated nothing especially novel about the site where
Luna 16 landed. It was covered with a fine soil essentially similar to the samples
Apollo 11 and 12 had brought backJ4 Other papers, however, presented fun
damentally new information. One of the puzzling aspects of the Apollo 11 inves
tigations had been that lunar rocks seemed to be younger than the soil ("regolith"
is the technical term) around them, by as much as a billion years, and differed
in chemical composition as well. Material in some of the Apollo 12 samples
appeared to offer an explanation of the differences. MSC scientists found some
fragments rich in potassium (chemical symbol K), rare-earth elements, and phos
phorus (leading to the acronym "KREEP"), best explained as debris from an old
bedrock. 75 Other investigators found a rock fragment of similar composition,
which, they speculated, represented material which originally was located near
the surface of an ancient lunar crust.76 These discoveries supported the idea that
very early in its history, the moon had had a molten surface layer that slowly
cooled to produce a primitive crust, which was then subjected to later episodes
of melting. The scientists conjectured that the KREEP material, which showed
evidence of having been subjected to considerable shock, was thrown onto the
plain of Oceanus Procellarum by the impact of a large meteorite in the highlands. 77
This view was consistent with the "chemical anomaly" of the KREEP compo
nent compared to the neighboring rocks. It was relatively low in iron and rela
tively high in aluminum, and the differences decreased the farther the regolith
samples were from the highlands, as would be expected if the material responsi
ble had been thrown out by impacUB
The second lunar science conference provided no ultimate key to the origin and
history of the moon, any more than the first had done . Besides adding some
"The unmanned lunar probe Luna 16 landed in Mare Fecunditatis (lunar latitude 0°41 ' south, lon
gitude 56°18 ' east, approximately 100 kilometers [63 miles] west of crater Webb) on Sept. 20, 1970. An
electrically driven core drill penetrated some 35 centimeters (14 inches) into the lunar soil, collecting
about 100 grams (3.5 ounces) of sample, which was dumped into an upper stage of the spacecraft
and returned to earth four days later , NASA, Astronautics and Aeronautics, 1970: Chronology on Science,
Technology, and Policy (NASA SP-4015), pp. 299, 316, 325, 349. Vinogradov's presentation at the con
ference was one aspect of the cooperation in space exploration that was developing at the time, which
culminated in a joint American-Soviet manned mission in 1975. See Edward C. Ezell and Linda N.
Ezell, The Partnership: A History of the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, NASA SP-4209 (Washington, 1978) .
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200-odd papers to the scientific literature on lunar science, it showed that future
missions might be expected to provide more scientific surprises. Future confer
ences, however, would present new information in a growing context of facts
about the moon, established in the first two conferences and rapidly expanding
as investigators published their results elsewhere . *
Although the results of the second lunar science conference came too late to
influence the choice of a target for Apollo 14 (which was launched two weeks
later), they indicated that the Fra Mauro site selected for that mission was likely
to be a good choice. Its intrinsic interest as the first nonmare landing site was
heightened by the discovery of KREEP, for if that material were found in sub
stantial quantity at Fra Mauro, the tenable hypotheses about the origin and early
history of the moon would be considerably restricted.

The End of Quarantine

Astronauts and lunar scientists alike had chafed under the requirement to
quarantine spacecraft crews and lunar samples until it could be proved that no
infectious organisms had been brought back from the moon. Early in 1970 the
Interagency Committee on Back Contamination (ICBC) reviewed quarantine
requirements in light of the results from the first two Apollo missions. Consider
ing the conditions that had been found to exist on the moon-and probably had
existed for billions of years-the requirement for quarantine now appeared super
fluous. After lengthy discussion, the committee agreed to recommend to the
NASA administrator that crew quarantine be discontinued. They believed, how
ever, that biological examination of the lunar samples should be continued and
that biological containment practices in the lunar receiving laboratory should con
tinue, since among other things they assured the integrity of the samples. It was
agreed that the Space Science Board would be advised of this recommendation. 79
In February 1970 the Space Science Board discussed the matter and found no
reason to discontinue quarantine for Apollo 13, which was to fly in two months,
since it was targeted for a highland site that was different from the mare sites
sampled by Apollo 11 and 12. Nonetheless it agreed with the ICBC that crews
on future missions need not be quarantined unless anticipated differences in land
ing sites seemed to require it.80
After the aborted flight of Apollo 13, the quarantine remained in force for 14,
since it was scheduled to take a deep lunar core sample, which might be differ
ent from surface samples. 81 So Alan Shepard, Ed Mitchell, and Stuart Roosa spent
their time in the quarantine area of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, the last lunar
explorers to do so. When no further evidence of exotic diseases or organic mate
rial appeared, the requirement was finally revoked, although the ICBC would
continue to function through Apollo 17.82
-The moratorium on publication before the conference, stipulated by NASA and agreed to by the
principal investigators of the Apollo 11 samples (see Chapter 9), was lifted after the first lunar science
conference . It had been imposed to avoid "a wild scramble for publication immediately after samples
became available." Philip H. Abelson, "The Moon Issue," Science 167 (1970): 447. There was evi
dentlya strong feeling that scientists were not immune to the temptation of the publicity that would
accrue to the first publication of the results of investigating a lunar sample.
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When the spacecraft Kitty Hawk returned from Fra Mauro on February 9, 1971,
the preliminary stage of lunar exploration ended. Project Apollo, severely trun
cated in the budget cuts of 1970, entered its last phase as NASA prepared to exploit
the potential of earth-orbital manned flight. Skylab, an earth-orbiting laboratory
scheduled for three long-duratIon missions between 1973 and 1974, would lay
the groundwork. Shuttle, the new reusable spacecraft that carried NASA's hopes
for a continuing manned program, had yet to receive the blessing of the Nixon
administration's budget officials and appeared to be facing stiff opposition in Con
gress. After that, it would face a long period of development that seemed likely
to push the next set of manned missions into the late 1970s or early 1980s.
Apollo's mission planners, looking ahead to only three more lunar missions,
intended to make them as scientifically productive as the limitations of the sys
tem allowed. Modifications to the lunar module were under way and the first
flight model of the lunar rover was undergoing tests. Landing sites for the next
two missions had been selected and a group of sensors for remote sensing of
the moon from lunar orbit was under development (see Chapter 12).

Apollo 15: Great Expectation&

Apollo 15, the first of the "}" missions, was the most complex mission yet
attempted, one of which much was expected. Its landing site, 26 degrees north
of the lunar equator, was the first outside the original"Apollo zone." Commander
David R. Scott would bring the lunar module to the surface along a steeper
approach path (25 degrees) than had been used previously, coming in over the
Apennine front north of the 3,500-meter (11,500-foot) ridge of Hadley Delta. His
landing site was about 5 kilometers (3 miles) northwest of Hadley Delta, 11 kilo
meters (7 miles) southwest of the foot of 5,SOO-meter (18,OOO-foot) Mount Had
ley, and about a kilometer (half a mile) east of the edge of Hadley Rille. 1
Apollo 15 was the first mission to fly the extended lunar module with the
increased payload it could carry: expendable supplies sufficient to support the
astronauts for 67 hours, a complete lunar surface experiments package (see Appen
dix 5), and the first lunar roving vehicle. Excursions were planned to the foot
of the Apennine Front and along Hadley Rille. In addition to the usual geological
investigations, the crew would take core samples to a depth of 2.5 meters (8 feet),
using an electrically powered drill. Temperature sensors inserted into the drill
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This photo of the Apollo 15 com11Ulnd and seroice module, taken from lunar module Falcon while still
in lunar orbit, clearly shows the arrangement of the instruments in the scientific instrument module
(SIM) bay of the seroice module.

holes would enable scientists to record the rate at which heat flowed from the
moon's interior to the surface. 2
Starting with Apollo 15, the orbiting command and service module had a much
larger role to play in the lunar science program. While Scott and LM pilot James
Irwin were on the moon, command module pilot Alfred Worden's flight plan
called for him to operate a group of instruments carried in the scientific instru
ment module (SIM) in the service module. Two cameras would collect high-quality
photographs of the lunar surface. A laser altimeter was provided to give a pre
cise profile of the lunar surface and to allow photogrammetrists to correct the
data from the cameras, from which accurate maps of the moon could be produced.
Besides cameras, the SIM bay housed instruments for remote sensing of the lunar
surface and a scientific subsatellite to be released in lunar orbit for long-term mea
surement of particles and magnetic fields. On the trip back to earth Worden would
make the first extravehicular sortie in cislunar space to bring film from the cameras
back into the command module. 3
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Apollo 16 crewmen Charles Duke (right) and John Young (behind the vehicle) observe the deployment
of their lunar roving vehicle during a test at Kennedy Space Center.

The Lunar Rover and New Experiments

The lunar roving vehicle was among the more important new developments
for the extended Apollo missions, since it would allow the astronauts to sample
a much larger area around the landing site. When Boeing won the rover contract
in November 1969, it had little time to produce the novel vehicle: at the time the
schedule called for flight of the first rover on Apollo 16 in April 1971. 4 Many details
of design were still to be settled, and much of 1970 was spent in ironing them out.
What evolved from the program was a unique four-wheeled vehicle remarka
ble for its versatility and compactness. Smaller than a subcompact car, the rover
had a 2.3-meter (7.5-foot) wheelbase and measured 3.1 meters long, 1.8 meters
wide, and 1.14 meters high (10 x 6 x 3.75 feet). For its trip to the moon, all four
wheels folded inward and the rover folded double for stowage in the descent
stage of the lunar module. It was powered by two 36-volt silver-zinc batteries
with sufficient power for a range of 65 kilometers (40 miles) at speeds up to 17
kilometers per hour (11 miles per hour). If either battery failed the other could
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Apollo 16 commander John Young practices unstawing the lunar roving vehicle from its storage space
in the lunar module.

carry the entire load. Four separate motors, one at each wheel, drove the vehi
cle; any wheel could be cut out of the circuit and allowed to "free-wheel" if its
drive mechanism developed problems. Tires of spring-steel wire mesh carried
treads of titanium-alloy chevrons for traction; "bump stops" inside the wire mesh
prevented collapse of a tire in case of severe shock. Two collapsible seats were
mounted on the chassis, along with racks-for equipment, tools, and sample bags.
All the rover's driving functions-forward and reverse speed, braking, and
steering-were controlled by a T-handle mounted between the seats. Besides four
wheel drive, the rover featured redundant four-wheel steering. Either front or
rear wheels could be turned while the other pair was locked straight, or both
could be used simultaneously, allowing the rover to turn completely around within
its own length. It could clamber over obstacles 30 centimeters (1 foot) high, climb
and descend slopes of 25 degrees, and park on slopes as steep as 35 degrees .
The rover navigated by a dead-reckoning system. At the start of a traverse the
astronauts oriented the system's navigational gyroscope with reference to the sun.
During the trip, odometers recorded the distance traveled and the system con
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Driver's view of the control panel for the lunar roving vehicle . Power monitors and controls are in the
center; the steering control is the handle at the extreme right . The navigational system readout (upper
left> shows the current heading of the rover and the distance and bearing to the lunar module. The
speedometer is at the upper right.

tinuously computed and displayed the direction and distance to the lunar module.
Communications from the rover were relayed to earth through the lunar mod
ule, but could be sent directly to earth when the lunar terrain blocked the line
of sight between the two vehicles. Mounted on the front of the rover were a tele
vision camera and a high-gain antenna. At each stop the astronauts would acti
vate the camera and orient its antenna toward earth. For the first time, scientists
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at Mission Control would be able to look over the astronauts' shoulders during
surface exploration. Unlike the rover itself, the camera could be controlled from
earth, allowing scientists to direct the lunar activity, if necessary, on the basis
of what they could see. Alternatively, they could use the camera to survey the
area for interesting features while the astronauts carried out their preplanned
activities .
Fully equipped and ready for flight, the lunar rover weighed just over 200 kilo
grams (440 pounds) and could carry about 490 kilograms (1,080 pounds), includ
ing the astronauts, their life-support systems, their tools and equipment, and 27
kilograms (60 pounds) of lunar samples that could be brought back to the lunar
module on each trip. Models to be flown on missions were designed to support
this weight on the moon; in all prelaunch tests they had to be supported on spe
cial racks, since if anyone inadvertently sat down on one it could collapse. 5

Apollo 17 astronauts Jack Schmitt (left) and Gene Cernan during the checkout of their lunar roving
vehicle. The roving vehicle used on the moon Iuu1 to be supported on earth becauseit would not support
the astronauts' weight in normal gravity; note the wheels off the surface.
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Development of the rover was not without its problems. Although the project
got some schedule relief with the postponement of the first flight from April to
July 1971, at one point it was estimated to be two months behind schedule. 6 The
deficit was soon made up, however. The one-g training vehicle, a structurally
strengthened version equipped with conventional tires for use on earth, was deliv
ered on November 18, 1970, and crews immediately began training with it.7 The
first vehicle to be flown to the moon was delivered to Kennedy Space Center
the following March for prelaunch testing. Eight weeks later the rover was stowed
in the lunar module and both were loaded into the Saturn V stack. 8
In January 1971 Apollo 15's scientific instruments began arriving at Kennedy
Space Center, where they were subjected to two months of extensive preflight
testing. KSC engineers had more than a few problems with the instruments, as
they usually did when a new component was added to the spacecraft. Some
arrived late; principal investigators or contractor representatives often wanted
to make small changes or conduct last-minute tests. Mechanical problems com
plicated the process as well. Two of the instruments had to be extended from
the service module on long booms to avoid interference from spacecraft systems .
The booms, designed for zero-g operation, would not support the instruments
in earth gravity, so on-the-spot fixes had to be improvised, with less than com
pletely satisfactory results . But calibrations were finally completed and the SIM
was returned to North American's California plant for rework. When retesting
was completed in late April, the package was installed in the service module.
The lunar subsatellite arrived in May and after checkout was loaded into the space
craft on June 9.9

To the Mountains of the Moon

Thunderstorms visited launch complex 39A during the month preceding Apollo
15's launch. Four lightning strikes damaged some ground support equipment
but the spacecraft and launch vehicle were undamaged. 10 Otherwise the count
down for Apollo 15 was, as launch director Walter Kapryan described it, "the
most nominal countdown that we have ever had."l1 At 9:34 a.m. on July 26, just
187 milliseconds behind schedule, the Saturn V carrying command module
Endeavour* and its crew blasted off. Twelve minutes later Scott, Irwin, and Wor
den were in orbit some 92 nautical miles above the earth, and after two revolu
tions their S-IVB stage reignited to send them on their way to the plain at Hadley.
After extracting the lunar module Falcon (named for the Air Force Academy's
mascot by the all-Air-Force crew) from its stowage atop the S-IVB, they settled
down for an uneventful 3-day trip to the moon. Only two small midcourse
corrections were required along the way.12

·Conscious of the importance of science on their mission, the crew named their spacecraft for the
ship commanded by Lieut. James Cook, who had sailed from England to Tahiti in 1768 to observe
the transit (passage between the earth and the sun) of the planet Venus in August 1769. Apollo Prime
Crew Press Conference, June 18, 1971, transcript.
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Four hours before settling into lunar orbit, the crew jettisoned the cover of the
scientific instrument module in preparation for the lunar-orbital science to be con
ducted later. Endeavour went smoothly into lunar orbit. Scott and Irwin entered
Falcon about 40 minutes early, checked out its systems, and had ample time to
eat lunch before beginning powered descent. After they undocked, Worden put
Endeavour into a circular orbit suitable for gathering scientific data. 13
Ten hours into their fourth day, Scott powered up Falcon for the approach to
Hadley. As had been the case throughout the mission so far, everything went
well during the landing approach. At about 9,000 feet (2,750 meters) above the
surface Scott noted the peak of Hadley Delta to his left; until he reached 5,000
feet (1,500 meters) the only other landmark he could spot was Hadley Rille. The
terrain was less sharply defined than he had expected from simulations. After
entering several redesignations of the landing site into his control computer, Scott

Astronaut Jim Irwin is aboard the lunar rover waiting for Apollo 15 commander Dave Scott to finish
photographing the landing site before departing on their first lunar traverse. The view is toward the
south. St. George crater, about 5 kilometers distant, appears immediately behind Irwin. Hadley Delta
rises behind the lunar module, which is visibly tilted because Scott landed on the rim of a shallow
crater.
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brought Falcon down through blinding dust and touched down at 6:16 p .m. East
ern Daylight Time on July 29. Not sure of his exact location, Scott was sure he
was well within the boundaries of his designated landing zone. The lunar mod
ule came to rest tilted back and to its left; two of its landing pads were just over
the edge of a small crater that Scott had not been able to see as he approached
the surface .14
During the next 67 hours Scott and Irwin were to ride and walk over more of
the lunar surface than any of their predecessors . The first chore was a "standup
EVA," to survey the landing area for the benefit of the scientists in Houston.
Scott removed the upper hatch of the lunar module and stood on the engine cover,
describing what he could see and taking photographs that would allow construc
tion of a panorama of the landing area. One remarkable photograph showed clear
evidence of stratigraphy in a prominent landmark ("Silver Spur") to the east of
Hadley Delta-a feature the explorers were unable to see later because of unfavora
ble lighting. While Scott and Irwin carried out their assignments on the surface,
Al Worden, orbiting above in Endeavour, had activated the scientific instruments
and cameras and was busy gathering data. On his 15th revolution he spotted
Falcon on the surface and relayed its position to Houston .15
The next morning Scott and Irwin were up early and out on the surface. They
unloaded their roving vehicle without difficulty, climbed on and buckled their
seat belts, and set out on the first traverse. Scott soon discovered that the rover's
front wheels could not be steered. He could not correct the anomaly, but went
ahead, relying on the rear-wheel steering alone. 16
Their first goal was "Station 1," a spot on the rim of a medium-sized crater
("Elbow") located on the edge of Hadley Rille at the point where it makes a sharp
bend. On the way Scott had to get the feel of driving the rover, which he found
to be an excellent vehicle. Driving it on the moon, however, was not quite like
driving the l-g trainer, and among other things he had to keep his eyes on the
surface ahead, especially when heading toward the sun, because surface features
were not always readily visible. The rover's maneuverability was good, but at 8 to
10 kilometers per hour (5 to 6 miles per hour) the ride was a bit bouncy. Driving
took all of Scott's attention, so Irwin provided most of the descriptions for
Houston's scientists. I 7
Proceeding along the edge of Hadley Rille, the explorers had an excellent view
of the entire width of the canyon (about 1.5 kilometers or almost 1 mile) and down
its length to the sharp bend by "Elbow" crater. Landmarks along the route were
not always easy to identify, but their course was laid out by range and bearing
and they were never as uncertain about their position as Shepard and Mitchell
had been on Apollo 14. Less than half an hour after leaving the LM, and having
traveled something over 3 kilometers (about 2 miles) they reached their first stop,
dismounted, and turned on the television camera to give Houston a view of the
area. Using a telephoto lens, Scott photographed the far side of Hadley Rille where
layering was obvious in outcrops not far below the rim. Panoramic photography
and sample collection completed their work at Site 1.18
Remounting their vehicle, Irwin and Scott drove around "Elbow" crater to Site
2, about 500 meters (1,600 feet) farther down at a point where ejecta from St.
George crater encroached on the edge of the rille. Here they began to encounter
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large blocks lying on the surface. One that excited Irwin particularly was a meter
or so (3 to 4 feet) across, its downslope edge buried in the loose soil and its upslope
edge free of the surface. He photographed and sampled it; then once again they
took panoramic photographs and soil samples and drove a double core tube into
the edge of a crater. l9
With no more stops scheduled, Scott now turned the rover on to the heading
prescribed by his navigation system to return to the LM. On the way he cau
tiously tried some maneuvers with the rover. Attempting a turn on a downslope,
he discovered that "you can't go fast downhill in this thing, because if you try
and turn with the front wheels locked up like that, they dig in and the rear end
breaks away, and around you go; and we just did a 180 [degree turn]."20 Near
Elbow crater Scott noted that there was a "neat place to go down into the rille,"
but Capcom reminded him that "we'd rather that you don't take that option ." 2l

Hadley Delta slopes upward and to the right in this photograph taken from the Apollo IS lunar module
Falcon's upper hatch shortly after landing . The feature in the background, 20 kilometers southeast of
the landing site, is "Silver Spur. "
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Riding back toward Falcon, Scott and Irwin frequently saw features they would
have liked to stop and examine, but they had no time, so they briefly described
them to Houston and continued .22 When they first caught sight of the LM they
estimated its bearing from the rover at 15 degrees, but the navigation system
showed 34, indicating some drift in the system. They reached the lunar module
2 hours and 15 minutes after they had left, parked the rover, and unloaded the
surface experiments package. Scott had picked a spot about 110 meters (360 feet)
west-northwest of the Falcon to deploy the instruments. Apollo 15's experiments
package included a new heat flow experiment, which required drilling two holes
in which temperature sensors would be placed. The experiments were deployed
without difficulty, but the second heat-flow drill hole caused problems when the
drill stuck and proved difficult to remove. By this time the astronauts were
approaching the limit of their life-support systems, so Mission Control directed
Scott to leave the drill in the hole and get on to other tasks. After deploying the
laser reflector and the solar-wind collector he and Irwin returned to Falcon and
closed the hatch. They had been out for six and a half hours and covered 10.3
kilometers (5.6 miles) on the lunar surface-more than twice as far as the Apollo
14 astronauts had traversed (on foot) during their entire mission. 23 A 40-minute
debriefing with Houston completed their first day of lunar exploration. 24
In the press briefing immediately following the first day's surface activity, flight
director Gerald Griffin expressed satisfaction with the astronauts' performance.
Apart from the failure of the rover's front-wheel steering, which had not signifi
cantly impaired the planned activity, everything had gone well. Scott had shown
a somewhat higher metabolic rate than anticipated, resulting in faster consump
tion of oxygen than had been allowed for. This was not a serious concern, but
it would have to be taken into account in planning the remaining excursions.
About the only changes anticipated for the next day's activity were to attempt
to solve the rover's steering problem and to try to extract the drill core for the
heat-flow experiment. 25 However, the science planning team still had to review
the day's results; plans for the second traverse could well be changed in light
of what had been accomplished .
Next morning, after Scott and Irwin had finished breakfast and attended to some
chores in the LM, Capcom Joe Allen briefed them on the upcoming day's work.
Science planners had decided to shorten the traverse somewhat to provide more
exploration with less travel time. A low-priority sampling stop had been tenta
tively deleted and the route at the foot of Hadley Delta curtailed. The scientists
were giving the astronauts considerable freedom on this traverse, as Allen's
instructions showed:
We're going to depend very much on the observations from the two of you,
and it's going to be ... your choice on exactly where you'd like to range and
where you'd like to carry out your major sampling tasks .... We're looking
now, primarily, for a wide variety of rock samples from the [Apennine] Front.
You've seen the breccias already . We think there may very well be some large
crystal [line] igneous [rocks], and we'd like samples of those and whatever vari
ety of rocks which you're able to find for us-but primarily, a large number
of documented samples and fragment samples .... I'll [stop] now and ask
for any more questions. 26
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Scott replied, "No, no questions, Joe. You're really talking our language today."27
During their extensive geological training, Scott had come to enjoy field geology
and considered himself a serious amateur,28 and this was the kind of freedom he
wanted. It was the kind of exploration the geologists had wanted as well, and
although they would have preferred to have one of their own on the moon, appar
ently they were confident enough of Scott's and Irwin's training to give them
a much freer hand than any previous team of lunar explorers.
Suited up and out on the surface, Scott and Irwin got aboard the rover and
belted in, pausing before they started to flip the circuit breaker for the front steering
open and then closed again. When Scott moved the hand controller the front
wheels moved. Nobody knew why, but he now had full four-wheel steering.29
Then they set out, on a southerly heading, for the sloping terrain at the foot of
Hadley Delta. Rolling along at 8 to 9 kilometers per hour (5 to 6 miles per hour),
they described the craters and rocks along the route. In about 40 minutes they
were in the vicinity of "Spur" crater, one of their sampling stops, and they parked
the rover to reconnoiter and collect specimens. 3o With continuous commentary
for Houston, the astronauts roamed the area for the next hour, taking pictures
and bagging samples. Then, as they examined a boulder that had attracted their
attention, Scott remarked, "Guess what we just found." Then Irwin came over
for a look:

"Silver Spur," photographed from adistance ofsome 10 miles. The stratigraphy in the peak is evident .
Hadley Delta rises to the right of Silver Spur, its sloping flank visible in the foreground.
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Irwin: I think we just found what we came for .
Scott: Look at the plage [plagioclase) in there ... . I think we might [have
found) ourselves something close to anorthosite, because it's crystalline,
and ... it's just almost all pJage . What a beaut!
Irwin: That really is a beauty. And ... there's another one down there. 31

"What we came for" was a specimen of the primitive lunar crust-anorthosite,
the rock that some scientists believed was the first material that solidified from
the molten outer layer of the moon. The possibility of finding this material was
one reason the Hadley-Apennines site had been chosen; scientists thought that
if anorthosite was to be found on the moon, a highland site (and one adjacent
to a large collisional mare) would be the best place to look for it. Scott put the
sample into a bag by itself; back on earth it was dubbed the "Genesis rock."32

The "Genesis rock" as Apollo 15 commander Dave Scott spotted it in its "come-and-sample-me"
position atop a small mound of soil (upper center). Scott quickly identified it as anorthosite, a rock
many scientists believed made up the primitive lunar crust. The vertical-locating gnomon, with
attached color chart, is just to the right of the specimen.
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After a few more minutes of sampling and photographing the site, they climbed
back on the rover and started back to the lunar module. Since there was time
available, Houston directed them to stop at site 4 (the one that had been deleted
before the traverse started) where they took more samples. Then it was back to
Falcon to unload their cargo and return to the surface experiments site. Scott made
another attempt to remove the core drill he had left in the ground the day before,
but succeeded only when Irwin helped him pull it out. The second hole for the
heat-flow experiment was drilled and the temperature sensors were emplaced
in both holes. After performing a few more experiments in soil mechanics, Scott
and Irwin drove back to the lunar module, where they had one more task to per
form: planting the American flag at the landing site. That done, they transferred
the samples to the LM, and closed the hatch, having completed the most produc
tive lunar science traverse of the program so far.33
Flight director Gerald Griffin expressed that evaluation more strongly at the
change-of-shift press briefing: in his opinion, "we probably have just witnessed
the greatest day of scientific exploration ... in the space program that we've ever
seen."34 Allowing for his understandable enthusiasm, Griffin's statement had
solid foundation in fact. Lunar missions had made advances in two years' time
that few would have expected. The equipment had functioned virtually without
flaw, with margins of expendables to spare. Scientists and network audiences
on earth had received live color television pictures far surpassing the crude black
and-white images transmitted by Apollo 11. The astronauts had wasted no time,
they had provided excellent descriptions of what they could see, they had exer
cised their judgment in collaboration with the ground-based scientists, and had
documented and collected more than 100 pounds (45 kilograms) of rocks, soil,
and core samples. Observers in Mission Control thought they could tell that Scott
and Irwin adapted to lunar gravity on the first traverse and as a result were more
sure-footed and confident on the second. 3S One more traverse remained, a trip
to the edge of Hadley Rille, but 15 would have been rated a success without it.
Capcom Joe Allen passed the word from scientists to the crew just after .they
returned to the LM:
I'm told that we checked off the 100 percent science completion square some
time during EVA-lor maybe even shortly into EVA-2. From here on out, it's
gravy all the way, and we're just going to play it cool, take it easy, and see
some interesting geology. It should be a most enjoyable day.

"Okay, Joe," Scott replied, "Thank you. We're looking forward to it."36
Their work was not the mission's only contribution to lunar science. While they
had been dashing around the surface, Al Worden in Endeavour had been circling
the moon operating the cameras and instruments. In Endeavour's highly inclined
orbit he was able to see features that no previous observers had laid eyes on,
and he provided detailed descriptions each time he crossed the earth-facing side
of the moon. 37
Early the next morning Irwin and Scott left the lunar module on a west
northwesterly heading to get a good look at Hadley Rille. After describing, pho
tographing, and televising the features of the broad canyon, including evident
layering in the walls,they completed their third traverse in just under 5 hours. 38
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Back at their base, they collected the solar-wind experiment, after which Irwin
produced a postal cover carrying a new stamp commemorating "a decade of
achievement" in space, and applied a first-day cancellation provided by the Postal
Service. 39 A few minutes later Scott stood before the rover's TV camera to con
duct a scientific demonstration:
.. . In my left hand, I have a feather. In my right hand, a hammer.... One
of the reasons we got here today was because of a gentleman named Galileo
a long time ago who made a rather significant discovery about falling objects
in gravity fields .. . . The feather happens to be, appropriately, a falcon feather,
for our Falcon, and I'll drop the two of them here and hopefully they'll hit
the ground at the same time. [They did.] ... This proves that Mr. Galileo was
correct in his findings. 40

Scott then drove the rover about 300 feet (90 meters) away, where he parked
it with the television camera pointed at Falcon, aligned the antenna with earth,
and walked back to help Irwin load sample bags into the lunar module.

From St . George crater at the foot of Hadley Delta, this view looking north up Hadley Rille shows the
floor of the gorge littered with rock fragments that have broken off the layers higher up the sides .
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For the next three hours the crew of the Falcon were occupied with stowing
equipment and sample containers and configuring the LM for takeoff. Then, while
the television camera watched, Falcon's ascent stage shot up from the surface in
a shower of fragments of insulation, visible for only a second or two. Flight con
trollers had intended to follow Falcon with the camera, but decided against it when
problems developed in the camera's control system. 41 The result contrasted sharp
ly with the majestic rise of a Saturn V; with a "quick pop" and "a shower of
sparks [that] looked more like something left over from the Fourth of July," as
one columnist put it, Falcon quickly disappeared from the TV screen.42
Falcon and Endeavour linked up an hour and 34 minutes later, and after jettison
ing the lunar module the three astronauts settled in for two days of additional
lunar-orbital data-gathering. 43 On their last orbit they released the scientific sub
satellite, then headed for home. While the spacecraft was still nearly 200,000 miles
(320,000 kilometers) from earth, Al Worden carried out the last extravehicular
excursion of the mission, a 38-minute "space walk" to remove film cassettes from
the cameras in the scientific instrument module. 44 The long voyage home ended
on August 7, when Endeavour dropped into the Pacific Ocean about 320 miles
(515 kilometers) north of Hawaii. The landing was a little harder than normal
because one of the three parachutes failed to open fully, but no damage or injury
resulted. 45

Apollo 15's Science Dividend

It was clear even before Scott and his crew returned that Apollo 15 had sur
passed all prior missions in both the quantity and variety of information it
returned. More than 350 individual soil and rock samples aggregating 77 kilo
grams (170 pounds), ranging in size from 1 or 2 grams (0.03 to 0.06 ounce) to
more than 9.5 kilograms (21 pounds) and taken from two distinct selenological
regions (the mare plain and the foot of Hadley Delta), were the richest geological
haul of the program. 46 The seismometer and the heat flow probes emplaced with
the surface experiments package were important in obtaining data on the moon's
interior, while the instruments Al Worden had operated in lunar orbit gathered
information on the chemical composition of large areas on the front and back sides
of the moon .
If the scientists had been unhappy with MSC's cooperation in the early mis
sions, they were overjoyed with the way Apollo 15 was conducted, and several
graciously congratulated MSC on it. Gerald Wasserburg of Caltech wrote to Robert
R. Gilruth to offer his congratulations "on one of the most brilliant missions in
space science ever flown." He particularly praised the fairness and wisdom of
the decisions made during the astronauts' explorations, even though he had not
always got what he wanted. 47 Larry A. Haskin, vice chairman of the lunar sam
ple analysis planning team, told Gilruth that
Scott and Irwin had not been on the surface very long before . . . we felt com
fortable and confident that the scientific aspects of the mission were in com
petent hands .... We always felt that the decisions made in real time . .. were
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fair with respect to priorities given to various activities and that the mission
was well balanced.

Haskin stressed that the inclusion of scientists in planning before the mission
and decision-making during the mission (through the science working group)
was a breakthrough in MSC's relations with the scientific community.48
Preliminary examination of the samples began as soon as the containers were
returned. Documentation of these samples was unusually complete, except for
some taken on the last traverse when time ran short. Taking advantage of the
fact that the astronauts were not quarantined after this mission, the preliminary
examination team asked Scott and Irwin to be present while the containers were
opened, to provide whatever information they could remember about some of
the less well-documented specimens while the circumstances were still fresh in
their minds. 49
The preliminary examination team concluded that three distinct types of struc
tures had been sampled at Hadley: the Apennine Front, which had been produced
by collision of an asteroid-sized object with the moon; a series of horizontal lava
flows that filled part of the impact basin; and a ray of ejecta from a large young
crater produced after the basin was filled. Samples from the mountain front were
very diverse, including both breccias and igneous rocks. Those from the mare
plain, where Falcon landed, were of two basic types: basaltic rocks and glass-coated
breccias. The "Genesis Rock," so designated by the press, did turn out to be

Dave Scott and scientist-astronaut Joe Allen (rear) examine the "genesis rock" that Scott and Irwin
found on Apollo 15. The rock was almost pure anorthosite, possibly a remnant of the original lunar
crust. The gadget suspended above the rock displays identifying numbers when the sample is
photographed.
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an extremely pure anorthosite substantially altered by shock, which suggested
that it was involved in a severe impact after it crystallized. Its age was determined
to be 4.15 billion years, with a possible error of 0.2 billion either way, making
it the oldest whole rock so far returned from the moon. 50
The core tubes, one containing a 2.4-meter (almost 8-foot) section of the soil,
were not opened during the preliminary examination, but x-ray examination indi
cated 58 individual layers, from 0.5 to 21 centimeters (0.2 to 8.25 inches) thick,
showing that the soil contained a substantial stratigraphic record. 51
Instruments in the service module provided information about the large-scale
chemical variations across the lunar surface. The x-ray fluorescence experiment
measured the x-rays emitted by light elements (magnesium, aluminum, and sili
con particularly) when struck by x-rays from the sun. From these data scientists
could determine the ratio of aluminum to silicon over large areas under the orbit
of the command and service module. Initial examination of the results found dis
tinct chemical differences between the maria and the highlands. The highlands
showed an aluminum/silicon ratio characteristic of anorthosite, which, accord
ing to some theories, was formed in the first major event of the moon's geologic
evolution. The maria, on the other hand, were chemically different; sample anal
ysis showed them to be basalts formed by lava flows, and the x-ray fluorescence
results were consistent with this interpretation. 52
The preliminary examination team completed the first stage of its work with
descriptions of more than 50 rocks larger than 50 grams (1.7 ounces) correlated
with the astronauts' descriptions and photographs at the end of August. MSC
recommended release of samples to 20 research teams as soon as possible, since
their results would be useful in planning future lunar surface activity.53 The rest
of the samples were less time-critical and were released to principal investigators
two months later.54

A Geologist for Apollo 17

As was his custom, Slayton waited until Apollo 15 had returned from its flight
to announce his choice of crewmen for the last lunar mission. On August 13,
1971, he named Eugene Cern an, Ronald Evans, and Jack Schmitt as the prime
crew for Apollo 17, backed up by Dave Scott, Al Worden, and Jim Irwin, just
returned from Apollo 15. 55 The decision to put Schmitt on the crew instead of
Joe Engle-who had trained as lunar module pilot with Cernan and Evans on
the backup crew for Apollo 14-was, like all those before it, Slayton's, and no
one in the NASA organization put pressure on him to make it. * He noted later,
however, that "we might have gotten some [pressure], I suppose, if we hadn't
made the right decision down here. [But] there wasn't any doubt ... that we

"But see Chapter 12. Earlier in the year, Dale Myers, chief of manned space flight, and Robert
Gilruth, MSC director, had agreed to Schmitt's appointment to the Apollo 17 crew, subject to his
satisfactory completion of training, and Slayton was undoubtedly a party to that decision. The deci
sion was evidently a well kept secret, however, for as late as August 3, Schmitt was quoted as admit
ting that it seemed unlikely he would get the chance to explore the moon. Stuart Auerbach, "Apollo
15 Leaves Moon Orbit At End of Historic Mission," Washington Post, Aug. 5, 1971.
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Apollo 16 commander John Young salutes the colors while leaping clear of the lunar surface.

were going to have to do that when they canceled [Apollo 15 and 19) , and we
did it."56
Engle, who had been out of town during Apollo 15 on personal business, learned
that his plans had been changed on August 10, when he called in to the Astronaut
Office to see if he had any messages. It was a tremendous disappointment; he
had made the hard decision to leave the X-15 program in 1966 because he thought
that going to the moon was the only way he could surpass his past accomplish
ments. But, he said, "when something like this happens, you can do one of two
things . You can lay on the bed and cry about it .. ., or you can get behind the
mission and make it the best in the world." Engle's choice was to support the
mission. He would try to help Schmitt fit into the crew that he himself had trained
with for so long. After that, he hoped to test-fly the space shuttle .57
At the customary news conference the week after the announcement, the first
question challenged Schmitt's assignment to the crew instead of Engle. Schmitt
said, "There's no question that Joe Engle is one of the most outstandingly quali
fied test pilots in the business," but he was confident of his own abilities: "as
far as my qualifications to fly the spacecraft are concerned, I will attempt to com
pete with anybody in the program." Cernan agreed: "Jack isn't sitting here as
part of this crew for any other reason than that he has rowed hard, he's earned
it, and he deserved it." He noted that Engle and Dick Gordon (command mod
ule pilot on Apollo 12) had been assigned to the new space shuttle project and
commented (perhaps with a trace of envy), "Those guys moving into shuttle right
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now are probably going to contribute ... a lot more than maybe even we can
contribute by a lunar mission ."58
On its final flight to explore the moon, then, Apollo would send a scientist
the one astronaut indisputably qualified to make the observations scientists had
long wanted to make. It remained to be seen whether, under the constraints that
limited lunar exploration, he could apply his experience to enhance the quality
of the results.

To the Lunar Highlands: Descartes

Two landing sites had been seriously considered for Apollo 16, the crater
Alphonsus, 300 miles (480 kilometers) south of the moon's center, and the region
some 340 miles (550 kilometers) east-southeast of the moon's center, north of the
ancient crater Descartes. In both places geologists thought they would find high
land material differing in composition from the Fra Mauro samples and the basalts
filling the maria. The wall of Alphonsus was, some argued, pre-Imbrian high
lands material, while dark craters on its floor were thought to consist of relatively
young volcanic material that might have originated at great depths. North of Des
cartes, two formations (Cayley and Descartes) were of major interest. Evidence
indicated that both were volcanic but of different types and ages. The area is the
highest topographic region in the highlands on the visible face of the moon,
indicating that the Descartes volcanics represent remobilized highlands. Analy
sis of these materials was expected to clarify the basic processes that formed the
highlands. 59
Preliminary discussions among interested scientists considered both sites but
did not entirely agree on either. 60 Alphonsus remained a strong candidate, but
in view of the fact that it would be preferable to have more results from Apollo
14 and 15 before landing there, Descartes was preferred for Apollo 16. With one
more mission left, Alphonsus could still be visited. The Apollo Site Selection Board
approved Descartes as the landing site for Apollo 16 at its meeting on June 3,
1971. 61
Science plans for the Descartes mission were much the same as they had been
for Hadley Rille: to inspect, survey, and sample materials and surface features
in the landing area; emplace and activate the lunar surface experiments; and con
duct photography and remote sensing of the moon from lunar orbit. The surface
package included two new instruments: a magnetometer and, in place of Apollo
IS's suprathermal ion detector, an active seismometer that would be excited by
several explosive charges after the astronauts left. Another new experiment was
an automatic far-ultraviolet camera and spectrograph to photograph several
galaxies from the moon's surface. Its objective was to study the distribution of
interplanetary and intergalactic hydrogen. 62
Apollo 16 blasted off from Kennedy Space Center at 12:54 p.m. Eastern Stan
dard Time on April 16, 1972. Command module Casper and lunar module Orion
arrived in lunar orbit three days later. All systems functioned well until Orion
separated from the command module; a malfunctioning component in the main
propulsion system caused Houston to delay the lunar module's descent for nearly
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Apollo 16 commander John Young , identified by the stripeson his legs, arms, and helmet, returns from
laying out the lunar surface experiments at the Descartes landing site. In the distance behind Young is
the lunar triaxis magnetometer; to his left is the radioisotope thermal generator (black), which powered
the experiments. Other apparatus on the surface is not identifiable.

six hours while it was checked out. When Mission Control was satisifed, Orion
fired its descent engine and landed easily on the plain at Descartes at 9:33 p.m.
EST on April 20.63
In the next 71 hours mission commander John Young and lunar module pilot
Charles Duke laid out the surface instruments and conducted three traverses in
their lunar rover, covering in all some 27 kilometers (nearly 17 miles). While they
were busy on the surface, Ken Mattingly in Casper was occupied with operating
the instruments in the service module. The only serious mishap on the surface
occurred when Young tripped over the cable to the heat-flow sensors, pulling
it loose from the central station and incapacitating the experiment. 64
Young and Duke finished their exploration, loaded the 96 kilograms (210
pounds) of samples they had collected into Orion, and rejoined Mattingly in lunar
orbit on April 23. They released the moon-orbiting subsatellite, but because of
recurring problems with the service propulsion system, the spacecraft was not
in the optimum orbit for the satellite. As a result, the satellite crashed into the
moon after only five weeks. 65 During the four-day return flight they conducted
additional experiments with electrophoresis, a technique that offered advantages
for separating certain biological preparations that could not be efficiently done
in a gravity field. A normal landing in the Pacific, north of Christmas Island, com
pleted the mission on April 27.66
Even before the Apollo 16 rock samples had been returned to Houston it was
apparent that premission interpretations of the Descartes site had not been
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accurate. The service module instruments showed abnormally low radioactivity
and high aluminum-silicon ratios in the area-both characteristic of typical lunar
highlands. Furthermore, the laser altimeter found that the extensive plateau on
which the site lay was almost four miles higher than the surrounding terrain,
an elevation that seemed impossible to achieve by buildup of volcanic material. 67
Preliminary examination of the samples confirmed what scientists had suspected
as soon as Young and Duke began to explore: the site was not volcanic. Most
of them appeared to be impact breccias rather than basalts. 68 This result, con
firmed by later analyses, "forced a reevaluation of the process of photogeology
and site selection," because the majority opinion before the mission had affirmed
that the site was volcanic in origin. 69
The more samples returned from the moon the less clear the picture of its ori
gin and evolution became to scientists. At the third lunar science conference,
which included presentations of information from Apollo 15 and the Soviets' Luna
16, a more comprehensive picture of the moon was evident, but fewer investiga
tors would claim to understand its evolution. The best summary at the time
seemed to be that the moon is now relatively cold and inactive but that it has

.
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Apollo 16 comnumder John Young collects arake sample, screening out fragments smaller than about
1 centimeter.
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gone through a complex sequence of melting and resolidifying by internal or exter
nal heating. 70 Toward the end of 1972 one baffled scientist, Gerald Wasserburg,
summarized the frustrations of the lunar scientists: "we've got answers but not
the questions," he said. "1' m not sure we're asking the questions in exactly the
right way. "71

Apollo 17: The Close of an Era
Following completion of Apollo 15, with 16 in the planning stages and only
one mission remaining after that, one scientist expected that the process of choos
ing a site for the last flight would be "a dilly of an affair."n Perhaps with that
thought in mind, Rocco Petrone, Apollo program director at NASA Headquarters,
started the procedure early, in October of 1971. After a site evaluation document
had been circulated among selected interested scientists for their critique and
response, an ad hoc site evaluation committee would meet no later than Decem
ber 30 to consider site proposals and make recommendations to the Apollo Site
Selection Board in early 1972.73
Actually, site selection for Apollo 17 was not as difficult as might have been
expected, considering that it was the last chance for many years to obtain mate
rial and data from the moon. Preliminary review of possible sites produced a clear
consensus of objectives for Apollo 17: to investigate the pre-Imbrian highlands

Photograph of the Taurus-Littrow landing site for Apolio 17 taken by the metric camera on Apolio 15.
The landing site, marked with a white cross, lies between two massifs (north and south).
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as far as possible from the Imbrium basin; to sample "young" volcanics; to obtain
photographic and remote-sensor coverage of areas not previously investigated;
and to provide the best coverage for the new traverse geophysics experiments
that were to go along. Application of all these considerations reduced the interest
ing sites to three: Taurus-Littrow, a region on the southeastern rim of Mare Sereni
tatis; Gassendi, a large crater on the northern rim of Mare Humorum; and (ranking
a distant third) Alphonsus, previously considered as an alternative to the Des
cartes site. Of these three, the ad hoc site evaluation committee concluded that
Taurus-Littrow was the best. It was a two-objective site (highlands and young
volcanic material); it offered a reasonable contingency for a walking mission in
case the lunar rover should fail; and it would provide the greatest amount of new
information from the orbital sensors in the service module. 74
Operational considerations, taken up at the February meeting of the site selec
tion board, gave no site a clear advantage. Problems existed at all three, although
Alphonsus, already well studied, was acceptable. At Gassendi there was a good
chance that the astronauts would not be able to get to their prime objective if
they had to land beyond the nominal3-sigma ellipse. For Taurus-Littrow, detailed
studies at first indicated that under "worst-case" conditions the site was unsuita
ble; the 3-sigma ellipse could not be fitted into it. When trajectory designers were
urged to reconsider their calculations in light of the results of Apollo 15, how
ever, they produced some less conservative numbers and the site was accept a-

Geologist Jack Schmitt moves around a huge broken boulder at Taurus-Littrow (Apollo 17). He has
sampled the sUrface material where scoop marks are visible on the lower left front flank and is preparing
to take more samples. The boulder rolled down from the North Milssif
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ble. With operational considerations out of the way, the board picked
Taurus-Littrow because of its greater scientific potential,75
The Taurus-Littrow site was a flat-floored valley some 7 kilometers (4.3 miles)
wide, a dark, bay-like indentation in the broken mountain chain on the eastern
edge of Mare Sere nita tis, at 20 degrees 10 minutes north latitude, 30 degrees 46
minutes east longitude. Bounded on three sides by high mountain massifs, the
valley contained numerous craters of possible volcanic origin, as Al Worden had
noted from orbit on Apollo 15. 76
Premission data from the landing site indicated it to be geologically complex.
Rock types appeared to vary in age, composition, and probable origin, and the
mountains displayed structural features that might be correlated with several
major landforrning events. The valley floor on which Apollo 17 was to land
appeared to be volcanic and thus might have originated deep within the moon.
A landslide intruded on one side of the valley floor, and boulder tracks down
the mountainsides added to scientists' interest in the site. 7 ?
Until early 1971 Apollo 17 had been scheduled for June 1972; in February the
launch schedule was revised and both Apollo 16 and 17 were moved forward,
to March and December 1972, respectively,78 The new launch date for Apollo 17
required one more launch constraint to be lifted, because Taurus-Littrow was not
accessible by translunar injection (departure of the spacecraft and S-IVB from the
earth parking orbit) over the Pacific Ocean. Early in the program Pacific injection
was adopted as the rule, since the alternative-injection over the Atlantic
required a night launch at some times of the year. Although Atlantic injection
offered an economy in fuel and thus an increase in allowable payload, the poten
tial problems incident to a night launch (see Chapter 6) tipped the scales,79 By
the time the site selection board met in February 1972, however, "the bullet had
been bitten on night launches"80; experience had made those problems much
less worrisome.
So it was that Apollo 17 was scheduled to leave the Cape at 9:38 p.m. EST on
December 6, 1972. 81 From August 8, when the launch vehicle was moved to the
pad, preparations went well. Some minor hardware problems cropped up but
were handled without delaying the schedule. Launch day was bright and warm;
the temperature was in the mid-80s at midafternoon. All looked well for the last
Apollo mission until 30 seconds before launch, when the automatic sequencer
the oldest and most reliable piece of automation at the launch complex-shut the
system down. The first launch delay in the Apollo program caused by failure of
equipment amounted to 2 hours and 40 minutes while Cape and Marshall Space
Flight Center engineers worked around the malfunction. At 12:33 a.m. Eastern
Standard Time on December 7, command module America and lunar module
Challenger were off for Taurus-Littrow. 82 Flight controllers made up the lost time
during the translunar coast. 83
America and Challenger entered lunar orbit on schedule and all preparations for
landing went smoothly. After the two spacecraft separated, Cernan and Schmitt
took a spectacular photograph of their landing site. Three hours later Cernan
powered up Challenger for its descent. It touched down within 200 meters (650
feet) of its targeted landing point amid a field of craters at 3:15 p.m. EST on Decem
ber 11.84
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For the next 75 hours Cernan and Schmitt conducted the longest, and in many
ways the most productive, lunar exploration of the Apollo program. During three
trips from their base they laid out the surface experiments, drove the lunar rover
about 36 kilometers (22 miles) in all, ranging as far as 7.37 kilometers (4.5 miles)
from Challenger, and collected roughly 243 pounds (110 kilograms, of soil and rock
samples along with more than 2,000 documentation photographs. 8s
Like their predecessors, Cern an and Schrri.itt wer~ somewhat constrained by
the preplanned sequence of activity. Still, before they left the lunar module and
while unloading the Rover and the surface experiments, Schmitt found time to
give Houston's back-room scientists both large- and small-scale descriptions of
the landing area and the surface under his feet. 86 Schmitt found the environment
in the landing area "superb" for observation: the lighting was excellent and the
rock surfaces generally clean, and he found little difficulty in distinguishing miner
alogical and textural differences. For the most part he based his decisions on tak
ing samples on visually detectable differences or similaritiesY
Besides collecting and documenting samples, on their traverses the explorers
laid out explosive charges for a seismic profiling experiment (the charges would
be set off after they left), took readings on a portable gravity meter at various
points along the route, and set up an instrument to measure electrical properties
of the lunar surface. At the site for the surface experiments package they drilled
two 2.54-meter (8.3-foot) holes for heat-flow sensors, took a deep core sample,

A view of the lunar orbital experiments in the scientific instrument module of the service module,
taken from lunar module Challenger before it docked with America on return from the lunar surface.
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Command module pilot Ron Evans outside the spacecraft America, recovering film from the scientific
instrument module (SIM) bay of the service module. The cylindrical object with the handle, near his
knees, is a film cassette.

and set up the geophones (detectors) for the seismic profiling experiment. 88 The
first excursion was largely taken up by these chores.
After an overnight rest and a discussion with Houston concerning plans for
sampling, Cernan and Schmitt set out on their second trip to collect specimens
from boulders along the lower slopes of the South Massif and to sample the Iighter
colored soil that overlay the western part of the valley. It was a long trip-an hour
by rover to the first major sampling stop-and would stretch their life-support
systems almost to the limit. The last couple of kilometers up the slope taxed the
rover, too, but it brought them to their objective in fine style. Schmitt took sam
ples from three boulders which, as best he could tell, had come from layers visi
ble farther up the South Massif.89
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The obviously interesting features of their first site prompted Houston to
lengthen their stay there and cut some time from later stops. On their way back
they stopped to take an unscheduled reading on the traverse gravimeter and sam
pled soil at a couple of crater rims, one of which drew considerable attention.
During routine examination of the surface around the crater called "Shorty,"
Schmitt suddenly called out, "Oh, hey-wait a minute- ... There is orange
soil!" Cernan confirmed it. "He's not going out of his mind. It really is." While
looking for the limits ~f the orange deposit, Schmitt remarked, "if there ever was
something that looked like fumarole alteration, this is it. "90 He was excited because
orange soil (characteristic of oxidized iron, at least on earth) indicated volcanic
activity, probably recent, a feature not previously discovered on the moon. While
Houston kept reminding them they were almost at the limits of their walk-back
capability-time was running out-they dug a trench, took a core sample and
several scoop samples, and took photographs. Then they mounted the rover to
head back to Challenger. Schmitt talked about his discovery all the way back.91
The last sampling trip of the Apollo program was a traverse to the foot of the
North Massif, where they found two large boulders that had obviously rolled
down from outcrops higher on the mountain; their tracks were visible in the soft
soil. After covering 12 kilometers (7.5 miles) and picking up 63 samples (137
pounds, 62 kilograms), Cernan and Schmitt returned to the lunar module .92
Schmitt picked up a symbolic rock sample in honor of a group of foreign stu
dents touring the United States; it would be divided up to provide samples for
each country represented. Then Cernan unveiled a plaque on Challenger's land
ing strut, which commemorated the completion of the first exploration of the moon
by humans . Then he made some final dedicatory remarks:
This is our commemoration that will be here until someone like us, until some
of you who are out there, who are the promise of the future, come back to
read it again and to further the exploration and the meaning of Apollo.

He then parked the rover at a spot where its television camera could watch their
takeoff, and Apollo's last two explorers finished their last tasks on the moon.
Cernan closed out the surface activity with the comment that "I believe history
will record that America's challenge of today has forged man's destiny of tomor
roW."93 Then they packed up their samples, discarded the tools they would no
longer need, and climbed back into Challenger. 94
Next day, December 14, they blasted off to join America in lunar orbit. As tele
vision audiences on earth watched, the rover TV camera, directed from Hous
ton, followed their ascent stage until it was out of sight, then slowly scanned
the now-deserted lunar surface. 95 The awareness that no living person was around
made the scene all the more impressive. It was almost possible to hear the silence.
After hooking up with the moon-circling command module, Schmitt and Cer
nan transferred their samples and data. America still had a day's work to do, com
pleting the photographic and remote-sensing work that Ron Evans had been doing
while his crewmates were on the surface. Their work completed, the crew of
Apollo 17 left the moon with a blast from their service propulsion engine at 8:42
p.m. EST on December 16. A routine transearth coast brought them back to a
landing about 300 kilometers (200 miles) east of Pago Pago at 2:25 p.m. EST on
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December 19, 1972. 96 Apollo's exploration of the moon, "one of the most ambi
tious and successful endeavors of man, "97 was over.
While scientists awaited the samples from Taurus-Littrow, editorial writers
offered varying evaluations of the lunar exploration project. Perhaps the bitterest
farewell to Apollo was expressed by William Hines, syndicated Chicago Sun-Times
columnist, who had opposed the project from the start: "And now, thank God,
the whole crazy business is over. "98 The Christian Science Monitor cautioned that
"Such technological feats as going to the moon do not absolve people of respon
sibilities on earth."99 The New York Times decided that "Man's entire perspective
on the universe and on his place in it has been radically changed. Man evolved
on the earth, but he is no longer chained to it. "100 Time magazine noted that after
the magnificent effort to develop the machines and the techniques to go to the
moon, Americans lost the will and the vision to press on. Apollo's detractors,
said Time, were
prisoners of limited vision who cannot comprehend, or do not care, that Neil
Armstrong's step in the lunar dust will be well remembered when most of
today's burning issues have become mere footnotes to history .101

Scientist-astronaut Jack Schmitt steps out of the command module America floating in the Pacific
Ocean. The large spherical bags are the uprighting system, which rights the command module if it
lands nose-down . A flotation collar has been attached by the frogmen of the recovery team .
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At the start of 1973 scientists eagerly awaited the last samples from the moon.
Apollo was all but forgotten, however, at NASA's manned space flight centers,
which had already shifted gears and were preparing for the next manned projects.
In August 1972, when Apollo 17's Saturn V rolled out of the Vehicle Assembly
Building at Kennedy Space Center, two launch vehicles in adjacent bays were
being prepared for Skylab's first flight, nine months away. Barely a month after
Apollo 17 returned, Skylab program officials completed the design certification
review for modifications required at the launch complex. At Houston, Skylab
crews-officially named in January 1972-had been in training since late 1970. 1
Crews for Apollo-Soyuz, the joint mission with the Soviet Union, scheduled for
mid-1975, were named in early February 1973,2 the same week the first lunar sam
ples from Apollo 17 were released. 3
The Manned Spacecraft Center now had nearly 380 kilograms (836 pounds) of
samples from the moon-all the lunar material the scientists could expect to get
for many years. Besides the samples, there was a mass of data from the lunar
orbital experiments and a continuing flow of information from the lunar surface
experiments, most of which were still functioning (see Appendix 5). Scientists
now began to concern themselves with the preservation, description, and catalog
ing of the samples and the provision of adequate support for a continuing pro
gram of research. 4

Apollo 17 Samples

The Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team met at MSC on January 29 to plan
for allocation of Apollo 17 samples. In keeping with the custom established on
the previous two missions, five key samples were released very early for
age-dating, including the orange soil that had so excited Jack Schmitt. During
February samples were sent to 116 of 185 principal investigators, even before the
preliminary examination was completed, so that some results could be reported
to the fourth Lunar Science Conference scheduled for March. s
Schmitt's selection and documentation of samples taken from the large boul
ders examined at Taurus-Littrow presented a new problem for the team. Con
sidering that issuing samples to investigators working in isolation would waste
a unique opportunity to study the relationships between different rock types,
the team recommended that each boulder (or set of possibly related boulders)
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be examined by a small interdisciplinary group working in close collaboration.
After these groups had examined the samples and extracted as much informa
tion as possible, the specimens would be cut up and distributed for study.6

Fourth Lunar Science Conference
The fourth annual lunar science conference convened on March 5, 1973, with
more than 700 scientists in attendance. 7 NASA's Deputy Administrator, George
Low, opened the four-day meeting by reviewing the Apollo lunar exploration
program and the progress made in understanding of the moon in three and a
half years. He expressed NASA's gratification with the willingness of the scien
tific community to participate effectively in analyzing the data and planning the
succeeding missions, citing the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning and the
Science Working Panels, the support provided during the missions by the scien
tists in the back rooms, and the help others had given in training the crews and
selecting sites. Low told the group that NASA was "firmly committed" to con
tinue support of lunar studies based on the Apollo samples. s
Few results from Apollo 17 were presented at the conference, since so little time
had elapsed since the samples were released. One of the first studies had deter
mined that the orange soil, which consisted mostly of tiny beads of brown to
reddish glass of a composition similar to lunar basalts, was probably of volcanic
origin. While it could also be explained as the product of a meteorite impact, the
soil was age-dated at 3.5 to 3.7 billion years, an age that could not be correlated
with any major basin-forming event and therefore with any major impact.9 Other
papers at the conference reported basic data on the nature, chemistry, and ages
of the Apollo 17 samples that had been released. 10
While analysis of lunar data continued unabated (the proceedings of the fourth
lunar science conference, like those of the three before it, filled three large volumes)
by early 1973 the major constraints to a model of lunar evolution were beginning
to be clear. Geological, geochemical, and geophysical evidence made it clear that
the moon is quite different from the earth in structure and composition and there
fore probably in the process of its formation. 11 A coherent picture of the moon's
history gradually emerged over the next few years (see below).
This conference marked the end of Apollo's voyages, and perhaps that was
responsible for the "notable spirit of amity between lunar scientists and NASA's
engineer-managers" that some observers perceived at the meeting. In response
to George Low's acknowledgement of their contributions to Apollo and his pledge
of continuing support for lunar studies, the conferees adopted a motion that
acknowledged some"awkward moments" over the years but praised the space
agency for its overall execution of a project that had"already revolutionized ideas
of the solar system's evolution." In a less formal but probably more meaningful
gesture, a small group of the scientists who had been most intimately involved
in planning the Apollo missions dug into their own pockets to honor selected
NASA managers and engineers at a private banquet. One anonymous scientist
said it was their way of saying thanks to "some of the higher people who played
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ball and to some of the lower echelon people-beautiful guys who would come
along at the right time, stand up to their bosses, and help us get an experiment
on board." 12 It was a considerable change from the prevailing attitude only three
and a half years before (see Chapter 10), but much else had changed in those
years as well.

The New Moon
In 1974, following the fifth lunar science conference, Robert Jastrow* attempted
a brief synthesis of what science had learned from the Apollo studies for the New
York Times. After outlining the gross features of the moon's evolution, he

The Earth-facing side of the moon, showing the locations of the six Apollo landing sites .
*Jastrow, the first director of the Theoretical Division in the Office of Space Sciences (see Chapter
2), later headed NASA's Goddard Institute of Space Studies in New York City.
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acknowledged that"Apollo has left at least one great cosmological question unan
swered: Where did the moon come from?" For years before Apollo 11 landed,
Jastrow said,
scientists argued the merits of various theories with great intensity, but the
battle ended in a stalemate. Each theory suffered from at least one major defect.
Everyone expected that the lunar landings would promptly settle the debate .
It seemed obvious that as soon as we found out what the moon was made
of, we would be able to tell where it came from: it would have either the same
or different chemistry from that of the earth .
These hopes were not realized . Analysis of the moon rocks has shown
that ... the moon did not come from the earth. But it didn't suggest any alter
natives .
The origin of the moon remains as much a mystery as it was before
Apollo.... 13

But if the moon's origin remained mysterious, the early stages in its evolution
became clearer as the results of Apollo science accumulated.
Arriving at a model of lunar evolution was not easy, since so many different
and often unrelated scientific disciplines contributed essential information.
Interpretation of the data from geological studies concerning volcanic activity,
for example, had to be consistent with the seismic scientists' findings about the
moon's internal structure. Heat flow measurements had to be interpreted in light
of the geochemical abundances of radioactive elements. Gerald J. Wasserburg,
professor of geology and geophysics at Caltech, who participated in the lunar
studies from the beginning, commented that this required most investigators to
change their approach to science . For the most part, Wasserburg said, they had
come to the first lunar science conference as specialists, "without any concep
tion of the relationship of their particular observations to the global problems of
a planet." As the work proceeded, however, "specialists began to recognize the
interrelationships between their own work and studies done by other individuals
in completely different fields. So a broader, truer planetary science [began] to
emerge."14
Before Apollo 11, considerable information about the moon had been available
principally its physical characteristics, but including some basic chemical facts
as well. 15 For many years it had been known that the moon was only 60 percent
as dense as the earth (3.3 grams per cubic centimeter as against 5.5 for the earth)
and that its rotational properties were almost identical with those of a homogene
ous sphere . In the 1960s, space probes yielded more information. Suroeyors V,
VI, and VII carried instruments that measured the proportions of key chemical
elements in the lunar surface. They showed that the maria were different from
the highlands and that the moon was chemically different from both the earth
and the (presumed) primordial material of the solar system. The terrestrial mate
rial most closely resembling the maria was basalt, an igneous rock, indicating the
maria had been flooded with molten rock that had later solidified. Geochemists
deduced from its density that the lunar basalt could not represent the average
composition of the entire moon, which allowed the inference that the moon was
not homogeneous .
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Later, the Lunar Orbiters returned photographs that showed the moon's hid
den side to be topographically quite different from the visible side. Besides provid
ing information essential to the selection of Apollo landing sites, Orbiter
photographs contained a wealth of geological clues. They convinced geologists
that at least some of the moon's surface features had been produced by volcanic
activity. Analysis of the spacecrafts' orbits provided evidence for anomalous con
centrations of mass ("mascons") under some of the maria, suggesting that the
lunar crust was thicker and more rigid than was previously supposed. Had the
crust been more plastic, the mascons would have settled deeper into it over geo
logic time, eliminating the gravitational anomalies that affected Lunar Orbiter V.
Thus the outer layer of the moon had been cold and rigid for a very long period,
yet lava flows large enough to fill the basins had occurred as well. This too implied
a nonuniform structure for the moon and probably a complex evolutionary history.
To this sketchy body of knowledge about the moon Apollo contributed an over
whelming flood of new information, out of which scientists began to contruct
new models, some to be discarded quickly, others to be modified and retained.
The geophysical data may have been the easiest to integrate into a coherent pic
ture . Apollo's four seismometers detected infrequent, weak tremors originating
within the moon, at depths of 800 to 1,100 kilometers (500 to 700 miles), much
deeper than those on earth. Forty-three moonquake zones were identified, each
showing periodic activity correlated with lunar tides. Artificial seismic events
(impacts of LM ascent stages and spent S-JVB stages)-plus the fortuitous colli
sions of a large (1,100 kilograms, 2,400 pounds) meteorite with the
moon16 -produced signals that suggested a crust about 60 kilometers (37 miles)
thick, overlying a different homogeneous layer extending down to about 1,000
kilometers (625 miles) . Deeper still a partially molten core may exist, which, assum
ing it to be a silicate rock, would be at a temperature of about 1,500° (2,700°F) .
Results from the laser altimeters carried on Apollo 15 and 16 confirmed that
the moon's center of mass does not coincide with its geometrical center. Some
scientists suggested this was due to the presence of the low-lying maria on the
near side . Others suggested that the crust on the far side was thicker than that
on the near side, which would make the absence of maria on the far side easier
to explain: a thicker crust could have prevented the extrusion of molten material
except in the very deepest craters, such as Tsiolkovsky.J7
Geological and geochemical data were harder to interpret; only the broadest
general conclusions could be stated after Apollo 17. The returned samples showed
that the moon was chemically different from the earth, containing a smaller
proportion of volatile elements (those that are driven off at low to moderate tem
peratures) and more radioactive elements than the cosmic average . Geochemical
evidence indicated that three types of rocks predominate on the lunar surface :
basalts rich in iron covering the maria; plagioclase or aluminum-rich anorthosites
characteristic of the highlands; and uranium- and thorium-rich basalts that also
contain high proportions of potassium, rare-earth elements, and phosphorus
("KREEP" basalts). Some scientists felt, however, that these could not represent
the structure and texture of the primordial lunar rocks; it seemed likely that those
characteristics had been virtually obliterated in the massive bombardment that
the moon has obviously undergone. ls
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In spite of the difficulties, scientists-as is their habit-began to formulate models
for lunar evolution as soon as the first results became available. Each successive
mission brought a surprise, however, and it was only after Apollo 15 that the
broad outlines of the moon's history emerged fairly clearly. 19
The oldest rocks found on the moon appear to have been chemically assem
bled around 4.5 billion years ago, in the late stages of formation of the solar sys
tem. How the materials of the moon came together is still an unanswered question;
the evidence indicates that the moon aggregated out of the debris left over from
the formation of the sun. According to a widely held view, it was never com
pletely molten; only its outer layer, perhaps to a depth of 320 kilometers (200
miles, roughly one-fifth of its radius) was melted. This sea of molten rock, agitated
by a continuing rain of fragments, lost its heat to space and began to solidify .
As it did so, different minerals crystallized at different temperatures. Convection
currents set up by cooling at the surface brought deeper, hotter material to the
surface and at least partially remelted the surface crust. As cooling continued,
crystals of different composition separated, giving rise to the chemical segrega
tion observed in the lunar crust. Eventually, probably after some 200 million years,
a rigid crust of considerable thickness formed, composed mostly of light-colored
minerals rich in calcium and aluminum (plagioclase). Beneath the crust a mantle
of iron- and magnesium-rich material settled, consisting predominantly of the
minerals pyroxene and olivine. At the center of the moon a core of dense, par
tially melted material may have formed, rich in iron and sulfur. The presence
of a semiliquid core is indicated by the behavior of seismic waves passing through
the moon and by the presence of residual magnetism in lunar rocks : at some time
in the past, it appears, the moon had a magnetic field (thought to be produced
by a liquid metallic core) which has since almost entirely vanished.
For perhaps 300 million years after the crust formed, fragments of primordial
material, some of them 50 to 100 kilometers (30 to 60 miles) in diameter, pelted
the moon . The impacts caused local melting of the crust and chemical alteration
of the original material, scattered debris over thousands of square miles of the
moon's surface, and fractured the crust to a considerable depth.
Below the solidified crust the moon's mantle remained partially molten, owing
to the insulating properties of the crust and also probably to considerable heat
ing by disintegration of radioactive elements (uranium and thorium). Toward the
end of the massive bombardment period, from around 4.1 to 3.9 billion years
ago, the large basins (Imbrium, Serenitatis, Crisium) were gouged out, probably
by objects almost as large as planets. This was followed by episodic flows of basal
tic material into the basins, filling them to approximately their present levels. The
youngest igneous (heat-formed) rock so far found on the moon is 3.16 billion years
old, but major surface manifestations of intemallunar heat may not have stopped
for another two billion years.
This generalized picture of the moon's history has changed little in the years
since the end of Apollo. Subsequent study has extended the onset of mare vol
canism backward in time somewhat, and its duration is now thought to have been
considerably longer. It has been recognized that many of the craters saturating
the highlands are secondary, having been produced by large fragments thrown
out by impacting objects. The need to understand lunar craters (and, in subse
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quent years, those on other celestial bodies, e.g., Mercury, Mars, and the satel
lites of Jupiter and Saturn) has stimulated interest in the mechanics of crater
formation, leading to laboratory studies using high-velocity particles . Finally, the
impact theory of the moon's origin has recently been revived, with modifications.
Collision of an object the size of Mars with earth has been computer modeled
and found to be not unattractive. Newer thinking about the origin of the moon
considers that more than one process may have contributed significantly, that
is, collision followed by accretion of additional material by both bodies. As yet,
the available evidence does not permit a clear-cut choice among the various postu
lates. 2o
So far as the Apollo results have shown, the moon's surface has undergone
no large-scale changes for something like 3 billion years. Continuous slow ero
sion of large features by the impacts of small meteoroids has added to the dust
layer on its surface, now and then a substantial meteoroid has produced another
crater, and occasionally a boulder, dislodged by an internal tremor or an external
shock, has rolled down a slope, leaving its track in the dust. Today the moon
looks very much as it looked to the first humans, and it must have changed very
little since the age of the dinosaurs.
The Scientific Accomplishments of Apollo

The importance of Apollo in the advancement of planetology is self-evident.
If only a single manned landing had been accomplished, the return of samples
from another body in the solar system would have established Apollo as a mile
stone in the history of science. That the project was only a beginning goes with
out saying; it could hardly have been anything else. As Gerald Wasserburg wrote
after Apollo 15, because the Apollo missions had all been targeted for areas that
are not representative of the most widespread lunar surface features, "even on
a coarse scale, we must consider the Moon as unexplored [italics in the original.]"2l
The last two missions filled important gaps without altering the basic truth of
this assessment. But even if all ten missions could have been flown as originally
planned, they could not have adequately sampled an area as large as the moon
and as heterogeneous as it turned out to be.
The materials returned by Apollo have not fulfilled the early hopes of the most
optimistic scientists: that they would yield an understanding of the origin and
evolution of the moon, the earth, and the solar system. This is no reflection on
Apollo; those hopes-unrealistic, as it turned out-were based on excessive opti
mism and inadequate firm knowledge about the moon. "As is natural," Wasser
burg commented, "the paucity of data did not inhibit the scientific community
from either serious thought or rampant speculation on the origin of the Moon.
The Apollo missions proved most of the speculation wrong. "22 It was apparent
after Apollo 12 that the moon's surface was far more complex than most cosmol
ogists had suspected, and hopes for an explanation of the moon's origin rapidly
waned. Whether the origin of the moon can ever be deduced from the Apollo
samples is still an open question.
But whatever its shortcomings with respect to some hypothetical ideal, Apollo
produced a store of scientific treasure whose value, although recognized, has only
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begun to be exploited by the scientific community . The lunar samples were, in
Wasserburg's words, lithe crown jewels of the scientific return of the Apollo mis
sions./I Before 1969 the only samples of extraterrestrial material known on earth
were meteorites, which, as Wasserburg wrote, were less than satisfactory: they
"come from unknown sources [and] were often terribly abused. [Yet] A large
fraction of all human knowledge about the origin and age of the solar sys
tern ... has been derived from the study of these objects." 23 The Apollo sam
ples changed all that. It seems probable that nothing like them will be available
for many years to come.
No other effort to explore the moon compares with Apollo, although all added
to the scientific knowledge of the moon. Ranger, which produced photographs
showing craters and rocks as small as 1 meter (3 feet) in size, clarified some of
the uncertainty about the nature of the lunar surface. 24 The five Surveyor space
craft, which landed in different types of terrain, carried instruments that demon
strated differences in the chemical makeup of lunar soil and identified the soil
as "basaltic." Results from Surveyor allowed scientists to infer that the moon's
interior was different from its surface. 25
That unmanned samplers could be useful in lunar exploration was proved by
Soviet space scientists, who sent two unmanned explorers (Luna 16, landed Sep
tember 20, 1970, and returned to earth September 24, and Luna 20, landed Febru
ary 22, 1972, returned February 25). Each returned approximately 100 grams (3
ounces) of lunar soil from the eastern edge of Mare Fecunditatis. *26 In bringing
back selected and documented samples from six locations on the moon, how
ever, Apollo far surpassed all other efforts in whatever terms are used for com
parison. Furthermore, the Apollo samples now stored on earth allow lunar
research to continue, based on new concepts and using improved techniques and
instruments. New concepts of the moon will be restricted only by the limited num
ber of sites from which samples were taken.

Major Issues in Apollo

Science in the Project
Most of the issues over which NASA and the external science community wran
gled grew out of the necessity to define, virtually from scratch, the scientific con
tent of lunar exploration. One lunar scientist pinpointed the difficulty in
midprogram:
.. . Apollo 11 marked the beginning of a new generation of lunar
science .... born in the hot arc of one of the greatest technical achievements
in the history of society. Full recognition of, and attention to, the scientific aspects

"In 1976 one more Luna (Luna 24) returned a much larger sample from the southern edge of Mare
Crisium in the moon' s northeastern quadrant. Astronautics and Aeronautics, 1976, A Chronology, NASA
SP-4021 (Washington, 1984) pp. 182-83.
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of the missian w[erel for some time lost in the management and excitement of the larger
enterprise both by NASA and an insufficiently involved and unprepared scientific com
munity [emphasis added]Y

To appreciate why attention to the scientific potential of Apollo was neglected
for so long, it is necessary only to recall where the nation's manned space flight
program stood at the time President Kennedy issued his challenge:
When lunar landing became the Apollo objective in May 1961, the United
States had only 15 minutes of manned flight experience in space and a tenta
tive plan for a spacecraft that might be able to circumnavigate the moon . No
rocket launch vehicle was available for a lunar voyage and no route (mode)
agreed on for placing any kind of spacecraft safely on the lunar surface and
getting it back to earth. Nor was there agreement within NASA itself on how
it should be done .28

Given those circumstances, it is easy to understand the reaction of one on whom
much of the responsibility would fall:
Acutely aware that NASA's total manned space flight experience was limited
to one ballistic flight and that he was being asked to commit men to a 14-day
trip to the moon and back, [MSC Director] Robert Gilruth said he was Simply
aghast. 29

It can hardly be doubted that Gilruth's reaction was shared by his line engineers
at the Manned Spacecraft Center-and by managers in the Office of Manned Space
Flight as well . The 8- or 9-year time limit given them by Kennedy* would have
daunted even the most optimistic engineer who was familiar with the state of
the art in aerospace engineering and the complexities of a moon landing. Charged
with that responsibility, they had to put first things first, and their single-minded
concentration on essentials left science with a low priority. No evidence has been
found that Bob Gilruth and his engineers actively opposed the incorporation of
science into Apollo. They knew that it would have been absurd to land men on
the moon if they did not at least leave their spacecraft to explore the surface
and, if possible, collect samples and emplace scientific instruments.
Still, the feeling developed among some scientists that MSC was obstructive
toward science, and as much as anything else, the Houston center's narrow focus
on nonscientific aspects of the program was responsible. Homer Newell, associ
ate administrator for space science, knew well that MSC could be difficult to deal
with, but he could at least perceive a reason for it:
[MSC's] need to be meticulously careful in the development and operation
of hardware for manned spaceflight, plus [the center's] general disinterest in
the objectives of space science as the scientists saw them, led to extreme difficul
ties in working with the scientific community.30

Not that other branches of NASA found the scientific community easy to work
with. In its early days the space agency skirmished more than once with the
"The phrase, "before this decade is out," was deliberately chosen by the President to allow for
some flexibility of interpretation. It could without serious equivocation be construed as meaning either
1969 or 1970. See Theodore C. Sorenson, Kennedy (New York: Harper & Row, 1965), p. 525.
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National Academy of Sciences and its Space Science Board over the question of
who should decide the content of the space programs. The executive director of
the Space Science Board went so far as to urge that NASA rely exclusively on
the outside scientific community for its science program, which would effectively
have reduced NASA's role to providing launch vehicles and operational support
for science (besides, of course, financing the experimenters). Newell later recalled
that gradually a working arrangement evolved putting NASA "in the driver's
seat, [with] the scientific community serving as navigator, so to speak, ... with
a mixture of tension and cooperation that is best described as a love-hate rela
tionship.' '31
Science would eventually become the navigator for lunar exploration as well,
but only after the primary objective had been attained. During the early years
the Manned Spacecraft Center at least made some significant gestures toward
eventual accommodation of science, establishing an office to coordinate experi
ments, providing space in the lunar module to carry scientific equipment,32 and
starting to train astronauts in the principles of field geology. It was less concerned
with developing a full program of lunar exploration. MSC, in fact, could do little
in that regard, because strategic planning for lunar exploration was the responsi
bility of the Office of Space Sciences and Applications (OSSA) at Headquarters.
For a considerable time following the establishment of Apollo, no organized
lunar and planetary science lobby existed. So in formulating a program of lunar
science, OSSA first sought statements of broad objectives from ad hoc groups,
such as the Sonett committee, which established the basic criteria for science on
the Apollo missions in 1962 and the training required for astronauts to execute
the science program (see Chapter 2). Considered and endorsed in principle at
the 1962 Summer Study at the State University of Iowa, these criteria were then
used by discipline-oriented planning teams to define specific scientific investiga
tions. By mid-1964 these teams had listed the experiments expected to be the most
productive-some to be conducted on the moon, some to be done on returned
samples, and some to be carried out by instruments left on the lunar surface (see
Chapter 3).
In 1965, the Summer Study at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, sharpened the focus
by formulating 15 key questions about the moon that lunar science studies should
be designed to answer. Following the Woods Hole sessions, a study group met
at nearby Falmouth to make the first attempt to explicitly define an evolutionary
program of lunar science for the next 10 to 15 years (see Chapter 3 and Appendix
3). The Falmouth report became the basis for much of the planning that followed. 33
Thus while the Manned Spacecraft Center was working toward its primary aim
of landing people on the moon, OSSA was preparing the ground for the scien
tific work to be done when they got there. In 1966, after years of encouragement
from Headquarters, MSC established a Science and Applications Directorate,
which assumed much of the responsibility for Apollo science and, more impor
tant to the science community, put a research scientist into the management struc
ture at MSC (see Chapter 6). The new office had no significant effect on Apollo
plans immediately, but its influence was to become stronger as the project went on.
One of the first actions taken by Wilmot N. Hess, MSC's first Director of Science
and Applications, was to convoke a summer study to translate the plans devised
at Falmouth into scientific requirements for Apollo exploration: mission duration,
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lunar surface mobility, and scientific use of the command module in lunar orbit.
Participants did their job well: in the preface to their report Homer Newell noted
that"the plans are optimistic and exceed the capability of the agency to execute. "34
Even so, the most important recommendations that came out of the 1967 study
at Santa Cruz (see Appendix 3) were carried out on the Apollo missions as soon
as the required engineering and operational changes could be incorporated into
the system.
Few questions were as important in the ultimate success of Apollo as making
certain that the external science community had a voice in the planning of the
missions . In the summer of 1967 Wilmot Hess created three science teams that
would operate throughout the duration of the project: the Group for Lunar Explo
ration Planning (superseded in 1970 by the Science Working Panel), the Lunar
Sample Analysis Planning Team and the Lunar Sample Preliminary Examina
tion Team. The specific responsibilities of these groups were probably not more
significant than their role in promoting cooperation between MSC and the science
community. Establishment of the two teams concerned with lunar samples placed
responsibility for sample distribution in the hands of scientists; the Group for
Lunar Exploration Planning was intended to reassure scientists that their con
cerns were at least being considered in developing plans for later missions.
Yet when the first lunar landing mission succeeded in bringing back nearly 50
pounds (21 kilograms) of lunar samples for study, some scientists once more went
public with the complaints that NASA was "not responsive to the needs of
science" (see Chapter 10). It is not easy to determine exactly what was meant
by this charge, expressed as it was in such general terms. Nor is it easy to grant
it much validity, considering that NASA began, immediately after Apollo 11, to
incorporate some of the high-priority improvements in the Apollo system sug
gested by the Santa Cruz conference-the lunar roving vehicle, the extended lunar
module, and modifications of mission plans to accommodate larger payloads
all of which would improve the scientific return. Trajectory designers at MSC
set out to improve the landing accuracy of the second mission, explicitly if not
solely for the benefit of science. What more NASA could have done for science
in Apollo, short of turning the program over to scientists, is difficult to imagine .
The complaining scientists overlooked or ignored the fact that manned space
flight officials could not be certain that the first attempt at a lunar landing would
succeed. (Michael Collins, command module pilot on Apollo 11, confessed that
on launch day he would not have given better than even odds that the whole
complex mission would be carried out without a failure. 35) That being true, it was
not prudent to begin modifying the spacecraft before the first landing was accom
plished. * If Neil Armstrong had been forced to abort his landing, George Mueller,

*MSC's refusal to anticipate scientific requirements and modify the spacecraft to accommodate them
was one of the scientists' most serious complaints. The head of the Experimental Planetology Branch,
Solar System Exploration Division, at Johnson Space Center pointed out in criticizing the draft of
this book that " It require[d] at least a year of lead time for even the Simplest of new ideas to be
introduced into a program as complicated as Apollo . Therefore, waiting until after the first one or
two successful landings to begin accommodating the scientists' wishes was guaranteed to delay any
implementation for a long time." He also cited Gilruth's waiting until early 1970 to work out MSC's
differences with the scientific community as a similar source of irritation for scientists. Wm. C. Phin
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chief of manned space flight, was prepared to send missions to the moon at the
shortest intervals launch teams could manage until someone landed on the moon
and returned safely to earth before the decade of the 1960s was out. As soon as
that was done, Mueller urged MSC Director Bob Gilruth to do his best to accom
modate science. Gilruth's response, following the first lunar science conference
in January 1970, was to bring his principal lieutenants and a group of leading
scientists to the table to work out their major differences, with the result that
scientists' input to the later missions was effective and satisfying to the scientists
(see Chapter 11).

Scientists as Astronauts; Astronauts as Scientists
An issue that sharply divided the scientists and manned space flight officials
from first to last was the question of whether a scientist should go to the moon.
Even before they knew what the lunar surface was like, scientists took it for
granted that only one of their fraternity could properly conduct a scientific sur
vey while on the moon. Analogously, Deke Slayton, Director of Flight Crew Oper
ations at MSC and the man most responsible for assigning crews to missions,
was confident that only an experienced test pilot thoroughly familiar with space
craft systems could be depended upon to react correctly in whatever emergency
might develop during a landing. The scientists seem to have felt that piloting
a spacecraft was a skill much like driving a car and could be learned by any
reasonably intelligent person in a comparatively short time. 36 Slayton considered
it easier to teach an astronaut a few basic scientific tasks than to make a pilot
out of a scientist37-hence if either skill took precedence, it should be piloting.
Both were right and both were wrong. If lunar explorers had only a little time
on the moon, science would be best served if one of the crew was a scientist of
considerable experience who could make the most of what little he could see and
do. On the other hand, an emergency in a lunar mission might leave no time
for conscious thought. The ability to take the proper action instinctively would
be expected of an experienced test pilot but might be difficult to instill into a per
son having little experience of acting decisively in emergencies.
As long as spacecraft were regarded as experimental rather than operational,
Slayton's view-shared by Bob Gilruth-prevailed, modified by the addition of
some basic instruction in geology to the astronaut training program. Eventually
MSC yielded on the point of accepting scientists for astronaut training, but did
so with the stipulation that they must also qualify as jet pilots, if necessary by
taking flying training before starting in the astronaut program.
ney to William Waldrip, "Review of Apollo History, " Mar. 31, 1987. The point is certainly valid,
but it presumes, as scientists typically did, that science should have taken precedence as early as
Apollo 12. The present author does not agree. The last 2% years before Apollo 11 were spent recover
ing from the AS-204 fire, which totally occupied spacecraft engineers and program managers. Prob
lems with the lunar module lingered through 1968. To have begun modifying the untried lunar module
to suit the purposes of science a year or more before the first lunar flight would have been to invite
trouble.
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Fortunately, an astronaut's ability to react appropriately in a time-critical emer
gency was never really tested in Apollo. * No lunar module pilot ever had to
take over from a disabled commander during a lunar landing or had to bring back
a lunar module from the moon alone. Whether a scientist, properly trained, could
have performed as well as a test pilot was never determined. For what it is worth,
Jack Schmitt was sure that he could have done it, and his commander, Gene Cer
nan, was satisfied to have Schmitt along.
On the other hand, 11 of the 12 men who walked the moon were pilots who
did have to play the role of scientist, at least to a limited degree, in selecting lunar
samples. As might be expected, their performance varied, but at least publicly
none of the scientists ever seriously faulted the results. Jack Schmitt, who took
an active interest in geology training before he was assigned to Apollo 17, later
rated the performance of the crews as generally good:
We got excellent sampling, we got excellent photography, . . . but until Apollo
17 we did not get very much good, solid descriptive work, with one exception
that exception being Neil Armstrong .... He was probably the best observer
we sent to the moon, in spite of very limited training; he just had a knack for it. 3B

The best-prepared crew, in terms of time spent in preparation for exploration,
was that of Apollo 15. Scott, Irwin, and Worden put in more training sessions
on lunar surface operations than any crew (see Appendix 7), and, with Jack
Schmitt on their backup crew, they had more tutoring than the others as well.
Dave Scott took a special interest in the lunar science,39 and it paid off; Apollo
15 was acclaimed at the time as the most productive mission yet flown (see Chapter
13) and, except for Schmitt's descriptive work on Apollo 17, was not surpassed
by the last two missions. The scientists' delight with the results of Apollo 15 may
have been influenced by the fact that it was the first of the extended missions,
with all the extra work that allowed, but that does not detract from the perfor
mance of Scott and Irwin.
Whether all the missions would have benefited from the presence of a geolo
gist was not settled in Apollo. By the time Jack Schmitt flew on Apollo 17 it had
become clear that geological clues were not as obvious on the lunar surface as
they are on earth. Possibly an experienced field geologist could have found more
than the astronauts did. Still, the conditions of working on the moon (i.e., limited
time and the restrictions on mobility and dexterity imposed by the space suit)
suggest that the advantage would not have been as great as some believed. A
longer program might have provided more time for that kind of work, but by
the time the missions began to fly, scientific emphasis had shifted away from
the field and into the laboratory.
Apollo experience provided no final answer to the question of the relative capa
bilities of scientists and astronauts in space exploration. Manned space flight pro
grams later evolved to the point where specialists of both kinds could go into
space, so the debate has lost some of the relevance it had before Apollo .

•Apollo 13 was indeed an emergency, but the responsibility for saving the mission was in the hands
of experts on the ground. The success of the rescue did not depend on the crew's ability to act swiftly
in a critical situation.
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Lunar Sample Management and Quarantine
Early in Apollo geoscientists at MSC recognized that the samples collected on
the moon required special handling to avoid contamination. The extreme sensi
tivity of some methods of chemical analysis* made it necessary to exclude all earth
borne traces of the substance being sought, if the analysis was to be valid. Ideally,
lunar sample containers would have been sealed on the moon and their contents
kept in the highest possible vacuum until they reached the laboratory where they
were to be investigated. Practically, preserving the vacuum and avoiding con
tamination while examining and dividing the samples was extremely difficult.
So it proved in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory (LRL); although systems and
procedures for manipulating sensitive materials in a protective enclosure were
well known, they proved less than completely satisfactory for handling the lunar
samples. The heavy gloves used to manipulate specimens inside the vacuum sys
tem leaked; contamination proved unavoidable; and scientists soon abandoned
the use of the vacuum system except for those samples that absolutely required
it. Instead, an atmosphere of chemically inert and noncontaminating gas (nitro
gen) was used (see Chapter 9).
The most troublesome requirement imposed on the management of lunar sam
ples, however, was biological containment. From the construction of the LRL to
the conduct of mission operations, the requirement to prevent contact between
the earth's biosphere and the objects and persons who had been to the moon
made Apollo more costly and more complex.
The added cost and complexity were unavoidable after a conference sponsored
by the Space Science Board issued a formal statement in 1965 that the earth must
be protected from back-contamination by any organisms that might be brought
back from the moon (see Chapter 4). The cult of extraterrestrial life, although lack
ing the smallest shred of positive scientific evidence to support it, had many fol
lowers among scientists and the public. 40 NASA could not refute such a warning,
nor could it afford to ignore it. What if the believers were right? Granted the
infinitesimal probability that living organisms existed on the moon, and the real
question of whether they might survive on earth and be dangerous, the conse
quences of releasing them on earth were so potentially enormous that the chance
could not be taken.
.
So, without enthusiasm but at considerable expense, MSC built the Lunar
Receiving Laboratory with provisions for two-way biological containment
(preventing biological contamination of the samples and the escape of con
taminants from the samples into the laboratory) and modified recovery proce
dures to isolate spacecraft and astronauts from the earth's biosphere. As the
system was finally implemented, one serious gap remained: the crew would leave
the command module by opening the hatch and clambering into the recovery
raft. MSC refused to consider hoisting the returned spacecraft aboard ship with
the astronauts inside or to add a biological filter to the post-landing ventilation
system. The Interagency Committee on Back Contamination objected, but MSC
·Carbon compounds, for example-possible relics of extinct life or precursors of life on the moon
could be detected if present to the extent of a few parts per billion.
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held firm, on the grounds that crew safety would be imperiled. The committee
settled for biological isolation garments and application of a biocide to the
spacecraft.
In the event, the precautions proved unnecessary and quarantine was aban
doned after the third lunar landing. Apart from the expense, quarantine was irk
some to engineers and scientists alike, for it impeded postflight debriefings and
delayed the release of samples to principal investigators. In any case, quarantine
was not intended to be absolute: the second guideline governing procedures
stated, "the preservation of human life should take precedence over the main
tenance of quarantine." If a command module had begun to sink during recov
ery operations, or if a major fire had broken out in the crew quarters of the
receiving laboratory, or if a quarantined astronaut had suffered a medical emer
gency that could not be handled within the LRL, quarantine would have been
broken. 41
The results of biological and chemical examination of the returned lunar sam
ples indicated that life never has existed on the moon-or at least that it left no
traces at the sites examined. As did the data returned from Mars by the Viking
landers a few years later, the Apollo results showed that the only conclusion that
can be reached at present concerning the existence of life elsewhere in our solar
system is, "not proven."
Project Apollo: Stunt or Portent?
A decade and a half after Eugene Cernan left the last human footprint on the
moon, the value and the wisdom of the Apollo project can still be debated. As
an engineering accomplishment it is unparalleled in history. As a scientific proj
ect it enabled researchers on earth to study documented specimens from another
body in the solar system, perhaps the only such specimens that will be available
in this century. As an exercise in the management of an unprecedentedly large
and complex effort it stands alone in human experience.
Yet all these achievements can be read two ways. Magnificent as they were,
the launch vehicles that carried men to the moon turned out to be too expensive
for other missions. The choice of lunar-orbit rendezvous as the mission mode
largely dictated by the end-of-the-decade challenge-produced two spacecraft
ideally adapted to their function but without sufficient margin for growth to
advance the exploration of the moon as far as scientists wanted. Apollo's scien
tific results were of vital interest to only a very small fraction of the scientific com
munity and did not authoritatively answer the questions scientists hoped they
would answer before the first landing. (As one critic caustically commented, the
scientists were able to obtain"a neater fix, so to speak, on the number of angels
who can dance on the point of a pin."42) The methods devised for managing
Apollo were impressive; yet the question remains,
Has the whole operation represented but another highly successful one-shot
exercise in crisis management, or has it represented incorporation into American
society of a new way to organize, systematically and purposefully, the develop
ment and use of scientific and technological resources to the furtherance of
national goals?43
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James Webb, under whose direction NASA developed those methods, believed
them to be the lasting contribution of Apollo, but in the 18 years since the first
lunar landing they have not been applied to any undertaking of comparable size.
It was unfortunate, in a sense, for the United States's space program that
Kennedy's challenge called for NASA to proceed directly to the most difficult
goal that seemed achievable in 1961, for it doomed whatever followed to be an
anticlimax:
The first Apollo landing was, in one sense, a triumph that fuiled, not bemuse the achieve
ment was anything short of magnificent but because of misdirected expectations and
a general misinterpretation of its real meaning. The public was encouraged to view
it only as the grand climax of the space program, a geopolitical horse race and extrater
restrial entertainment-not as a dramatic means to the greater end of developing a far
ranging spacefaring capability [italics in the original]. 44

Americans had plenty to occupy their attention in 1969-civil rights, the plight
of the poor, an increasingly unpopular war in southeast Asia, rising federal
deficits, and growing concern for the preservation of a livable environment-and
plenty of advocates for every cause clamoring for action . If the nation had not
set its space goals as high as possible at the outset, the concerns of the late 1960s
could easily have stopped a more measured approach well short of the moon.
Future generations may look back on Apollo as a costly technological stunt or
the portent of man's destiny in the universe. Scientists studying the origin and
evolution of the solar system may devise other means of acquiring data from the
moon and the planets, but they will surely be thankful for the samples gathered
by the twelve men who made the first lunar voyages.
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puter experts rather than test pilots, Kraft wrote, "It is our feeling that you must use people who
are adapted to taking action should emergencies develop and who are well trained in this cate
gory. We feel that you can then take this type of individual . .. and give him the necessary training
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APOLLO FUNDING HISTORY

Apollo Funding History'
Fiscal

Funding Breakdown

Year

(thousands of dollars)

1962

Original budget request

NASA :
Apollo:

$1 , 235,300
29,500

Oribital flight tests
Biomedical flight tests
High-speed reentry tests

Final budget appropriation

NASA:
Apollo:

1,671, 750
160,000

Spacecraft development

Onginal budget request
including FY 1962 supplemental

NASA :
Apollo:

$3,787,276
617, 164

Command /service module

Final budget appropriation
with FY 1962 supplemental

NASA :
Apollo:

3,674,115
617,164

Operational Support
Supporting development
Little Joe II dev/.
Saturn I

2,500
3,000
8,800
90,864

Original budget request
including FY 1963 supplemental

NASA:
ApoUo:

$3,926,000
2,243,900

Command/service module

Fiscal budget appropriation
with FY 1963 supplemental

NASA :
Apollo:

3, 974,979
2,272,952

Engine development
Apollo mission support

545,874
135,000
91,499
60,699
43,503
187,077
146,817
763,382
166,000
133,101

Command/service module
Lunar module
Guidance & navigation
Integration, reliability, & checkout
Spacecraft support
Saturn I & IB
Saturn V
Engine development
Apollo mission support

577,834
242,600
91,499
24,763
83,663
302,955
964,924
166,300
170,542

63,900
16,550
27,550
52,000

1963
$ 345,000

Lunar module
123,100
32,400
Guidance & navigation
Instrumentation & scientific equipment 11 ,500

1964
Lunar module
Guidance & navigatio n
Integration, reliability, & checkout

Spacecraft support
Saturn I
Saturn IB
Saturn V

1965

Original budget request
induding FY 1964 supplemental

NASA:
Apollo:

$4,523,000
2,818,500

Fiscal budget appropriation
with FY 1964 supplemental

NASA:
ApoUo:

4,270,695
2,614,619

Original budget request-no
supplemental for prior fiscal year

NASA :
ApoUo :

$4,575,900
2,997, 385

Fiscal budget appropriation-no
supplemental for prior fiscal year

NASA:
ApoUo:

4,511 , 644
2,967,385

1966
Command/service module
Lunar module
Guidance & navigation

Integration, reliability, & checkout
Spacecraft support
Saturn I1IB
Saturn V
Engine development
Apollo mission support

'Source: The Apollo Spocecraft: A Chr%nogy, vols. 1-4, NASA SP-4009 (Washington, 1969-1978).
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615,000
310,800
115,000
34,400
95,400
274,985
1,177,320
134,095
210,385
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Fiscal

Funding Breakdown
(thousands of dollars)

Year
1967
Original budget request

NASA :
Apollo :

$4,246,600
2,974,200

Fiscal budget appropriation

NASA :
Apollo:

4,175,100
2,916,200

Original budget request
including FY 1967 supplemental

NASA:
Apollo:

$4,324,500
2,606,500

Final budget appropriation
including FY 1967 supplemental

NASA :
Apollo:

3,970,000
2,5S6,OOO

Original budget request

NASA :
ApoUo :

$3,677,000
2,038,800

Fiscal budget appropriation

NASA :
Apollo:

3,193,559
2,025,000

Original budget request
including FY 1969 supplemental

NASA:
Apollo:

$3,168,900
1,651,100

Fiscal budget appropriation
with FY 1969 reserve

NASA :
ApoUo :

3,113,765
1,686,145

Original budget request

NASA :
ApoUo :

$2,606,100
956,500

Fiscal budget appropriation

NASA:
Apollo :

2,5S5,OOO
913,669

Original budget request

NASA:
ApoUo:

$2,517,700
612,200

Fiscal budget appropriation

NASA:
ApoUo:

2,507,700
601,200

NASA :
Apollo:
NASA :
ApoUo:

$2,600,900
128,700
2,509,900
76,700

Command/service modu le
Lunar module
Guidance & navigation
Integration, reliability, & checkout
Spacecraft support
Saturn IB
Saturn V
Engine development
Apollo mission support

$ 560,400
472,500
76,654
29,975
110,771
236,600
1,135,600
49,800
243,900

Command/service module
Lunar module
Guidance & navigation
Integration, reliability, & checkout
Spacecraft Support
Saturn IB
Saturn V
Engine development
ApoUo mission support

S 455,300

Command/service module
Lunar module
Guidance & navigation
Integration, reliability, & checkout
Spacecraft support
Saturn IB
Saturn V
Manned space flight operations

$ 282,821
326,000
43,900
65,100
121,800
41,347
534,453
546,400

Command/service module
Lunar module
Guidance & navigation
Science payloads
Spacecraft support
Saturn V
Manned space flight operations
Advanced development

$ 282,821
231,433
33,866
60,094
170,764
484,439
314,693
11,500

Flight modules
Science payloads
Ground support
Saturn V
Manned space flight operations
Advanced development

$ 245,542
106,194
46,411
189,059
314,963
11,500

Flight modules
Science payloads
Ground support
Saturn V
Manned space flight operations
Advanced development

$

55,033
52,100
31,659
142,458
307,450
12,500

Spacecraft
Saturn V

$

50,400

1968
399,600
113,000
66,600
60,500
146,600
998,900
18,700
296,800

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973
Original budget request
Fiscal budget appropriation
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LUNAR EXPLORATION PLANNING, 1961-1967
Scientific Questions in Lunar Exploration*

Major questions in the exploration of the Moon fall chiefly in three categories
of basic problems: 1) structure and processes of the lunar interior, 2) the compo
sition and structure of the surface of the Moon and the processes modifying the
surface, and 3) the history or evolutionary sequence of events by which the Moon
has arrived at its present configuration. The possibility that ancient rocks and
deposits on the Moon's surface may contain a unique record of events related
to the formation or accretion of the terrestrial planets gives the scientific explora
tion of the moon unusual potential significance . There is also the minor possibil
ity of finding prebiotic material . .. .
The major questions are as follows:

Structure and Processes of the Lunar Interior
(1) Is the internal structure of the Moon radially symmetrical like the Earth,
and if so, is it differentiated? Specifically, does it have a core and does
it have a crust?
(2) What is the geometric shape of the Moon? How does the shape depart
from fluid equilibrium? Is there a fundamental difference in morphology
and history between the sub-Earth and averted faces of the Moon?
(3) What is the present internal energy regime of the Moon? Specifically, what
is the present heat flow at the surface and what are the sources of this
heat? Is the Moon seismically active and is there active volcanism? Does
the Moon have an internally produced magnetic field?
Composition, Structure, and Processes of the Lunar Surface
(1) What is the average composition of the rocks at the surface of the Moon
and how does the composition vary from place to place? Are volcanic rocks
present on the surface of the Moon?
(2) What are the principal processes responsible for the present relief of the
lunar surface?
(3) What is the present tectonic pattern on the Moon and distribution of tec
tonic activity?

*Listed here are the "Fifteen Questions" that fonned the basis for subsequent planning in lunar
exploration. Source: National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council Publication 1403, Space
Research: Directions for the Future (Washington, 1966), pp. 21-22.
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(4) What are the dominant processes of erosion, transport, and deposition
of material on the lunar surface?
(5) What volatile substances are present on or near the surface of the Moon
or in a transitory lunar atmosphere?
(6) Is there evidence of organic or proto-organic materials on or near the lunar
surface? Are living organisms present beneath the surface?

History of the Moon
(1) What is the age of the Moon? What is the range of age of the stratigraphic
units on the lunar surface and what is the age of the oldest exposed mate
rial? Is a primordial surface exposed?
(2) What is the history of dynamical interaction between the Earth and the
Moon?
(3) What is the thermal history of the Moon? What has been the distribution
of tectonic and possible volcanic activity in time?
(4) What has been the flux of solid objects striking the lunar surface in the
past and how has it varied with time?
(5) What has been the flux of cosmic radiation and high-energy solar radia
tion over the history of the Moon?
(6) What past magnetic fields may be recorded in the rocks at the Moon's
surface?

Recommendations of the 1965 Summer Conference
on Lunar Exploration and Science,
Falmouth, Mass., July 19-31, 1965
The Falmouth conference of 1965 made the first concerted effort to define a sys
tematic 10-year program of lunar exploration, giving primary emphasis to manned
exploration. Working groups were established in the disciplines of geodesy/cartog
raphy, geology, geophysics, bioscience, geochemistry (mineralogy and petrology),
particles and fields, lunar atmosphere measurements, and astronomy. At the con
clusion of the conference each disciplinary working group prepared a report, from
which a summary was prepared by a coordinating committee. Following are
excerpts from the summary, which set forth the major requirements for the
program. *
MISSION SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the major recommendations of the Working Groups are arranged by missions or
programs. The suggested priorities, instrument allocations, and mission characteristics for various
vehicles are indicated briefly ....
Although there was some overlap, most of the recommendations could be divided into these mis
sions: Apollo, Lunar Orbiter, Apollo Extension System-Manned Lunar Orbiter (AES-MLO), Apollo

-NASA 1965 Summer Conference on Lunar Exploration and Science, NASA SP-88 (Washington, 1965).
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Extension System-Manned Lunar Surface (AES-MLS) and Post-AES.... As the scientific instru
ments and space vehicle characteristics and availability become more clearly defined, the assignment
of experiments will become clearer.

OVERALL PROGRAM
The plans and recommendations of the 1965 Lunar Exploration Summer Conference are based on
a 10-year program of exploration, beginning with the first manned lunar landing in the Apollo pro
gram. The recommendations of this conference are limited to the 10-year period following the first
Apollo lunar landings because a decade seems to be the approximate rnaxirnwn time for which develop
ments can be meaningfully forecast. In addition, the long lead times involved in the development
of equipment for use in space flight require that recommendations be made to cover this period of
time. In carrying out these recommendations, it will be necessary for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration to conduct its programs in a way that permits a maximum degree of flexibility
to meet changing requirements.
The need for flexibility is also important for determining the rate at which missions should be con
ducted during this ten-year period. It is clearly desirable to schedule flight missions to provide ade
quate time between missions to react to the findings of one mission by modifying experiments for
a later mission . One method of accomplishing this is through the modular construction of individual
experiments . It is also desirable to program certain types of experiments so that the time of the oper
ation of the devices used on one mission will overlap with the operating time of devices operated
on a subsequent mission. This will provide not only scientific continuity in the experiments, but also
simultaneous data from a multiplicity of lunar locations .
In addition, overall program planning considerations dictate the scheduling of missions at relatively
close intervals. It is clearly desirable to maintain a certain degree of program momentum, both for
psychological reasons and to make certain that the project personnel analyzing the results are provided
with definite goals over a relatively long period of time.
On consideration of all of these factors , it was the feeling of the Working Groups that the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration should schedule lunar surface missions at a minimum rate
of one per year or possibly two through 1974. Lunar orbital missions should be conducted at the
rate of one per year. Since many of the lunar surface missions will require two flights each, three
to five Apollo/Saturn V vehicles are required annually .
Present indications are that lunar exploration should continue at the same rate in the latter half
of the 1970s. However, there seems to be no need now to plan the flight mission aSSignment sched
ule for that period of time.

THE EARLY APOLLO MISSIONS
It is assumed that at least the first missions, with durations limited to a day or two and with explo
ration limited to an area close to the point of landing, will be dominated by operational considera
tions. Since the highest mission priority is assigned to the safety of the astronauts, the bulk of their
time and attention will be devoted to perfecting the procedures of flight . In the relatively short dura
tion of these early missions, the time assigned to scientific lunar exploration as such will be limited.
All experiments should be designed to conserve the astronauts' time, the most valuable scientific
commodity on the early missions.
As flight procedures and techniques are perfected, and as improved flight equipment becomes avail
able, plans should be made to gradually increase the duration of stays on the Moon, the distance
traveled from the point of landing, and the proportion of the astronauts' time devoted to lunar explo
ration . A judicious use of "manned" and " unmanned" spacecraft will be required to obtain maxi
mum coverage. Recommendations were made by some groups concerning the specific instrumentation
to be carried on each of the first three landings.
Training of the astronauts in sampling techniques and field geology is of the utmost importance
to insure the intelligent collection of samples . To assure collection of sterile samples, training is required
for the astronauts in the nature of contamination, transfer of contaminants, aseptic transfer proce
dures, and chemical cleanliness.

Priorities for Experiments
The highest priority activity for the early Apollo landings is to return the greatest number and vari
ety of samples as is feasible. It is desirable that all samples be kept sterile and free of chemical con
taminants from such sources as the LEM fuels , the LEM atmosphere or the outgassing or leakage
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of the astronaut's suit. A variety of easily obtainable samples should be collected, ranging from dust
to rock sizes. These samples should be taken as far from the LEM as possible. Both surface and sub
surface samples are required. In the event of a semiaborted or shortened stay on the lunar surface,
the astronaut's first scientific duty is the collection of as many samples as possible, without regard
to sterility.
The second priority for the Early Apollo is the emplacement of the Lunar Surface Experiment Pack
age (LSEP) by the astronauts. This should be emplaced to attain optimum operating conditions. Next
in priority are the lunar geological traverses by the astronauts. If feasible, these should be accurately
controlled with automatic procedures and monitoring. The description of topographic and geologic
relations along the traverse lines should be supplemented by stereoscopic photographs.
Equipment Requirements
The working groups were asked to consider equipment priority beginning with the most impor
tant. Weights assigned are the absolute minimum needed to accomplish the task . In some cases (i.e.,
sample tools), added weight and complexity would be desirable if weight and space were available.
This priority list is as follows:
1. Sample containers (10 lb.) should keep samples sterile and chemically clean. Stainless steel
is acceptable. More studies should be completed relative to the use of Teflon in the lunar
environment.
2. Sampling tools (10 lb .) should be easily operable, light, and Simple; e.g., space hardened rock
hammer, rubber mallet, sun compass.
3. Aseptic sample collection tool (10 lb.).
4. Photography (7 lb.): A stereoscopic camera with several filters and polarizing lenses . .
5. LSEP experiments: Suggested experiments in order of priority are: a passive seismograph (25
lb.); a magnetometer/particle detector (13 lb.) and a heat flow measurement device (15 lb.);
an active seismograph experiment (7-10 lb.); a micrometeoroid detector (15 lb.). The gravimeter
should be considered for AES because of its weight and development complexities.
Preliminary Studies
Studies and tests should be started immediately to determine the amounts and effects of the out
gassing of the astronauts' suits and the escape of the atmosphere from the LEM. Sterilization of the
escaping atmosphere from the LEM should be considered. Analyses of the possible contaminants
in the LEM fuel and the effects on sample collection should be undertaken.
Sample Investigations
Upon return of the lunar samples to Earth, they will be prepared at a Lunar Sample Receiving Labora
tory (LSRL) for distribution. Here they will be logged in, cataloged, checked for outgassing, meas
ured for low level radiation, and examined for pathogenic agents. Only those tests that must be done
immediately will be conducted at the LSRL. The portion of samples to be distributed will be pack
aged and initial distribution to the selected scientific investigators will be made.

EARLY LUNAR ORBITERS
In the period before the end of the decade two classes of missions are scheduled .
Unmanned Missions
These missions will begin in the period of 1966-1967. The primary function for the approved mis
sions is site selection, and hence, low altitude orbiters are desirable. However, should particles and
field experiments be included on later flights, altitudes of 150 to 2000 km are required. Following
are some specific recommendations for inclusion on these flights:
1. Cartography. Stereophotogrammetric analysis of the photography obtained by the first block
of Lunar Orbiters should be carried out to obtain information regarding the character of lunar
topography and to gain experience in analyzing lunar photography. It is recommended that
later first block Lunar Orbiters, or any second block, be placed in orbits of different inclina
tions, with priority for a polar orbit.
2. Particles and Fields. A three-axis magnetometer and particle package to study day-night changes
in particle and field environment should be included. For these experiments the spacecraft
should be radioactvely and magnetically clean.
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3. Lunar Atmospheres. Pressure, flux, and mass measurements for detennination of neutral and
ionic constituents should be conducted. This study is advantageous for early flights because
of the uncontaminated state of the atmosphere.

Manned Missions
Consideration should be given to the inclusion of simple diagnostic experiments to be conducted
from the orbiting Command/Service Module (CSM) in conjunction with Apollo experiments on the
lunar surface.

AES MANNED LUNAR ORBITER (AES-MLO)
Role of AES-MLO
Since less than 1 percent of the lunar surface will be visited in the near future, a major source of
scientific knowledge will come from orbiting spacecraft. Extensive information can be easily obtained
for the following reasons:
1. Variation of orbital inclinations will permit mapping of the entire lunar surface .
2. Absence of atmosphere allows all regions of the electromagnetic spectrum to be accessible .
Thus, Manned Lunar Orbiters can provide useful additions to the subsurface information obtained
from geophysical studies and to the local studies from fixed and traversing surface experiments. Because
of the orbiter's nature, however, they cannot provide information with the same precision and detail
as the surface instruments . Orbital investigations offer the potential of identifying local areas of the
lunar surface with unusual properties that might be of interest for future manned exploration.
It is recommended that one orbiter carrying the remote sensing package be flown before the first
AES landings. Polar orbiters are desirable at the earliest time for total coverage of the lunar surface
by remote sensors. In the first phase of lunar exploration (complete orbital survey), five or six mis
sions are believed to be appropriate. Subsequently, AES-MLOs will be necessary to support and sup
plement the AES surface operations, as well as to monitor lunar activity. Launch rates should be
approximately one a year.
A systematic program of geolOgiC mapping using orbital data is recommended with the prepara
tion of geologic maps at the following scales:
1. 1:2,500,000. Synoptic map for general planning and collating of a wide variety of data about
the gross features of the Moon.
2. 1:1,000,000. Complete synoptic geologic mapping.
3. 1:250,000. Total coverage of the lunar surface. This is a long-range goal.
4. 1:100,000; 1:25,000. Special purpose, directed toward solution of selected topical problems.
Photography Equipment
For complete photographic coverage of the lunar surface the lunar Orbital Camera System should
include the following camera subsystems:
1. Metric (Mapping) Camera Subsystem. Designed for use in determining the lunar figure and
mapping of the lunar surface .
2. High Resolution Twin Convergent Panoramic Camera Subsystem . Designed for photography
of the highest resolution in keeping with coverage of large areas.
3. Ultrahigh Resolution Camera Subsystem. Designed to produce photography of extremely high
resolution and multispectral response of limited areas.
4. Multiband Synoptic Camera Subsystem. A means for obtaining large areas of multispectral
photographic coverage of the reflective properties of the lunar surface in the visible and near
visible portion of the spectrum.
Remote Sensors
Imaging sensors will provide information about surface structure and composition from depths of
microns to a few meters. Imaging instruments, including UV [ultraviolet] imagers, IR [infrared] imagers,
and high-resolution radars have proven value for surface and near-surface structure and composi
tion studies and for the study of thermal anomalies. Coverage of the entire Moon with these instru
ments is recommended at an early date.
Nonimaging remote sensors, such as the passive microwave, radar scatterometer, IR, X-ray, garnma
ray, and alpha-particle emission are recommended for inclusion in lunar orbital payloads pending
the results of current remote sensor feasibility studies ....
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Atmospheres, Particles, and Fields Equipment
Atmospheric and ionospheric variability surveys should be conducted. The recommended charac
teristics of the ion and neutral mass spectrometers are described in the Group Report. Ion traps, solar
wind detectors, and pressure gauges can be adapted from the unmanned programs.
Other experiments include the determination of the cosmic-ray albedo, the study of solar and lower
energy galactic cosmic rays (particle telescope), and the search for water using a neutron instrument
to detect the hydrogen content of the surface.
Instruments for Subsurface Analysis
There are three orbital instruments that have the potential of obtaining valuable data from depths
of kilometers and beyond. The first of these is a magnetometer, which will yield important informa
tion on the geology of the lunar crust. Second is a gravity gradiometer yielding details of the varia
tions in the lunar gravitational field. The third is the electromagnetic pulse probe, which has the potential
for probing to depth and differentiating the various layers present.
AES MANNED LUNAR SURFACE (AES-MLS)
The AES-MLS is essentially a continuation of the early Apollo missions characterized by longer
stay time and larger scientific payloads.
It is suggested that this program can be usefully exploited in five or six missions, extending through
1974. The scientific requirements of this series include stay times up to 14 days and traverses up to
15 km from point of landing.
The longer stay time will probably permit the collection of more material than can be returned to
Earth. Hence aids to the selection of samples in the field or prior to return should be provided by
analytical equipment that will also measure sample characteristics that may be altered by return or
packaging. Sample return is still the most significant achievement in these missions. Local mapping
should also have a high priority so that sample location is accurately tied to the local geology.
The capability to off load several LSEP's during each AES mission is also an important aspect. In
this way, a small array of stations (LSEP's) could be set into operation, giving important information
for revealing the internal properties of the Moon.
The Moon should provide a unique base for astronomers because of its useful environmental charac
teristics, the most important being the lack of an appreciable atmosphere. However, exhaustive studies
of the complete lunar environment are necessary before engineering design can be started.
The primary objective of analytical devices used on the lunar surface should be to extend the power
of the observer to differentiate materials that have similar characteristics. The optimum sample return
capability would be between 200 and 250 kg (450-600 lb.) per mission. The following basic types of
equipment are required for this phase of lunar exploration:
1. Automatic position recording systems. Essential for tracking and recording movements of the
astronaut, and the roving vehicle, and knowing the orientation of the camera. The system
would automatically telemeter this information back to Earth or to the LEM.
2. Local Scientific Survey Module (LSSM). This surface roving vehicle should have the capabil
ity of carrying either one or two suited astronauts and scientific payload of at least 600 lb. An
operational range of 8 km radius is a minimum, and 15 km would be more useful. Remote
control of the LSSM would also be advantageous both before and after the arrival of the
astronauts.
3. Lunar Flying Vehicle (LFV). A LFV would be useful for extending the operational range of
the AES and for studying features inaccessible to the LSSM due to topography. It should be
able to carry a 300-lb. scientific payload over a distance of 15 km. Continued study should
determine how effectively it can be employed in surface operation.
4. Lunar Drills. The development of a I-inch drill capable of penetrating to a depth of 3 meters
in either rubble or solid rock is recommended. It should be operable from a roving vehicle.
It is necessary for lunar heat flow studies and for obtaining biological samples.
Because of the liberal weight allowance for equipment delivered to the Moon's surface most Work
ing Groups indicated a wide variety of experiments desired for inclusion in the program. Equipment
and experiments include instrumentation for performing gravity surveys, active seismic surveys, mag
netic measurements, radioactivity measurements, environmental measurements, and in general
instrumentation and supporting equipment for conducting geological-geophysical surveys on the lunar
surface.
To obtain maximum output of scientific information from these experiments, astronauts should be
given scientific training in specific rather than general areas. The greatest need is for trained geolo
gists; however, specialized training will be required in phYSics, meteorology, chemistry, and in other
fields.
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POST-AES

The AES should be followed by a program including long-distance travel, up to 800 km and fixed
site investigation from 2 months to 1 year. These missions should commence about 1975 and proceed
at a rate of one per year through 1980. Additional orbital flights also appear desirable during this
period so as to conduct simultaneous orbital and surface missions.
A long-range laboratory vehicle for geological and geophysical exploration is required to permit
the collection of data to form a broad regional integrated picture of the surface geology and crustal
structure. These data will also be essential as a basis for interpretation of the imagery and measure
ments obtained from the remote sensing orbital vehicle and also to substantiate other investigations .
A series of traverses along the geological belt is suggested, requiring a vehicle with the following
characteristics:
1. A minimum range of 800 km .
2. Shelter for a three-person crew.
3. Mission duration capability of up to 2 months.
4. No constraints in returning to starting point.
A Lunar Base is a surface complex that will allow longer stay time, possibly up to a year, than is
presently envisioned by the AES concept. Primary needs for a base are visualized to be :
1. The measurement of presently occurring time-varying phenomena; many are geophysical in
nature .
2. The study of lunar surface processes .
3. Deep-drilling studies-most important for information on early history, crustal composition,
and surface properties of the past. The depth to be reached should probably exceed 300 meters.
4. Detailed study of a critical field area.
5. Construction and manning of large radio and optical telescopes, yet to be defined.
[A 36-page section following this summary in the original report, not reproduced here, is a detailed
listing of the requirements formulated by each disciplinary working group .)

Recommendations of the 1967 Summer Study
of Lunar Science and Exploration,
Santa Cruz, California, July 31-August 13, 1967
The Santa Cruz Summer Study was organized along the same lines as the
Falmouth Conference, with five major objectives:
1. To obtain the consensus of the scientific community as to what the future
lunar exploration program should be;
2. To prepare detailed science plans for future manned and unmanned lunar
missions;
3. To establish the order of priority of experiments to be conducted on all
missions;
4. To make recommendations on major hardware items required for the
science programs;
5. To make recommendations on the instrument development programs
required for the science program and those required to meet Supporting
Research and Technology Program needs.
The following is an excerpt from the first section of the conference report, *
"Summary and Recommendations," pp. 9-29.

*1967 Summer Study of Lunar Science and Exploration, NASA SP-IS7 (Washington, 1967).
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary purpose of the Santa Cruz Conference was to arrive at a scientific consensus as to
what the future lunar manned and unmanned exploration program should be, particularly in the
time frame of the Apollo Applications Program (AAP). It was planned that the major results of the
conference would include (1) a recommended list of lunar missions with detailed mission plans and
priority experiment lists for each mission, (2) a priority list of major hardware items, and (3) recom
mendations for instrument development and for Supporting Research and Technology Programs.
The details of the findings and recommendations of the working groups are reported in later sec
tions [not included here). The major recommendations of the conference and the proposed lunar explo
ration program include (1) systems development, (2) proposed mission sequence, (3) program planning
and support, and (4) science mission plans.

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
Lunar Surface Mobility
The most important recommendation of the conference relates to lunar surface mobility. To increase
the scientific return from lunar surface missions after the first few Apollo landings, the most impor
tant need is for increased operating range on the Moon. On the early Apollo missions it is expected
that an astronaut will have an operating radius on foot of approximately 500 meters. It is imperative
that this radius be increased to more than 10 km as soon as possible.
To increase surface mobility the following recommendations are made:

1. It is recommended that a Lunar Flying Unit be developed immediately to be used in AAP and, if possible,
on late Apollo flights to increase the astronaut 's mobility range.
This is the first step toward attaining reasonable mobility. It is expected that the Lunar Fly
ing Unit (LFU) will provide a mobility radius of 5 to 10 kilometers, which is a considerable
improvement over the present capability, but not nearly enough. Exploration of lunar surface
features such as large craters and their environs will require a range of approximately 25 km
or more.

2. 11 is recommended that the Saturn V dual-launch capability be developed as soon as possible.
3. It is recommended that the dual-mode local scientific survey module (LSSM) be developed on the same
schedule as the dual-launch Saturn V. This wheeled vehicle should be capable of operating in
an automatic or manned mode. The primary purpose of the dual-launch system is to carry
the recommended LSSM and additional fuel for the Lunar Flying Units. The automated/manned
LSSM has a greater capability than the one now planned [Le., the lunar roving vehicle). The
LSSM used in conjunction with Lunar Flying Units should provide a mobility radius of approx
imately 25 km.
The best type of lunar surface mobility system was the subject of considerable debate dur
ing the conference. Two different philosophies of exploration on large-scale areas arose.
1. The Geochemistry Working Group strongly favored the large lunar flying vehicle. A
manned vehicle, which provides spot coverage over a wide area, would best afford the
opportunity of observation and sample collection.
2. A substantial, but divided, opinion of the Geology Working Group was that the com
bination of Small Lunar Flying Units with the LSSM was best for spot coverage and
for continuous ground coverage. The Geology Working Group emphasized that the
continuous ground observation was essential to solve complex geological problems in
areas of limited size. The geologists felt that experience had shown that such studies
are critical to solving much larger problems and are necessary to place geochemical and
geophysical data in their proper geological context.
At the conclusion of the meeting, a substantial majority of the working groups were in favor of
the shorter range, continuous surface traverse using a dual-mode LSSM rather than spot coverage
over a large area with a Large Flyirig Unit. Another reason for the choice of the LSSM is that it is
probable that the manned half of a dual launch will carry two Lunar Flying Units. Starting with this,
the total mobility system using the LSSM seemed a better choice.
A very important reason for the choice of the LSSM involved the use of an automated mode of
operation. Agreement was unanimous on the need for long unmanned traverses on the lunar sur
face. After the astronauts have returned to the Earth, the LSSM would be sent to a new destination.
On its journey, the LSSM would accomplish the following:
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1. Stereo TV on the LSSN will permit the LSSM to be controlled from the earth. The LSSM would
collect samples along the route. Some of these samples would be aseptically handled and pack
aged for return to the earth by the next manned lander.
2. The LSSM would conduct a geophysical traverse of a large area using devices such as mag
netometers, gravimeters, and radar probes.
3. The LSSM would deploy several small ALSEP-type Remote Geophysical Monitors (RGM) along
the traverse. In this way, a network of such units could be built. The RGM would carry instru
ments such as seismographs, atmospheric mass spectrometers, gravimeters, and mag
netometers.
The dual-mode LSSM is more complicated and has greater capability than the vehicle presently
planned. The LSSM should have the following characteristics and capabilities:
1. articulation;
2. the ability to pick up rocks;
3. stereo TV with the Apollo bandwidth and a fast shutter;
4. rock analysis (nondestructive) with a storage capacity of 50 pounds;
5. a headlight (night and shadow operation)
6. samples, stowage of approximately 100, maximum weight of 1 kg per sample with
some aseptically sealed;
7. the capability to carry and deploy 6 RGMs, each weighing 50 pounds and equipped
with instruments such as a gravimeter, a radar probe, and a magnetometer;
8. dead-reckoning navigation with altitude and horizontal ties to known controls;
9. capability for carrying two persons with optional steering modes and capability for
carrying 1 or 2 LFUs;
10. relay communications; and
11. the ability to carry a backup portable life support system (PLSS) or an independent
life support system.
Block II Surveyor
Other systems working with the automated LSSM are probably needed to develop the geophysical
network of Remote Geophysical Monitors on the Moon. This network requires about 10 automated
stations distributed over the front face of the Moon with spacings on the order of 1,000 km or more.
This system is required to obtain large-scale information about the interior of the Moon.

II is recommended that a Block II Surveyor, or another system, be available in the period from 1970 to 1975,
which is capable of deploying experiments such as the following :
1. a passive seismic/tidal gravimeter/tiltmeter (three components);
2. a comer reflector;
3. a gravimeter (geodetic);
4. a mass spectrometer;
5. a total-pressure gauge;
6. a doppler transponder;
7. a facsimile camera;
8. a magnetometer;
9. a plasma probe;
10. low-energy particles;
11 . electric field; and
12. a gamma-ray experiment or alpha-counter experiment.
The Block II Surveyor will afford wide geographic coverage for instruments. Special care must be
taken in deployment of experiments (magnetometer, gamma-ray, etc.) so that they are deployed in
an appropriate environment.
Sample Return Capability
One important, if not the most important, scientific result from the AAP missions will be the return
of lunar samples. The amount returned must increase as the capabilities of the vehicles allow.

II is recommended that the total returned payload from the Moon in AAP missions increase to 400 lb. so that
a minimum of 250 lb. of lunar samples can be returned.
A consensus of the conference was that a capability to return approximately 50 lb. of refrigerated samples was
needed as soon as possible.
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Modular ALSEP
It was clearly recognized at the conference that Apollo lunar surface experiments packages or their
derivatives such as Emplaced Scientific Stations or Remote Geophysical Monitors would be used on
essentially all AAP landing missions. A number of new experiments under development require the
ESS or RGM capability, and many of the current experiments should be used on the lunar surface
in networks. The capability should be established to include new experiments on an ALSEP prior
to a mission .
It is recommended that future ALSEP stations be designed to allow a substantial degree of flexibility to react
to new opportunities opened up by new developments or discoveries on the Moon. A modular concept to permit

accommodation of new instruments with minimum disturbance of the basic ALSEP system would greatly facili
tate such flexibility.
It is expected that the number of candidate experiments for a particular ALSEP mission will exceed
the number that can be accommodated on that mission. Flight assignments for the mission should
be made as close to the flight time as is practical to reflect the state of knowledge at that time. The
experiments would, therefore, be built to meet a standard ALSEP electrical interface and a SUitably
small choice of mechanical interfaces . This requires that the ALSEP central station have an appropri
ate number of standard electrical plug-in stations and a central data processor that assigns experi
ment data rates under the control of a stored program. The processor control program could be stored
prior to flight or, preferably, on command from Earth . Remote reprogramming is particularly desira
ble as it permits the real-time aSSignment of experiment data rates in response to acquired data.

Telemetry Capability
When several scientific packages are operating on or near the Moon for long periods of time, the
capability to handle the increased data return will become a problem. The data return capability is
presently a problem in some unmanned programs.
It is strongly recommended that appropriate provision be made to insure continuous telemetry coverage of all
scientific packages, both single and simultaneous operations, on and around the Moon . Provision must also be
made to recover data continuously from the averted face of the Moon.
Orbital SubsateIlites
Subsatellites could be injected from the AAP command and service module (CSM) vehicles into
precision orbits to study the lunar environment, including magnetic fields and particle environment
and the atmosphere and ionosphere .

It is recommended that a subsatellite system he developed for deploying systems of instruments in close orbit
around the Moon.

PROPOSED AAP MISSION SEQUENCE
To understand how the mobility systems fit into the program of flights and why they have been
chosen, the proposed program of lunar landing missions should be examined. The program is not
in final form and will not be for some time, at least until further mission studies have been made.
The program of missions consists of three distinct mission types: (1) manned orbital flights; (2) single
launch Saturn V lunar landing flights; and (3) dual-launched Saturn V lunar landing flights. The pro
posed program is outlined in Table 1 and Figure 1 [not reproduced here] .
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Table 1. Proposed AAP Mission Sequence

1

Schedule, a
(Yr.)

Mission location

Mission

Manned orbiter

1st

Launch mode

-

2

Copernicus (central peaks)

1st

Single

3

Davy Rille

2nd

Single

4

Copernicus (walls)

2nd

Single

5

Marius Hills
LSSM to the Cobra-Head

3rd

Dual

6

Cobra-Head
LSSM to Hadley Rille

3rd or 4th

Dual

7

Manned orbiter

3rd or 4th

-

8

Alphonsus
LSSM to Sabine
and Ritter

5th

Dual

9

Sabine and Ritter (or
end of Alphonsus
LSSM mission)

5th

Single

•
•

North Pole or South Pole b

-

-

Tychob

-

-

Mare Orientale b
Hadley Rille b

-

-

-

-

*
T

aMission will occur within the program year(s) indicated.
"Times, launch modes, and sequence are not established; further study is required.

Manned Orbiter
The
1.
2.
3.

first recommended AAP flight is a manned lunar orbital flight with these objectives.
AAP landing sites mapping photography (return of film necessary;
metric-mapping quality photography with returned film;
geochemical remote-sensing using gamma-rays and x-rays on a subsatellite left in lunar orbit
or using a directional detector system on the CSM; and
4. flying a family of remote sensors such as passive microwave radiometer, infrared radiometer,
radar reflectivity, radio noise survey, magnetometer and plasma probe, multicolor photome
try, meteoroid detector, radio radiometer, and fluorescence photometer.

Objective 4 has a somewhat lower priority than the first three.
The only way to obtain adequate data for cartographic purposes is to have the film returned to
Earth for analysis. The photography from this flight should provide maps of the Moon in the IR region
and (by analyzing the gamma-rays) lunar contour maps of the concentration of potassium and ura
nium and possibly of other elements . Such data will be valuable in future mission planning.
The first orbiter flight should be followed by a second flight within a time frame so that new remote
sensing instruments would be perfected (1) to increase the ability to map the Moon remotely in vari
ous electromagnetic frequencies and (2) to obtain greater information on the distribution of the elements .
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Single-Launch Mode
The first AAP lunar landers will probably be single launches. Missions 2, 3, and 4 represent the
proposed early single-launch landers. Because the crater Copernicus is such a large feature and because
information about Copernicus is essential to the understanding of the Moon, two separate missions
are proposed: one to the central peaks and one to the crater wall . A proposed science mission plan
for the central peaks is presented later in this section.
The durations of this class of missions are flexible. It is desired that the Single-launch missions be
started as soon as possible; however, a series of useful single launches could be continued for a num
ber of missions. Suggested additional sites for the subsequent single missions are Copernicus H, Garn
bart, MOsting C, Hyginus Rille, Flamsteed, Dionysius, Hipparchus, the dome near Lunar Orbiter
Photographic Site II-P-2, and the Surveyor landing and the Ranger impact sites. The Lunar Flying
Unit would be used for mobility on these missions.
Dr. George E. Mueller suggested that the conferees consider what scientific program should be
carried out on Apollo flights after the first two or three successful lunar landings . The following ground
rules were assumed:
1. Some system constraints will have been removed so that more payload is available on the Apollo
CSM.
2. The lunar module (LM) will be able to land at rather rough sites but still in or near the Apollo
landing zone of ± 10° latitude.
3. No substantial hardware changes will be made in the CSM or the LM.
It was decided that all of the suggested single-launch AAP landing sites would be appropriate for
late Apollo, except Copernicus, which requires more mobility. The most appealing sites were Coper
nicus H, Gambart, Mosting C, and the dome near site II-P-2. The lunar module might land close
enough to these sites to allow access to the interesting areas. There was a strong feeling that there
should be at least one highland landing site.
Additional mobility should be brought into the program as rapidly as possible . The LFU should
be used even if it has only a 1- or 2-km range, which will significantly enhance the scientific return.
If the LFU is not ready, the schedule for the Apollo lunar program should be adjusted, after the first
few successful landers, to allow the LFU to be brought into these late Apollo missions.
Dual-Launch Mode
The future lunar exploration program must involve mobility systems that require two Saturn V
launches. The dual-mode LSSM and a large amount of additional fuel for the Lunar Flying Units
will be carried to the lunar surface in an unmanned lander. The manned Saturn V will land nearby
later. The present LSSM cannot be carried to the Moon in a manned single-launch system.
A major feature of the dual-launch system is that the unmanned LSSM would make a long traverse
(approximately 1,000 km) and arrive at the site of the next manned landing with a collection of sur
face samples from an extensive region of the Moon. These would be returned to Earth by the next
manned lander. The suggested sequence of missions with automated LSSM traverses is shown in
Table 1. This technique allows a much larger fraction of the lunar surface to be sampled than could
possibly be visited by humans during all of the proposed manned AAP missions (Fig. 1).

PROGRAM PLANNING AND SUPPORT

Fallback Position
If the AAP lunar program level should drop below one dual-launch or two single-launch missions
per year, then the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning (GLEP) should meet again to reconsider
mission plans. The prograrn at this low level might need significant redirection. For example, in the
case of severe budgetary restrictions or other problems that would prevent developing the Saturn
V dual-launch capability, an automated system, such as Rover launched by a system less compli
cated than a Saturn V, might need to be developed.
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Solicitation for Experiments
The selection of experiments from the scientific community was a major consideration at the Con
ference.

To develop a strong science program in AAP, it is strongly recommended that any extension of the Apollo science
program (that is, new Apollo hardware, follow-on ALSEP, or AAP), be implemented by open solicitation of
experiments from the scientific community. Only in this way can the Manned Space Flight Program build the
broad base of scientific support and participation necessary for an active and productive research program.
It is reCOgnized that the time scales involved may pose problems in certain disciplines in implementing
the above recommendation. However, there are experiments that could be delivered on a relatively
short time scale and thus allow the possibility of a wider NASA scientific program.

Support of Basic Research
The NASA support of basic research programs has been a benefit to the space program and also
to universities and other research institutions. This support should not be confined to flight programs
but should be continued in all areas of basic science that contribute to the overall NASA objectives
of space exploration.
Support of Instrument Development
Many scientific experiments appear very promising for lunar exploration but are not feasible now
because (1) detector systems have not been developed to the point of having the desired sensitivity,
or (2) theoretical problems have not been fully investigated to insure proper design of the experiment
or full interpretation of the results.
Three stages in the development of an experiment and the necessary hardware can be visualized.
These are (1) detailed consideration of the importance and feasibility of an experiment, (2) develop
ment of necessary scientific tools to implement the experiment, and (3) production of flight hardware.

To carry out the first two stages of producing an experiment listed previously, it is recommended that a strong
program in scientific instrument definition and development and a substantial lunar supporting research and
technology program be undertaken immediately. The amount of money being invested to produce experiments
for AAP flights in the present budget is not compatible with the scope of the program. It is further recommended
that adequate time be included in program planning and launch schedules to allow for the scientific development
of the appropriate experiments.
Establishment of Project Scientist
It is now apparent that there is a need for more continuous scientific input into the development
of scientific flight hardware for lunar missions.
It is strongly recommended that a position of Project Scientist be established within the structure of the Manned

Space Flight Program. The responsibilities of the project scientist are to represent the scientific requirements
and objectives of the experiment to the project manager and staff and conversely to represent to the Principal
Investigator project requirements that may affect the experiment. At /east one project scientist should be associated
with every MSC project that includes scientific experiments; more than one project scientist may be desirable
for a large project in which the number of scientific disciplines is large. Furthermore, it is strongly recommended
that project scientists be participating experimenters in the projects for which they are responsible. The position
of the project scientist within the organizational structure should be at a level that insures adequate science input
into the program.
Astronaut Selection and Training
After basic classroom work and tutorials, the astronaut should be provided the time and opportu
nity to participate directly in the research and planning activities of the particular missions for which
he is selected. This may require one or more thorough refresher tutorial covering the specific topics
of prime scientific importance for the mission. In crew selection for any mission, flight-operations
ability is, without question, the primary criterion.
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It is strongly recommended that ability in field geology be the next most important factor in the selection of

the crew members who will actually land on the Moon for the Apollo missions. For some of the complicated
scientific missions in the later part of the AAP, the Santa Cruz Conference considers that the knowledge and
experience of an astronaut who is also a professional field geologist is essential. In the interest of maintaining
career proficiency, astronauts should be provided time to engage in some form of research activity within their
professional fields .
SCIENCE MISSION PLANS

As previously stated, the science mission plans in this report are not in final form . Engineering
studies must be made and appropriate modifications and plans developed.
It is recommended that an immediate and intensive program of detailed mission analyses be undertaken for all
of the prime lunar landing sites and traverses that have been listed by this Conference.

Because of the rapid development of suitable launch capability and the growth of an extensive body
of photogeologic maps of the lunar surfce and because of the lead-times required for development
of selected systems, the working groups felt that such analyses are urgent. The analyses must be
planned on an iterative basis to test the applicability of the recommended plans and of instrument
development for the achievement of the general scientific objectives for lunar exploration.
[The "Summary and Recommendations" continues with detailed (though tentative) plans for three
AAP missions-to Copernicus, the "Cobra Head" (Aristarchus region) , and Alphonsus-including
landing sites, mission time lines, and surface activities. The balance of the report consists of the
individual reports of eight working groups: Geology, Geophysics, Geochemistry, Bioscience, Geodesy
and Cartography, Lunar Atmospheres, Particles and Fields, and Astronomy .}

Lunar Science Objectives:
The Rationale for Apollo Landing Site Selection
Following is a summary of material presented to the Apollo Site Selection Board
at its meeting on July 10, 1969, intended to show how the Site Selection Sub
group of the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning arrived at their recommended
list of primary and alternate sites (presented at the June meeting of the Board).
It relates scientific experiments to the "15 Questions" tabulated above.
Age Dating. Determination of the absolute age of lunar surface materials by
radioactive-decay methods was of prime importance. The method dates the time
at which a given sample became a closed system for a particular element; for exam
ple, the potassium-40-argon-40 method determines the time at which a rock con
taining radioactive potassium-40 cooled sufficiently to retain the gaseous argon-40
decay product. The age thus determined may reflect a period of volcanism, melt
ing by meteoric impact, or original accretion of lunar material.
Ages of primary interest to lunar scientists were:

(1) the age of the moon's formation or of its oldest crust; this age might make
it possible to distinguish among various theories of lunar origin. One key
site for locating such material was the Fra Mauro Formation. This wide
spread blanket of debris is considered to consist of debris from the
"Imbrian event," the cataclysmic occurrence that produced Mare Imbrium,
the enormous circular mare in the northwestern quadrant of the Earth
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facing side of the moon. The Fra Mauro Formation was given high pri
ority on all lists of potential landing sites.
(2) The time at which the maria became filled with the relatively smooth mate
rial, probably once-molten rock, that characterizes them. This date would
be relatively easy to establish, since mission planners preferred smooth,
level landing sites, most often found in the maria.
(3) The time of significant post-mare events, such as the impacts that created
the craters Copernicus and Tycho. Equally interesting was the origin of
the sinuous rilles, which appeared to have been formed largely in this
later period of lunar history.

Lunar Composition. A primary interest of geochemists was to find "primitive" solar
system material to deduce the conditions under which planets and satellites con
densed from the solar nebula. Data from analysis of terrestrial and meteoritic sam
ples, along with solar and stellar spectral studies and theoretical physics,
comprised the prime source of such information, but both the earth and meteorites
have been modified by subsequent heating and weathering, which have obscured
the original composition. The moon's small size (possibly resulting in a smaller
flow of heat from the interior) and its lack of an atmosphere suggest that it might
still have original material on the surface. It was generally accepted that this mate
rial could most likely be found in the lunar highlands, which appeared to repre
sent the oldest lunar material.
Second in importance was establishing the bulk composition of the moon. The
abundance of the major elements was expected to be important in establishing
the moon's origin; if it proved to be totally unlike the earth in composition it could
hardly have split off from the earth. The abundance of radioactive elements would
indicate how much energy had been available for heat-induced chemical changes
in the moon since its formation . To determine the bulk composition of the moon
it was necessary to sample as many different geologic units as possible. Particu
larly important were sites showing evidence of differentiation or the presence
on the surface of deep-seated material, such as would be present in and around
impact excavations or explosive craters and in blankets of material ejected from
craters. Radioactivity could be measured by instruments in lunar orbit, hence the
importance of flying experiments in the service module.
Finally, analYSis of any present or past lunar atmosphere would give clues to
lunar origin and evolution. Gas detectors operating over a long period of time
might possibly detect transient events, such as had been reported in the crater
Aristarchus. The sinuous rilles (e.g., Rima Prinz) were also likely sites for detect
ing any emission of gases from the lunar interior.
Major Geomorphic Processes. The study of the processes by which lunar landforms
have been created and destroyed was important mainly to second- and third-order
questions about the moon, but was essential in holding the first-order questions
(above) together. Knowledge of dominant processes would provide the basis for
selection of samples and determining their place of origin, as well as providing
major clues to past energy expenditure on the moon. Regions of particular interest
in this regard were the sinuous rilles and areas of volcanic cratering. Since pho
tography covered a large fraction of the lunar surface, data from a few landing
. sites would enable geomorphologists to draw conclusions about most of the moon.
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Lunar Geophysics. The only source of information on the moon's internal struc
ture was the emplaced ALSEP experiments, which included a seismometer and
a heat flow instrument. (Later ALSEPs would include different geophysical
instruments.)
Seismic data were expected to yield information on layering in the moon, the
rate of release of internal strain, and the number and energy of meteorite impacts.
It would be very useful to the seismologists to produce an impact of known energy
at a known location, such as by causing a spent S-IVB stage or a lunar module
ascent stage to crash on the lunar surface. It was important to have at least four
seismic instruments active at one time; they should be about 1,000 km apart with
as much angular separation as possible. Thus sites at high latitudes, such as Tycho,
were quite important.
Data on heat flow were difficult to interpret but could assist in determining
whether the moon had originally been hot or cold.
Lunar gravity and geodesy would determine the extent of the "mascons" (mass
concentrations) and whether the moon was in hydrostatic equilibrium. These were
well suited to study by orbiting instruments.
The laser retroreflectors were expected to make it possible to determine earth
moon distances within a few centimeters, enabling scientists to measure the libra
tions of the moon with previously unattainable accuracy. Best results would be
obtained with widely separated reflectors.
Characteristics of the Recommended Landing Sites. The short list of landing sites for
the first 10 lunar exploration missions should include:
(1) two types of mare material, "older" or eastern and "younger" or western;
(2) regional stratigraphic units, such as blanket (ejecta) deposits around mare
basins;
(3) various types and sizes of impact craters in the maria and in the highlands;
(4) morphological manifestations of volcanism in the maria and in the high
lands; and
(5) areas that may give clues to the nature and extent of processes other than
impact and volcanism, which may have acted on the lunar surface.
Following is a description of the 10 prime sites chosen by the Group for Lunar
Exploration Planning. The sites were selected in order of their preferred execu
tion on one "G, four "H," and five "J" missions.
(1) Landing Site 2 ("older" or eastern mare). This site is entirely within
relatively old mare (Imbrian) material. It includes many large subdued
craters 200 to 600 meters in diameter but comparatively few in the size
range 50-200 meters, a distribution common to many apparently old
surfaces. Determination of the age and nature of this Imbrian mare mate
rial was a primary object of landing at this site.
(2) Landing Site 5 ("younger" or western mare) is located within relatively
young (Eratosthenian) mare material and displays many craters 50 to 200
meters in diameter and relatively fewer of the larger (200-600 meter)
craters. It is surrounded by well developed rays from Kepler, making
it likely that it contains material derived from considerable depth. The
chief goal of a landing at Site 5 was to determine the age and composi
tion of Eratosthenian mare material.
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(3) Fra Mauro Formation. This extensive geologic unit covers large portions
of the surface around Mare Imbrium and is thought to be material ejected
when Imbrium was formed. Samples from the Fra Mauro Formation
would help to understand its nature, composition, and formation and
its relation to the "Imbrian event."
(4) Rima Bode II, a single linear rille running close to a fresh, elongate cra
ter and a crater chain, was of interest because both the rille and the cra
ter were possible sources of several dark geologic units most probably
of volcanic origin. The site was selected as an example of a region where
material of deep-seated origin was expected. An alternative site was Hygi
nus Rille, similar in characteristics but apparently less fresh. Another site,
Littrow, would meet part of the objectives of a mission to Rima Bode II.
(5) Censorinus is a 3.8-km crater located within and near the edge of a high
land block south-southeast of Mare Tranqillitatis. It offered the oppor
tunity, early in the exploration program, to sample both highland material
and features associated with a fresh impact crater. The proposed site was
within the ejecta blanket about 1 km north of the crater rim and allowed
investigation of the crater on foot, without mobility aids. If Censorinus
presented operational difficulties, Littrow could be considered as an alter
native site for this mission.
(6) Copernicus (peak). This bright crater, 95 km in diameter, is the source
of visible rays of ejected material extending for several hundred kilo
meters . Its walls expose a 4-km vertical section of the lunar crust. The
floor, some 60 km across, contains multiple peaks with a maximum height
of 800 meters. A mission to the central peaks would be mainly a sam
pling mission with the objective of bringing back material that once lay
at considerable depth.
(7) Marius Hills, a group of domes and cones near the center of Oceanus
Procellarum west-northwest of the crater Marius, are part of a ridge sys
tem stretching some 1,900 km through Oceanus Procellarum. The vari
ety of features in this area and their similarity to terrestrial volcanic
structures strongly suggests intensive and prolonged volcanic activity.
(8) Tycho (rim), like Censorinus a fresh impact crater, is in the southern high
lands. It is much larger than Censorinus and offers an opportunity to
study many features common to large, fresh impact events, including
associated volcanism. The proposed landing site was near the Surveyor
VII spacecraft, offering the option of returning some Surveyor parts. In
that area are several generations of flows, a pond or pool, ejected blocks
(probably from Tycho), and other ejecta features and structures.
(9) Rima Prinz I, in the Harbinger Mountains northeast of the Marius Hills, is
a double sinuous rille-a small meandering rille enclosed within a larger
sinuous rille. The origin of the rilles is of great interest because they
resemble channels carved by a flowing fluid. A landing near the mouth of
Rima Prinz I, selected because of the freshness of its details, would allow
examination of the lower part of the eroded valley, sampling the materials
and studying the exposed structures. An alternative, Schroter's Valley,
displays similar characteristics but appears older than Rima Prinz I.
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(10) Descartes. The area of the southern highlands north of the crater Des
cartes and west of Mare Nectaris is characterized by hilly, groovy, and
furrowed deposits reminiscent of terrestrial volcanoes. A mission to a
region of intensive and prolonged volcanism within the lunar terrae was
considered most important, from both the geological and geochemical
viewpoints. An alternative to this site was Abulfeda, just to the
southwest.
The Group for Lunar Exploration Planning recommended this list of sites after
considering the expected evolution in capability as well as the constraints imposed
by operations. Those selected for "J" missions, for example, were picked on
account of the additional time on the surface that would be available and the
increased mobility that would be provided by a powered vehicle. Tycho, accessi
ble only in the early part of the year because of operational limitations, was
switched from the third to the second "J" mission for that reason, although it
was better than the Marius Hills site for exploration on foot.
The Apollo Site Selection Board accepted this list for planning purposes at its
meeting on July 10, 1969. As was to be expected, the list underwent considerable
revision during the next three years, both as to the choice of sites and the order
in which they would be explored, as mission planning became more detailed and
operational capability improved.
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CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR EVENTS
IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
AND IN PROJECT APOLLO, 1957-1975
1957

October:
The Soviet Union placed the first artificial earth satellite (Sputnik)
into orbit.
1958

April:
The Air Force contracted with the Yerkes Observatory, University
of Chicago, to produce a new lunar photographic atlas.
The Air Force published a development plan for its manned space program,
which included two exploratory man-in-space projects, a lunar reconnais
sance mission and a manned lunar landing and return; the plan envisioned
completion of the program in seven years at a cost of $1.5 billion.
June:
The Air Force contracted with Rocketdyne to design a singlechamber rocket engine burning kerosene and liquid oxygen and producing
1 to 1.5 million pounds of thrust.
July:
President Eisenhower signed the National Aeronautics and Space
Act of 1958 (P.L. 85-568) establishing the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
October:
The Special Committee on Space Technology, created in January
1958 and chaired by H. Guyford Stever of MIT, reported its recommenda
tions: development of both clustered- and single-engine boosters of million
pound thrust; vigorous attack on the problems of sustaining man in the space
environment; development of lifting reentry vehicles; research on high-energy
propellant systems for launch vehicle upper stages; and evaluation of exist
ing boosters and upper stages followed by intensive development of those
promising greatest utility.
November:
A Space Task Group (STG) was organized at Langley Research Cen
ter to implement NASA's first manned satellite project (Mercury). Robert
R. Gilruth was named project manager.
1959

January:
In a report of the staff of the House Select Committee on Astronau
tics and Space Exploration entitled "The Next Ten Years in Space,
1959-1969," Wernher von Braun of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency
predicted a manned flight around the moon within 8 to 10 years and a manned
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lunar landing and return a few years later. NASA and industry officials envi
sioned similar progress.
March:
The first F-1 engine was successfully test-fired by Rocketdyne,
producing more than one million pounds of thrust.
April:
NASA announced the selection of seven pilots for the Mercury
program.
NASA created a Research Steering Committee on Manned Space Flight.
Over the next several months this committee examined long-term human
in-space problems to recommend future missions and coordination of research
programs at the NASA centers. At its May 25-26 meeting the committee
recommended the manned lunar landing as a focal point for studies in propul
sion, vehicle configuration, structure, and guidance requirements, since a
lunar landing would constitute an end objective that did not have to be justi
fied in terms of its contribution to a more useful goal.
November:
STG appointed a panel to study preliminary design of a multiper
son spacecraft for a circumlunar mission, conduct mission analyses, and plan
a test program.

1960

January:

NASA presented its ten-year plan to Congress, calling for a pro
gram leading to manned circumlunar flight and a permanent earth-orbiting
space station to start in 1965-1967 and a manned lunar landing some time
beyond 1970. Cost estimates for the plan ran to $1.5 billion annually for five
years.
February:
NASA approved Project Ranger, a project to send an unmanned,
hard-landing spacecraft to the moon to relay television pictures of the lunar
surface to earth during the final stages of its flight.
March:
The Army Ballistic Missile Agency's Development Operations Divi
sion at Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama, headed by Wemher von
Braun, was transferred to NASA as the George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center.
April-May: STG developed guidelines for the advanced manned spacecraft pro
gram, including detailed propulsion and spacecraft requirements.
May:
A meeting on space rendezvous was held at Langley Research Cen
ter to discuss the problems of bringing two spacecraft together in space.
NASA began work on a project (later named Surveyor) to send a soft-landing
spacecraft to the moon to provide scientific and engineering data on the lunar
surface.
July:
The House Committee on Science and Astronautics urged NASA
to intensify its efforts to send humans to the moon and back "in this decade."
In the committee's view, NASA's ten-year plan did not go far enough and
the space agency was not pressing forward with enough energy.
July:
The name" Apollo" was approved for the advanced manned space
flight program.
NASA held its first NASA-Industry Program Plans Conference in Washing
ton to brief industrial management on the overall space program . George
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M. Low, chief of NASA's Manned Space Flight program, stated that circum
lunar flight and earth-orbiting missions would be carried out before 1970,
leading eventually to a manned lunar landing and a permanent space sta
tion in earth orbit.
September:
NASA issued a formal request for proposals for six-month feasibil
ity studies for advanced manned spacecraft, to define a system fulfilling STG
guidelines, formulate a plan for implementing the program, identify areas
requiring long lead-time research and development, and estimate the total
cost of the program. In October proposals were received from 14 companies,
and in November contracts were awarded to Convair/Astronautics Division
of General Dynamics Corp., General Electric Company, and The Martin
Company.
November:
A program of detailed studies of lunar geology was undertaken by
the U.S. Geological Survey, funded by NASA.
STG proposed to organize a number of Technical Liaison Groups to coor
dinate the activities of NASA centers in research for Apollo.

1961

January:

A meeting of the Space Exploration Program Council discussed the
manned lunar landing project, with emphasis on three methods of conduct
ing the mission: direct ascent, rendezvous of spacecraft in earth orbit, and
rendezvous in lunar orbit. It was decided that all three methods should be
explored thoroughly. The Council established a committee headed by George
M. Low to define the elements of the project insofar as possible.
February:
The Instrumentation Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology was selected to conduct a six-month study of a navigation and
guidance system for the Apollo spacecraft.
March:
The Space Science Board of the National Academy of Sciences
recommended that"scientific exploration of the moon and planets should
be clearly stated as the ultimate objective of the U.S. space program for the
forseeable future."
April:
The USSR launched a five-ton spacecraft (Vostok 1) carrying Major
Yuri A. Gagarin on a one-orbit, 108-minute flight.
May:
STG proposed a new NASA development center to manage the
development of manned spacecraft and projects.
The United States launched its first human into space, Lt. Cmdr. Alan B.
Shepard, Jr., who rode a Mercury spacecraft (Freedom 7) on a parabolic flight
path 116.5 miles high and landed 320 miles down range.
Final reports of the six-month feasibility studies for advanced manned
spacecraft were submitted to STG by the three contractors.
President John F. Kennedy addressed Congress on "urgent national
needs," which included new long-range goals for the American space pro
gram. Kennedy expressed his belief that the nation should adopt the goal,
"before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning him
safely to the earth." He requested additional appropriations of $611 million
for NASA and DoD for fiscal 1962.
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NASA appointed a committee (Lundin committee) to study all possible
approaches for accomplishing a manned lunar landing in the period 1967-1970
and to make rough estimates of costs and schedules.
July:
Twelve companies were invited to submit proposals for the Apollo
spacecraft. A detailed statement of work, based on contractor and NASA
design studies, was provided for a three-phase program terminating in a lunar
landing.
NASA and DoD created a Large Launch Vehicle Planning Group to study
development of large launch vehicles for the national space program.
August:
NASA selected the Instrumentation Laboratory of MIT to develop
the guidance and navigation system for the Apollo Spacecraft.
September:
After a study of several locations around the country, NASA selected
a site near Houston, Texas, for its new development center for manned space
craft. The center would design, develop, and test new manned spacecraft,
train astronauts, and operate the control center for manned space missions .
In October the Space Task Group, still based at Langley, was fonnally redesig
nated as the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC); personnel would move to
Houston starting in 1962.
October:
John C. Houbolt and others at Langley Research Center presented
to the Large Launch Vehicle Planning Group a study on the use of lunar
orbit rendezvous in a manned lunar landing.
November:
After evaluation of proposals from five companies, NASA selected
the Space and Information Division of North American Aviation, Inc.,
Downey, California, to design and build the Apollo spacecraft.
December:
MSC announced a new manned program using a two-man version of
the Mercury spacecraft, which would test techniques of rendezvous in earth
orbit.

1962

February:
The first American to orbit the earth, Lt. Col. John H. Glenn, Jr.,
USMC, completed three orbits in a Mercury spacecraft and returned safely
to earth .
February-June: Several groups within NASA were intensively studying the var
ious modes of going to the moon (direct ascent, rendezvous in earth orbit,
rendezvous in lunar orbit). The third method required a separate spacecraft
to detach itself, land on the moon, and return to lunar orbit to rendezvous
with the Apollo spacecraft.
March:
At the request of the Office of Manned Space Flight, American Tele
phone & Telegraph established a group called Bellcomm, Inc., to provide
independent analysis of systems and problems in the manned space flight
program. For the duration of Apollo, Bellcomm performed many services,
including advice on selection of landing sites, for OMSF.
July:
NASA Headquarters announced that the lunar-orbit rendezvous
mode had been selected for the manned lunar landing project and that
requests for proposals would be issued for the second spacecraft (the "lunar
excursion module"). MSC invited 11 firms to submit proposals for the lunar
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excursion module. Nine companies responded; in November NASA selected
the Grumman Aircraft Engineering Company to build the module.
August:
A summer study conducted by the Space Science Board at the State
University of Iowa examined the state of NASA's space research program
and made recommendations concerning future efforts. Many scientists
expressed objections to Apollo (which was not specifically on their agenda),
but the study cautiously endorsed the program's scientific goals.
September:
A second group of nine test-pilot astronauts was selected for the
manned space flight program.
November:
MSC released sketches of the space suit assembly and portable lifesupport system to be used on the lunar surface.
December:
A contract was awarded for construction of a Vertical Assembly
Building at NASA's Merritt Island Launch Area, Kennedy Space Center. The
$100-million structure would provide space for assembling four Saturn V
launch vehicles simultaneously.

1963

February:
The President's budget request for fiscal 1964 included $5.712 bil
lion for NASA. $1 .207 billion was for Apollo-almost a threefold increase
over the previous year.
April:
Preliminary plans for Apollo scientific instruments were completed.
Emphasis was placed on experiments that promised maximum return for the
least weight and complexity and were man-oriented and compatible with
weight and volume available in the spacecraft. Experiments would be selected
after evaluation of proposals from outside scientists.
May:
The Mercury project ended with the 34-hour, 22-orbit flight of
astronaut L. Gordon Cooper, Jr., in the spacecraft Faith 7.
August:
NASA Headquarters approved the Lunar Orbiter project, which
would use unmanned spacecraft to take detailed photographs of the lunar
surface to be used in selecting landing sites for Apollo.
September:
Dr. George E. Mueller became Associate Administrator for Manned
Space Flight, replacing D. Brainerd Holmes.
October:
Headquarters sent MSC some general guidelines for scientific inves
tigations of the moon. Principal scientific activity was expected to include
comprehensive observation of lunar phenomena, collection of geologic sam
ples, and emplacement of monitoring equipment.
October:
Fourteen more test pilots were selected as astronauts.
November:
A Manned Space Science Division was established in the Office of
Space Science and Applications (OSSA) , NASA Headquarters, to coordinate
the efforts of OSSA and the Office of Manned Space Flight in developing
scientific experiments for Apollo.
MSC's Space Environment Division recommended 10 specific areas on the
moon for evaluation as landing sites for Apollo. These sites and others would
be photographed by Lunar Orbiter, after which some would be selected as
targets for Surveyor, a project to land unmanned spacecraft on the moon
and study the surface.
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President Lyndon B. Johnson announced that NASA's Launch Operations
Center at Cape Canaveral (Atlantic Missile Range) would be designated the
John F. Kennedy Space Center.
December:
An ad hoc group working on Apollo experiments recommended the
principal scientific objectives of the program: examination of the surface
around the landed spacecraft, geological mapping, investigation of the moon's
interior (with instruments), studies of the lunar atmosphere, and radio
astronomy from the surface.

1964

March:
NASA's Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) began
organizing groups of scientists to assist in more specific definition of the scien
tific objectives of Apollo. Outside scientists were called upon to propose
experiments in geology, geophysics, geochemistry, biology, and atmospheric
science.
April:
NASA enlisted the aid of the National Academy of Sciences in
preparing a plan to recruit scientists for training as astronauts.
May:
The first flight of an unmanned Apollo spacecraft was launched from
Kennedy Space Center, demonstrating the compatibility of the spacecraft and
the launch vehicle.
July:
OSSA announced opportunities for scientists to fly experiments on
manned space missions, including the lunar landing missions. The earliest
Apollo flights expected to support scientific instruments were the fourth and
fifth.
Ranger VII returned the first close-up television pictures of the lunar sur
face, showing details as small as 1 meter across.
August:
MSC proposed to build a special lunar sample receiving laboratory
in which lunar samples, protected from contamination, would be received,
examined, and issued to qualified outside experimenters. The proposal set
off several months of discussion between MSC, Headquarters, and the Space
Science Board concerning the requirements for such a laboratory and its best
location.

1965

March:
First manned flight of a Gemini spacecraft, a three-orbit flight to
test spacecraft systems.
May:
The Space Science Board recommended that samples and astronauts
returning from the moon be quarantined until it could be ascertained that
they had brought back no life forms that might contaminate the earth.
The NASA Administrator and the Surgeon General agreed to form an Inter
agency Committee on Back Contamination to define requirements for bio
logical isolation and testing of material returned from the moon and to advise
on the construction and operation of a quarantine facility for samples and
astronauts.
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June:
Six scientists were selected for training as NASA astronauts. Two
were qualified pilots; the other four were sent to Air Force flight training
school before beginning astronaut training.
July:
OMSF established an Apollo Site Selection Board to work with
OSSA, MSC, and Bellcomm in choosing the sites where Apollo missions
would land on the moon.
The Space Science Board convened a Summer Study at Woods Hole, Mass.,
to recommend directions for future space research. The agenda included
manned exploration of the moon and planets. Conferees drew up a list of
15 questions that should determine the course of lunar research. Following
the Woods Hole sessions, another group met at Falmouth, Mass., to formu
late specific recommendations for the Apollo and related unmanned projects.
August:
Three firms were awarded six-month contracts to design prototypes
of an Apollo lunar surface experiments package, which would be left on the
moon and would return data by telemetry over a period of time.
September: Meeting with MSC scientists, Public Health Service physicians
insisted on rigorous quarantine of astronauts and lunar samples following
each lunar mission.
December:
Two Gemini spacecraft performed the first space rendezvous,
maneuvering to a separation distance of one foot with no difficulty.
1966

February:
OSSA selected the experiment complementJor the Apollo lunar sur
face experiments package (ALSEP).
The first Apollo spacecraft, a test version of the command and service mod
ule, was launched from Cape Canaveral on a two-stage Saturn I-B rocket.
March:
The Gemini VIII spacecraft performed a rendezvous with an
unmanned target vehicle, then docked with it-the first accomplishment of
this critical procedure. The mission was aborted soon afterwards when a small
thruster malfunctioned.
NASA Hedquarters selected the Bendix Corporation to build the lunar sur
face experiments package.
May:
SUTiJeyor I, the first instrumented spacecraft designed to soft-land
on the moon and return scientific data, landed in Oceanus Procellarum.
August:
Lunar Orbiter I, the first of five photographic satellites to be launched
in the following 12 months, returned detailed photographs of nine primary
and seven alternate Apollo landing sites.
Contracts were let for the first two phases of construction of the hillar receiv
ing laboratory at the Manned Spacecraft Center.
December:
MSC created a Science and Applications Directorate to manage the
scientific activities of the center, removing this responsibility from the
Engineering and Development Directorate.
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1967

January:
A Lunar Missions Planning Board was established at MSC.
A flash fire in Apollo command module 012 during preflight simulations
at Cape Canaveral killed all three of the astronauts inside. Investigation of
the cause of this tragedy by NASA and by Congress revealed serious short
comings in the design of the spacecraft and management of manufacturing,
testing, and manned simulations. Progress in the lunar landing program was
drastically slowed; it was later estimated that the fire delayed the first lunar
landing by 18 months.
February:
MSC announced selection of a scientist, Dr. Wilmot N. Hess, of
Goddard Space Flight Center, to head its new Science and Applications
Directorate.
March:
The Office of Space Science and Applications released the names
of 110 principal investigators whose proposals for scientific research on the
lunar samples had been accepted.
Eleven scientists were selected for astronaut training, bringing the total
number of scientist-astronauts to 15.
May:
Prime and backup crews were named for Apollo 7, the first mis
sion to fly after the fire. No launch date was announced, but assignment of
crews indicated NASA's confidence that problems uncovered by the fire were
on the way to solution.
July:
Construction of the lunar receiving laboratory was completed and
work was under way to install its specialized scientific equipment.
August:
MSC named P. R. Bell, a radiation physicist at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, to head the lunar receiving laboratory. Bell would report
to MSC's Director of Science and Applications.
Wilmot Hess convened a group of NASA and academic scientists at the
University of California at Santa Cruz to prepare more detailed plans for lunar
exploration based on current expectations for lunar missions. At the end of
the conference Hess named a Group for Lunar Exploration Planning to work
continuously with MSC in defining the scientific aspects of Apollo missions.
September:
A Lunar Sample Preliminary Examination Team and a Lunar Sam
ple Analysis Planning Team, both including outside and NASA scientists,
were created to assist the staff of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory in the exami
nation and apportionment of lunar samples.
November:
The first test flight of a complete Saturn V was successfully launched
from NASA's new facilities at Kennedy Space Center and completed with
out significant anomalies.
December:
OMSF established a Lunar Exploration Office within the Apollo Pro
gram Office, merging several program units concerned with lunar explora
tion. A Systems Development group staffed from OMSF would direct
hardware development; a Lunar Science group staffed from OSSA would
approve operating plans and scientific objectives, payloads, and principal
investigators for specific missions.
During the year: The Interagency Committee on Back Contamination worked out
procedures for quarantine and release of lunar astronauts and samples and
defined a biological test program to search for extraterrestrial organisms.
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NASA and the National Academy of Sciences worked to establish a center
for research on lunar and planetary samples adjacent to the Manned Space
craft Center. The center, to be managed by a consortium of universities, would
be the organization through which interested researchers could gain access
to the lunar materials for scientific work and would provide office space and
other support for visiting scientists.

1968

January:
The lunar module was given its first test (unmanned) in an earthorbiting mission.
August:
Plans were set in motion to fly a circumlunar mission on the sec
ond manned Apollo flight.
In view of problems in building the instruments and constraints appear
ing in mission planning, OMSF decided not to fly the lunar surface experi
ments package on the first lunar landing mission. Instead, a simplified set
of instruments (a laser reflector and a passive seismometer) would be devel
oped for the first mission and the more extensive set currently in develop
ment would be flown later.
October:
Apollo 7, the first manned flight of the Apollo command module,
was launched for an ll-day earth-orbital test. All primary objectives of the
flight were met.
An operational readiness inspection of the lunar receiving laboratory was
conducted and numerous discrepancies were noted. A lO-day simulation of
LRL operations similarly uncovered many shortcomings in equipment and
procedures.
December:
The first flight of a manned mission on a Saturn V was launched
on December 21. Apollo 8 flew to the moon, completed 10 orbits, and returned
safely to earth on December 27. While in lunar orbit the crew made numer
ous visual and photographic observations of potential landing sites.
During the year: The Apollo Site Selection Board, working with the Group for
Lunar Exploration Planning and Bellcomm, selected five sites as alternatives
for the first lunar landing mission. Work continued into 1969 to produce and
refine a list from which sites for subsequent exploration missions would be
chosen.
1969

March:
Apollo 9 checked out manned operation of the lunar module, includ
ing rendezvous procedures, in a successful 10-day mission in earth orbit.
May:
Apollo 10 carried out all phases of a lunar landing mission except
the final descent and landing. The lunar module descended to 50,000 feet
(15,000 meters) above the lunar surface, visually verified the approach to the
primary landing site for the first landing, and returned to lunar orbit to ren
dezvous with the command module.
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OMSF authorized the Marshall Space Flight Center to proceed with
development of a manned lunar roving vehicle capable of carrying two
astronauts several kilometers from their landed lunar module. The vehicle
would be used on the later Apollo exploration missions.
July:
Apollo successfully achieved its primary goal with the landing of
the lunar module Eagle in the Sea of Tranquility on July 20 and the success
ful completion of Apollo 11 on July 24. Astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin
Aldrin spent 2.5 hours on the lunar surface, collected some 50 pounds (23
kg.) of lunar rocks and dust, and emplaced a passive seismometer and a laser
retroreflector.
July-August: The Apollo 11 samples were brought to the lunar receiving labora
tory, examined, and prepared for issuance to outside scientists. After a three
week stay, the crew was certified free of any biological contamination and
released.
August:
NASA Headquarters approved a package of experiments for remote
sensing of the moon, to be flown in the Apollo service module on missions
12 through 20.
September-November: Lunar samples were released for scientific examination by
principal investigators.
October:
NASA awarded a contract to the Boeing Company to build the lunar
roving vehicle.
November:
Apollo 12 performed the first precision landing (within 1 km. of a
preselected spot) at a site in Oceanus Procellarum near the spacecraft Sur
veyor III. In two surface excursions (more than 71f2 hours spent outside the
lunar module) the astronauts emplaced the first complete ALSEP instrument
package, collected almost 75 pounds (34 kg.) of samples, and removed several
parts from the Surveyor for analysis.

1970

January:
The Lunar Science Institute adjacent to the Manned Spacecraft Cen
ter was officially dedicated.
Detailed reports on the analysis of samples from Apollo 11 were presented
at a Lunar Science Conference in Houston, the first of a series of annual con
ferences on lunar (and later planetary) science.
Budget restrictions and the need to get on with post-Apollo development
forced NASA to cancel Apollo 20 and stretch out the remaining seven mis
sions to six-month invervals.
April:
Apollo 13, launched on April 11, was aborted two days later when
an oxygen tank containing an undetected defect exploded. Mission Control
teams devised emergency procedures to conserve oxygen and electrical
power, and the spacecraft and crew were brought back safely to earth on
April 17 after looping around the moon. An investigation board concluded
that the explosion resulted from a highly unlikely combination of circum
stances that were traceable to human oversight.
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September:

Two more missions, Apollo 15 and 19, were canceled becal!se of
budget cuts . The remaining four missions were designated Apollo 14, 15,
16 and 17.

1971

January:
Apollo 14 landed at a site of prime scientific interest, the Fra Mauro
Formation. During two excursions to the lunar surface the astronauts
emplaced a second set of scientific instruments and collected some 92 pounds
(40 kg.) of samples, but failed to reach a crater that had been one of their
primary objectives. The orbiting CSM carried out considerable photography
during the mission, including photography of a landing site proposed for
a future mission ("bootstrap" photography).
April:
On the recommendation of the Interagency Committee on Back Con
tamination, NASA discontinued the practice of quarantining returned lunar
samples and astronauts. No evidence of viable organisms on the moon had
been produced on three lunar landing missions.
July:
Apollo 15 carried the first extended lunar module and the first lunar
roving vehicle to the moon. The mission landed near Mount Hadley and
Hadley Rille and stayed almost 67 hours on the surface-twice as long as
any prior mission. The astronauts made three trips from their lunar module,
emplaced the third set of experiments (including a seismometer that com
pleted a three-site seismic network on the moon), and drove the "rover"
a total distance of 171f2 miles (28 km.). The orbiting CSM carried the first scien
tific instrument module (SIM), which housed sensors that recorded data from
the moon' s surface. A moon-circling subsatellite was launched to measure
particles and fields in the lunar environment. During the trip back to earth
the command module pilot retrieved film cassettes from the SIM experiments,
the first extravehicular activity conducted during a moon-to-earth voyage.

1972

April:
Apollo 16 continued NASA's steady extension of lunar exploration
missions, staying 71 hours on the surface, planting the fourth set of instru
ments, and returning almost 200 pounds (91 kg .) of samples . A second set
of SIM instruments was operated, and another subsatellite was launched.
July:
A summer study on post-Apollo lunar science outlined priorities
for future study of Apollo samples and data. The plan called for two years
of organization and preliminary analysis of the data, to be followed by two
years of careful examination of those data, after which priority would be given
to the key problems that emerged. The study recommended continued sup
port of the curatorial facilities at MSC and collection of data from the lunar
surface experiments as long as they produced significant new information .
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December:

The last lunar exploration mission, Apollo 17, carried the first scien
tist (geologist Harrison H. Schmitt) to the moon. After landing in the Taurus
Littrow region, the astronauts stayed 75 hours, spent 22 hours outside the
lunar module, drove their rover 22 miles (35 km.), and collected nearly 250
pounds (113 km.) of samples.

1973

February:

The Manned Spacecraft Center was renamed the Lyndon B. Johnson
Space Center.
March:
A Lunar Programs Office was established in the Office of Space
Sciences, NASA Headquarters, to conduct the Lunar Data Analysis and Syn
thesis Program. The program would oversee the collection and scientific anal
ysis of data from the lunar surface instruments and the lunar samples.
May:
The first post-Apollo manned space flight program began with the
launch of Skylab 1, a Saturn S-IVB stage converted to a laboratory module
capable of supporting three-person crews for long periods in earth orbit.
Skylab was the outgrowth of earlier"Apollo Applications" planning intended
to use the hardware developed for Apollo to collect scientific data. Skylab 1
used the last Saturn V rocket ever launched. Crews occupied the laboratory
for periods of 28,59, and 84 days; the last mission ended on February 8, 1974.
August:
The Office of Manned Space Flight designated an official to be
responsible for the final phasing out of the Apollo project.

1975

July:

The Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP) , the first international
manned space mission, was conducted in cooperation with the Soviet Union.
An Apollo command and service module fitted with a special adapter docked
with a Soviet Soyuz spacecraft to conduct joint operations in earth orbit. After
separating from the Soyuz, the Apollo crew carried out a short program of
scientific experiments. ASTP marked the last use of the launch vehicles and
spacecraft built for the Apollo project.
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SUMMARY DATA ON APOLLO MISSIONS
Apollo MP.llned Missiolls:
Vehicle, Crew, alld LAunch Data
Launch
No.

vehicle
No. a

CSM
No .

LM
No.

Apollo 7

205

101

None

Schirra, Eisele,
Cunningham

Apollo 7
(no LM)

11 Oct. 1%8
10:02:45 a .m .

ETR
LC-34

Apollo 8

503

103

None

Borman, Lovell,
Anders

Apollo 8
(no LM)

21 Dec. 1968
7:51 :00 a.m.

KSC
LC-39A

Apollo 9

504

104

3

McDivitt, Scott,
Schweickart

Gumdrop,
Spider

3 March 1969
11:00:00 a.m.

KSC
LC-39A

Apollo 10

50S

106

Mission

Apollo 11

506

107

Apollo 12

507

lOB

Apollo 13

50B

109

5

7

Apollo 14

S09

110

8

Apollo 15

510

112

10

Crew b

Call signs
(CSM, LM)

Date, time'
of launch

Launch
site d

Stafford, Young,

Charlie Brown,

Cernan

Snoopy

18 May 1%9
11:49:00 a.m .

KSC
LC-39B

Armstrong, Collins,
Aldrin

Columbia,
Eagle

16 july 1969
8:32 :00 a.m .

KSC
LC-39A

Conrad, Gordon,
Bean

Yankee
Clipper,
Intrepid

14 Nov . 1%9
11:22:00 a.m .

KSC
LC-39A

Lovell, Swigert,

Odyssey,

Haise

Aquarius

11 Apr. 1970
2:13:00 p .m .

KSC
LC-39A

Shepard, Roosa,
Mitchell

I(jtty Hawk,
Ant ares

31jan. 1971
5:03:02 p .m .

KSC
LC-39A

Scott, Worden,
Irwin

Endeavor,

Falcon

26 july 1971
8:34 :00 a.m .

KSC
LC-39A
KSC

Apollo 16

511

113

11

Young, Mattingly,
Duke

Caspar,
Orion

16 Apr. 1972
12:54:00
p.m .

LC-39A

Apollo 17

S12

114

12

Ceman, Evans,
Schmitt

America,

7 Dec. 1972
12:33:00 a.m.

KSC
LC-39A

.. 200 ('lumber, Saturn IB; 5(X) number, Saturn V.
b Commander, eM pilot, LM pilot.
(Eastern Standard Time .
d ETR, Eastern Test Range; KSC, Kennedy Space Center; LC, launch complex.
Source for alliables: " Apollo Program Summary Report," JSC-0942J, April 1975.
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Apollo Manned Missions:
lAnding and Ra:oVt'Y Data
Distance
Mission

Landing
date, time II

duration b

Landing point,
lat., long.'

Ocean

from target
(naut. mi.)'

Atlantic

1,9

U,S5. £SSex

Pacific

1.4

U.S.S. York/(J!Q1I

Mission

Recovery
ship

Apollo 7

22 Oct. 1968
6:11:48 a.m.

260:09:03

27'38'N, 64° 9'W

Apollo 8

27 Dec. 1968
10:51:42 ' .m.

147:00:42

8' 6'N, 165' I 'W

Apollo 9

13 March 1969
12:00:53 p.m.

241:00:54

23°13'N, 67'59W

Atlantic

2.7

U.S5. GUlldalCAruU

Apollo 10

26 May 1%9
11:52:23 a.m.

192:03:23

IS' 4'5, 164' 39W

Pacific

1.3

U.S.S. Prince/on

Apollo 11

24 July 1%9
11:50:35 a.m.

195:18:35

13°18'N, 169° 9 'W

Pacific

1.7

U.S.S. HoT7U!/

Apollo 12

24 Nov. 1%9
3:58:25 p.m .

244:36:25

15°47'5, 165° 9'W

Pacific

2.0

U.S5. Hornet

Apollo 13

17 April 1970
1:07:41 p.m.

142:54:41

21 '38'5, 165'22'W

Pacific

1.0

U.S.S. fwo lima

Apollo 14

9 Feb. 1971
4:05:00 p.m.

216:01:58

27° 1 '5, 172 °40 W

Pacific

0.6

U.S.S. New Orltans

Apollo 15

7 Aug. 1971
3:45:53 p.m.

259:11 :53

26' 8'N, 158' 8W

Pacific

1.0

U.S.S. Okinawa

Apollo 16

27 Apr. 1972
2:45:05 p.m.

265:51:05

0'42'5, 156'13W

Pacific

3.0

U.S.S. Ticonderoga

Apollo 17

19 Dec . 1972

301:51:59

17'53'5, 166' TW

Pacific

1.0

U.S5. Ticonderoga

2:24:59 p.m
( Best estimate; may be based on recovery ship position data, CM com

• Command module splashdown, Eastern Standard Time .
b Hours:m.inutes:seconds.

puler data, or trajectory reconstruction .
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Summ4'Y of Apollo LUlUJr Surface Activity

of EVAs'

Weight of
samples
collected
(kg.)

Apollo 11

0.7°N, 23 .4°E
Mare
Tranquillitatis

20 July 1969
5:17:40 p.m.

21 July 1969
2:54:01 p.m.

21:36:21

2:31 :40

21

Apollo 12

3.2 ' 5, 23.4 ' W

19 Nov. 1969
1:54:36 a.m .

20 Nov. 1969
9:25:48 a.m.

31 :31 :12

3:56:03
3:49:15
7:45:18

16.7
17.6

33:30:31

4:47:50
4:34 :41
9:22:31

20.5
22.3
42.8

66:54:53

0:33:07'
6:32:42
7:12:14
4:49:50

Mission

No.

Lunar
landing site
(\at., long.lname)

Oceanus

Time on
Date, time.a of:

Lunar landing

Lunar liftoff

lunar
surface

Duration
b

Procellarum
Apollo 14 d

3.6°5, 17.5°W
Fra Mauro

Apollo 15

26.1' N, 3.7'E
Hadley-A pennine

5 Feb. 1971
4:18:11 a .m .

6 Feb. 1971
1:48:42 p .m.

2 Aug. 1971
1:11:22 p.m.

30 July 1971
5:16:29 p.m .

19:07:53
Apollo 16

9.0' 5, 15.5'E
Descartes

20 Apr. 1972
9:23:35 p.m.

23 Apr. 1972
8:25 :48 p.m .

71:02:13

11 Dec. 1972
2:54 :57 p .m.

14 Dec. 1972
5:54:37 p.m.

74:59:40

7:11:02
7:23:11
5:40:03
20:14:16

Apollo 17

20.2' N, 3O.8 e E
Taurus-Littrow

7:11 :53
7:36:56
7:15:08
22:03:57

34 .3

14.5
34.9
27 .3
76.7
29.9
29.0
35.4
94.3
14.3
34.1
62.0
110.4

.. Eastern Standard Time . Liftoff time calculated from touchdown time plus time on lunar surface .
b Touchdown to liftoff. hr:m.in:.sec.
Extravehicular activity in hr:min :sec, lM hatch opening to closing . Multiple EVAs shown separately .
d Apollo 13 was aborted following an explOSion in the service module 55 hr, 54 min after launch. Intended landing site, on the Fra Mauro forma.

C

tion, was used for Apollo 14 .

co "Standup" EVA-commander stood up in open upper LM hatch to make visual and photographic observations of the landing area .

Source: jSC-09423, "Apollo Program Summary Report:' ApriI197S.
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Apollo Science Experime'lts
Mission
Experiment

11

12

13

I. Surface Experiments

5-031
5-033
S-034
5-035

Passive seismic experiment
Active seismic experiment
Lunar surface magnetometer
Solar wind spectrometer

5-036
5-037
5-038

Suprathermal ion detector
Heat flow experiment
Charged particle

5-058

Cold cathode ion gauge

5-059
5-080
5-078
M-515

Lunar field geology
Solar wind composition

(x)
(x)

Laser ranging retroreflector
Lunar dust detector

(x)

(x)

(x)
(x)

lunar environment

5-198
5-199
5-200
5-201

Portable magnetometer
Lunar gravity traverse
Soil mechanics
Far-ultraviolet
camera/spectroscope

5-202
5-203
5-204
5-205

Lunar ejecta and meteorites
Lunar seismic profiling
Surface electrical properties
Lunar atmospheric composition

5-207
5-229

Lunar surface gravimeter
Lunar neutron probe

11. lunar Orbital Experiments
5-158
5-176

Multispectral photography
Command module window

5-177

Ultraviolet photography,
earth and moon
Gegenschein from lunar orbit

meteoroid

5-178
5-160
5-161
5-162
5-J64
5-164
5-165
5-169
5-170
5-171
5-173
5-174
5-209

(x)

Gamma-ray spectrometer
X-ray fluorescence

Alpha-particle spectrometer
5-band transponder (C5M/LM)

(x)

5-band transponder
(subsatellite)
Mass spectrometer
Far-ultraviolet spectrometer
Bislatic radar
Infrared scanning radiometer
Particle shadows/boundary
layer (subsateUite)
Magnetometer (subsatellile)
Lunar sounder

(x) not performed (or deployed) on aborted mission.
Source:

JSc.

"What We've Learned About The Moon," July 1980.
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Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package Arrays and Status as of April 1975'
Experime nt
Passive seismic

Apollo 12
Array A
Short-period Z-axis
has d isplayed
rtduced sensitivity

Apollo 13
Array B
Not deployed.

since deployment.

magnetometer
Solar wind
spectrometer

Long-period Z-a,u$
inoperative since
3120/72. Noisy data
o n long-period Y
axis since 4114173,

Apollo 15
Array A-2
full operation.

Apollo 16
Array D

Apollo 17
Array E

Full operation.

3 of 4 grenades

Mortar nOI fired .
Geoph one 3 d a ta
noisy since 3126n 1.
Geophone 2 data
invalid since 113/74.

Active seISmic

lUllcU surface

Apollo 14
Array C

lau nche-d . Mortar
pilch sensor off scale
ailer 3td flring on
Sf23m

Permanently com·
manded off 6114174 .

PermanE'nlly commanded off 6114174 .

Full operation except
for intermittent
modulation drop in

Permanently com
manded off 6/]4174 .

Full o peration .

two proton energy
levels each lunatio n
since 11 /5171.
Supra thermal
ion d etector

Periodically commanded off to pre
vent high-voltage
arcing at elevated
lunar day tempera
tures since 9/9m .

Heat flow

Cold,athode
ion gauge

Periodically co mmanded to standby
opeTation to avoid
mode changes at
el€,"Valed lunar day
temperatures since
3129m.

Probe 2 not to (ull
depth intended, but
e)lperimenl provides
useful data.

Not deployed .

Inoperative. Failed
14 hours alter lum
on 11/20/69.

Not deployed .

Periodically rom
manded to standby
operation to avoid
mode changes at
elevated lunar day
temperaturt's since
9/13173.

init'rmiHent science
d.. u. since 3/29/72.

Lunar ejecta
and meteorites

Inoperative since
emplaC"E'ment.

Full operation .

Intennillenl science
d ata since 2f22173.

Thennal control
design nol opt.ilJ"Ium
for Apollo 17 site.
Instrument o~raled.
for il.bout 75 percent
of lunation .

.. The Apollo 14 ALSEP slanon failed in January 1976. The stations still operating (12, 15, 16, and 17) were turned off September 30, 1977.
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Flight Directors {or Apollo Manned Missions
Mission

Shift 1

Shift 2

Shift 3

7
8
9
10

Glynn S. Lunney
Clifford E. Charlesworth

Eugene F. Kranz
Lunney
Griffin
Windler
Kranz
Frank
Griffin
Windler
Windler
Kranz, Donald
R. ruddy

Gerald D. Griffin
Milton L. Windler
M. P. Frank
Frank
Lunney
Charlesworth
Kranz
Griffin
Lunney, Kranz
Griffin, Neil B.
Hutchinson,
Charles R. Lewis
Frank, Lewis

Kranz

13
14
15
16

Lunney. Griffin
Charlesworth, Griffin
Griffin
Windler
Frank, Lunney
Griffin
Frank, Philip C. ShaHer

17

Griffin

11

12

Kranz.
Hutchinson

Shilt 4

Windler
Lunney
Lunney

Source: memos (rom Director. Flight Operations, MSC, to multiple addressees, listing personnel assignments for the Mission Control Center
for each nigh t.
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PRIME AND BACKUP CREWS,
SUPPORT CREWS, AND
CAPSULE COMMUNICATORS FOR
APOLLO LUNAR MISSIONS*
Apollo 8 Prime Crew
Commander: Frank Borman, Colonel, ** U.S. Air Force. Born March 14, 1928,
Gary, Indiana. B.s. 1950, U.S. Military Academy; M.S. (aeronautical engineer
ing), 1957, California Institute of Technology. Chosen with the second group
of astronauts in 1962; backup command pilot for Gemini IV, command pilot
for Gemini Vll, the longest manned mission (14 days) up to that time.
Command Module Pilot: James Arthur Lovell, Jr., Captain, U.S. Navy. Born
March 25, 1929, Oeveland, Ohio. B.S. 1952, U.S. Naval Academy. Chosen
with the second group of astronauts in 1962; backup pilot for Gemini IV, pilot
for Gemini VII, backup command pilot for Gemini IX, command pilot for
Gemini XII; later served as backup commander for Apollo 11 and commander
for Apollo 13.
Lunar Module Pilot: William Anderson Anders, Major, U.s . Air Force. Born
October 17, 1933, in Hong Kong. B.S. 1955, U.s . Naval Academy; M.S.
(nuclear engineering), 1963, Air Force Institute of Technology. Chosen with
the third group of astronauts in 1963; backup pilot for Gemini XI; later served
as backup command module pilot for Apollo 11.

Apollo 8 Backup Crew
Commander: Neil A. Armstrong (see prime crew, Apollo 11).
Command Module Pilot: Edwin A. Aldrin (see prime crew, Apollo 11).
Lunar Module Pilot: Fred W. Haise (see prime crew, Apollo 13).

Apollo 10 Prime Crew
Commander: Thomas Patton Stafford, Colonel, U.S. Air Force. Born Septem
ber 17, 1930, Weatherford, Oklahoma. B.S., 1952, U.S. Naval Academy. Cho
sen with the second group of astronauts in 1962; backup pilot for Gemini
·Source: Astronauts and Cosmonauts, Biographical and Statistical Data [Revised May 31, 1978], report
prepared for the House Committee on Science and Technology by the Congressional Research Ser
vice, Library of Congress, July 1978; Apollo mission reports.
• ·Military ranks given are those held at the time of the mission.
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III, pilot for Gemini VI, backup commander for Apollo 7; later commander,
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project.
Command Module Pilot: John Watts Young, Commander, U.S. Navy. Born Sep
tember 24, 1930, San Francisco, California. B.S. (aeronautical engineering),
1952, Georgia Institute of Technology. Chosen with the second group of
astronauts in 1962; pilot of Gemini III, backup pilot for Gemini VI, command
pilot for Gemini X; later backup commander for Apollo 13, commander for
Apollo 16 (ninth man to walk on the moon), and backup commander for
Apollo 17. Later commanded several flights of the Space Shuttle Orbiter.
Lunar Module Pilot: Eugene Andrew Ceman, Commander, U.S. Navy. Born
March 14, 1934, Chicago, Illinois. B.s. (electrical engineering), 1956, Purdue
University; M.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1961, Purdue and the U.S. Naval
Postgraduate School. Chosen with the third group of astronauts in 1963. Pilot
for Gemini IX, backup pilot for Gemini XII, backup lunar module pilot for
Apollo 7; later backup commander for Apollo 14 and commander of Apollo
17 (eleventh man to walk on the moon).
Apollo 10 Backup Crew

Commander: Leroy Gordon Cooper, Colonel, U.S. Air Force. Born March 6,
1927, Shawnee, Oklahoma. B.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1956, U.S. Air
Force Institute of Technology. Chosen with the first group of astronauts in
1959. Backup pilot for Mercury-Atlas 8, pilot for Mercury-Atlas 9 (last flight
in the Mercury project), command pilot for Gemini V, backup command pilot
for Gemini XII.
Command Module Pilot: Donn Fulton Eisele, Major, U.S. Air Force. Born June
23, 1930, Columbus, Ohio. B.S., 1952, U.s. Naval Academy; M.S. (astronau
tics), 1960, Air Force Institute of Technology. Chosen with the third group
of astronauts in 1963; command module pilot for Apollo 7.
Apollo 11 Prime Crew

Commander: Neil Alden Armstrong (civilian). Born August 5, 1930,
Wapakoneta, Ohio. B.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1955, Purdue University.
Naval aviator and NASA test pilot, working in the X-15 program at the time
of his selection with the second group of astronauts in 1962. Backup com
mand pilot for Gemini V, command pilot for Gemini VIII, backup commander
for Apollo 8; first man to walk on the moon.
Command Module Pilot: Michael Collins, Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force.
Born October 31, 1930, Rome, Italy. B.S., 1952, U.S. Military Academy. Cho
sen with the third group of astronauts in 1963. Served as backup pilot for
Gemini VII, pilot for Gemini X; assigned to Apollo 8 but replaced when a
bone spur required surgery.
Lunar Module Pilot: Edwin Eugene ("Buzz") Aldrin, Jr., Colonel, U.s. Air
Force. Born January 20, 1930, Montclair, N .J. B.S., 1951, U.s. Military
Academy; Sc.D. (astronautics), 1963, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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Chosen with the third group of astronauts in 1963. Backup pilot for Gemini
IX, pilot for Gemini XII; second man to walk on the moon.

Apollo 11 Backup Crew
Commander: James A. Lovell (see prime crew, Apollo 8).
Command Module Pilot: William A. Anders (see prime crew, Apollo 8).
Lunar Module Pilot: Fred W. Haise (see prime crew, Apollo 13).

Apollo 12 Prime Crew
Commander: Charles ("Pete") Conrad, Jr., Commander, U.S. Navy. Born June
2, 1930, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. B.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1953,
Princeton University. Chosen with the second group of astronauts in 1962.
Served as pilot for Gemini V, backup command pilot of Gemini VIII, com
mand pilot for Gemini XI, backup commander for Apollo 9; third man to walk
on the moon. Later served as commander of Skylab 2.
Command Module Pilot: Richard Francis Gordon, Jr., Commander, U.S. Navy.
Born October 5, 1929, Seattle, Washington. B.s. (chemistry), 1951, Univer
sity of Washington. Chosen with the third group of astronauts in 1963. Served
as backup pilot for Gemini VIII, pilot for Gemini XI, backup command mod
ule pilot for Apollo 9; later served as backup commander for Apollo 15.
Lunar Module Pilot: Alan LaVerne Bean, Commander, U.S. Navy. Born March
15, 1932, Wheeler, Texas . B.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1955, The Univer
sity of Texas. Chosen with the third group of astronauts in 1963. Served as
backup command pilot for Gemini X, backup lunar module pilot for Apollo
9; fourth man to walk on the moon. Later served as commander for Skylab
3 and backup commander for the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project.

Apollo 12 Backup Crew
Commander: David R. Scott (see prime crew, Apollo 15).
Command Module Pilot: Alfred M. Worden (see prime crew, Apollo 15).
Lunar Module Pilot: James B. Irwin (see prime crew, Apollo 15).

Apollo 13 Prime Crew
Commander: James A. Lovell (see Apollo 8 prime crew).
Command Module Pilot: John Leonard Swigert, Jr. (civilian). Born August 3D,
1931, Denver, Colorado. B.S. (mechanical engineering), 1953, University of
Colorado; M.S. (aerospace science), 1965, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
M.S. (business administration), 1967, University of Hartford. Chosen with
the fifth group of astronauts in 1966. Originally assigned as backup command
module pilot on Apollo 13; took over the prime crew position 72 hours before
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launch when Thomas Mattingly (see Apollo 16 prime crew, below) was found
to have been exposed to rubella.
Lunar Module Pilot: Fred Wallace Haise (civilian). Born November 14, 1933,
Biloxi, Mississippi. B.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1951, University of Okla
homa. Served as an aviator in the U.S. Marine Corps and the U.S. Air Force.
Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in 1966. Served as backup lunar
module pilot for Apollo 11 and later as backup commander for Apollo 16.

Apollo 13 Backup Crew
Commander: John W. Young (see Apollo 10 prime crew).
Command Module Pilot: John L. Swigert (see Apollo 13 prime crew).
Lunar Module Pilot: Charles M. Duke (see Apollo 16 prime crew).

Apollo 14 Prime Crew
Commander: Alan Bartlett Shepard, Jr., Captain, U.S. Navy. Born Novem
ber18, 1923, East Derry, New Hampshire. B.S., 1944, U.S. Naval Academy.
Chosen with the first group of astronauts in 1959, he was the United States'
first man in space (Mercury-Redstone 3, Freedom 7, suborbital flight March
1961) and backup pilot for Mercury-Atlas 9 (Faith 7). He was grounded
because of an inner-ear ailment until May 1969; On returning to flight sta
tus he was assigned as commander of Apollo 14 and became the fifth man
(the only one of the first group of astronauts) to walk on the moon.
Command Module Pilot: Stuart Allen Roosa, Major, U.S. Air Force. Born
August IS, 1933, Durango, Colorado. B.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1960,
University of Colorado. Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in 1966.
Apollo 14 was his first assignment; he later served as backup command
module pilot for Apollo 16 and Apollo 17.
Lunar Module Pilot: Edgar Dean Mitchell, Commander, U.S. Navy. Born Sep
tember 17, 1930, Hereford, Texas. B.S. (industrial management), 1952, Car
negie Institute of Technology; B.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1961, U.S.
Naval Postgraduate School, Sc.D. (aeronautics and astronautics), 1964, Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology. Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts
in 1966; sixth man to walk on the moon. Later served as backup lunar mod
ule pilot for Apollo 16.

Apollo 14 Backup Crew
Commander: Eugene A. Cernan (see prime crew, Apollo 10).
Command Module Pilot: Ronald E. Evans (see prime crew, Apollo 17).
Lunar Module Pilot: Joe Henry Engle, Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force.
Born August 26, 1932, Abilene, Kansas. B.S. (aeronautical engineering),
1955, University of Kansas. Qualified as an astronaut in the NASA-Air Force
X-IS project, he was chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in 1966. Apollo
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14 was his first and only Apollo assignment; he later participated in the
approach and landing tests and the orbital flight tests of the Space Shuttle
Orbiter.

Apollo 15 Prime Crew

Commander: David Randolph Scott, Colonel, U.S. Air Force. Born June 6,
1932, in San Antonio, Texas. B.s., 1954, U.s. Military Academy; M.s. (aer
onautics and astronautics) and Engineer of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
1963, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Chosen with the third group
of astronauts in 1963. Served as pilot for Gemini VIII, command module
pilot for Apollo, 9; seventh man to walk on the moon.
Command Module Pilot: Alfred Merrill Worden, Major, U.s. Air Force. Born
February 7, 1932, in Jackson, Michigan. B.s., 1955, U.S. Military Academy;
M.s. (astronautical/aeronautical engineering and instrumentation engineer
ing), 1963, University of Michigan. Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts
in 1966. Served as backup command module pilot on Apollo 12.
Lunar Module Pilot: James Benson Irwin, Lieutenant Colonel, U.S . Air Force.
Born March 17, 1930, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. B.s., 1951, U.S. Naval
Academy; M. S. (aeronautical and instrumentation engineering), 1957,
University of Michigan. Served as backup lunar module pilot on Apollo
12; eighth man to walk on the moon. Resigned from NASA and the Air
Force in 1972.

Apollo 15 Backup Crew

Commander: Richard F. Gordon (see prime crew, Apollo 12).
Command Module Pilot: Vance DeVoe Brand (civilian). Born May 9, 1931,
Longmont, Colorado. B.S. (business), 1953, B.s. (aeronautical engineering),
1960, University of Colorado; M.s. (business administration), 1964, Univer
sity of California at Los Angeles. Served as aviator in the U.s. Marine Corps
and as flight test engineer and test pilot with the Lockheed Aircraft Corpo
ration. Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in 1966. Assigned to sup
port crew for Apollo 13; later served as command module pilot for the
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project and commanded two flights of the Shuttle
Orbiter.
Lunar Module Pilot: Harrison Hagan ("Jack") Schmitt (see prime crew,
Apollo 17).

A polIo 16 Prime Crew

Commander: John W. Young (see prime crew, Apollo 10).
Command Module Pilot: Thomas K. Mattingly II,Lieutenant Commander, U.s.
Navy. Born March 17, 1936, Chicago, illinois. B.s. (aeronautical engineer
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ing), 1958, Auburn University. Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in
1966. Served as command module pilot for Apollo 13 until three days before
launch, when it was discovered that he had been exposed to rubella (Ger
man measles) and had no immunity. Later commanded the fourth orbital test
flight of the first Space Shuttle Orbiter, Columbia.
Lunar Module Pilot: Charles Moss Duke, Jr., Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force.
Born October 3, 1935, Charlotte, North Carolina. B.S., 1957, U.S. Naval
Academy. Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in 1966. Served as backup
lunar module pilot on Apollo 13. Tenth man to walk on the moon.

Apollo 16 Backup Crew

Commander: Fred W. Haise (see prime crew, Apollo 13).
Command Module Pilot: Stuart A. Roosa (see prime crew, Apollo 14).
Lunar Module Pilot: Edgar D. Mitchell (see prime crew, Apollo 14).

Apollo 17 Prime Crew

Commander: Eugene A. Cernan (see prime crew, Apollo 10).
Command Module Pilot: Ronald Ellwin Evans, Commander, U.S. Navy. Born
November 10, 1933, St. Francis, Kansas. B.S. (electrical engineering), 1956,
University of Kansas; M.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1964, U.S. Naval Post
graduate School. Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in 1966. Apollo
14 was his first crew assignment; later served as command module pilot for
Apollo 17 and backup command module pilot for the Apollo-Soyuz Test
Project.
Lunar Module Pilot: Harrison Hagan ("Jack") Schmitt (civilian). Born July 3,
1935, Santa Rita, New Mexico. B.S. (science), 1957, California Institute of Tech
nology; Ph.D. (geology), 1964, Harvard University. At the time of selection
as an astronaut Dr. Schmitt was working with the Astrogeology Branch, U.S.
Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona, as project chief for lunar field geologi
cal methods and was involved in photographic and telescopic mapping of
the moon. Chosen with the first group of scientist-astronauts in 1965. Served
as backup lunar module pilot on Apollo 15; twelfth and last man, and the
only geologist, to walk on the moon.

Apollo 17 Backup Crew

Commander: Fred Haise (see prime crew, Apollo 13)
Command module pilot: Alfred Worden (see prime crew, Apollo 15)
Lunar module pilot: James Irvin (see prime crew, Apollo 15)
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Two other missions, Apollo 7 and Apollo 9, were earth-orbiting missions con
ducted to test the redesigned Apollo (Block II) spacecraft and the lunar module
before committing them to a lunar mission.

Apollo 7 Prime Crew
Commander: Walter Marty Schirra, Jr., Captain, U.s. Navy. Born March 12,
1923, Hackensack, New Jersey. B.S., 1945, U.S. Naval Academy. Chosen with
the first group of astronauts in 1959; the only member of this group to fly
in Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo. Served as backup pilot for Mercury-Atlas 7
(Aurora 7) and pilot for Mercury-Atlas 8 (Sigma 7), backup command pilot for
Gemini III, command pilot of Gemini VI (first mission to conduct a ren
dezvous).
Command Module Pilot: Donn F. Eisele (see backup crew, Apollo 10).
Lunar Module Pilot (no lunar module assigned to this flight): Ronnie Walter
Cunningham (civilian). Born March 16, 1932, Creston, Iowa. B.A., 1960, and
M.A., 1961 (physics), University of California at Los Angeles. Chosen with
the third group of astronauts in 1963.
Apollo 7 Backup Crew
Commander: Thomas P. Stafford (see prime crew, Apollo 10).
Command Module Pilot: John W. Young (see prime crew, Apollo 10).
Lunar Module Pilot: Eugene A. Cernan (see prime crew, Apollo 10).

Apollo 9 Prime Crew
Commander: James Alton McDivitt, Colonel, U.s. Air Force. Born June 10, 1929,
Chicago, Illinois. B. S. (aeronautical engineering), 1959, University of Michi
gan . Chosen with the second group of astronauts in 1962. Command pilot
for Gemini IV. Served as manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Project Office at
MSC from 1969 to 1972.
Command Module Pilot: David R. Scott (see prime crew, Apollo 15).
Lunar Module Pilot: Russell Louis Schweickart (civilian). Born October 25, 1935,
Neptune, New Jersey. B.s. (aeronautical engineering), 1956; M.S. (aeronau
tics and astronautics), 1963, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Chosen
with the third group of astronauts in 1963. Later served as backup commander
for Skylab 2.

Apollo 9 Backup Crew
Commander, Charles Conrad; Command Module Pilot, Richard F. Gordon;
Lunar Module Pilot Alan L. Bean (see prime crew, Apollo 12).
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Support crews were assigned for the first time in Apollo, to assume some of the
large work load entailed by the greater complexity of the Apollo spacecraft and
the lunar missions. Their duties were many and varied: maintaining the flight
data file, filling in for prime and backup crew members at design reviews where
necessary, and keeping the prime and backup crews informed of changes in proce
dures (simulations, experiments, etc.). Some support crewmen later served on
prime or backup crews but many did not. Following are the members of the sup
port crews for all the Apollo missions.
Apollo 7

Jack L. Swigert (prime crew, Apollo 13)
Ronald E. Evans (prime crew, Apollo 17)
Edward Galen Givens, Jr., Major, U.s. Air Force, born January 5, 1930, Quanah,
Texas. B.S., 1952, U.S. Naval Academy. Chosen with the fifth group of
astronauts in 1966; killed in an automobile accident June 6, 1967.
Apollo 8

Thomas K. Mattingly II (prime crew, Apollo 16).
Gerald Paul Carr, Lieutenant Colonel, U.s. Marine Corps. Born August 22, 1932,
Denver, Colorado. B.s. (mechanical engineering), 1954, University of South
ern California; B.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1961, U.s . Naval Postgradu
ate School; M.S. (aeronautical engi,neering), 1962, Princeton University.
Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in 1966. No other Apollo crew
assignments; later served as commander for Skylab 4.
John Sumter Bull, Lieutenant Commander, U.S. Navy. Born September 25,
1935, Memphis, Tennessee. B.S. (mechanical engineering), 1957, William
Marsh Rice University. Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in 1966.
Withdrew from the program in 1968 for medical reasons.
Apollo 9

Edgar D. Mitchell (prime crew, Apollo 14)
Fred W. Raise (prime crew, Apollo 13)
Alfred M. Worden (prime crew, Apollo 15)
Apollo 10

Joe H. Engle (backup crew, Apollo 14)
James B. Irwin (prime crew, Apollo 15)
Charles M. Duke, Jr. (prime crew, Apollo 16)
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Apollo 11
Thomas K. Mattingly II (prime crew, Apollo 16)
Ronald E. Evans (prime crew, Apollo 17)
John L. Swigert (prime crew, Apollo 13)
William Reid Pogue, Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force. Born January 23, 1930,
Okemah, Oklahoma. B.S. (education), 1951, Oklahoma Baptist University;
M.S. (mathematics), 1960, Oklahoma State University. Chosen with the fifth
group of astronauts in 1966. Later served on support crews for Apollo 13 and
Apollo 14 and as pilot for Skylab 4.

Apollo 12
Gerald P. Carr (support crew, Apollo 8)
Paul Joseph Weitz, Lieutenant Commander, U.s. Navy. Born July 25, 1932, Erie,
Pennsylvania . B.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1954, Pennsylvania State
University; M.S. (aeronautical engineering), U.S. Naval Postgraduate School.
Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in 1966. Later served as pilot on
Skylab 2.
Edward George Gibson (civilian). Born November 8, 1936, Buffalo, New York.
B.s. (engineering), 1959, University of Rochester; M.s. (engineering), 1960,
Ph.D. (engineering), 1964, California Institute of Technology. Chosen with
the first group of scientist-astronauts in 1965. Later served as scientist-pilot
on Skylab 4.

Apollo 13
Vance D. Brand (backup crew, Apollo 15)
Willam R. Pogue (support crew, Apollo 11)
Jack Robert Lousma, Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Marine Corps. Born February
29, 1936, Grand Rapids, Michigan. B.S. (aeronautical engineering), 1959,
University of Michigan; Aeronautical Engineer, 1965, U.S. Naval Postgradu
ate School. Chosen with the fifth goup of astronauts in 1966. Later served
as pilot for Skylab 3 and backup docking module pilot for the Apollo-Soyuz
Test Project.

Apollo 14
William R. Pogue (Backup crew, Apollo 11 and Apollo 13)
Bruce McCandless II, Commander, u.s. Navy. Born June 8, 1937, Boston, Mas
sachusetts. B.S., 1958, U.S. Naval Academy; M.S. (electrical engineering),
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1965, Stanford University. Chosen with the fifth group of astronauts in 1966.
Later served as backup pilot for Skylab 2.
Charles Gordon Fullerton, Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force. Born October
11, 1936, Rochester, New York. B.s. (mechanical engineering), 1957, M.S.
(mechanical engineering), 1958, California Institute of Technology. Transferred
to the NASA astronaut corps in 1969 from the Air Force Manned Orbiting
Laboratory project (canceled). Later served on the support crew for Apollo 17.

Apollo 15

Karl Gordon Henize (civilian). Born October 17, 1926, Cincinnati, Ohio . B.S.
(mathematics), 1947; M.5. (astronomy), 1948, University of Virginia; Ph.D.
(astronomy), 1954, University of Michigan. Chosen with the second group
of scientist-astronauts in 1967. Principal investigator for ultraviolet astronomy
experiments in the Skylab project. Later flew on Space Shuttle missions.
Robert Allan Ridley Parker (civilian). Born December 14, 1936, New York, New
York. B.A. (astronomy and physics), 1958, Amherst College; Ph.D .
(astronomy), 1962, California Institute of Technology. Chosen with the sec
ond group of scientist-astronauts in 1967. Later served as support crewman
and mission scientist for Apollo 17 and chief scientist for the Skylab missions.
Joseph Percival Allen IV (civilian). Born June 27, 1937, Crawfordsville, Indi
ana. B.A. (mathematics and physics), 1959, DePauw University; M.S.
(physics), 1961, Ph.D. (nuclear physics), 1965, Yale University. Chosen with
the second group of scientist-astronauts in 1967. Later served as mission scien
tist for Apollo 15; left the astronaut corps in 1975 to serve as NASA's Assis
tant Administrator for Legislative Affairs; returned in 1978 to participate in
the Space Shuttle program.

Apollo 16

Philip Kenyon Chapman (civilian) . Born March 5, 1935, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia (naturalized in U.s. May 8, 1967). B.5c. (physics and mathematics),
1956, Sydney University; M.S. (aeronautics and astronautics) 1964, Ph.D.
(instrumentation), 1967, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Chosen with
the second group of scientist-astronauts in 1967.
Anthony Wayne England (civilian). Born May 15, 1942, Indianapolis, Indiana.
B.s. and M.S. (geology and physics), 1965, Ph.D. (planetary sciences), 1970,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Chosen with the second group of
scientist-astronauts in 1967. Later mission scientist for Apollo 16.
Henry Warren Hartsfield, Jr., Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force. Born Novem
ber 21, 1933, Birmingham, Alabama. B.S. (physics), 1954, Auburn Univer
sity; M.S. (engineering science), 1971, University of Tennessee . Transferred
to the NASA astronaut corps in 1969 from the Air Force Manned Orbiting
Laboratory project (canceled). Later flew on two Space Shuttle Orbiter flights.
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Apollo 17

Robert A. R. Parker (support crew, Apollo 15) .
Charles G. Fullerton (support crew, Apollo 14).
Robert Franklyn Overmyer, Lieutenant Colonel, u.s . Marine Corps. Born July
14, 1936, Lorain, Ohio. B.s. (physics), 1958, Baldwin-Wallace College, M.s.
(aeronautics), 1964, U.s. Naval Postgraduate School. Transferred to the NASA
astronaut corps in 1969 from the Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory proj
ect (canceled). Later served as support crewman and capsule communicator
in Moscow for the Apollo-Soyuz Test Proiect and commanded STS Mission
31-B in the Space Shuttle program.

Astronaut Classes Selected Through 1969

First group, selected April 9, 1959:
Selection criteria: under 40 years of age; less than 5 ft., 11 in. tall; hold a
bachelor's degree in engineering or equivalent; graduate of test pilot school; quali
fied jet pilot with at least 1,500 hours of flying time.
Lt. M. Scott Carpenter, USN;
Capt. L. Gordon Cooper, USAF;
Lt. Col. John H. Glenn, Jr., USMC;
Capt. Virgil I. ("Gus") Grissom, USAF (died in AS-204 fire, Jan. 27, 1967);
Lt. Comdr. Walter M. Schirra, Jr., USN;
Lt. Comdr. Alan B. Shepard, Jr., USN; and
Capt. Donald K. ("Deke") Slayton, USAF .

Second group, selected September 17, 1962:
Selection criteria: under 35 years of age; bachelor's degree in a physical or bio
logical science or engineering; experience as a jet test pilot, having graduated from
a military test pilot school or attained experimental flight test status in the armed
services, the aircraft industry, or NASA.
Neil A. Armstrong;
Maj. Frank Borman, USAF;
Lt. Charles ("Pete") Conrad, Jr., USN;
Lt. Comdr. James A. Lovell, Jr., USN;
Capt . James A. McDivitt, USAF;
Elliott M . See, Jr. (died in T-38 crash, Feb . 28, 1966);
Capt. Thomas P. Stafford, USAF;
Capt. Edward H. White II, USAF (died in AS-204 fire, Jan. 27, 1967; and
Lt. Comdr. John W. Young, USN.
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Third group, selected October 18, 1963:
Selection criteria: under 34 years of age; bachelor's degree in science or engineer
ing; experimental flight test status or 1,000 homs of jet flying time.
Maj. Edwin E. ("Buzz") Aldrin, Jr., USAF (Ph.D., astronautics);
Capt. William A. Anders, USAF;
Capt. Charles A. Bassett II, USAF (died in T-38 crash, Feb. 28, 1966);
Lt. Alan L. Bean, USN;
Lt. Eugene A. Cernan, USN;
Lt. Roger B. Chaffee, USN (died in AS-204 fire, Jan. 27, 1967);
Capt. Michael Collins, USAF;
R. Walter Cunningham;
Capt. Donn F. Eisele, USAF;
Capt.Theodore C. Freeman, USAF (died in T-38 crash, Oct. 31, 1964);
Lt . Comdr. Richard F. Gordon, Jr., USN;
Russell L. Schweickart;
Capt. David R. Scott, USAF; and
Capt. Clifton C. Williams, USMC (died in T-38 crash, Oct. 5, 1967).

Fourth group, selected June 28, 1965:
(scientist-astronauts)
Selection criteria: doctor's degree in medicine, engineering, or one of the natu
ral sciences. Applicants were evaluated by a committee of the National Academy
of Sciences and those considered qualified were then reviewed by NASA for
selection.
Owen K. Garriott, Ph.D. (engineering);
Edward G . Gibson, Ph.D. (engineering);
Duane E. Graveline, M.D. (resigned before beginning training);
Lt. Comdr. Joseph P. Kerwin (M.D.), MC, USN;
F. Curtis Michel, Ph.D. (physics) (resigned 1969); and
Harrison H. ("Jack") Schmitt, Ph.D. (geology).

Fifth group, selected April 4, 1966:
Selection criteria same as those for the third group.
Vance D. Brand;
Lt. John S. Bull, USN (resigned for health reasons, 1968);
Maj. Gerald P. Carr, USMC;
Capt. Charles M. Duke, Jr., USAF;
Capt. Joe H. Engle, USAF;
Maj. Edward G. Givens, Jr., USAF (died in auto crash, June 6, 1967);
Fred W. Haise, Jr.;
Maj. James B. Irwin, USAF;
Don L. Lind., Ph.D. (physics);
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Capt. Jack R. Lousma, USMC;
Lt. Thomas Y. Mattingly II, USN;
Lt. Bruce McCandless II, USN;
Comdr. Edgar D. Mitchell, USN (Sc.D., aeronautics and astronautics);
Maj . William R. Pogue, USAF;
Capt. Stuart A. Roosa, USAF;
John L. Swigert, Jr.;
Lt. Comdr. Paul J. Weitz, USN; and
Capt. Alfred M. Worden, USAF.

Sixth group, selected August 4, 1967:
(scientist-astronauts)
Selection criteria same as those for fourth group.
Joseph P. Allen IV, Ph.D . (physics);
Philip K. Chapman, Ph.b. (instrumentation) (resigned, 1972);
Anthony W. England, Ph.D. (awarded 1970, earth and planetary sciences)
(resigned, 1972);
Karl G . Henize, Ph .D . (astronomy);
Donald L. Holmquest, M .D. (took leave, 1971; resigned 1973);
William B. Lenoir, Ph.D. (engineering);
John A. Llewellyn, Ph .D. (chemistry) (resigned, 1968);
F. Story Musgrave, M.D.;
Brian T. O'Leary, Ph .D. (astronomy) (resigned, 1967);
Robert A. R. Parker, Ph.D. (astronomy); and
William E. Thornton, M.D .

Seventh group, selected August 14, 1969:
(transferred from the canceled Air Force Manned
Orbiting Laboratory [MOL] project)
Maj. Karol J. Bobko, USAF;
Lt. Comdr. Robert L. Crippen, USN;
Maj. C. Gordon Fullerton, USAF;
Maj. Henry W. Hartsfield, Jr., USAF;
Maj. Robert F. Overmyer, USMC;
Maj. Donald H . Peterson, USAF; and
. Lt. Comdr. Richard H. Truly, USN.

Capsule Communicators ("CapComs")

All information transmitted to a spacecraft by voice during a mission was passed
up by the capsule communicator or "CapCom." CapComs were picked from the
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astronaut corps so that they would be familiar with the spacecraft and the mis
sion and would understand procedures.
Following is a list of CapComs for the Apollo missions.
Apollo 7: Stafford, Evans, Pogue, Swigert, Young, Cernan .
Apollo 8: Collins, Mattingly, Carr, Armstrong, Aldrin, Brand, Haise.
Apollo 9: Roosa, Evans, Worden, Conrad, Gordon, Bean.
Apollo 10: Duke, Engle, Lousma, McCandless.
Apollo 11: Duke, Evans, McCandless, Lovell, Anders, Mattingly, Haise, Lind,
Garriott, Schmitt.
* Apollo 12: Carr, Gibson, Weitz, Lind, Scott, Worden, Irwin.
Apollo 13: Kerwin, Brand, Lousma, Young, Mattingly.
Apollo 14: Fullerton, McCandless, Haise, Evans.
Apollo 15: Allen, Fullerton, Henize, Mitchell, Parker, Schmitt, Shepard, Gor
don, Brand.
Apollo 16: Peterson, Fullerton, Irwin, Haise, Roosa, Mitchell, Hartsfield,
England, Overmyer.
Apollo 17: Fullerton, Overmyer, Parker, Allen, Shepard, Mattingly, Duke,
Roosa, Young.

'Four civilian non-astronauts served as backup CapComs on this mission: Dickie K. Warren, James
O. Rippey, James L. Lewis, and Michael R. Wash.
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Accumulated Time in Space for American Astronauts:
Mercury through Apollo

Astronaut

a

b

Total hours
in spacea

Missions b

James Lovell
Eugene Cernan
John Young
Charles Conrad

715
553.32
533.6
506.8

GT-7,
GT-9,
GT-3,
GT-5,

Frank Borman
James McDivitt
Richard Gordon
David Scott

477.58
338.95
315 .88
298.88

GT-7, A-8
GT-4, A-9
GT-ll, A-12
GT-8, A-15

Walter Schirra
Thomas Stafford
Edwin Aldrin
Jack Schmitt

295 .22
290.27
289.82
288.9

MA-8, GT-6A, A-7
GT-6A, GT-9, A-l0
GT-12, A-ll
A-17

Ron Evans
James Irwin
Alfred Worden
Michael Collins

288.9
288.2
288.2
266.07

A-17
A-15
A-15
GT-l0, A-ll

Ken Mattingly
Charles Duke
Donn Eisele
Walter Cunningham

265.9
265.9
260.15
260.15

A-16
A-16
A-7
A-7

Alan Bean
Gordon Cooper
Alan Shepard
Edgar Mitchell

244.6
225 .24
216.29
216.03

A-12
MA-9, GT-5
MR-3, A-14
A-14

Stuart Roosa
Neil Armstrong
Fred Haise
John Swigert

216.03
205 .98
142.9
142.9

A-14
GT-8, A-ll
A-13
A-13

Edward White
Virgil Grissom
Scott Carpenter
John Glenn

97.93
5 .12
4.93
4.92

GT-4
MR-4, GT-3
MA-7
MA-6

GT-12, A-8, A-13
A-l0, A-17
GT-l0, A-l0, A-16
GT-ll, A-12

Liftoff to splashdown.
A, Apollo; GT, Gemini-Titan; MA, Mercury-Atlas; MR, Mercury Redstone (suborbital).

Source: Astronautics and Aeronautics, annual summaries of space flights; Apollo mission
reports .
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CREW TRAINING AND SIMULATIONS*
Even before Project Mercury began, the value of high-fidelity simulation as a
training procedure was well established through aircraft flight experience. But
whereas aircraft pilots can obtain much of their training during actual flights, the
crews for space missions must receive all their training in flight tasks before the
mission, because a manned space flight is fully committed to its entire mission
at liftoff and the crew must be proficient in all anticipated flight operations at
the time of launch. Aircraft experience was used in the development of the first
space flight simulator, the Mercury Procedures Simulator; subsequent programs
drew heavily on experience in actual space flights to design the simulators.
Lack of experience with the environmental factors of space flight gave rise to
considerable concern in the early stages of Project Mercury; hence training con
centrated on acclimating astronauts to the high acceleration forces of launch and
reentry, zero-gravity conditions, heat, noise, and spacecraft tumbling. Once it
was established that crews could perform normally under these conditions, sub
sequent training programs focused more narrowly on the complexities of operat
ing the spacecraft systems.
For Project Apollo (and Gemini before it) a very large effort was devoted to
the development of simulators that would duplicate as closely as possible the
sights, sounds, and sensations of space flight. It was not possible to produce all
these effects simultaneously-in particular, zero gravity or weightlessness could
not be sustained for any length of time on earth-hence simulators were broadly
divided into two classes: moving-base, in which the crew station could be moved
to simulate expected conditions, and fixed-base, in which no motion was imparted
to the crew. An outstanding example of a moving-base simulator was the lunar
landing training vehicle (see Chapter 9), a free-flying device providing six degrees
of freedom and designed to approximate the performance of the lunar module
in its final approach to landing on the moon in reduced gravity. Others included
the translation and docking simulator, the dynamic crew procedures simulator,
and the lunar landing research facility, which allowed training for specific phases
of a mission ("part-task trainers"). Most of the astronauts' training time, how
ever, was spent in the fixed-base command module simulator (CMS) and the lunar
module simulator (LMS).
Both the CMS and the LMS were built around mock-ups of the respective space
craft, fully equipped with controls and displays, crew couches, and storage com

'This discussion is based primarily on NASA Technical Note TN D-7112, "Apollo Experience
Report-Simulation of Manned Space Flight for Crew Training," by C. H. Woodling, Stanley Faber,
John J. Van Backe!, Charles C. Olasky, Wayne K. Williams, John L. C. Mire, and James R. Homer,
March 1973.
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partments as nearly like the mission-specific spacecraft as possible. * An elaborate
optical system projected realistic out-the-window scenes for each stage of the mis
sion, using either films or hand-made mock-ups photographed by high-resolution
television cameras. (The preparation of three-dimensional scale models of the lunar
surface for use in the simulators was a factor that had to be considered in meet
ing an assigned launch date.) For solving navigation problems, a star field was
projected in the field of vision showing all stars of magnitude 5 or less that
appeared in the vicinity of the stars used for determining the spacecraft's posi
tion. Switches and controls were designed to have exactly the same "feel" as
flight articles and produced responses exactly like those that would be generated
during a mission. The CMS system was controlled by four large digital computers
and a program of 750,000 words. The analogous LMS required three computers
and a 600,OOO-word program. At the computer control panels, instructors could
create every conceivable type of emergency for the astronauts to cope with.
Because two or more crews might be in training at the same time, three com
mand module simulators were provided, one at the Manned Spacecraft Center
and two at Kennedy Space Center, where astronauts spent much of their last
few weeks of preparation before flight. One lunar module simulator was located
at each center. At the height of preparations for Apollo 11 some 175 contractor
personnel worked on the development and control of the simulator software; 200
more were assigned to hardware operations and maintenance.
Not only the crews, but also the flight controllers who manned the consoles
in the Mission Control Center (MCC) had to become proficient in real-time
management of all the systems involved in a flight. Much of their training was
conducted independently of the crew, using computer-generated "math models."
In the later stages of preparation Mission Control and the spacecraft simulators
(either or both) were linked in integrated network simulations requiring both crews
and flight controllers to respond to normal and contingency situations. The time
devoted to these integrated simulations varied with the complexity of the mis
sion and with experience (see Table 4, following).
Besides their use in crew and flight controller training, the spacecraft simula
tors were invaluable in working out new operational procedures. During Apollo
13, for example, procedures improvised by flight control teams were checked in
real time by astronauts in the simulators before being sent to the crew in the crip
pled spacecraft.
Zero-gravity training was accomplished in two ways. Short periods (up to about
40 seconds) of partial to null gravity can be achieved in an airplane by flying what
was called a "Keplerian trajectory"-a carefully defined parabolic path during
part of which centrifugal force offsets gravity. An Air Force KC-135 (the military
version of the Boeing 707), structurally reinforced to take the strain of these maneu
vers, flew regular missions during which critical operations were evaluated in

'In the early days of the project, details of spacecraft design changed so rapidly that it was difficult
to keep the simulators up to date. At one point during training for the first manned mission (AS-204),
Gus Grissom became so disgusted with the discrepancies between the simulator and the spacecraft
that he hung a lemon on the trainer. Courtney G. Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swen
son, Jr. , Chariots for Apollo: A History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft, NASA SP-420S (Washington, 1979),
p .209.
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zero gravity. The alternative method used the buoyant effect of water. By attach
ing weights to various parts of the body of a suited astronaut it was possible to
achieve "neutral buoyancy" in a large tank. Many tasks were rehearsed and proce
dures modified in the neutral-buoyancy facilities at MSC and at Marshall Space
Flight Center. The method had the advantage of providing all the time needed;
its major disadvantage was that it was less realistic than the aircraft flights on
account of the viscosity of the water, which hampered movement. Still, it had
its place in zero-gravity training, and astronauts generally found that it gave a
conservative estimate of the difficulty of a task. Anything that could be done in
the neutral-buoyancy tank could usually be done in space.
Lunar surface simulations were conducted at a site off to one corner of the
Manned Spacecraft Center, where a few acres of ground had been pocked with
craters and strewn with rocks and gravel to simulate the moon's surface. Here
astronauts checked out deployment of the lunar surface experiments and prac
ticed sampling. No attempt was made to approximate the reduced gravity of the
moon, although NASA engineers devised a suspension system that offset five
sixths of the astronaut's weight, which was valuable for evaluating techniques
of locomotion and manipulation.
Field geology was another important phase of astronaut training. No terres
trial site duplicates the lunar surface, but the rugged conditions expected to be
found on the moon have many counterparts on earth. Among the areas visited
by astronauts and their instructors were the Grand Canyon in Arizona; volcanic
areas in Iceland, Mexico, New Mexico, Alaska, and Hawaii; and the Ries Crater
area in West Germany. Each site had specific features applicable to lunar geol
ogy, and each provided the opportunity to conduct surface operations analogous
to those to be used on the moon.
Besides such "hands-on" rehearsal of mission operations, astronauts sat
through many hours of classroom-type work-lengthy briefings on the spacecraft
svstems, principles of propulsion, guidance and navigation, and orbital mechanics.
They also spent many a day in design reviews, crew compartment fit-and-function
reviews, and all the other reviews that punctuated the progress of spacecraft from
design to delivery and played important roles in the formulation of flight plans.
This discussion does not by any means exhaustively cover the effort that went
into simulation and training, but it may indicate the complexity of the simulation
program and its importance to the Apollo project. The tables that follow give an
indication of the amount of time required to prepare for lunar missions.
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Table]. Apollo Astronaut Training Summary'*

Type of Training

No. of

Type of Training

No. of
hours

hours

Special Purpose

Simulator

Command module
Command module simulator
eM procedures simulator
Simulator briefings

1] ,408 .•
1, 248
993
919
820
802
719 •
601
516
448
174
18,698

Lunar science
Wat er immersion facility checkout

17, 605
1,204
1.195
866
741
156
87
58
48
21,960

Contractor evaluations

Dynamic c re w procedures simulator
Other simulators

Rendezvous and docking simulator
Centrifuge
MIT hybrid simulator
Subtotal

Stowage
Extravehicular mobility unit checko ut

Egress
Bench checks
Walkthroughs
Medical

Water immersion facility (zero gravity)
Planetarium
Fire

TOTAL
Lunar module
LM simulator
Lunar landing training vehicle
LM procedures simulator
Simulator briefings

13,317'
1, 130 d
770
533
179
64
15,993

Full mission engineering simulator
Translation & docking simulator
Subtotal

Briefings
Command and service module
Guidance and navigation
Lunar module

37,953

TOTAL

4,060
2,397
2,130
1,458
656
405

lunar topography

Procedures

Launch vehicle

Photography

2,730
2,334
1,987
1,039
1,011
814

Mission techniques
Checklist
Flight plan
Mission rules
Design, acceptance
Test reviews
Team meetings

Spacecraft tests

541
393
288
88
48

Training meetings

Rendezvous
Extravehicular contingency transfer
Flight readiness reviews

3,332
1,759

Co mmand and service module
Lunar module

11 ,273

TOTAL

11, 106

TOTAL

TOTAL

5,091

PROGRAM TOTAL

84,071

a Includes briefings , geology field trips. lUnar surface simulati ons , and lunar roving vehicle trainer operation.
b Related to z.ero-gravit y flight operations .

(' Includes lunar roving vehicle navigation simulator.

d Includes lunar tanding training vehicle flights (2 hr. per night) , vehicle sy stems briefings, lunar landing research facility, and lunar landing
tTaining vehicle lime.

'Tables 1 through 4 adapted from C. H. Woodling et ai., "Apollo Experience Report-Simulation of Manned Space Flight for
Crew Training," NASA TN D-7112, March 1973.

Table 2. Apporlionment of Training According to Mission Type
Missions before
first lunar landing

Early lunar
landing missions

4

Final lunar
b

landing missions (

Category

Ho urs

Percent of
total

Hours

Percent of
total

Hours

total

Simulators

11 ,511
4,023
7,924
5,894
2,576

36
13
25
18
8

15,029
5,379
2,084
3,070
1,260

56
20
8
11
5

11,413
9,246
1,265
2,142
1, 255

45
36
5
9

31,928

100

26,822

100

25,320

100

Training

Special purpose
Procedures

Briefings
Spacecraft tests

Total
• ApoUo 7, 8, 9, 10.
Apollo 11, 12, 13, 14.
'Apollo 15, 16, 17.
b
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THE FLIGHT OF APOLLO 13*
Apollo 13, the third manned lunar landing and exploration mission, had been
tentatively scheduled in July 1969 for launch in March 1970, but by the end of
the year the launch date had been shifted to April. In August 1969 crew assign
ments for Apollo 13 were announced: James A. Lovell commanded the prime
crew, which included Thomas K. Mattingly II as command module pilot and Fred
W. Haise as lunar module pilot. Their backups were John Young, John Swigert,
and Charles Duke. The target for the mission was the Fra Mauro Formation, a
site of major interest to scientists, specifically a spot just north of the crater Fra
Mauro, some 550 kilometers (340 miles) west-southwest of the center of the moon's
near side .
On March 24, 1970, during the countdown demonstration test for Apollo 13,
KSC test engineers encountered a problem with an oxygen tank in the service
module . The spacecraft carried two such tanks, each holding 320 pounds (145
kilograms) of supercritical oxygen . They provided the oxygen for the command
module atmosphere and (along with two tanks of hydrogen) three fuel cells, which
were the spacecraft's primary source of electrical power. Besides power, the chem
ical reaction in the cells produced water, which not only supplied the crew' s drink
ing water but was circulated through cooling plates to remove heat from certain
critical electronic components. The tanks were designed to operate at pressures
of 865 to 935 pounds per square inch (psi) (6,000 to 6,450 kilopascals) and tem
peratures between -340 °F and +80°F (-207°C to +27°C). Inside each spherical
tank were a quantity gauge, a thermostatically controlled heating element, and
two stirring fans driven by electric motors. The fans were occasionally operated
to homogenize the fluid in the tank; it tended to stratify, leading to erroneous
quantity readings . All wiring inside the tank was insulated with Teflon, a
fluorocarbon plastic that is ordinarily noncombustible. Each tank was fitted with
a relief valve designed to open when the pressure rose above 1,000 psi (6,900
kilo pascals); the tanks themselves would rupture at pressures above 2,200 psi
(15,169 kilopascals) . Both tanks were mounted on a shelf in the service module
between the fuel cells and the hydrogen tanks.
The countdown demonstration test called for the tanks to be filled, tested, and
then partially emptied by applying pressure to the vent line, thus forcing oxygen
out through the fill line. Number one tank behaved normally in this test, but num
ber two released only 8 percent of its contents, not 50 percent as required. Test

'This narrative is based primarily on three sources: AlAA Paper No. 70-1260, by Glynn S. Lunney
(one of the three flight directors on Apollo 13) , "Discussion of Several Problem Areas During the
Apollo 13 Operation," presented at the AIAA 7th Annual Meeting and Technical Display, Houston,
Texas, Oct. 19-22, 1970; NASA, "Report of Apollo 13 Review Board, " June 15, 1970; and "Apollo
13 Technical Air to Ground Voice Transcription," April 1970. See also the published House and Sen
ate hearings cited in notes 75 and 79, Chapter 11.
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engineers decided to proceed with the rest of the test and investigate the prob
lem later. The next day, after KSC engineers had discussed the problem with
colleagues at MSC, North American Rockwell (builders of the service module),
and Beech Aircraft (manufacturers of the oxygen tanks), they tried emptying the
tank again, with no success. Further talks led to the conclusion that the tank prob
ably contained a loose-fitting fill tube, which could allow pressure to escape with
out emptying the tank .
When normal procedures again failed to empty the tank, engineers decided
to use its internal heaters to boil off the contents and applied direct-current power
at 65 volts to the heaters. This was successful but slow, requiring eight hours
of heating . It was then decided that if the tank could then be filled normally it
would not cause a problem in flight. A third test gave the same result as the sec
ond, requiring heating to empty the tank.
In view of the difficulty of replacing the oxygen shelf-a job that would take
at least 45 hours-and the possibility that other components might be damaged
in the process and the launch delayed for a month, NASA and contractor offi
cials decided not to replace the tanks.
The spacecraft was launched on April 11, 1970, and the mission was quite routine
for the first two days. At 30 hours and 40 minutes after launch (30:40 ground
elapsed time, or g.e. t.), the crew ignited their main engine to put the spacecraft
on a hybrid trajectory, a flight path that saved fuel in reaching the desired lunar
landing point. * At 46:40** the crew routinely switched on the fans in the oxygen
tanks briefly. A few seconds later the quantity indicator for tank number two went
off the high end of the scale, where it stayed. The tanks were stirred twice more
during the next few hours; and at 55:53, after a master alarm had indicated low
pressure in a hydrogen tank, the Mission Control Center (MCC) directed the
crew to switch on all tank stirrers and heaters. Shortly thereafter the crew heard
a loud "bang" and felt unusual vibrations in the spacecraft. Mission controllers
noticed that all telemetry readings from the spacecraft dropped out for 1.8 seconds.
In the CM, the caution and warning system alerted the crew to low voltage on
d.c. main bus B, one of two power distribution systems in the spacecraft. At this
point command module pilot Jack Swigert told Houston, "Hey, we've had a
problem here."
Because of the interruption of telemetry that had just occurred, flight controllers
in the MCC had difficulty for the next few minutes determining whether they
were getting true readings from the spacecraft sensors or whether the sensors
had somehow lost power. Before long, however, both MCC and the crew real
ized that oxygen tank number two had lost all of its contents, oxygen tank num
ber one was slowly losing its contents, and the CM would soon be out of oxygen
and without electrical power. Among the first actions taken were shutting down
one fuel cell and switching off nonessential systems in the CM to minimize power
consumption; shortly after, the second fuel cell was shut down as well. When
·The "hybrid" trajectory was designed so that if the main propulsion engine failed, the attitude
control rockets on the spacecraft could change the flight path enough to bring it back to a safe reentry
after it rounded the moon.
"This and all subsequent times are in hours and minutes g.e.t. Launch time was 12:13 p.m. East
ern Standard Time on April 11.
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the remaining oxygen ran out, the CM would be dead; its only other power source
was three reentry batteries providing 120 ampere-hours, and these had to be
reserved for the critical reentry period.
An hour and a half after the "bang," MCC notified the crew that "we're start
ing to think about the lifeboat"-using the lunar module (LM) and its limited
supplies to sustain the crew for the rest of the mission. Plans for such a contin
gency had been studied for several years, although none had anticipated a situa
tion as grave as that of Apollo 13. Many of these studies were retrieved and their
results were adapted to the situation as it developed .
Shortly after the accident, mission commander James Lovell reported seeing
a swarm of particles surrounding the spacecraft, which meant trouble. Particles
could easily be confused with stars, and the sole means of determining the
spacecraft's attitude was by locating certain key stars in the onboard sextant.
Navigational sightings from the LM were difficult in any case as long as it was
attached to the command module, and this would only complicate matters. Flight
controllers decided to align the lunar module's guidance system with that in the
command module while the CM still had power. That done, the last fuel cell and
all systems in the command module were shut down, and the crew moved into
the lunar module. Their survival depended on this craft's oxygen and water sup
plies, guidance system, and descent propulsion engine (DPS) . Normally all course
corrections were made using the service propulsion system (SPS) on the service
module, but flight controllers ruled out using it, partly because it required more
electrical power than was available and partly because no one knew whether the
service module had been structurally weakened by the explosion. If it had, an
SPS burn might be dangerous . The DPS would have to serve in its place.
When word got out that Apollo 13 was in trouble, off-duty flight controllers
and spacecraft systems experts began to gather at MSC, to be available if needed.
Others stood by at NASA centers and contractor plants around the country, in
touch with Houston by telephone. Flight directors Eugene Kranz, Glynn Lun
ney, and Gerald Griffin soon had a large pool of talent to help them solve prob
lems as they arose, provide information that might not be at their fingertips, and
work on solutions to problems they could anticipate farther along in the mission.
Astronauts manned the CM and LM training simulators at Houston and at
Kennedy Space Center, testing new procedures as they were devised and modify
ing them as necessary. MSC director Robert R. Gilruth, Dale D. Myers, director
of manned space flight, and NASA administrator Thomas O. Paine were all on
hand at Mission Control to provide high-level authority for changes.
Soon after the explosion, the assessment of life-support systems determined
that although oxygen supplies were adequate, the system for removing carbon
dioxide (C0 2 ) in the lunar module was not. The system used canisters filled with
lithium hydroxide to absorb CO 2 as did the system in the command module.
Unfortunately the canisters were not interchangeable between the two systems,
so the astronauts were faced with plenty of capacity for removing CO 2 but no
way of using it. A team in Houston immediately set about improvising a way
to use the CM canisters, using materials available in the spacecraft.
Flight controllers, meanwhile, were addressing operational problems. Their first
critical decision was to put the crippled spacecraft back on a free-return trajec
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tory, which was accomplished by firing the LM descent engine at 61:30. Mission
Control then had some 18 hours to consider the remaining problems; the next
was a possible course adjustment to change the spacecraft's landing point on earth.
If this was to be done, it was scheduled for "PC + 2"-two hours after pericyn
thion (closest approach to the moon), after the spacecraft emerged from behind
the moon. In the interval, Houston worked out a new flight plan that would min
imize the consumption of oxygen, water, and electricity while keeping vital sys
tems operating.
The alternatives for the PC + 2 maneuver were worked out by about 64 hours
g.e. t. A major consideration was the total time to splashdown. Left on its free
return course the command module would return at about 155 hours g .e.t. to
a landing in the Indian Ocean. Three options would bring it back in the mid
Pacific and could reduce the total mission time to as little as 118 hours. The fifth
possibility returned the spacecraft in 133 hours, but to the South Atlantic. For
one reason or another, all but one of these choices were discarded. The free-return
(no course correction) choice was abandoned, since there was no known reason
not to use the LM descent propulsion system. Recovery in either the Atlantic or
the Indian Ocean was far from ideal; the main recovery force was deployed in
the mid-Pacific and there was not enough time to move it or to make adequate
arrangements elsewhere. Two options giving the shortest return time (118 hours)
had other drawbacks. Both would require using virtually all of the available propel
lant, and it was not prudent to assume that no additional course corrections would
be required. One of them involved jettisoning the service module, which would
expose the CM heat shield to the cold of space for 40 hours and raise questions
about its integrity on reentry. After five and a half hours of weighing the choices
and their consequences, flight directors met with NASA and contractor officials
and presented their findings and recommendations. The decision, made some
ten hours before the scheduled engine burn, was to go for mid-Pacific recovery
at 143 hours.
During all of these deliberations the atmosphere in the lunar module was gradu
ally accumulating carbon dioxide as the absorbers in the environmental control
system became saturated. Members of MSC's Crew Systems Division devised
a makeshift air purifier by taping a plastic bag around one end of a CM lithium
hydroxide cartridge and attaching a hose from the portable life-support system,
allowing air from the cabin to be circulated through it. After verifying that this
jury rig would function, they prepared detailed instructions for building it from
materials available in the spacecraft and read them up to the crew. For the rest
of the mission the improvised system kept the CO 2 content of the atmosphere
well below hazardous levels.
The decision to recover in the Pacific fixed the time line for the remainder of
the mission and imposed some rigid constraints on preparations for reentry. The
final course correction had to be made with the LM engine; command module
systems had to be turned on and the guidance system aligned; the service mod
ule had to be discarded; and when all preparations had been made, the lunar
module would be cut loose. In all these preparations the power available from
the CM's reentry batteries was a limiting factor. From the PC + 2 burn until about
35 hours before reentry the sequence of activation of CM systems was worked
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out, checked in the simulators, and modified. Fifteen hours before beginning reen
try the revised sequence of activities was read to the crew, to give them time to
review and practice it.
The husbanding of expendable resources, particularly electrical power, paid off
on the morning of landing, when it was discovered that power reserves in the
LM were adequate to allow use of it in the CM. Some of the early CM activities
could then be done at a less hurried pace. The Apollo 13 command module
splashed down within a mile of the recovery carrier with about 20 percent of its
battery power remaining. Three weary, chilled astronauts came aboard the U.S.S.
Iwo lima on April 17 and were flown to Hawaii for an emotional reunion with
their families.
Mission Control teams and their hundreds of helpers were no less drained . The
usual cigars were lighted up after recovery, but the splashdown parties that eve
ning were subdued: most of those who went quit early and went home to bed.
Their efforts were recognized the next day when President Richard M. Nixon,
on his way to Hawaii, stopped in Houston to present the Presidential Medal of
Freedom, the nation's highest civilian award, to the entire team.
NASA immediately convened an investigation board* to determine the cause
of the accident and postponed Apollo 14 until its results were in. Lacking the
spacecraft itself-the service module had been jettisoned before reentry, and the
crew had been able to take only a few rather poor photographs of it-the board
initially had only the data from inflight telemetry to work with. When it became
clear that the fault lay in oxygen tank number two, the board carefully reviewed
its entire history, from fabrication to launch, as recorded in the detailed documen
tation that followed every piece of equipment from plant to launch pad. Under
the board's direction, MSC and other NASA centers conducted tests under simu
lated mission conditions to verify its findings. The investigation, which concluded
in a few weeks, turned up a highly improbable sequence of human error and
oversight that led inexorably to the failure in flight.
Board Chairman Edgar M. Cortright, director of Langley Research Center,
explained the board's finctings to congressional committees in June. The accident,
he reported, was not a random malfunction but resulted from an unusual combi
nation of mistakes as well as "a somewhat deficient and unforgiving design."
As the board's report reconstructed the events leading up to the accident, the
tank left Beech Aircraft's plant on May 3, 1967, after passing all acceptance tests.
It was installed as part of a shelf assembly in service module no. 106 on June
4, 1963, having passed all tests conducted at North American Rockwell during
assembly. Design changes in the service module, however, necessitated remov
ing the entire shelf from SM 106 for modification. During removal, which was
accomplished by use of a special fixture that fit under the shelf to lift it upward,

*Board members were : Edgar M. Cortright, director, Langley Research Center, chairman; Robert
F. Allnut, assistant to the administrator, NASA Hqs.; Neil Armstrong, MSC; John F. Clark, director,
Goddard Space Flight Center; Brig. Gen. Walter R. Hedrick, Jr. , Hqs. USAF; Vincent L. Johnson,
deputy associate administrator for engineering, Office of Space Science and Applications; Milton Klein,
manager, AEC-MASA space nuclear propulsion office; and Hans M. Mark, director, Ames Research
Center.
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workmen overlooked one bolt that held down the back of the shelf, with the result
that the removal fixture broke, dropping the shelf two inches . The board con
cluded that this incident might have jarred loose a poorly fitting fill tube. Subse
quent tests did not detect any flaws, and after modification the shelf was shipped
to Kennedy Space Center for installation in SM 109, the Apollo 13 spacecraft .
What was not known was that this oxygen tank was fitted with obsolete ther
mostatic switches protecting its heating elements. Original specifications for the
switches called for operation on 28 volts d.c.; in 1965 this was changed to 65 volts
d .c. to match the test and checkout equipment at the Cape. Later tanks conformed
to the new specifications, but this one, which should have been modified, was
not, and the discrepancy was overlooked at all stages thereafter.

Arrangement of fuel cells and cryogenic systems in bay 4.
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In a normal checkout of a normal tank, this would not have mattered, because
the switches would not have opened during normal operation . But the impro
vised procedure used when this tank failed to empty (the result of a loose fitting,
as noted above) raised the temperature in the tank above 80 0 P (27 °C) , at which
point the switches opened. Tests conducted during the investigation showed that
the higher current produced by the 65-volt power source caused an arc between
the contact points as they separated, welding them together and preventing their
opening when the temperature dropped. This went undetected during the detank
ing procedure at the Cape; it could have been noticed if anyone had monitored
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the heater current, which would have shown that the heaters were operating when
they should not have been. But all attention was on the specific malfunction, and
no one was aware that the heaters were on continuously for eight hours on two
separate occasions. The result, as tests showed, was that the heater tube reached
1,OOO°F (538°C) in spots, damaging the Teflon insulation on the adjacent fan-motor
wiring and exposing bare wire. From that point on, the board concluded, the
tank was hazardous when filled with oxygen and electrically powered. Teflon
can be ignited at a high enough temperature in the presence of pure oxygen, and
the tank contained small amounts of other combustibles as well.
Unfortunately for Apollo 13, the tank functioned normally for the first 56 hours
of the mission, when the heaters and the fans were energized during routine oper
ations. At that point an arc from a short circuit probably ignited the Teflon, and
the rapid pressure rise that followed either ruptured the tank or damaged the
conduit carrying wiring into the tank, expelling high-pressure oxygen. The board
could not determine exactly how the tank failed or whether additional combus
tion occurred outside the tank, but the pressure increase blew off the panel cov
ering that sector of the service module and damaged the directional antenna,
causing the interruption of telemetry observed in Houston. It also evidently
damaged the oxygen distribution system, or the other oxygen tank, as well, lead
ing to the loss of all oxygen supplies and aborting the mission.
The board pointed out that although the circumstances of the tank failure were
highly unusual and that the system had worked flawlessly on six successful mis
sions, Apollo 13 was a failure whose causes had to be eliminated as completely
as possible. It recommended that the oxygen tanks be modified to remove all com
bustible material from contact with oxygen and that all test procedures be
thoroughly reviewed for adequacy.
Compared to the AS-204 fire in 1967, Apollo 13 was only a frightening near
miss, and because its cause was localized and comparatively easy to discover,
it had fewer adverse effects on the program. Only the skill and dedication of
hundreds of members of the often-celebrated "manned space flight team" saved
it, however, and the accident served to remind NASA and the public that manned
flight in space, no matter how commonplace it seemed to the casual observer,
was not yet a routine operation. The same lesson had to be learned once more
sixteen years later, when on January 28, 1986, the space shuttle Challenger and
all seven of its crew were lost a minute after launch. An unforgiving design and
the failure of human judgment under pressure combined again to bring a pro
gram to a halt while corrective measures were taken.
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The primary source material for the present history was the large collection of
documents from the Apollo project maintained, at this writing (1987), in the
History Office at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston. More
than 31,000 documents collected by the JSC historian over a 20-year period occupy
nearly 150 linear meters of shelf space in more than 775 document boxes.
Most of these documents came from the "reading files" of JSC engineers and
managers. For the most part they are copies of the letters, memoranda, and telexes
generated in the management of the Apollo spacecraft project at JSc. Original
documents will not be found in this collection; they constitute "record copies,"
which by law must be retired to Federal Archives and Records Centers-in the
case of JSC, that in Ft. Worth, Texas-whence they may be recalled through the
records management office at JSc. Thus the History Office collection is an unoffi
cial"historian's source file" rather than an archive. Besides correspondence, these
files contain NASA and contractor reports, working papers, minutes of meet
ings, and other types of documentation. They have been supplemented over the
last 20 years with copies of documents obtained from NASA Headquarters and
other NASA centers by the compilers of the Apollo chronology and the authors
of Chariots for Apollo: A History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft. Storage space was always
at a premium, and earlier researchers culled the documentation and discarded
a considerable amount of material. The basic arrangement of all the Apollo files
is chronological, mainly because the documents were in chronological order when
they reached the History Office.
By far the largest part of this collection was obtained from the Apollo Space
craft Program Office at JSc, which directed the design, construction, and testing
of the two Apollo spacecraft (command/service module and lunar module). These
documents deal largely with the development of the spacecraft themselves, but
they contain at least some papers from every organizational element of the proj
ect: mission planning and analysis, lunar landing site selection, flight planning,
astronaut training, testing programs, etc.
Smaller collections in the historian's source file, separate from the main Apollo
chronological file, include:
• 130 boxes of documents pertaining to individual Apollo missions, from the first
unmanned test flight of the spacecraft to the last manned lunar mission, Apollo
17. The collection includes premission planning documents, press kits, flight
plans, transcripts of onboard and air-to-ground communications, crew debrief
ings, mission reports, mission science reports, and flight controller logs. The
comprehensiveness of these documents varies from mission to mission.
• 30 boxes of documents related to the planning and execution of the scientific
experiments conducted during the Apollo missions, in earth and lunar orbit
and on the lunar surface.
• 18 boxes of documents on the construction and operation of the Lunar Receiv
ing Laboratory at JSC, from 1964 to 1978, and 1 box relating to the establish
ment of the Lunar Science Institute.
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• 22 boxes of miscellaneous documentation on the command/service module and
the lunar module, including systems handbooks, operating manuals, and pho
tographic documentation of individual spacecraft.
• 7 boxes of documents on the lunar landing research vehicle and the lunar land
ing training vehicle, covering development and operations.
• A small collection of documents on astronaut training, mostly training sched
ules for specific missions but including outlines of early training programs.
• JSC Apollo Spacecraft Project Office weekly reports, 1962-1966.
• Apollo program quarterly status reports, 1962-1968.
• Apollo working papers and Apollo experience reports. Working papers docu
ment the data and assumptions on which mission plans were constructed;
experience reports, written after the program was completed, document prob
lems and solutions and lessons learned from the Apollo program.
• Apollo feasibility study proposals (1960) and contractor reports on the feasibil
ity studies, 1960-1961.
• Audio tapes of oral history interviews with more than 300 participants in the
Apollo program-NASA and contractor personnel-taken in 1969-1970, plus
transcripts of about two-thirds of the tapes.
• A complete collection of Apollo mission reports, plus an Apollo program sum
mary report, containing most of the technical data on each mission.
The most important part of the program not represented in the History Office
files is the biomedical. JSC's Life Sciences Directorate has compiled its own histor
ical files, which are presently housed in the Historical Research Center of the Hous
ton Academy of Medicine-Texas Medical Center library, 1133 M. D. Anderson
Blvd., Houston, Texas 77030, where they may be consulted by qualified
researchers.
The chronological arrangement of the Apollo files makes an index almost
indispensable, and part of the historian's task under the contract which supported
the writing of this volume was the preparation of an index. Each document in
the Apollo files is individually entered in a computer-stored index, except for occa
sional folders or boxes that were indexed as a unit (e.g., a series of periodic
reports). The index entry contains the date of the document, its originator, its
title or subject, the name of the person who signed it, and its location (box num
ber) in the file. Using remote terminals in the History Office, the user can rapidly
search the entire file in a variety of ways (e.g., by date, originator, subject, or
combinations of these categories) and obtain printouts of the retrieved entries.
A printout of the complete index, available in the History Office, include tabula
tions of the number of documents by originator and by subject. This can be use
ful for quick surveys of the files or for manual searches.
A guide to the Apollo files, available for use in the JSC History Office, includes
a more detailed description of the indexing system and an inventory of the Apollo
collection. The JSC History Office does not have adequate full-time staff to pro
vide extensive assistance or to conduct document searches, but those who wish
to use the files on site can be given some guidance. Arrangements to use the JSC
History Office files can be made through the History Office Coordinator, Manage
ment Analysis Office, mail code BY, NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Texas 77058.
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The value of this documentation is highly variable, as might be expected from
the manner in which it was collected. On the whole it represents topics that were
important to the Apollo spacecraft program manager at JSC, which encompassed
much but by no means all of the Apollo program. More than three-fourths of
this material in the Apollo chronological collection originated at JSC or at NASA
Headquarters; more than one-third of it is related to four parts of the Apollo pro
ject that were the principal concern of JSC: the command and service modules,
the lunar module, mission planning and analysis, and test facilities, procedures,
and results . In other areas it is sketchy, as in the workings of the Astronaut Office
and details of astronaut training.
The chronological arrangement of the files is the major impediment to their use.
Correspondence on any given topic is not correlated, except in cases where a secre
tary collected and copied important background correspondence in a particular
case. The index is extremely useful, but it is only a "first cut," limited by the
time and funds available for its preparation; cross-referencing, for example, was
not attempted. Prior letters, memos, etc., cited in documents can be checked
against the index but often are not in the files. Where earlier correspondence is
attached, the index entry includes a notation to that effect, but the attached docu
ments are not indexed at the primary entry.
The other major collections (Missions, Lunar Science, and Lunar Receiving
Laboratory) were more useful in preparing this history. Documentation of the
individual missions is extensive, though variable from mission to mission. It
usually includes pre- and postmission documentation, such as flight plans and
mission reports; transcripts of inflight communications; press briefings conducted
before, during, and after the flights; crew debriefings; and flight directors' logs.
Mission files also contain a great deal of material provided to the press by con
tractors as well as official documentation. The science-related documents seem
to have come from the reading files of JSC's director of science and applications,
and the science side of the lunar program is well documented, as is the evolution
and operation of the lunar receiving laboratory.
Other resources available to researchers at JSC include similar but less volumi
nous collections for other manned space flight projects (Mercury, Gemini, Skylab,
and Apollo-Soyuz). These are housed in the Woodson Research Center (WRC)
of the Fondren Library at Rice University in Houston. Under a custodial agree
ment between Rice and JSC, JSC retains title to the documents while WRC is
responsible for their care and preservation and makes them available to qualified
researchers. WRC has prepared guides to these collections and is in the process
of indexing them in a system compatible with the Apollo index. Arrangements
to use these collections can be made through the Woodson Research Center, Fon
dren Library, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 7700l.
The Lunar and Planetary Institute, located adjacent to JSC, has a large techni
cal library devoted to lunar and planetary science. Most of the LPI's holdings
are technical in nature, e.g., lunar sample information catalogs, excerpts from
transcripts of air-to-ground communications relating to lunar sample collection
and documentation. It has a few useful Apollo documents, including collections
of minutes of meetings of the Apollo Site Selection Board, 1966-1972, and the
Science Working Panel, 1970-72.
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Besides these primary documents, the JSC History Office holds a large collec
tion of important secondary sources. This includes a near-complete series of con
gressional authorization hearings, plus other congressional documents, such as
staff reports and a few appropriations hearings, for the period 1958-1972. Another
useful source is the weekly publication called Current News, a daily compilation
of clippings from the national press related to space programs put out by the Office
of Public Affairs at NASA Headquarters. For the space flight historian Current
News serves as a kind of reader's guide to press coverage of major events and
an indicator of the state of public opinion concerning the space program. Most
of the references to newspaper articles in the notes in this volume were taken
from Current News, supplemented where possible by consultation of the files of
important newspapers available in local libraries.
Oral history interviews with key participants in the Apollo program provided
details and insights not often available in the formal documentation. Many of
the 300-odd interviews in the JSC History Office files were taken while Apollo
was still in progress, many of them before the first lunar landing, and are almost
"real-time" discussions of the problems encountered during the program. These
interviews were taken by earlier historians with different questions in mind, and
consequently they were not as useful for the present work as they might have
been. The present author, working more than 10 years after Apollo ended, found
fewer of those participants easily accessible within the constraints of his contract
but was able to record interviews with a few of them. Their recollections frequently
lacked detail because of the passage of time but sometimes yielded information
on attitudes and relationships that were useful in reconstructing how and why
things happened as they did.
The History Office at Headquarters has a large collection of material on all
aspects of the space program. Its holdings are described in History at NASA, NASA
HHR-50 (Washington, June 1986), available from the History Office, mail code
XH, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D .C. 20546. The official files of Head
quarters program and project offices have been retired to the Federal Archives
and Records Center at Suitland, Maryland. They can be recalled through the His
tory Office in Headquarters, which has an inventory of these holdings. For the
scientific aspects of Apollo the papers of Homer E. Newell, associate administra
tor for space science and applications from 1961 to 1967, were most useful.
Newell's own inventory of these documents is more informative than most. Copies
of pertinent documents from the Newell files were added to the JSC collection
by the present author.
Most of the secondary literature on Project Apollo deals with the accomplish
ment of the primary objective, the first lunar landing. Considerably less has been
published on the second phase of the project, lunar exploration.
The classic study of the origin of Project Apollo is John M. Logsdon's The Deci
sion to Go to the Moon: Project Apollo and the National Interest (Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, 1970), which deals in detail with the domestic and international polit
ical climate in which President John F. Kennedy formulated his challenge to the
nation to send people to the moon and back "before this decade is out." An impor
tant recent effort to set the entire manned space flight program in a global (and
internal American) political context is Walter A. McDougall's ... The Heavens and
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the Earth: A Political History of the Space Age (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1985).
The role of Congress, particularly the House of Representatives space commit
tee, is well covered in Toward the Endless Frontier: History of the Committee on Science
Technology, 1959-79, (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980), writ
ten by Ken Hechler, a Ph.D. historian and member of the committee for 18 years.
Other accounts of the manned space flight program include John Noble Wilford,
We Reach the Moon (New York: Bantam Books, 1969); Hugo Young, Bryan Sil
cock, and Peter Dunn, Journey to Tranquility (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday and
Co., 1970); and Richard S. Lewis, Appointment on the Moon: The Inside Story of
America's Space Venture (New York: Viking Press, 1968). Lewis's The Voyages of
Apollo: The Exploration of the Moon (New York: Quadrangle Press, 1974) covers
some of the same ground as the present volume, discussing each of the Apollo
lunar landing missions and its scientific results. Henry S. F. Cooper, space cor
respondent for The New Yorker magazine, has written some good journalistic
accounts of the Apollo project in Apollo on the Moon (New York: Dial Press, 1969)
and Moon Rocks (New York: Dial Press, 1970).
Apollo's two accidents, the fatal AS-204 spacecraft fire and the aborted mis
sion of Apollo 13, were the subjects of popular books. The tragedy of Apollo 204
is covered in Murder on Pad 34, by Eric Bergaust (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons,
1968), a sensationalized book that is far from objective. Henry Cooper's 13: The
Flight That Failed (New York: Dial Press, 1973) is an hour-by-hour account of the
near-disastrous flight of Apollo 13. Detailed accounts of these grim milestones,
including the reports of NASA's investigating boards, are found in published
hearings of House committees: U.S. Congress, House Subcommittee on NASA
Oversight, Investigation into Apollo 204 Accident, 90th Cong., 1st sess. (hereafter
9011) (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967) (3 vols.), and House
Committee on Science and Astronautics, The Apollo 13 Accident, 91/2 (Washing
ton: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970).
NASA's own publications comprise the most complete historical treatments of
manned space flight projects now available. A basic chronological reference, based
largely on journalistic sources, is the annual series starting with Astronautics and
Aeronautics, 1963: Chronology on Science, Technology, and Policy, which now covers
the years 1963-1977. Chronologies of individual projects include James M. Grim
wood, Project Mercury: A Chronology, NASA SP-4001 (Washington, 1963); James
M. Grimwood and Barton C. Hacker, with Peter Vorzimmer, Project Gemini Tech
nology and Operations: A Chronology, NASA SP-4203 (Washington, 1969); and The
Apollo Spacecraft: A Chronology, NASA SP-4009 (vol. I, by Ivan D. Ertel and Mary
Louise Morse, 1969; vol. II, by Mary Louise Morse and Jean Karnahan Bays, 1973;
vol. III, by Courtney G. Brooks and Ivan D. Ertel, 1976; vol. IV, by Courtney
G. Brooks, Roland W. Newkirk, and Ivan D. Ertel, 1978). These chronolOgies,
based largely on NASA documentation, were compiled during research on pro
ject histories.
NASA has published histories of all the projects that contributed to the accom
plishment of the lunar landing. Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., James M. Grimwood, and
Charles C. Alexander, This New Ocean: A History of Project Mercury, NASA SP-4201
(Washington, 1966), gives a full account of the early years of the space age and
of NASA along with the development of Project Mercury itself. The second
manned space flight project, Gemini, is treated in Barton C. Hacker and James
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M. Grimwood, On the Shoulders of Titans: A History of Project Gemini, NASA SP-4203
(Washington, 1977), which focuses much more narrowly on the project itself. The
Saturn launch vehicles and the launch facilities built at Kennedy Space Center
are treated in Roger E. Bilstein, Stages to Saturn: A Technological History of
Apollo/Saturn Launch Vehicles, NASA SP-4206 (Washington, 1980), and Charles
D. Benson and William Barnaby Faherty, Moonport: A History of Apollo Launch Facil
ities and Operations, NASA SP-4204 (Washington, 1978).
Development of the spacecraft for lunar missions is covered in Courtney G.
Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo: A
History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft, NASA SP-4205 (Washington, 1979), which takes
the Apollo story through the first lunar landing and foreshadows the subject mat
ter of the present volume in an epilogue. Chariots concentrates on spacecraft and
mission planning and deals only sketchily with the scientific side of the project.
Besides the official histories, NASA has published Apollo Expeditions to the Moon,
Edgar M. Cortright, ed., NASA SP-350 (Washington, 1975), a collection of essays
written by many of the prominent participants in ApolIo. This profusely illus
trated volume is a good overview of the program, from conception to comple
tion, for a nontechnical audience.
NASA's space science program is welI covered in Homer E. Newell, Beyond
the Atmosphere: Early Years of Space Science, NASA SP-4211 (Washington, 1980).
Several of Newell's chapters are required reading for anyone interested in the
complexities of cooperation between government agencies and outside
researchers. NewelI speaks with authority, having been NASA's director of space
science and applications from 1962 to 1967. Although he does not discuss manned
space projects in detail, Newell deals with the problems of coordinating Gemini
and Apollo with the scientific community outside the space agency and with the
highly independent Office of Manned Space Flight and its Manned Spacecraft
Center. Some of the same questions are covered in the context of a specific proj
ect by R. Cargill Hall in Lunar Impact: A History of Project Ranger, NASA SP-4210
(Washington, 1977). Much of the unmanned scientific exploration of the moon
was done at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Gayton R. Koppes's JPL and the Ameri
can Space Program: A History of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (New Haven and Lon
don: Yale University Press, 1982) is an excellent source on these projects as well
as on the management of space science programs. The unmanned Lunar Orbiter
project, specifically designed to support ApolIo, is the subject of Bruce K. Byers's
Destination Moon: A History of the Lunar Orbiter Program, NASA TM X-3487
(Washington, 1977).
The Space Science Board of the National Academy of Sciences was the official
source of advice and recommendations to NASA from the outside scientific com
munity. Four publications contain the major recommendations concerning the
Apollo science program: A Review of Space Research, report of the summer study
conducted at the State University of Iowa, National Academy of Sciences-National
Research Council Publication 1079 (Washington, 1962); Space Research: Directions
for the Future, report of the summer study at Woods Hole, Mass., NAS-NRC Pub
lication 1403 (Washington, 1966); NASA 1965 Summer Conference on Lunar Explora
tion and Science (Falmouth study), NASA SP-88 (Washington, 1965); and 1967
Summer Study of Lunar Science and Exploration (Santa Cruz study), NASA SP-157
(Washington, 1967). The general question of NASA's relations with its outside
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scientific advisory groups has been examined in two monographs: Charles M.
Atkins, "NASA and the Space Science Board of the National Academy of
Sciences," NASA Historical Note HHN-62, 1966, and Pamela Mack, "NASA and
the Scientific Community: NASA-PSAC Interactions in the Early 1960s," (unpub
lished), 1978. An interesting examination of the relationships between govern
ment and the scientific community generally is Daniel S. Greenberg's The Politics
of Pure Science (New York: New American Library, 1967).
To date, the only NASA insiders to have published accounts of their experiences
are several astronauts. Their stories are anecdotal but nonetheless worth reading
for insights into the astronauts' side of the manned projects. The best and the
most serious of these memoirs is Michael Collins's Carrying the Fire: An Astronaut's
Journeys (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1974). Others include R. Walter
Cunningham's The All-American Bays (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1977),
and Brian T. O'Leary's The Making of an Ex-Astronaut (New York: Houghton
Mifflin, 1971). O'Leary, an astronomer picked in the second group of scientist
astronauts in 1966, discovered that he had no taste for flying airplanes and
resigned from the program a few months after entering it, which somewhat viti
ates his claim to be an "ex-astronaut." His book is highly critical of NASA's treat
ment of scientists in the astronaut program.
Notably lacking in the literature of lunar exploration is any summary of the
scientific results of Apollo. This is hardly surprising, for the data from the lunar
samples and the emplaced instruments were voluminous and complex, and since
only six sites were sampled, extrapolations to the moon as a whole are not likely
to be conclusive. The technical literature is staggering in volume. Papers presented
at the first eight annual Lunar Science Conferences fill three large volumes each,
and more has been published in the scientific journals. The Lunar and Planetary
Institute in Houston maintains a computerized bibliography of lunar and plane
tary science containing some 23,000 entries, of which it is estimated that half deal
with lunar science.
It is likely to be years before any consensus emerges among scientists as to the
details of the formation and evolution of the moon. Even so, two scientists have
undertaken to summarize the gross features of the moon's geological history on
the basis of the Apollo data: S. Ross Taylor, who participated in the analysis of
the lunar samples, has published Lunar Science: A Post-Apollo View (New York:
Pergamon Press, Inc., 1975), and Harrison H. Schmitt, the only scientist to get
to the moon in Apollo, who presented a summary to an international sympo
sium in 1974, published in The Soviet-American Conference on Cosmochemistry of the
Moon and Planets, edited by John H. Pomeroy and Norman J. Hubbard, NASA
SP-370 (Washington, 1977). Scientific conclusions recorded in the present vol
ume were taken largely from these two sources.
Congressional documents are useful sources for historians of the space pro
gram. The Space Act of 1958 required NASA to obtain authorizing legislation for
its appropriations, and in annual hearings before House and Senate subcommit
tees NASA officials summarized the agency's progress during the past year and
its plans for the coming year, usually in great detail. Besides these published hear
ings, reports on specific aspects of the programs were frequently prepared by
committee staffs. Especially useful for the lunar science program are the annual
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authorization hearings before the House subconunittees on manned space flight
and space science and applications for fiscal years 1965 through 1969.
From 1958 to 1969 NASA submitted a Semiannual Report to Congress summariz
ing accomplishments of the past six months. A broader view of the nation's space
program, encompassing the activities of all government agencies conducting pro
grams in space, is found in the annual Aeronautics and Space Report of the Presi
dent, compiled until 1972 by the National Aeronautics and Space Council and
thereafter by NASA.
The author conducted interviews with several participants in the Apollo pro
gram and made use of interviews taken by researchers for earlier history projects
and filed in the JSC History Office. The major utility of these interviews was to
provide details that were sometimes not recorded in documents and to provide
explanation of technical points that were not clear. Occasionally they supplied
insights from an individual's peculiar point of view.

Persons interviewed by the author:

Alan L. Bean, April 10, 1984, Houston;
Eugene A. Cernan, April 6, 1984, Houston;
Noel W. Hinners, March 16, 1984, Washington;
Joseph P. Kerwin, March 29, 1985, Houston;
Robert O. Piland, October 9, 1984, Houston;
Paul E. Purser, March 10, 1983, Houston;
Harrison H. Schmitt, May 30, 1984, Houston;
John R. Sevier, April 24, 1986, Houston;
Eugene M. Shoemaker, March 17, 1984, Houston;
Donald K. Slayton, October 15, 1984, Houston.

Interviews taken by researchers on earlier projects:

William O. Armstrong, interviewed by Ivan D. Ertel and James M. Grimwood,
January 24, 1967;
Alex J. Dessler, interviewed by Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., May 26, 1971 (not tran
scribed);
John H. Glenn, Jr., interviewed by Robert B. Merrifield, March 15, 1958;
Wilmot N. Hess, interviewed by Robert B. Merrifield, November 7, 1968;
Elbert A. King, Jr., interviewed by Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., May 29, 1971 (not
transcribed);
Wendell W. Mendell, interviewed by Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., February 11, 1971;
Russell L. Schweickart, interviewed by Peter Vorzimmer, May 1, 1967;
Donald K. Slayton, interviewed by Robert B. Merrifield, October 17, 1967;
Paul J. Weitz, interviewed by Charles D. Benson, August 19, 1975.
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